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INTRODUCT ION

1. The proceedings of tht 1964 Army Science Conference is a
compi.lation of all papers presented at the conference, Its

_purposew are to:

&. Provide a hisLtorical record of the conference

b. Provide source material for scientists engaged
In research

c. Enable conference pareicipants to review papers
in which they have a special interest

2. The report consists of three volumes as follows:

Volume I Unclassified papers, principal
authors, A thru H

Volume II Unclassified papers, principal
authors, I thru Z

Volume III Classified papers, alphabetically
by principal authors

3. Three Invited Papers, which were presented at the Openinrz
General Session are grouped together at the beginning o
Volume I. These papers are essentially different in nature
inasmuch as they were oriented toward the general scientific
and lay interests of a mixed audience, rather than reporting
on a specific research effort within a given discipline.

4. All experiments involving live animals which are reported
in the Proceedings were performed in accordance with the

principles of laboratory animal care as promulgated by the
National Society for Medical Research.

WILLIAM W. DICK, Jr.

Lieutenant General, GS

Chief of Research and Development
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Strides in medicine in the past few decades have been am
great as those in other professions) probably most dramatioally exi-
plified by the increase in life expectancy from 40 to over 70 yea.
Isolated exmples, or even a grasp of the vhole fleld of medical c-
ccmplsbments, make one proud to be living in these times avd in this
comtry; in these timee, because of these medical and other "life-
IJProvng" developments, and in this countr7, because mwW of the a*-
ccplishments are peculiar to the academic, scientific and physical
environment resulting frc the American wy of life.

TE IN MEDICAL LWE SUPPORT SYSMM: In the colloquial use
of the tern "life support system," the problems of maln'.alni% life
and function of an orbiting astronaut came to mind. M term "closed
ecological system" is also used to denote the need for the entire sys-
tea to be sulf-sufficient. By addin the term "m dial' to the title
of life support systems, I hope to explain soe of the back ground,
current research efforts and future plans of the ArzW Nfd cal Service
in meeting its missioA to preserve the fighting strength of the N mc

Zte fighting m. in an ertrem of anvir~ontal and time stress
my have to exist !U an atmosphere not unlike a closed ecologioal sys-
ten. In my daily prctioe as an Arm Medical Officer and an Aesthe-
siologist, the use of a closed ecological systesm does much to cctrt-
ute to the successful autcwoe. in most of today's patIen i ergoing
elective or emergency surgery. Once the patient Is rendered uncec-
scious, he becaes part of a closed anesthetic anvi rm tal system.
A skilled tee= controls the factors needed to maintain his vital ftno
tiths and return him to full consciousness. ftese sow factors have
direct application to victim, vounded or injured in the perfoianc
of daily duty. To cope with an adverse siuatlon vth a logical, pre-
planned, practiced effort, devoid of panic, is an applicatom ct these
factors in a practical vay. Such steps are simple enough to be learned
and used by non-medical people. Me imediate application of swe
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siole steps of correction, such as the mainteance or an adequate

acumq by the prape pavirtl fa i'mto ls victk i' e a or y
gea th esusciatated vtiIsf ofte ta atde.ltv or thend.c

Controilabl of im m In Imptornt ftorivha pio rca tot owne

fot etial re., ahaLce oraiplaneare pthe two otelose
It.ca brean keyfati the ebnl t of ano to. survvelaosessful

sl~aion.A wond o disaseow.vl ioated as i& apacte fis ts,

bth prsof ie aandl iLnessla yha becude. Beid m ctelc
or vabmm ihnte 7z or meialatrla fhtry, auc ha sowfl ine a o

rIw area alow decroaser th sue wihhoseunces foofvia n ferbistne
In breahin t te pscrsaeqre an loor transfuso or oped tive
Wbmtplationcm of eqp ofnt eirpln ofe whicou bet rther closled

Vprcbures if thaient vard ine ay mecospta eenviorem&cutin
stea of hr on he. bomeso ouircutrlso beasoil i a r

suml re rou fldersreauise omoe abaesfrurvial . fr Wan e-
at prgcat ton ofc eures fhat borod. a gaiun, nroat ve n
pu tee po eIinw, te of vhgca daic vl by rthe simpiul
tro te tressI to waint he in a~sd ming sit equallyen in-l

'1 to logistically support his with medical or other services.

Finally, the longer life span achieved does not lead many of us
to a feeling of comlacency nor to say that most of the problms pre-
venting a long, happy, healthful life have been eliminated. The
first day of li1fe, the first month, and the first year of life, all
still carry high and similar mortality rates to those recorded 25 or
50 years ago. At the other end of the life span, cancer and heart
disease have increased simply because people are living lon enough
to acquire these diseases. Further, the American heritage has led to
a strange paradox vhich permits thousands to be killed in traffic ac-
cidents, and more thousands to die by accidents in their homes, and
the events noted an little more than statistic, vhile a prominent per-
son, In a similarly sudden, shocking, unexpiected instant, dies of a~
heart attack or an assassin's bullet and beccues a national tragedy.
Which person Is the mor" dead or the greater loss to his family be- V I
comes soneubat academic if considered In a somewhat metaphysical do-
tacbmient by claimng that most of these deathr, are preventable.

I vIUl not consider the epidmiology of autonobile accidents in
this presentation. It Is better done by others. B ut It is indeed
straznge that seat belts or chest harnesses are not more videly used
nor are obvious design changes forthoming '.r safety In the

2
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autobile itself for sear, perhaps, that the oar will suffer es-
thetically in the market place. It Is squalLy strange that methods
are known today for the reversal of death, or the maintenance @1 lifep
in aodent or disease victim, which will permit these victims to
reach more sophititated medical oars but those methods are not used,
or werse, are used Improperly for various reuass, not the least of
which is an attitude of "it an't happen here." Yet when such
methods as mouth-to-mouth breathing te resuscitate drowsed or -sphyz-
isted victims were shown to be so effective whe taught by a simple
daily lesson on the front page of a Scandinavian state-controlled
nowspaper, the mortality from such accidents was reduced by almost
75%. low many of u consider ourselves competent to resuscitate a
friend or relative who has drowned or stopped breathing from any of
many other causes? £

In a similar way, I believe that perhaps half of the 500,000 per-
sons who die each year of heart disease might not have had to Aie at
that particular time. When the heart of such a person is *ezeimed by
a pathologist, he is unable to detect by the finest of our modern in-
strumentatlea any n disease in that heart. It appears to be the I
same heart that hours or days before was functioning well in a living.
human being. to say it in another vay, an examination of the heart
of a person who dies in his seventies after long, various and some-
tines severe episodes of heart disease, shows the heart to be ama-
tomically more severely invalveQ by the disease processes which ap-
parently killed the person 20 or 30 years his Junior.

It is true that death could be so tudden that changes would sot
have time to occur. In rutation, studios ouch am that conduted an
Pramingahm have shown that an adult population can be examined and

acas of the population will be found to have heart disease. When
follow" over a period of years, some of these patients with heart
desease die. Yet over 70% of these fatalities never reach medical at-
tention even within as lng a time as three veek from the onset of
new or severe symptoms. In our excellent Ar Nedical Servioe, simi-
lar records show that about 60% of our active duty personnel die with-
out medical attention. Incidentally, the major caues of death in
civilians and in our citizen aW are identical, heart disem and
accidents.

When the victim of the wroeardial infarction or "heart attack"
lives to enter the hospital, his hances of dying are reauoed to
about 25. Put evew in this area, there are good reseons to bellows
many of these 2% had hearts too god to die. About 18 of these 25
deaths are due to vetricular fibrillatien, a condition in which the
thousands of heart muscle fibers attuipt to contract out of sysakroW
with their neogbors, resulting in an ineffective output of blood
from the heart and the death of the patiemt. this condition Is ltkely
due to an electrocution phenomenon not unlike a death from an ole etrie
shock incurred when the victim'* feet were vet, permitting the elo-
trio charge to be conducted easily through the body- a not uscmma
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T In h et attc 3AI tlm anMI abnora~~lI pae of e'octricaj
activity is caused by the lack of blood nourishing the area normally
supplied by the vessel which has been blocked by the disease process.
'114 ame does not have to be large since the key feature is a 4if.-

fert"in electriLcal potential in the diseased area caqartd tZhe
rinlang normal heart musole. Mi ~isame area of differvee can then
bece an irritable focus to a degree sufficient to permit zendem dis-

chagesof elect~rical potential great enough to cause abnozmalities
in the rhytm of the heart, cont~nuing to the end point of the cam-
pletely diso:rgaased rtytim of ventricular fibrillatimu just men-
ticaed. Mwe nearer this ame of infarction or dead uscle lies to
the normal area of nervous pathways f or heart atmlations, the more
likely t.t is to become an irritable focus to precipitate the fatal
muscle contractions. In contrast, if it is far removed from this

arsof nervaus conduction, the heart vili be less irritable and the
aitia is able to develop~ collateral channels over a period of time to

Acuishb the areas of th~e heart previously supplied with blood by way
of the blocked arter7.

Mut even if this abnorma~l rbythm of ventricula~r fibrillation
does occur, you may surmise frcm vhat I have sodd that there are good
xeasanm to expect this death to be reversed if the treatment is prompt
end )raper.

MJe output of blood from the heart can be diminished or stopped
-n other vays such as the Inadvertent overdosage and depression of
the heart, as well as the rest of the body, by anesthetic agents,, so
that It no longer an respond to normal nervous Im~pulses. Or it can
stop because of lack of oxygen or a vound or accident causing such
severe lose of blood that an insufficient quantity is being returned
to the heart to "load" or fill it. IRsgazdless of the cause, the ef-
fat can be catastrophic. Prcopt treatment, simi lar In both inechen-
irnp my permit successful resuscitation and comlete recovery.
'ibese mechanisms for death vere not described anid understood until
early in this century, and probably are not yet fully explained. Yet,
in 1921, ad perhaps earlier inii documented cases, a surgeon was
able to take over artificially the function of the heart by rhythm-
ically squeezing it with his baad while adequate genation could be

* restored, permitting the patient to survive. In 191, the first
successful yeversal a4 the electrical inechaii fo~r death vas reported.
In this instance, the surgeon reversed the fatal outcome by applying
an even greater electrical charge to the surf ace of the heart b7
means of tWo electrodes applied to opposite sides of the heart, caus-
ing all the hesft muscle fibers to contract at once. After the heart

* fibers recovered from this effort of contraction,, they were ready to
respond no1mlljf and in unison to the next nervous lipulse reaching
the heart through its usual pathways. In 1956, the placemt of
the electrodes directly to the heat wax proved to be unnecessary If
sufficient voltage was delivered to two largO electrodes placed on
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vith the hend to force blood to be circulated, while the case of tb
trouble vex being ellminated, vas solved by noting the moo effect
could be achieved by pressing forcibly an the chest, trapping the
heart between the chest, the backbme and th lungs on either elib of
the heart. Metin this method Is omined, with the mouth-to-mouth
breathing technic mntioned above, a victim of an otherwise fatal
heart attack miht be brought to a medical facility by a trained non-
medical rescuer sufficiently alive to permit his basic machanism of
deth to be combatted and reersed. And indeed, this Is the favor-
able outcome of Pm and more heart attack victim today. It Is true
that these simple methods for first aid are not without danger, not
universally taught or learned, nor oven fully accepted by the medical
profession. But the concept Is sound and sems to need only a con-
certed effort by teaching sessions to have it seen life for many
people otherwise docud to an uneoote and often early death.

Of course,. the complete story of reversal of death or the sup-
port of life has not benoutlined above. The comlete picture mest
reparative processes need time to ce Into play. The timing of the

catastrophe itself 'Is unexpected and unknown, often delaying the on-
set of resuscita~tive efforts.* The ding. of the disease or Injury
may be so great that prolonged periods of time are required to pezoit
the body to repair or recover. For these and other reasons add--( tional, concepts of life ,uupport am. being Investigated. These fall
into two broad categories of tissue or organ trarpipantation and arti-
ficial internal organs. These axe arbitrary delineations but serve
to divide attempts to substitute healthy tissue or organs for that
,which is diseased or destroyed frca those who attempt to devise mech-

'1 anical substitutes to temporarily or permanently take over the fwmc-
tion of such damaged tissue or body organs. Agtain, there Is sew
precedent for each. Transfusions of blood cells and plasms, trans-'
plantation of cornea., bone and cartilege have beetn successful with
proper donors. Artificial tissue and organs, such as heart valves,

acardiac paoemaker or the artificial kidney,, work vel for varling
periods of tim. Both groups tend to fail when whole organs becom
developed by the host, and artificial or mechanical organs tend to
be too large to meot many logstical requirements.

The unique power system called "fluid amplifcation" mentioned
by 14r. Norton In the previous ad~ress, and by 11r'. Woodward in the
1962 session of this Conference,, has contiamod to lead itself to
miniaturization and to overcome acm of the other objections to con-
ventional pmier ouces for artificial Internal organs. 2be mdical
equipment developmnt effort by the H&rr Diamond Laboratories and
the Walter Reed A=W Institute of Rlesearch has been quite rwiarding.
'This effort am be used as an exmle of the increasing role of the
engineer and other scientists in assisting the phyician to achieve
better patient care, a deeper understanding and emplanation of many
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compex body processes and to realse the value of a multiple
dis cipline approach to the solutiona of medical mil~tax7 problems.

Such miniaturization wy lead to the availabilVi of a smell.
(mne cubic foot) heart-lung substitute which could be quickly con-I nected toa a casualty's circulation,, to tale over its vital function,
and ObvV tins" for the victim until conditions are optimal for deft-
nitty. repair of his Injuryr.

Som sWestion that this is a reasonable concept follows from
soe anmul eqaseriments vith th AnW Artificial Isart. Poe. Two
groups of ton dogs vere artificiall3y bwpt alive b7 heart-lun
machines deliverIng the san vobines of blood flow at the same mean
Input pressures, the only difference being in the quali1ty of the
blood flow. Ten dogs were so perfused 7&7 a conventional xteadyr flow
pm and the other ton b7 the AzW Heart PW set to deliver a pul-
satile blood flow quite similar to upmn pulsed blood flow, but
stll. at the same mean pressure end adwt flow delvered 1W the corn-
Vutiabal YUNT. the differGODe In survivaL was m'f~ TORNMI.M tAe
grou~p of dogs pjqpd with a steadly blood flow ftwo h oors xho wzre
-then take off this artificial eiiaialation, am sowie lIsr tb
21 bourse, and the meam wmmIwiL t~m W 4 hown. 3h a zb oaatn
7- of the 10 dogs perfused with a pusatile blood flow, agelm at the
SMM mn flow and pressure as tVA first group, .wwvIve th two
lam of artificial cicuaio o&Wal, doe Is m Mian bore
01 Athm ftvm any up.alable cause ame st"iszpmtsd.. 2Wo orfte*
Aluee Mp an 12 palsatile blood flow died of air emolimp a tech-

a is] area ectified 1W The addition of anair b" to the artificial
blood circuit. tiddgadudvrwtybeen fbd an O morn-
Ing of Ab procedue, reguritated stonach contents and could not be

msyventilated prioar to the artificialciulto er nt

~rAl retly similar benefit or pulsatile blood flow has benre-

*oe at man's life within the bounds of his body's enviriont?

yeldof Interrzqftin of noals blood flow vhen thousands of heart
ftisase victim have been successfully cured while theirciultr
aystmn have been tam ovr by a steady flov pmW We do not have
the awmrs to these and other more basic questions - on]. specula-
tic.. mot of which Involve,, again, a factor of time. 2he human
body has gneat reserves which enable it to withstand severe rpayslo-
-Ilgca1 Insults Ii +AV~ are of short donation. Patients who require
artifizial circulation for amr than two hours. vith conventional
steady flow of blood,. have a such higber mortality than those whose
disease can be repaired In loe than two hours. 2 his my reflect no
mow than thes severity at the disease, but the possibility that even

greater achievumuats In medicine v1ill foflow the modification of the



character of the artificial blood flow io more than exciting.

3 1partling fran specifics of medical research. rwarded by
* collaboration with other scientists, cooe .me ask other general ques-
I tions. Onie of parumnt :interest to as also :involves tUme and can

be posd: "Whther AmV Medical Research?" or even: Whither medical
research? A physician treeds his path of treatment of the sick
while maintaining his drive and ambition to learn and teach more or
the Materies of the body aW is at first unwvare that his path Is
not one,, but four or more. An time passes, his clinical path of
healing the sick meets a frk which requires him to teach other less
experienced phyicians wha~t he has learned. He is still able to
travel both paths with scme expenditure of time, but a third path
branches off, requiring hlim to study or do research experiments to
determine for himself even better ways of curing the ill. Again, his
agility my permit him to progress along all three paths, albeit at
a slower rate than if all his energies could be concentrated on a
single goal. At a time when he might be reconciled to such gym-
asaties, a fourth path loon. and must also be travelled,, that of ad-

ministrative duties almost divorced from one or more of the other
paths. With more time, he finds he is spending more and more time
on one or two paths, working little or none on the others. Nwv then
is he to be the complete physician, demnded by his tour-in-one
"1career"? I do not knw the answer, but part of it lies :in the help
and encouragement of other professional people who find thmelves on
similar paths requiring sm agility. If the travel along som of
these paths coincide between the scientific professions., all of the
paths can be savored and the goal still reached expeditious43. I
earnestly request your help und pledge my am.
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CONTROL, AMPLIFICATION, AND FLUIDS

BILLY M. HORTON
HARRY DIAMOND LABORATORIES

WASHINGTON, D. C.

When General Lotz invited me to come and speak before you,
I was first tempted to parade: a list of functions which can be
accomplished by a fluid amplification system; a projection of things
to come; and some discussion of their applicability to military
(particularly Army) problems. Then I decided that "hose of you who
have a strong or special interest in this field may have attended, or
been represented at, the Second Fluid Amplification Symposium, held
just three weeks ago in Washington; and that in a short presentation
such as this, anything like adequate coverage of activity in this
field would be impossible. I do believe, however, that it is
possible to present the "why" of fluid amplification, that T: why
is there such a thing; and why is there such current high interest
in this field? (The current R&D budget is several million dollars
annually.) The short answer is that it is a new, conceptually simple,
method of control, the potentialities of which are being determined
and exploited. But of course I shan't stop with the short answer.
Instead I'll say that the control of energy lies at the root of man's
standard of living and use that as the starting point.

For most of recorded history, the bulk of the energy which
man has controlled has been that which he processes with his body.
At 2500 calories per day, this turns out to be about 3 kilowatt hours,
or about 4 horsepower hours per day (not a whole lot), and most of
this is used to keep him warm.
A 200-pound man walking up a 5%
grade for a 75-hour week accom-/7'
plishes about 1 horsepower hour -
of work. Now man has always ..
been able to think of more
things to do than he's had the
energy to do, so it isn't too
surprising that he began look-
ing for means of controlling
energy beyond that which he

9
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himself inested. He has domesticated animals. A man with a horse
can raise this "anmiz." standard of living by an order of magnitude,
even assuming the horse works only a 4O-hour week. (By the way, an
ordinary horse would wear out if
you insisted that he performIaccording to :nehrseer
specification (a 125-pound pull
at three miles per hour)).
Vild inisahs axpend large a s tnntiof enerxq but neither they nor

certain stubbon mues iont abute..o this "energy" standard of liv-
Jugg because the element of
control is mssinga.

Directed ener.iy is what man needs and is what he wants in
v :rder to chie'venmy---f rhi8 goals.

Now he haj been a pro"ific inventor of ways to do this:
-- e hi used windmills, sail boats.

water wheels, gunpowder, steam
inginese gasoline and diesel
iMines, je egines, nucle3r

isseion,.and nuclear fusion as
r- smans of bringing various sources
S f energy under his control. He

b 'as.'o I an innovator of
-u.. .- ivuV 1AA to control and direct

- the energy of other human beings4
such a. slavery, serfdom, and the
totalitaria- state. Of course
.- hese inst!z .i,ons are much more
Acomplex than the physical systems

just mentioned, but I mention
,---.them beause they represent another part of the long history of man's

Aeffaot to achieve a standard of living by augmentation of what he
alone can accomlish.

Ica
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This brins us to the next question: Under what conditions
is the control and direction of some sou :ce of energy worthwhile?
Vel, it's pretty obvious that the controlled energy ought to be
preater than the energy requ!red for the controlling procoss, or, to F '
be a little more exact, the result accomplished by the controlled

nerg should be greater than the results which could be aRTrpahed
by the controlling energy acting directly. If this condition is not
me 1t, 1t7 sysem1I 4y seems worthwhile. If it is met, then the
process has !i There are, of course, any necessay and
useful controls which do not have amplification$ but those with
amplification have received much more attention.

If a string of controls, each having amplification, were
connected in series, then a small amount of energy injected as a con-

trol to the first could effect the control of larger and larger
amounts of energy down the line. In connecting them together, however,
we get into the problem of the "medium" or the "media" involved in the
process. A windmill is a system for directing the energy of the wind
so as to turn the millstone, but is not particularly well suited to
controlling the flow of energy through another windmill system. In
other words, you can't connect windmills in cascade veV well because
a rotating shaft doesn't control wind. This input-output problem is
one which greatly hampers any system when applied to any complex
problem (I'll have more to say about this later).

But before we get too deeply involved in a discussion of the
cascading of amplifiers, their
use as controllers, and into
such things as feedback systemss
I'd like to explore a little fur-
ther just what is meant by the
term "amplification". We can say
that a simple lever "amplifies"
force. Or, by moving the pivot,
weca makce it -iumplify" dislac-
ment. In this case, as wE=I..
other simple machines, the fact
that no "other" source of energy
is used means that the energy
amplification is unity or less,
i.e., no more work comes out than
goes in. Now no one considers a
seesaw, a wedge, nor a screw an -A I
aplifiers, but an imprecise
definition of amplification might
well qualify them as such.
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Similarly@ in the electri-
t ca fields &t transforier

<can provide a very high
voltage gain. Is it an
amPlifter? Since the
voltage gain occura at the -

expense of a reduced
currents It is no more an iV

_mplifier than a seesaw.

W ' need a con-
cept of a\ icat., which
will disti.,-vish ,atw, ea
such things a, a electrical
transformer and a vacuum
tube, between a hydraulic Jack and a power steering systems This
concept ust deal with the ability of input energy to control output
energy, moe of this output
.. "Q trw'come in a POWER SUPLY

-c-Aontrol at the "input". This
Smeans, of courses that some
'sort of a power supply must
be available to provide this
'"greater amount" of energy.
This power source can be
anything from a fuel cell to CONTIOL OUTPUT
4 atom bomb. 4,NPUt

Now in continuous processes, people are very often inter-
ested in energy rates so we more often than not talk about input
"G out ut powers and power amplification, or, more commonly,

a n o an amplifying device or of a systei.

I remember once when a friend seriously questioned the
validity of talking about "power gain" when the output power was con-
siderably less than that coming in from the power supply. There was
some confusion in his mind between the concepts of "gain" and
"efficiency". While the power gain of an amplifier needs to be

sta than one to attract much attention, its efficiency will surely
F less than ones since it is ju.3 about impossible to modulate or

on'r the flow of energy by any means without some lofses in the
processt

We've been discussing an area of thought which has occupied
man's thoughts for centuries. And he has been very successful in
achieving the kind of control of energy he desires. For example,
hydraulics pneumatics steam, and electrical controls act as amplify-
ing devices, some giving a continuous range, and some giving only
discrete levels of output power. Today we would class them as either
"analog" or "digital" systems, Up until about a half century ago,
the operation of all these systems required the motion of mechanical
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parts to accomplish their purposes, Now there is no natur.e dis-
advantage to moving parts. A steering wheel serves v V r l, and the
valves it controls do a magnificent Job* thanks to a little oil pump
attached to the engine. Similarly, the exciter generator in a power N
generating station delivers a large excitation current to the alter-
nator with high efticiency, and in this capacity, it is acting as an
electrical amplifier. This kind of electrical amplifier is, however,
neither sensitive enough nor fast enough to handle very small radio
signals (often less than a billionth of a watt). This is, of course,
where the vacuum tube came in, and, as you know, for a half a century
has dominated the high-speed electrical control of energy for purposes
too numerous to mention. In the vacuum tube, De Forest combined the
electric field effects of Faraday anid others with the Edison effect to
achieve a control of energy which gave a power gain, and it had no
moving parts. The same medium was used at input and output ; that is,
electron flow controlled e eciron flow. This is a very happy state of
affairs as one contemplates connecting together many elements into
complex systems.

The transistor has augmented the capabilities of, and in
many cases replaced, the vacuum tube but has retained the two impor- f
tant characteristics of: no moving parcs; and single medium control.

But this is enough about amplification as an idea, and
enough about electrical systems. Let's see what has been happening to
fluid systems for a few hundred years.

The control valve or gate in a water wheel control system
is a very neat and high-gain fluid controller. The sliding valve on a
steam locomotive and regulating valve on a steam turbine are effective
controllers of a large power. The flapper valve on a pneumatic Jack
hammer serves as an amplifier as it controls its supoly of fluid oower.
The c.pabilities of these controls and many others are such that if
electrical systems had not been developed around the turn of the
century, there is little doubt that fluid distributing systems would
have taken over a considerable burden. In London, Manchester, and
Glasgow, hydraulic power transmission systems were installed.
Pressures from 700 to 1600 pounds per square inch were employed. The
fluid was water. Cast iron pipe up to six inches in diameter per-
mitted delivery of 140 horsepower 4ver a ten-mile stretch with a 10%
line loss. The maximum horsepower which can be transmitted over a
one-mile-long, six-inch-diameter line at 1120 pounds per square inch
is 570 horsepower. While such systems were expensive to install and
maintain, they did operate. Some work was also done on wave trans-
mission hydraulic systems (i.e., alternating current, or alternating
flow systems), some of them were even three-phase systems.

During this same period, pneumatic systems were being
exploited mostly in France. In the 17th Century, Denid Papin com-
pressed air with power from a water wheel and transmitted it through
tubes to be used elsewhere# From 1800 to 1900, many improvements in
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ca8oession, distribution and use of air were made as the thermo-
dynamies involved became better understood. Pneumatic system becam
popular in mines for iafety reasons. The ready availability of airmade pneumatics popular for things ranging from rock drills and pneu-

matic wrenches to railroad brake systems. These systems all require~moving partse to control the air flow. The various valves are acting

as anlifiers, since the controlled energy, or power, is much greater
than the controlling energy.

But there was one man who sought to operate & pneumatic
system without moving parts. I'd like to quote from the 1947 issue
of the krJ1 s:

"A remarkable pneumatic
transmission system was
installed in 1890 by
Priestly in Snake River
desert, Idaho. On the
north side of the river 30
Is a cliff# nearly per-
pendicularb about 300 ft.
high. One hundred and
ninety feet above the
river, for a considerable
distance along the cliff,
streams of water gush out
from between the bottom of the great lava bed and the hardened
clay of the old lake bottom. Priestly, . . ., built a pipe line
down the bluff and trained the water into it in such a way that
it carried a very considerable quantity of air in the form of
bubbles along with it down the pipe, compressing it on the way.
The air was collected at the bottom in a covered reservoir, and
taken up the cliff again to the lower part of an inverted siphon
pipe, one side of which reached down from the water-supply about
60 ft. and the other side reached up and over the bluff. Allow-
Ing the water to fill both sides of the pipe to the level of the
water-supply, he admitted his compressed air at about 75 lb.
pressure Into the long side of the pipe near the bott,, and
soon had water flowing upwards over the cliff and irrigating a
large tract of rich lava land. He had made a power, a trans-
mission and a motor plant without a moving part. A similar com-
pressor was installed near Montreal, Canada, in 1896; another at
Ainsworth, British Columbia, in 1898; and another at Norwich,
Conn., in 1902. These are called hydraulic air compressors and
show an efficiency of about 70%. They are particularly adapted
to positions with a large flow of water with a slight fall or
head."
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Some later editions of the Britannica don't have this account, dis-
placed# presumably, by more modern technological developments. But it
would be difficult to find a more elegant system than Priestly's.
especially if you imagine how badly he must have wanted that water up
on top of that plateau. Although Priestly's system did not amplify.
it did show a strong appreciation for the simplicity and reliability
of a no-moving-parts system.

eanwhile, back in the physics laboratory, Edison, in the
United States, and C, V. Boys, in England, performed some very inter-
esting experiments in which they
achieved sound amplification by
vibrating an extremely fine jet
of water, then allowing the jet
to fall on a sounding board.
What happens is that the jet o
breaks up into droplets whose
miss is determined by the fre-
quency of the sound. In this
case, the first source of energy is the surface tension energy being
continuously supplied to the surface of the Jet by the sources of
pressure. The jet is going to break up onto droplets anyway, as you
know, and the sound waves simply determine exactly where the breaks
occur. The amount of surface tension energy available is small, and
the sound does not have "full control". being able to only slightly
retard or speed up the stream break-up process. This subdivision into
droplets then controls the timing of the delivery of the kinetic
energy of the droplets to the diaphragm, and the whole apparatus had a
power gain.

The various ways of controillng energy which I have referred
to so far are, except for the transistor, more than a half c=attury old.
The tools available for discussing and analyzing them today are,
however, rapidly improving. For example, the concepts of impedance,
gain, available power, and the whole field of network theory permit
rapid analysis of most linear systems. Our understanding of system
stability (and what to do about a "hunting" governor), our ability to
cope with distributed systems, our "black box" concepts, our treatment
of noise, interference, nonlinearity, and parametric changes, and
above all our tendency to look at all systems from an "information
transfer" viewpoint--all of these have warranted taking a fresh view
of many old system. In the particular field of fluids, ra ""
advances in aerodynamics and hydrodynamics, spurred on by airplanes,
bullets, torpedoes, rockets, turbines and jets, having provided a much
improved uwnerstanding of fluid flow in recent years, though I would
hasten to point out that the basic properties in fluids pretty well
assure that analysis on fluid system will always be more complex
than the analysis of similar electrical systems.

Today a fresh view is being taken of fluid-actuated system,

triggered by a question I had the good fortune to ask and to answer.
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That question was: In it possible to make an amplifier (one with a
power lain)s for use in a fluid-actuated system, without the use of
any moving parts? Not a very impres4iv* sounding question. For
some reason it doesn't seem to have boen asked before, or. if asked,
not answered before.

The answer is, of course, "yos", and such an amplifier is
shown here. All of you are
taxiliar with the work that
can be accomplished by a
high-speed jet of fluid. A
fluil amplifier has what we
call the power nozzle to,
provide such a high-speed
jet or power stream. The
sourca of energy is the pump,-
which supplies the nozzle*
In the jet, the energy takes
the form of kinetic energy
of translation of the fluid. The control nozzleWs determine where
.the kinetic energy of this stream is delivered and hence contr~It 6
flow and pressure in each of the two output apertures. An amplifier
such as this can have a power gain of from 10 to 100, depending upon
what other characteristics (such a pressure gain and efficiency)

Jet relays which
had been used in the past
are shown in the 1946 patents
of Brai~thwaite

and of Todd. Both of these
permit relative Position
determination, readouts and
control, but naithfix of them
uses the deflected stream
,,and neither is designed to
con~erve stream energy nor
to achie.ve a power gain.
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Hall. in ].9530 J

Harris in 1955#

)W

and MKarnr in 1959

show jets deflecting jets for sound generation, feedback signal inter-
uption and bottle filling, but again none uses the energy of the

deflected stream. none is designed ior good power gain, and none dis-
cusses gain or' amplification.
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Now taking another look at a fluid amlifier, we see that
. tIt is sensible to connect them

in push-pull, since each is a
"beam deflecting" device rather
than a "bean stopping" device,
as is a triode, But connecting
fluia amplifier is just about

the biggest problem in this
field. There are good reasonsIr the difficulties: first,
the basic forces in fluids in
motiong as shown by the Navier-
Stokes differential equations.
are nonlinear (the inertial
forces depend upon velocity
squared and the viscous orffrictional forces depend upon

octy)second, the continuy equation must hold (what es in
aust come out).

MNow there's nothing now or exciting about either of these9

)ut they do have special significance in fluid amplification system.
Vith moving parts, it is easy enough to shut off fluid flow. Without
moving parts, the continuing flow must be acccmiodated. Without
diaphragm (the equivalent of blocking capacitance in electrical

- systems), this flow must be eith6r properly used or properly discarded
after its energy has been extracted. The fluid nonlinearity makes it
4L ready converter of its steady (or D) flow energy into fluctuating
1W"i. You have all heard the noises and whistles of fluid jets. Of
ow'ue electrical systems have their noises and paraatic oe6lllation

too, but nowadays these are under pretty good control. Fluid systems
sted the same discipline and more, because of nonlinear effects.

Lest you get the impression that nonlinearity is, per se,
a disadvantages I'd like to point out that without nonlinearities
.appropriately used, neither present day telephonic nor radio communi-
cation could operate. In a fluid amplifier, the extreme simplicity
4i a direct consequence of these nonlinearities and is very closely
associated with the vector properties of a jet of fluid, without
which a fluid amplifier would not work.

Much more work is needed to clear up this area. Mfore
attention needs to be given to the processes by which stream energy
gets degraded by the paradite, turbulence, not only because of our
interest in conserving that energys but, more importantly, because

we want to avoid its showing up as noise. We need to adopt and
& techniques from the communications field which arrange for
met of the noise to be generated in fre uency bands not used by the
signal. We have hardly scratched the surface in this area, nor in
problems of matching passive components and transmission lines to fluid
signals consisting of combined acoustic and mass transport positions.
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We have been working on a fluid integrator, the basic
element *for an analog-As comuter. How well it is doing is shown in
this integration. The range is about fifty times the noise level.
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Fluid amplification has 4ts share of zealots (one journal
said Thir strange devices can do what is now done by pars, valves,
and vacuum tubes, yet they consist only of weirdly shaped conduits
for streams of liquid or gfai").

Then there are others whose reference to a diode as a "fluid
control" element and Coanda's very fine work an thou&n it were a
usable amplifier, seem to miss the whole point in achieving the con-
trol of energy flow. But any field is bound to have a spectrum of
viewpoints. Fluid amplification certainly does, due in part to the
mixture of disciplines which it employs.

Current rate of activity is high. At the Second Fluid
Anplification Symposium in May, over fifty papers were presented,
touching such topics as:

1*..,Dissipation of Energy in Free Turbulent Flows..,"". Cuwved Turbulent l4ixing..." ",..Unde, × cX. Jets..."

"Noise Reduction..." "Wall Attachment.., "
"...Stability of Fluid Systems" "Acoustic Control of..."

*-= .. "Response.,to Step Input" ",..Characteristics of Vortex Valves"
. . "Application...to On-Off Control Systems"

"Development... for Multistage Operations"
",..Analog Computation with Fluids" "...Fluid Encoding..."
"Application...to Speed Control" " ...Hydrofoil Control.$."
"...Pure Fluid Timers" "Transient Behavior..."
"Interconnection of Fluid Amplification Elements"

* "Staging of Closed Proportional Fluid Amplifiers"

So you see people have a variety of interests and objectives.
- Prbably the most inter-

AI-fML application of ats
, the Army Heart Pump which M ya

began at the Harry Diamond
'Laboratories (then DOFL) under w .", '

Mr. Woodward with sponsorship Now"* MOE-

and medical guidance provided
by the Walter Reed Army Insti-
tute of Research# Col. Barila
will have more to say about .,K,,,

JEART PUMP SCHEMATIC
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Nilitary aplications of fluid amp fleatio currently being
Investipted include: logic and timing circults for ordnancej rocket
thrust veatorin& missile attitude controlj automatic piloting of
aircraft) hydrofoil controlj jet engine controlj heart massaging; and
ertificial respiration. It Is a little early to say just how far this
new sodiu wil go in each of these fields, but the inherent advantages
or simplicity and ruggedness give strong impetus to the work. The
tem "simlicity" above does not neoessaMly refer to the state of
understanding necessary to cause an all-fluid system to work properly.
In fat, each device having sigmificantly different characteristics
usually points out the need for additional fnzemental knowledge of
fluid flow. The resulting practicaL Impetus to researth activity is
aided by the realiration that al-fluid systems can "think" in the
=anner of electronic systems (though not nearly as fast) and that ful
exploitation of this capacity requires better analysis and synthesis
of fluld flow phenomena in order to permit more orderly design of
fluid systems.

The rate of development of fluid amplification will depend
heavily upon this increase in fundamental knwledge, as well as xon
nventiveness and ingenuity. Its ultimate role in the control and

com ation field will not be known for years.

I
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ARMY PARTICIPATION IN PROJECT SYNION

Brigadier General J. Wilson Johnston, USA
Comanding General

United States Army Satellite Communications Agency
Foit Monmouth, New Jersey

The SYKXOWSAT(XM network we shall discuss today is the
newest frontier in a series of U.S. experiments using communications
satellites to transmit instantaneously messages sent between inter-
continental ground stations. Both the Department of Defense and
private industry have long been interested in the development of such
a satellite conamication system to improve long distance comiunica-
tions, because the present comunications systems are subject to dis-
ruption by natural or an-made phenomena. Satellites offer a means
of overcoming these serious limitations.

To provide some background for a description of the current
SYN(OM-SATCOM network, I will first review the several types of com-
munications satellites. Satellites fall basically into two categoriest
active and passive. Passive satellites merely act as reflectors of
radio energy received from ground stations, while active satellites
contain electronic equipment to retransmit signals.

SLIDE 1_0. "SATELLITE COWUNICATIONS CAPABILITY"

This slide shows both passive and active commications
satellites. Three types of passive satellites are shown: the earth's
natural satellite, the moon, which has been used by the Navy in their
MOON BOUNCE experiments between Maryland and Hawaii; the ECHO balloon
satellite; and, finally, the Project WESTFORD dipole belt.

The active category can be subdivided into medium altitude,
random orbit satellites; and high altitude, synchronous orbit satel-
lites. The Army's COURIER, NASA's RELLY and the comercial TELSTAR
are examples of the former. NASA's SYN'(= satellite, which we will
discuss today, is the world's first high altitude, synchronous orbit
satellite.

SLIDE 2 ON. '24-HOUR SATELLITE COVERAGE"
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The next slide shows the coimunications coverage obtained
using a stationary satellite stationed at 55 degrees west longitude,
approximately the original position of SYNOM II which sas in an
inclined synchronous orbit, from mid-August 1963 until 17 March 1964,
when the satellite was comanded to move to its present position in
the Pacific. You can see that with one satellite at an orbital alti-
tude of 22,300 miles, links can be provided to all the capitals in
North and South arica, Europe and Africa.

SLIDE 3 ON. "IWDILI ALTITUDE ORBIT EARTH COVERAGE"

In contrast, the coverage of a random orbit satellite at
5,000 miles is shown on Slide 3. Because of the lower altitude,
coverage Is slightly reduced. More Isportant, since this type of
satellite Is not stationary, the pattern of coverage is continuously
moving in the orbital direction. This means that to provide highly
reliable, continuous, world-wide communications, as many as 30 such
satellites would be required. (This disadvantage i, I must add,
partially offset by the relative simplicity of a medium altitude
satellite.)

The Amy has had a long background of experience in com-
mwnications satellites, and I so going to show some exwples of earlier
experiments.

S "SATELLITE BACKGROUD"

The first satellite imnuicatons experiment of the Army,
-conducted by the Signal Laboratories at Fort Monmouth, N.J. in 1946,
was a project called DIANA, wherein Signal Corps scientists bounced
radio signals off the moon.

SCORE represents a later experiment in December 1958, when
the Amy Signal Laboratories participated in Project SCORE, which was
the world's first active repeater type comjnications satellite. This
was the satellite that broadcast President Eisenhower's Christmas

~message.

More recently, in September 1960, the Amy Signal Labors-
oaes at Fort Monmouth further advanced the state-of-the-art in

Project OOURIER, which was a highly sophisticated successor to SOONE.
This was designed to be a delayed repeater but could also be used in a
reI-time mode, and operated with ground stations in New Jersey and
Puerto Rico.

ADVENT was a program initiated at about the sane time as
CORER9 but for a far more complex stationary satellite. The manage-
ment of this tri-service progrem was assigned to the Awy, but because
of technical problems in the satellite and rocket booster, the pro-

grom was reoriented in early 1962 to the present allitary sdium alti-
tude program.
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With this as a backgroud, let us look at the Amy support
of NASA In the SYN N progralm. Under a joint DCD/NMA "If*dOlt

the U.S. Any Satellite Commnications Agency, or SATCOO Agency as it
is often called, was charged with providing this support using assets
derived from the DO ADVENT Project. The SATCM Agency was created in
1960, and many of its mebers are *old hands' who have participated in
those earlier satellite commnioations projeots that I have mentioned.

The Agency was formed to provide the cmmunications stations
and to plan, conduct, and evaluate satellite comamnications tests for
the Defense Commnications Satellite Program. As a result, it was
prepared to perform these functions for NASA's SYNCOI Project, and we
have enjoyed very fine working relations.

In describing the Amy participation in SYNOOM, I should
like to first tell you about the spacecraft, which was built for and
launched by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

SLDEL "PJAJECT SYCOM

The SYN CO spacecraft is a synchronous altitude satellite.
It is shown on this slide. The satellite was built by the Hughes
Aircraft Corporation. It is about 28 inches in disamter and weighs
about 85 pounds In orbit* It caresq in addition to ommunications
gears a small "on board" propulsion system for orbital corrections.

The ground commications support for this proj ict was de-
veloped, engineered, installed and operated by the Amy. The complex
consists of fixed teminals at Fort DIx, New Jersey and Camp Roberts,

California, several transportable teminals and one seaborne terminals
the U.S. Naval Ship Kingsport. I shall describe these In sow detail.

SLM O. OFORT DIX"

This slide shows the large, fixed, high precision research
terminal AN/FSC-9 located at Fort Dix, N.J. The Fort Dix station has
a large, parabolic antenna with a tracking accuracy of plus or mini4s
0.024 degrees, and an associated operations building. The antenna
weighs 190 tons and Is 80 feet high. The dimeter of the dish is 60
feet. This antenna stands on 4 massive corete foundation 30 feet
deep and 84 feet wide.

gul7-O. "CAMP ROsers"

This slide shows the fixed SATO= ground station at Cap
Roberts, California, which is the electronic %in of our Fort Dix
station. It first began transmitting to the Kingsport via SYNOOM 11
on August 8th, when the satellite first came in *slght. The next
day in a public demonstration, vssge were tranmitted which set a
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zooord for the greatest distance (about 7700 males) ewer eparlied be-

twsn o points an the earth'se surf ace via an active oommiications

~LJ.3. OWNS KUNCPORTO

This slide show the shipboard tezminal located Initially In
the harbor of Lagos, Nigeria. This location was selected because it
to near the area where SYICW fis t entered Its synchronous orbit over
ieast Africa, thereby providing a facility to control the satellite and
to oomilate with it. The Kingeport terminal foatures a 3-foot
dimeter antemma housed beneath the rezme,- ad has a tracking accu-
racy of plus or minus 0.05 degrees. Sam. five ad one-half hours
after launch, the satellite was given the final comand to place
Itself In a naersynchronous orbit; ad you can Imagine our relief
when this F d vat executed properly and we were able to send our
first mass"g through the satellites

EL 2Lg&. LAWWhMJT ThUINAL

This slide shows mne of our transportable trials, the
AWSC-4, In Its location at Lakehurst Novel Air Station. N.J. It

-ws, designed to work with the Sfl= sLtellIta, and to provide the
main terminal in the Wited States to work with the Kingeport. This
terIminal Is capable of being moaved aboard aircraft or ships or on the
road, wAd Is cosipletely housed In eleve vans. At present, we have an
identical terminal Installed In the Philippine& in preparation for the
launch of SYNW 111o The antenna reflector is disassembled and
hauled an a **ert* trailer. The antenna weighs approximately 25
tonsp ad when erected, Is about 40 feet high. Its dish dimtor Is
30 feet, and has the sim accuracy as that abWard the Kcingsport.

SUM 1221. 'SYNCM SPACBCRAFT ORBIT CORP IQWRTICN4

I would no like to illustrate by this slide the journey of
the SYNO spacecraft since Its launching on 26 July~ 1963., The launch
was from Cape Kennedyi, then Canaveral (Point 1) and was boosted by a
Thor-Delta rocket, which carried the satellite as shown on this sequence
diagrem (Point 2) where the final burn of the Delta vehicle occurred
and It was separated from the spacecrafto The satellite then coasted
for approximsately five and one-half hours until it reached the 22,300
mile, altitude (Point 3)9 where a solid fuel rocket aboard the space-
craft was fired to place It in a near synchronous orbit. From that
point, the satellite began to drift to the east, but following a series
of cememans sent to the satellite by a NASA control group aboard the
Kingsport at Logos, Nigeria, the direction of drift was changed to the
west, and on 15 August SY= II arrived at Its f inal position of 55
degrees vest longitudes centered over Brazil. After final orbital
velocity corrections, It reimained at this nomsinal. longitude until 17
March 1964 (Point 5). During the drift period the attitude of the
spacecraft was changed on comsad to optimize the antenna pattern with
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respect to the earth.

Because of booster limitations, it was not possible to
place the satellite in a completely equatorial synchronous orbits
and as a result the plane of the satellite's orbit is inclined to the
equator. Thereforo the satellite during each 24 hours, moves back
and forth across the equator and, with respect to a point on the earth,
tracet a figure eight (Point 4). It always crosses the equator At
approximately the same point each dayl for exmple, it drifted only
one quarter of one degree in the 30 days between 15 August end 14
September. I should point out that sufficient fuel is aboard the
spacecraft to perform "station keeping", or the maintenance of a
nearly constant longitudinal position for e period of at least three
years.

We lease the redio beamo In the stellite an 24 hours e,
day, but only turn the telemetry on periodically tU determine the
corlitlon of the spacecraft. All of the sttions described except
CAW Roberts could see our elay station in space for 24 hours each
day. Cap fRberts could see it for 16 hours each.day.

On August 23rd, President Kennedy fozally inaugurated the
SYNI(X-SATOW network in a conversation with the Nigerian Prim
Minister, employing our Lakehurst transportable tezmInal and our ship
station in Lagos, Higeriae.

Last September we participated In a SYN 4-ELAY test cir-
cuit which provided voice comunications from Africa to South America
via North America. Th~s was the first time two satellites were linked
in the sae circuit. The voice circuit beg-n at our Kingsport station
in Lagos, Nigeria, and passed through SYMM Il to our Lakehurst sta-
tion. It then went by overland wires to the International Telephone
and Telegraph Corporation's space station at Nutley, N.J., which
passed the circuit through RELAY to another ITT station on the out-
skirts of Rio de Janeiro.

§LzL 1 N. "MARK Iv(x) TRANSPORTABLE TERMINAL"

This slide shows the highly transportable terminal acquired
by the SATCOM Agency just last December. It is a "breadboard", using
mostly off-the-shelf components. It has a 15 foot segmented antenna
on a searchlight mount. Its overall weight is under nine tons. To-
gether with its crew, it can be transported in one C-130 aircraft and
be set up for satellite commnications in a few hours* In spite of
its size and simplicity, It performs remarkably well with SYINCO. It
has been demonstrated to representatives of a great many military
agencies, including the STRIKE Command at Tampa, Florida, and the
Army Cammnders Conference in Washington, D.C. Its obvious tactical
potentialities have created a great deal of interest.
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Spectacular damonstratiar.6 of the SYMOOM Satellite CAmani-
cation network, demntrating Its space commuanications capability for
transmitting voicaq teletypa, and photographa, have overshadowed the
very extensive and tnorough experimental engineering test program
which has been in progress since the successful launch of the SYNCOSi
Il satellite. Over 2,W~ hours of comnications tests have been
conducted. Ti esi* include fifteen separate types of tests for evaluat-
Ing the feasibility of global communications using a satellite such as
SYNO II as a 24-hour relay for voice, teletype, and photo facsimile
traffic between U.S. Army SATCQ4 Agency ground terminals@ These tests,
when completely evaluated, will define the technical capabilities of
the SYNOCM-SATCMD type network and derive appropriate information as
a basis for future systems* This test program Is an extremely comr*-
hensive, one, which will provide a concept of the testing which will be
required before a space communication network can become truly opera-
tional..

The comunication test objectives for the SYNEOM program
-ar. to dowtonstrate that a synchronous satellite relay systm can pro-
vide 4 satisfectory global communication link and to determine the
overall performmnc* of these links in a number of communication modest
The philosophy upon which these system tests were based is to maintain
simplicity of operation while still doxiving a maximum of information.
Within the fruamwerof this philosophy, it was decided to record, on
sagnetir; tape, all test signals that would lend themselves to this
technique. In addition, three special test tapes were devised which
contained highly concentrated variations of all of the test tapes.
The.~i special tapes were used in the early part of the prograin to ob-
tain VSO most comrehensive data as soon as possible in the event of
an early failure of the satellite repeater. Each test tape included
its own calibration tones and test signals as Well as a record of the

opeatig mds pplingtothat particular test.

To understand the variety of testing required, it muit be
realiz- d that the SYNM ground terminals have seven operating modes.
These include receiver band widthss which can be selected in discrete
steps from 10 kilocycles to 100 kilocycles; transmitter deviationr,
which can L6e odjusted in discrete steps from 4 kilocycles to 50 kilo-
cycles; and a capability for accomdating information base bands at
either'4 kilocy~l*sp 20 kilocycles, or 50 kilocycles. In addition,
the receiver is capab1e of operating as a frequency modulation de-
tector or In a frequency modulation with feed back mode*

Because of the large number of variables affecting system
performance, such as environmental chanqes,, variations in equipment
characteristics and operating conditions,* the evaluation of the data
derived was made on a statistical basis. The tests and evaluation of
the results were therefore planned to provide a maximum of statistical
information.
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The coumunication experiments porformed were classified Into
three zajor groupst nely, demonstration, tech.n.cal perfomanew &W

technical characteristics tests. The demonstration tests, performed
primarily with live inputs, were designed to dvcionstrato qualitatively
the system performance and to evaluate those system characteristics,such as the effects of t ;ho and delay, which are best measured throgh

user appraisal. The technical performance tests, performed primarily
with input signals derived from the prerecorded magnetic tapes were
intended to measure quantitatively the system comunication perform-
ance as a cowmnication link and provide the basis for statistical
analysis. The technical characteristics tests, using both live and
taped signal inputs, were intended to measure quantitatively the link
characteristics.

While the SYNCOM II satellite communication links could
support a greater channel capacity, primary emphasis was placed on
evaluating the system performance based on 4 kilocycle channels.
Thus, the results which I will briefly review are those obtained for
a single nominal 4 kilocycle voice channel or its equivalent.

SLIDE 12 ON. "RESULTS OF OMUICATIONS TESTS"

This slide ,ives a sumary of the tet results for a typical
24-hour period. The transmitter power radiated from the ground st.-
tion during this test was 10 kilowatts, which saturated the limiter
of the spacecraft transponder, thereby removing any level variations
associated with the up link.

The first entry on this slide gives the maimm and minimm
signal levels over a 24-hour period and those which have been cal-
culated from the system parameters. Agreement between the measured
values and the calculated values is excellent as shown in the last
colun.

The second entry of the chart gives the maximm and minimum
commnication signal levels obtained at two of the terminals partici-
pating in this experiment. These show the normal variations of signal
level with range as the SYNXM satellite drifted from its maxiusm
northern excursion to maximum southern excursion, about its synchro-
nous longitude.

In the last entry we see the signal plus noise to noise
ratio for the 4 kilocycle baseband mode which offered the best per-
formanco, ranged from a mean value of 31 db to a maximsa of 40 db.
The mean average of 31 db provides a communication link which is con-
sidered to be of sufficient quality to consistently satisfy an
average telephone subscriber. It should be noted that an equatorial
synchronous satellite would not be subject to these variations In
signal level, since it would remain fixed both in latitude and longi-
tude.
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In addition to the technical tests, various demonstration
and special teots were conducted th~rough SYNOCM. Among the most sig-I nif icant of the*e were in the study of echo suppression and delay ef-
fect** To date, round trip time delays of about 0.6 seconds, typical
of the circuit lengths associated with a synchronous altitude satel-
lite repeater, have been theorized by many authorities to constitute
an unacceptable by-product of synchronous satellite coinmanications.
Two effects can be attributed to this dela)v. The first is that a
result of an Imperfect tezuination of the hybrid associated with a
tw-wire, telephone circuit Is the generation of an echo. When this
echo is delayed by an appreciable period of times due to the extremely
long circuit length, the result Is an almost intolerable coiniica-
timns circuit* Echo can be virtually eliminated *a I will describe

7 In a moment. The second effect is that of the delay alone, even in
tAe absence of echo. This is an unalterable factor dictated byithe
cliuit length anid Its presonce may so disturb the psyche of the
a *Ver talker as to render the circuit unacceptable.

In all operations of the, SYOO comiications satell.ite
system, Involving transitions from two-wire to four-wire circuits,
o.b ewproessrs no"emloyed to eliminate the echo which is attend-

*amet an such transitions* The major probleat encountered with two-wire
sirouits 4"lying echo suppressors has been directly associated with
low levels occasionally encountered on telephone lines. Operation of
the echo suppressors at the higher signal levels encountered in most
-of tae dmnstrations, however, was completely satisfactory*I The psychological effect on an average talker of the 0.6
second round trip delay with the echo suppressed has beon the subject
of mach discussion. Out of more than 1,000 participants in these
demostrationsp only two cases have been observed where talkers ex-
perienced difficulty in attempting to speak over the spacecraft cir-I cult because of the psychological effects of delay. These are con-
sidered rare and extrem cases. What has been Indicated Is that If
-.a adjustment is required, the average talker makes this adjustment
unconsciously in a matter of a few seconds. These reactions have been
observed without any prior briefing of the talker.

I had hoped to tell you about SYNO III and the results of
the tests which we will conduct, utilizing it as a commnication relay.
It was scheduled for an early May launch; however, the launch has been
doe*.d =Un1 a later date. I will, therstOre, Ony t e able, to des-
cribe, brief Jjr, its scheduled performmiame.

It will be launched to the 22,300-mile, altitude by a Thrust-
Augmented Delta launch vehicles which will be perfozuing Its first
NASA mission. Because of the increased performance, of this boosters
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JOHNSWTCNF it will be possible to put SYICO III into a near equatorial synchro-
nous orbit* It is expected that both SYNOCW II, which has been drift-
ing westward at a very slow rate, and SYNC III will be positioned
in the Pacific area and after a series of engineering tests similar
to those that I have described for SYNO" II, both SYNOOM II and

!! SYNOO III will be utilized In an RLD operational exercise to $up-
i port trans-Pacific communication circuits.,

What are the implications for the Army of the successful
launch of the SYNOCM satellite? This is difficult to answer since it
is the Department of Defense, not the Army, which manages out con-
munications satellite programs. However, by utilizing SYNOONp the
Army is gaining valuable experience in the conduct of commnications
employing satellites. Furthermore, with SATOCH fixed stations on
both the east and west coasts, with several transportable terminals,
and a mobile shipborno terminal that can be deployed anywhere in the
world, we have in being now a small strategic communications capa-
bility within the R&D system configuration we er, testing.

We have been fortunate that we have had working with us in
this project the Army Electronics Laboratories at Fort Mormouth,
which developed the transportable and fixed ground terminals. We
were also fortunate t9 have the Navy Bureau of Ships develop the
floating terminal aboard the Kingsport.

This entire project has been a demonstration of cooperation,
understanding, and a whole-hearted desire to make the project succeed.
We have demonstrated technical achievements, effective coordination
between departments of the govermnent, and complete service coopera-
tion. I should also like to credit the very important role played by
industry in helping NASA and the DOD achieve this important advance
in space comunications.

With such technical capability, cooperation and respect
mong the participants, I am confident that this country will soon

possess the capability of having a world-wide operating commnication
satellite system.
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EFFECTS OF ALLOY SEGREGATION ON SPALLING
OF METALLIC ARMOR MATERIALS

K. H. ABBOTT
U. S. ARMY MATERIALS RESEARCH AGENCY

WATERTOWN, MASSACHUSETTS

I NTRODUCT ION

Metallicxarmor alloys display a number of undesirable
behavioral characteristics when attacked by armor-defeating ammunition.

*Among these is the spallation phenomena which is a process by which
disks of armor are ejected from the rear surface regardless of whether
the armor is otherwise defeated. These disks, or spalls, are of much
arger diameter than'the hole which would normally have been formed

in the armor by the projectile and vary in thickness from about 20%
to 50% of the armor thickness. They may be ejectpd with a suffic-
iently high velocity to effect considerable damaie to personnel and
equipment behind the armor. Obviously, from an armor-protection view-
pcint, spallatf.on is undesirable.

The spallation phenomenon in metallic a/.mor iaterials is well
recognized and is utilized as a mechanism for the 5efeat cf armor by
HEP shell. With HEP shell, spallation is induced by tensile stresses
resulting from the near surface reflection of a compressive shock
wave caused by the HE? shell deformation. Spal3ation ailso -ccurs in
armor materials when impacted by kinetic energy arm_,r-piercing pro-
jectiles or fragments from high explosive shell. A bkycal example of

usually not involved but elastic wave propagation in the armor usually
orovides the stress field in which spallation develoos.

Regardless of the terminal ballistic situation in which it
occurs, spallation i a fracture process. All fractures are character-
ized by a fracture origin and some particular fracture path which is
dependent on the stress field and irhomogeneities which usually
exist in metals. The fracture origins are located at discontinuities
in the metal which cause stress intensification. In alloys, these
dipcontinuities may exist in the form of inclusions, Fmall voids,
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grain boundary defects, or other metallurgical discontinuities where
high residual stress gradients exist. A typical tensile fracture
origin located at a nonmetallic inclusion is contained in Figure 2.(1)
Once a fracture originates it usvally propagates along a preferred
path requiring low energy absorption as long as the direction of pro-
pagation ir compatible with the stress field which is providing the
fracture driving force. Examples of low energy preferre fraeture
paths are metallurgical grain boundaries, dendrites in castings, and
alloy Pegregation bands in rolled plate such as those illustrated in
Figure 3. Since Fpallation begins under tensile stress perpendicular
to the armor plate surface, fractures propagate parallel to the armor
plate surface. As the crack propagates, however, bendirg moments and
shear stresses develop which turn the fracture direction normal to
the plate surface to complete the spallation process.

One way to minimize spalling in armor alloys is to make them
softer. This permits energy absorption by plastic deformation of
the metal even if fractures develop. However, reducing the strength
of armor metal alpo redcev ite; resistance to penetration by armor-
piercing projectiles (27 and is undesirable. Another way to minimize
spalling is to reduce the number of fracture origin sites and low
energy fracture paths which exist in the metal. This paper is con-
cerned with the second of these two alternatives and is restrinted to
Epallation under kinetic energy projectile attack.

SOME ALLOY SOLIDIFICATION PHENOMN

When steel or titanium alloy ingots of non-eutectic composi-
'tion solidify, dendrites are formed during the freezing process.
These dendrites have been characterized as "pine-tree like" in shape
as is evident from the photograph of a steel armor casting dendritic
structure in Figure 4. For information on the morphology of dendrites,
the reader is referV to another paper given at this conference by
Aheern and Quigley.2' A few general comments about dendritic struc-

_.tures will be made, however, because of their relevancy to fracture
i n general and the spallation phenomenon in particular.

During th6 dendritic freezing process, the dendrites freeze
prior to the interdendritic volumes and with a lower concentration of
solute atoms. This c Mentration difference can be as great as a
factor of 20 or re, a is not at all uncommn in for the
:concentration difference to be as great as a factor of 4. - Hence, the

.:dendrites are of significantly leaner alloy content than the inter-
dendritic volumes. When dendritic growth it essentially complete, the
remaining metal In the interdendritic volumes solidifies. When this
occurs, liquid mtal feeding to these volumes is inhibited by the
dendrite arms ad microporosity forms. Examples of these small voids
which are potential fracture origin sites are contained in Figure 5.
Also evident in the figure are denrites (light areas) and interden-
dritic volumes (dark structure). Another type of potential fracture
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origin site, inclusions, generally float in the liquid metal until
they are frozen in place and, as a result, tend to occur predominantly
in the inter&,ndritic volumes. Figure 6 displays severul ..all
inclusions (white) in an interdendritic volume (black area). Micro-
porosity and inclusions which become distributed in an ingot during
solidification always ;e~nins in spite of forging, rolling, or other
deformation processes.4) Inclusions tend to become elongated during
working of an ingot into plate form, and microporosity becomes very
difficult to locate as a result of the working deformation. Micropor-
osity and inclusions then can be considered as incipien*. fracture
origin sites, Alloy segregation, on the other hand, theoretically can
be removed from an ingot through diffusion.

In steel castings and ingots, homogenization treatments have
been employed historically to permit alloy diffusion i.to t den-
driter. Such treatments have been singularly unsuccessful. In large
Fteel castings and ingots, the dendrite arm spacing (the distance
through which diffusion must take place) is usually between 300 and
1000 microns, except for surfaces which have smaller dendrite spacings
because of solidification under high thermal gradients. The coeffic-
ients for diffurion of nickel, manganese, and chromium in iron are such
that for complete diffusion to occur over these distances, several
hundred to several t ousand hours at temperatures of 2100 F to 2300 F
would be required. (4)Such a time-temperature situation is economically
impractical and, as a result, steel and titanium armor ingots contain
alloy segregation as well as ricroporosity and inclusions as a result
of ingot solidification.

SPALLATION IN CAST STEEL ARMR

Large Pteel armor castings such as M-60 tank turret or hull
castings receive no mechanical working but are given a liquid quench
and temper heat treatment. Lean alloy steels are employed for cast
steel armor as a result of the World War II alloy conservation program.
These castings have a very coarse dendritic structure with the spacing
between dendrite arms of about 500 to 800 microns with a large amount
of microporosity present. (Micropores are smaller than the resolution
limit of X rays used to inspect the castings and are not detected by
this technique.) Because of the coarse dendritic structure, alloy
segregation associated with dendritic growth is very evident and is
not removed by commercial homogenization treatments. The alloy con-
tent difference between dendrites and interdendritic volumes results
in a hardenability difference during the quench and temper heat treat-
ment. Evidence of this hardenability difference is contained in
Figure 7, where the higher alloy interdendritic area (dark) has a
much higher harcness,because of its higher alloy content, tha, the
surrounding dendrites. The casting area contained in Figure 7 is
about 2 inches below tLe surface of an M40 turret casting where the
section thickness is about 5 inches. In Figure 8 are views of a den-
drite in the rame casting location and the micrortructures of both
the dendrite and adjacent interdendritic volume. Notice that the
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interdendritic volumes with their high alloy content are quenched to
a martensitic microstructure which is desired in steel armor. However,
the dendrite with its lower alloy content contains significant amounts
of bainitic microbtructure.

A martensitic microstructure is desired in steel armor since,
at low ambient temperatures, mrtensite provides much iore resistance
to crack initiation and propagation than does bainite . 7)In heavy steel
armor castings, however, at depths greater than about 1-1/2 inch below
any surface, martensite is present in interdendritic volumes with the
dendrites containing bainite. Hence, when ballistic impacts are made
on these castings at sub-zero temperatures, the dendrites serve as low
energy absorption fracture paths. Since, in these casting areas, the

F dendrites are oriented heterogeneously, cracks can propagate in almost
any direction. That they can propagate in a favorable direction for
epallation is evident from the many spells which have been observed.
These crack surfaces have a very rough texture caused by the crack
propagating along one dendrite arm and then jumping to an adjacent
dendrite. When viewed at higher magnification (Figure 9), the rough
texture is evident, as is the dendritic nature of the spallation crack
process.

Spell crack initiation sites in cast armor are extremely
difficult to detect, but these sites in general are discontinuities
which are responsible for stress intensification. Microporosity and
inclusions are present in these casAngs and are most probably the
spell crack oigins. In any event, solidification phenomena such as
alloy segregation, microporoFity, and inclusions provide both thn
fracture origin sites and low energy fracture paths which result in
spallation of the castings under ballistic test by kinetic energy
projectiles at sub-zero temperatures.

WROUGHT STEEL ARMOR

When a steel ingot is processed to billets and finally to
plate form (1/2 to I inch thick), it undergoes extensive deformation
at moderately elevated temperatures. Such severe working breaks up
the dendritic structure and rearranges the alloy segregation such
that it becomes manifest as a banded structure similar to that con-
tained in Figure 3. One might assume that such working would effect-
ively reduce the distance through which segregated alloy elements
would diffuse and, hence, homogenization treatments could eliminate
the alloy segregation. However, recer.t work (5 )has shown that even in
steels reduced by working by a ratio of about 3000 to 1 the severity
of alloy segregation is not reduced significantly from that of the
original cast structure. Wrought steel armor plates, then, contain
alloy segregation bands. Although they are not easily visible, the
carting micropores are also probably present as very thin orack-like
defects. With deformed inclusions and micropores present in the
wrought plates and banded structures containing alloy segregation, both
potential spell crack origins and low energy absorption planes parallel
to the plate surface are present.
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An example of spallation associated with banding in air-
melted hot-rolled steel armor is contained in Figure 10. Since this
alloy is strengthened by solid solution hardening, microhardness
variations from one band to the next are very evident. Notice that
the hardness difference between light and dark bandF is about a factor
of 2. It is alto interesting to note that the spacing between adjacent
band centers is about 6C0 to 800 microns which is equivalent to the
dendrite arm spacing usually found in large low alioy steel ingots.

New techniques for obtaining and controlling higher purity
steel melts, such as vacuum melting, have little effect on alloy segre- I
gation since the segregation arises during freezing. An example of
spallation in vacuum-meltedsteel armor is contained in Figure !1.This maraging steel was double consumable electrode vacuum melted, yet
both spallation and alloy segregation banding are evident in the
figure. Since this steel is strengthened by precipitation hardening
rather than solid solution hardening, no hardness variation between
adjacent bands is evident. There is probably a difference in precipi-
tate concentration between adjacent bands due to alloy segregation,
but the precipitates are so small that they are difficult to detect
even with electron microscopy.

Both 9xamples (Figures 10 and 11) of spallation in rolled
steel armor occurred e. tng ballistic tests at room temperature and
would probably be much more severe at sub-zero temperatures due to
the ductile-brittle fracture transition in martensite.

WROUGHT TITANIUM ARMOR

That spallation is ~lso a problem in wrought titanium armor

is evident from Figure 1.1i All titanium alloys are double consumable
electrode vacuum melted. In addition, since the interstitial elements,
C, H, 0, N, cause severe embrittlement in titanium alloys, they are
held to very low concenitration. With low interstitial contents,
inclusions are also minimized. Alloy segregation, however, is still

evident through dendritic growth and exists as a banded structure
after hot working to plate form.

A typical ba4 structure in titanium alloy armor is dis-
played in Figure 12. The 6AI-4V alloy is strengthened by solid
solution hardening; and, as a result, rather large hardness differ-
ences exist between bands. The light bands in the figure are harder
than the dark bands with the hardness difference between adjacent
bands as large as 13 points Rockwell C. Generally, the harder bands
have less resistance to crack propagation than the soft bands, and
spall cracke would be expected to propagate in the white ban 1
Evidence of such crack propagation is contained in Figure 13 °)where a
spall crack is shown propagating in a white band.

Although this paper is concerned primarily with spallation

and its relation talloy segregation, inclusions are significant
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contribitors to the spallation phenomena in titanium alloy armor.
Even with the carbon content held to a maxinmu of 0.02 weight percent,
titan'um carbide inclusions form an48Tppear to concentrate in the
white banded layers. In Figure 14 8) is a photograph of a titanium
carbide inclusion aligned with a spall crack in 6AI-4V tir;anium alloy
armor. The presence of elongated hard particles such ar these con-
tribute to the propagation of cracks during the spallation phenomena,

Several illurtrations of the spall crack propagation in cast
and wrought metallic armor alloys have been presented. Dendritic or
banded structures resulting frum alloy segregation during solidifica-
tion of the metalp have been shown to be related to spall crack propa-
gation. Neither working nor short-time homogenization treatments
significantly effect the alloy segregation. Hence, minimization of
the banding (alloy segregation) appears to be dependent on a better
understanding of, at well as control of, the solidification process.
The Arr Steel Castings Research Program has been initiated by AMRA
to study solidification phenomenon in steel castings. Results from
that program will ba of importance to both cast and wrought armor
alloys where minimization of alloy segregation will reduce epallation
and lead to the development of alloys with increased resistance to
penetration.
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Figure 1. TITANIUMI ALLOY (6AI-V-2.53n
ANNEALED) AFTER SIALLISTIC ATTACK WITH

CAL .30 AP M2 PROJECTILE AT
00 03LIQUITY

Figure 2. INCLUSION AND CONE ON
FRACTURE SURFACE OF
TEN3ILE SPECIMEN

Figure 3. TYPICAL BANDED STRUCTURE
IN ROLLED STEEL ARMOR PLATE

Figure 4. TYPICAL SOLIDIFICATION
PATTERN IN FIVE-INCH-THICK

CAST ARMOR
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Figure 5. MICROPOROSITY IN figure 6. INCLUSIONS AND ALLOY
CAST STEEL AR140R SEGIREGATION 1N CAST TURRET TEST BLOCK
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figure 7. HARDNESS VARIATION IN
CAST TURRET TEST BLOCK

Figure S. MICROSTRUCTURES OF 0tNlDRITIC
AND INTENDENDRITIC VOLWES1* OF

NEAT-TREATED CAST STEEL ARMOR
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Fig-ire 9. FRACTURE THRU DEND ITE
ow" NEAR CENTER OF S-INCH SECTION

Figure 10. SPALL FRACTURES AND
BANDED STRUCTURF IN AIR-

MELTED ROLLED STEEL ARMOR
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figure 11. SPALL FRACTURES AND Figure 12. 141CRONAROESS SURVEY
SANDED STRUCTURE IN VACUUM- ACROSS HEAVILY BANDED 2-INCH

MELTED STEEL ARMOR Ti-641.'IV ARMOR PLATE
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TE0  awSS-IDE R AND IS0LAMR

JOM ?. A~I0S,, C. D. MDOEMS R,. A. SM
U. S. AMI I B & DELVPMT LAM0RAMPE

F0 iwMM , in J rEY

In the cmparatively short time between World War 11 and the
present, the requiremnts of uilitar-. ccomication and surveillance
systs have not only become more cmplex but also have been increas-
ing at a fantastic rate. As a result, we rec~uire var trxninitting
systems to deliver larger amounts of power and our receiving eystew
to be extremely sensitive. To date, rectangular waveguide has been
utilized primarily from 1000 mc and up, in view of its low-loss char-
acteristics and high power capabilities. Howver, when the tranmis-
sion line distance over vhich af irowave enery moust be tranitted
from one point to another beccaes appreciable, rectangular waveguide
ceases to be efficient. For example, if one used rectangular wave-
guide to transmit a signal over a distance of 100 feet at 9000 mc,
half of the power would be lost in the waveguide, which is ver7 ccestly

vhen one is considering high power. The converse is also true. When
a low level signal has to be transmitted frcm the antenna to the
receiver cmplex, minimz attenuation is not only required from the
loss point of view but also frca a consideration of the overall noise
figure of the receiving syst-m. Hence, another type of trans'soion
line is required to satisfy the reqarents of these systems.

Inveetigtora have been seekIng other efficient types of
tranmission lines for years. mong the many varieties of such lines,
the ci'cular wvegaide offers some exceptionally attractive features.
The l mode of the circular waveguide not only offers the nimu
loss characteristics of the majority of trammission lines, but its
higb pmmr capaiities are superior to oflxers. For eximple, at
90 mc this mavegaide offers a loss of .4- db per 100 feet or 15%
of the loss of rectangular uveguide. Its high power c aility is
qroxmately sev times that of rectangmlar 'wveguide. ghfortw.
ately, this node is not the dominant node a u ither modes can props-
gate in the line; such mode conversion will be reflected as an
aditional loss. lowever, if extreme care is taken in the design
and fabrication of circular vavegide conponents, these modes will
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not be emItel and the advantage of umim less vill be itid

We at NWAUA7'. hays zrmai*a the efivatam of
vayegaide cooemssts for suitv mos time. We have conducted several
investlitims, aztermally *Ad iaterinlly, to dsigm appropriate

o Mmts. this peer discusses two parti~cular sirular uegaids

Mw. great majoriy at proet da inicroumve power sources
are only available In retu ml ayegulds e otputa, operating in
the Gmiaait isle med. (Ti. Sbse, tasduces are required to
tar sfozu the miorar SOinr from this mad* In jectamgola wavv-
fudeb tO the INK MPe I& cir*ular wVsgaie (204i)- ?wtIhMIes
alm* lamrly Volaris wavet wre regaired at the antmma, for radiar-
t14e or the desired signals tras~wrs zre "l rs"ired at the
aitem to esavort the W& =do back to the WO. mods. Miese tra-
Aceer nust be nt only coaacts but efficient. The presence of
othe amoai mat be at a iniimpa or the transducr mnat have, a hiAk
moft purity. We at EOUNEJM retaire that all c'rcular waveguide

onts exhibit a uod. parity of at least 20 Lb. That is, the
Powr level of all the Spurious mis fydIn the Wosta mnst be
at least 20 lb below the level of fthe ode- Oar particular re-
Waltu. was such that we found It necessary to develop a broadband

tiw eei mhich mm c wSat, operated over a 12% bandwidth centered
at 7.5 kowith a VSU! of 1.2:1 inazlau and with a mode purity of
20 lb ainlim.

Various qwv*Achs w setudied a cons14er to ddterMine
the beat qpproack in the dovelqjm at of the required 2!ZlO to Trij
taanuer. fte design which ooom a gradur,]. transoi fon reo
tangular to circular wavegaide throuOi sector sections van revievsd.(6)
This desi offered a eztrialy low TMV over a wids band of fre-
quencies; however, the transducer not only vas long but its mia
coutent was such that the mode parity of the device was In the order
of 15 Lb. Mw TEU nod prevailed in this design. A moe filter
ou3 have been inserted In the line to Izrrove the mode purity;
hmwvcr, this wo~uld not only represent a loco but resonsas en lse
occur In the line wich awe not desirable. Another design which wa&

0studied in detwil was the tehriquo of laning the desired U 0 1L
mofe by moons of fewr rectangular uvegai des sndr! Ing the circular
v.,guide. Several aMoels vere designd and fabricated; however,

even tbo& the mode purity results looked encouraging the TOWS3 of
the unit vans prohibitive. After several studies we docid*6 to breM-
bend a transducer developed several yin.s *4 for I3AZLR. (l)Thi
unit had a miniamn node purity of 20 db; howevr, Its bandwidth was
only 6%base"c a TMW of 1.2:1 maxiwum. Me design consisted of a
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secti~on of circular imuguide with Its longitvAdiasl axis yorpeod±0u~ar
to the 'V" imagim of two parallel rectangular WvevgV.±8* ansuholu
In Figure la. The two wveguides are coq~led together by an arrsW of
tour resoawt slotis 10 w inFlr IQ

The oritutation of the irises of the above described traue-3
ducer allows two vo larirations of magnetic field to compl* to the
ei~ctular waveguids. One polarization is a 4msired manetic field for A
Tft prpeption, vhiLle the other sets up a mode in the circularJ9
vaveguide otbw than the Mrl. Thereore~, the cowling~ Of this. un-
vanted nagnetic field ito the circular waveguide has to be inhibited
to achieve a puire 22, oU. In the above iientioned model, this vas
dew. by usinG a thickiis plate; h'vewver, this dacreased the svgnetic
cowaling m~ich rerulted In an increase in Insertion lose.

In order tU ellimte the unutea waotic field, v felt
that a am @lot oriwitation should be alojod. Zone the gSmtry
of the trans4teer vas changed to that at a cross-Vii~s' to yIel&
only me axis of polarization, Figure 2. The top of the cross-guide
block wa designed to accept an Iris plate aad the output circular
wVaeguide whose recommeded &imete~r for this freq~ency -vage is
2.6W ivches In diieter lowever, this sizs e vegud. Is Ab
to pagte the MA d adt). slot configuration e the Irises
is such that the T4 mW be developed. Neuce, a miller sne, of
circular vaveexde bad to be used at to output so that% the 22a nods
vill be below cut-off. A short tiger vex then utilized to trassfamn
the diamter of the circular wguiVd to the desired 2.625". Since
the unit ma to OPerato frVK T to 8 bac, the crss-guide block us
fabricated uasing the basic 10-51/U uvegaide dinensions It myr be
observed frn Figar* 2, that the unit is fed by two rectaugglar vave-
guides with the opposite endls being termiwated In short circuits. A
septum is so arranged as to mintain the identity of the two trans.
mission limes, each one having tva irises spaed kalf-ar-gaide-vave-
length @part from the center of each iris. Murg Is transferred

vugide by magibetic ooupiag. An electric field vector appears
across each iris such that the TIM! mo is developed.

If the two plae wves wvich mstrge into the cross-gude
block are :In exact phase anid -al Ite and no discontino-Aies or
obstructions ccuri from the block to the circular uavegaide, the
electric field vectors across the iri ses will be equal in inago'a
and hence a pure TKOl mode will be excited. IEf on the other b=nd
all of the above condItions, we not met,, the electr ic field vectors
will not be equal in agnite and other modes viii. be excited, dom.
pending ioa the electric field vector distribution. The theoretical
analysis for the prediction of the exact nodal coatent in this trmns
dtuoer is m-t oali very colex but not available. In view of this,
"e felt the only may to develop the required trasdueer was by a~ir-
ical nmn. Since both transducers, the cross-guide andi that of
Figure 1., utilize irises in the sei nmuer to excite the M11sw
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It vas felt that the iris plate should not be chmaged, Nence, the
dimenslons of the irises were scaled fro those used in the tran-
ducer of Figure 1.

To determine the effect of the bend section within the
cross-gulde block, YM tests were condacted on each side. Mw
resultant YSW's were Lot acceptable. It wae aparent that the
coxariri ..... W Ue WIL vvre seriusy contributing to the Twn.
Nence, we proceeded to miter these corners in descrete oteps.
Optism results were o'taimoed when the '" di ension of the rectang-
ular vwveguide vms maintained throvij the bend to the short ciruit.
The results of the tests are giver. in Toblo 1.

VABZK I

RIBMM OF MITEUN O0ID (i C(W O .UDB Z

Frgznc~r VI Side I M Side 2

7.0 1.06 1.06
(.25 1.07 1.08
7.5 1.08 1.15

8.0 I.O 1
8.25 1.,T0 7O

851.11 1.09

OriginL1.y, the required power division to properly drive
'the cross-gade block vas achieved through the use of a Magic-T with
waveguide elbows symtrically arra&Wd for proper pbysical orienta-
tion. The VMM results obtained with this arrangent were quite
unacceptable. the accuracy of the power split and the equality of
the phase at the output of each arm were questionable. these factors
could cause serious problms with respect to the mode purity of the
device. Therefore, a new pover divider was desig ed which consisted
of a transformer from single height to double height wave uide and an
1-.p. b1-c t t c the required power splitL, Figure 3.
The transforuers were tested back-to-back to obtain their VBW char-
acteristics. The results are given in Tale II.

TANAE Il

8i91 M ET TO DaumL IEIf 3m IA"1W "mTOU

7.0 1.035 . 1.015
7.1 1.0k 7..8
7.2 1.035 7-9 1.035

1.03 8.0 1.03N ~~ 8.1 ~ z
.. 035 8. 1.015

7.6 i.ce 3.08.34
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fhe power divider was then tested to determine the quality
of the phase and pover split. The results are given in Table III.

BQ-51 POVER DIVIlE

7.0 W3.0 W3.0 1039 1038 i.o6
7.1 -3.1 -3.1 1..80 3-180 1.02
7.2 -3.0 -3.0 10.1k 10.1co 1.05
7.3 -3.0 -3.0 11-65 n1.68 1.o6
7.4 -3.2 -3.15 10.16 10.19 1.12
7.5 -3.0 -3.1 10.A6 IOAk5 1.o7
7.6 -3-0 -3.1 12.50 12.50 1.0k
7.T -3.1 -3.1 10.90 10.91 1.01
7.8 W3.0 -3.0 9.26 9.25 1.037.9 -3.0 -3.0 10.33 10.33 1.03
8.0 -3.1 -3.1 11.37 11.38 1.o6

The power split vs found to be acceptable and superior to that ob-
tained with the previous power divider. The phases of the output
arms were also satisfactory. This eas deterained by observing the
uiniuu position of the standing wave on a slotted line while alter-
nately shorting arus 1 and 2 as indicated in Table III. The ccllete
transducer as then assembled and tested. The TbWR of the unit was
3.0:1. pe &-ce calculations were made on the rectangular uveguide
of the cross-guide block and the circular waveguide in an attempt to
determine the source of the .ismatch. The calculations shoved that
the iedance of the rectangular vaveguide was approximatel one-
tenth that of the circular uveguide. The "b" dimension of the rec-
tangular vaeguide was increased in stepso, to 0.685". The latter
disension yielded a YWR of 2.4. Stop transformers ere designed tomath t-"e .685 t--- o the .. , I eOr the -.ver g -

Figure k. In order to match the impedance of the two lines, a cruci-
form section as designed to reduce the iwpedance of the cir-ular
vavegaide at the irises. By trail and error, several cruciform de-
signs were fabricated and tested. The dimensions of the optimized
cruciform section which yielded the desired results were 0.530" in
the "b" di-ersiou, 2.328" in the "a" di-ension with an overall
length ef 8.LT5". Figure 5 illustrates the cowlete cruciform see-
tion. The aode purity and rLM characteristics of this transducer
are given in Figure 6. The results ind&icte that the mode purity of
the unit is 25 db minim= across the band with a xm u VSWE of 1.19.

The mode purity technique utilized during this period for
devel~ing the transducer was of the rotating probe type. The accur-
acy of this technique hovver was found to be questionable since it
does w't take into cons:.derat ion spetial beating. In order to over-

cae this shortcciang, a ne test procedure vs used. (7)This approach
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utilies a variable ,hort technique in vhicb, while the frequency is
hold constant, the short position is varied and the resulting VER's
recorded versus short position. This method eliminates the Problm
of spatial beaing and yields accurate results with re"ard to mode
purity. Using this technique mode Pnurity measurements vere asan
obtained and the results ar given in Figure T. Even though these
mods VitT_ results are- not a hi-- am e 6, +Va.- 7 1u. -
al goals. rI e 8 is a photograph of the final model. The inser-
tIo los of theoe itenasured frn 7 to 8 p did not eceed
0.25 db.

Since our Itnt va mainly to develop a troAsducer with

specific requirments, our mirical developaent ceased as soon as
these objectives were met. Bence, it is not the intent of this paer
to infer that the optiam in transducer design has been achieved.
For instance, the dimensIons Of tue irises, the height af the rectan-
gular portion of the block (*b" dimension) and the cruciforn have
not bee optimaised with respect to mode parity and InW. With regord
to the physioal &imemsiem of tke tranedcer, it In felt that althomab
the preseat mseI s reltivel small, much can be dans to achieve an
even more oo~at device.

I ISOLTOR

Among the great variety of microvave ferrite cmonents
available to date, the circular unveguide T O1i mode ferrite devices
are virtually nom-existant. Since aicrmve and mailimster systems
generally require ferrite isolators, a progr was initiated at
VAXWA to develop an isolator for use in !1l mode systems.

There are two distinct types of struc.tures suitable for
the davelo ent of such an isolator; the circular uveguide support-
lag the !1 mode and the cross-guide or crucifors type. The field
configurations in these structures together vith the ferrite tern-
tries .eqii, deter Ied the t'pa Of design that vas used. The
magnetic field configumtion in circular mveguide is such that a
ferrite ring positioned concentricall. within the uvegulde must
be circmferetialy magnetised in order to achieve nonreciprocity
at resonane. Research effors in this area have shovu that this
is a very difficult approach.(2)The cross-guide structure on the
other hand, is capsule of s Worting an electric field dintributiou
in the transverse cross aCtion of the guide as shmn in Figure 9.
this distributie is aaloguits to the M920 mode in recuwgular wave-
guide. Furthermore, the field distributo in each of the fonr
channels apars to be slmlar to that of the MA mod. haw, if
a ferrite slab Is positioned in a region of circular polarization
1n each channel, noureciprocity will occur at resonance.
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As the operatioual frequency of the device Is increased,
the size of the penwanent magnetlc structures required also incre"eis
In direct proportion to the frequency. Oomasequmtlyp, large heavy

- -tI- C-t.ai " required for tnis device in the ai.lseter
region. Rexagonal ferrite aterials howver, extibit such inherent
magetic properties that the requirement fer exterraO magnets Is
almost eliminated. In riew of this it vvo decided to investigate

the evss-guide structure, since with these materialc amilqable48)A
compact device could be designed.

Since no specific syu t requirmnt existed,, we set our
design goa am follows: Insolation 20 dh minimi; YT M 1.2:1
maximm; mode purity 20 db minim; Insertion lose 2.0 db maim;
and bandvidth approximtely 10%, at a freuency of 35 Gc.

Just as in the case of the MJ.O mode in rectangular wave-
guide, two regions of circular polarisatiou also exist in the cross-
guide. Mae region of circular polariz.ion used for this device was
the one located near the narrow uli of the channel. This location
also offers a ecxveaient place for the biasing us~ets. These mag-
nets are required to provide a reafl aditional field to neutralise
the detrimental demagnetizi g fields introduced by the getry of
the ferrites, and also to protect the device against stray external
magnetic fields. Since the theoretical knowledge of the prpeAItion
characteristics of the cross-guide ws lmited, the dwemloyent pro-
ceeded on an emprical basis.

The as&Lnitude of the anisotropy field required for reson-
ance at the desired frequency Is calculated using Kittel 's Equation
given below:

where N p applied uagnetic field

y gyragnetic ratio
I - anisotropy field
4 1 T, I. - demgoet iz~in factors

kv Me - saturation maNPetiz&tion

Using the analog of the 21 mode isolator, tb& ferrite
slabs vere mounted on dielectric substrates (Vesgo AL-95) with VO
cement. 11gure 10 illustrates the pbysical arrwageent of the corn-
poents of the cross-gulde isolator. The dimensions of the dielectric
substrate and ferrite slab are given In Figure 11. fte position and
thickness of the dielectric slabs and ferrites vere optiuised amir-
ically to yield maxima isolation and made parity. Te paruietwe of
the hexagonal ferrite materials used vere %as 11,000 os; 4-0%
3,50 o0 and I/21r a 2.6 me/**. Me resonant frequency of the
ferrite Vs 35.1 Go- It should be noted that the location of the
substrates with the ferrite. in the chanel v not found to be
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critical; huveverp overall symatry of the substrates in the channels
proved to be extrmely Important for mexiau mode purity. The damsg-
netizing field intensity given by I u I (4rMl), where X for this
geoetry Is .03, In qrproximtely 105 oe. lence, vith the use of
mu biasing magnets of approximately 500 oe., the dmgietizing
fied, are t-y ccipe ated and the device is not sensitive to ana
stray flelds.

To transform the cress-guide into the desired circular
aveaguide, a transition v ed in which the cross-guide is t4ered

to the circular vavengdie.r n.) length of the taper us approxi-
mately 2.0" The colete isolator (including transitions) was fab-
ricated in two halves from solid brass stock and then silver plated.
Figure 12 is a photogrph of the two halves. Figure 13 illustrates
the isolation and forward loss chaxacteristics of the device. It
should be noted that the device exhibits an Isolation of at least
20 db over an 8% bandwidth (33.85 - 36.70 ge), with the insertion loss
haying & maamt value of 1.9 db at the upper end of the frequency
band. The YM 4,f the device could not be measured since a slotted
line in the TVno" aus wA available.

Since our objective vs that the isolator have a mode purity
of at least 20 db, a transducer van required Vat also exhibited a
moe purity of at least 20 db. Unfortunately, such transducers were
not available at our frequency of interest. Snce., a comercial trans-
ducer vas used of the type of Figure 1. Used on the tests conducted
on the transducer of Fignre 2, it was evident that the varisble short
technique for measuring mode purity was preferrable. The mode purity
characteristics of the transducer, and the cross-guide without any
dielectric substrates and ferrite slabs (empty cruciform) are shown
in Figvre 1. hese data were obtained using the variable short tech-
nique. Wowever, this technique requires that the effective vaveguide
wvelength of each detectable mode present in the line be kown very
accurately. When the dielectric substrates were mounted in the cross-

Wid~ th waveie~C±hs cogud no ionger be determined accurately. laence,
the mode purity measurnents of the dielectrically loaded cross-gaide
(dielectrically loaded cruciform) sad the isolator, were conducted
using the rotating probe techaxque. The results are given in Figure 116

.ven thoughi the results obtained with the rotating probe
technique may not be considered as accurate as the results using the
variable obort technique, they are reliable provided the necessary
Steps ar taken to account for spatial beating. Bsed on the mode
pu ity results obtained during the develament of the transducer, the
results indicated that the rotating probe technique yielded results
which vere slibhtly optimistic. Iowever, %hen different lengths of
line were inserted to determine the effect of spatial beating, the
minium mode purity obtained with the rot&ti&4 prob& technique ep-
proache4 that obtained with the variablt short technique. Sence, the
results given in Figure i are considered reliable when we *a that
the final unit exhibited a mode puritj of at least 15 db.
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In ezoinin the results of FIS=. 11, it Is observed that
at same frequencies the device mAer test yielded a mode purity ohich
Is higher than that of the trazsducer. It Is believed that this is
cama0@. Aui to -the interaction of the siarious mode&s beten the trans-
ducer ard the unit under test. Such lateraction in possibly cousin
cancellation of certain wpurious modes which result in au "observed
higher aode purity for the it under test.

The results obtained during this investigtlon have been
very encouraging. 2he Isolation characteristios of the isolator are
highly acceptable. The insertion lose of the device is slightly bigh;
hover, further vork can be conducted in this area to vduce these
losses. The use of the hexrAonal ferrite materials results in s unit

hLich is quite camqct and does not reLire large and heavy exterl
maenets. Zya though the mode purity results Inidicate a purity of
15 db minum it in felt that the isolator does not degrede mode pur-
ity much below the node purity of the transducer. Therefore, the use
of a better transducer vould be reflected In better mode purity of the
isolator. Also, the final modoo. coslA be imtwwed by better tajors to
the *roms-guide, rA slight changes in the dimeions of the channoe.

In conclusion two designs have been developed, one for a
TO _od to mode transducer and the other for a cross-aguide iso-

la~r for usei aN1, SO system, with resiLts which have not been
attained heretofo -. The transducer not enly represents a device which
bas Immediate application but also provides the research engineer an
indispensable tool for the development of TO1 coponents. We are
presently atteoting a scaled version of this transducer for use at
35 Oc in order to better evaluate the mode purity charcteristics of
the cross-guide isolator. The design of this isolator ith heagonal
ferrite materials offers a method for designing ferrite isolators for
use in the T261 mode systems operating in the millimeter region, whiah
are comWt and have good electrical characteristics.

The authors wish to express their appreciation to essrs.
N. Llpetz and 1. Freiberge for their contribution and assistance in
the prepaation of this paper. Our appreciation is also exteuAed to
Mr. J. LoCicero for his resourcefullness in the fabrication of these
devices.
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I
DENDRITIC MURFROIOGY OF hIGH-STRENGTH STh2L CASTINGS

PAUL J. AHEARN and FRANCIS C. QUIGLEY
U.S. ARMY MATERIALS RESEARCH AGENCY

WATERTOWN t MASSACHUSETTS 02172

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this investigation was to study a number of
important parameters associated with solidification in order to estab- A
lish an interrelationship between these parameters and the mechanical
properties of the resulting casting. It is impractical to cause a
given variation in solidification conditions and then to directly ob-
serve a change in mechanical properties Jue to this variation. The
practical method is to consider the independent variable of casting
thickness and to study other variables as functions of casting thick-
ness or distance from the location of interest to the surface of the
casting. The dependent variables were dendritic morphology, dendri-
tic arm-spacing, dendritic anm-length or cross-arm length, microseg-
regation, and finally, mechanical properties before and after homogen-
ization of the structure. All of these were studied as functions of
distance from the surface of the caeting.

Individual variables have been considered before (l-5)but
here an attempt was made to examine many variables associated with the
solidification of a single given casting in order to establish an in-
terrelationLhip that possibly could be used to advantage in improving
the mechanical properties of high-strength steel.

PROCEDURE

Morphological Study

The casting eelected for this study was a unidirectional in-
got casting 5-1/2 inches in diameter and 10 inches high. The method
of manufacture consisted of preheating a hollow ceramic cylinder to
2600°F, placing the cylinder on a massive copper chill, and then pour-
ing molten steel into the cavity formed by the ceramic cylinder chill
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configuration, Upon filling the mold, a preheated ceramic slab was
placed on the top surface of the mold. Unidirectional solidification

porsefrmtechill and resulted in the maorostruoturo showni in
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Catiin information oan be obtained through the use of the electron ,
beam mioroprob, 7) Thus samples were removed from the casting for I

* mtoroprobe analysis. Such oemples were always in the plans of the I
chill O sting interface surface and were taken at .noreasing distances .

from this interface. .

IoniThe steps involved in preparing samples for mioroprzobe anal-~~ysis oonsimted of polishing and thing the specimens, selecting var- .

ious locations on the dendritic surface for study, and marking these
locations with a hardness teeter. The appropriate locations were
either a soan along the full length of a dendritio arm or a soan of1F
equal levgth oriented 450 from the dendritic arm. After the scans had
been selected and fixed by the hardness indentor, the etched surface ..
was removed by polishing. At this stage the samples were ready for
microprobe analysis. The actual microprobe scans yielded detailed
information on microsegregation but for purposes here, emphasis was
placed only upon the maximum and minimum cheaistries observed in the
microprobe study. These maxima and minima were recorded and plotted
versus distance into the casting. Microprobe scans were made to deter-
mine variations in alloying elements, Mhn, Ni, Cr, and Mo.

The result. of the microprobe study combined with the macro-
structure observations of dendritic arm-spacing and cross-arm length
made it possible to theoretically formulate homogenization conditions -

that would eliminate or out down on the microsegregation. Such calou-
lations lead to homogenization experiments at extreme temperature and
for extended periods of time.

Homogeniza on Experiments

Two castings were involved in homogenization expertmenti. .::.:
The first consists of columnar casting 69 employed in the morphologi-

cal study; and the second was a zonal oting, 48, as demonstrated in
Figure 2. The dimensions of the zonal casting and the chemical anal-
ysis are similar to the columnar casting (see Table I), but the method
of manufacture was slightly different in that an exothermic compound
was added to the top of the mold twelve minutes after filling the mold. -
This slight modification in procedure produced the four solidification
zones shown in the figure. The first zone was columnar, the second was
equiaxe, the third was columnar, and the fourth vas Oquiaxed. The
charge from the first equiafed to the second columnar tone was undoubt-
edly caused by an increase in the temperature gradient at the liquid
solid interface, which was in turn caused by the addition of exothermic
material. The major purpose in chamging the mode of solidification { . .

was to make possible direct mechanical property comparisons of ooluxb-
nar and equiaxed material wherein the rate of solidification of the
material was greater than that of the columnar. Basic mechanical pro-
pertis of this zonal casting 48 were determined after normal heat
treatment. These mechanical properties plus the normal mechanical
properties of the columnar casting 69 were then compared with coqpan-
ion results from toot blank 3 that underwent an extensive.-ization
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-treatent. Bleaks from the aolmar casting 69 wore removed at various
distancs from the chill surface and then were subjected to a 25009?
homogenizationi treatment for 64 hours. In similar fashion, bars were)
removed from the first three somes of the zoned casting 48 and these

F-were homogenized at 2500'? for either 4"0. 64, or 166 hours. In all
cases the high temperature hoofteization treatment was follow"d by
norma heat treatment procedure.

The extromely high temerature homogenization (25000F) and
the extended time at temperature presented Wxprlaental difficulties
sind subsequent precaut ions were taken to avoid thes difficulties. A
-- rosesectional sketch of the furnace is shown in Figure 3. The
furnace consisted of a globar arram~Ce-ant with a heating son* of 1-by
2-foot dimensions. For these experiment-a the door of the furnace was
-raised and the opening left by the door was bricked up exoept for a
ceramic tube that was inserted into the hetlzimg zcne through the brick

wok 2he thermsocouple Lor tefurnace was mounted in line with the
ce,-*raaic tube so that the temperature reading of the thermocouple coin-
cided with the temerature of the ceramic tube. The arrangement in

-Figure 3 has the practical advantage that temiperature fluctuations
within the ceramic tObe wore minimized by the large hearth volume out-
aide of the tube. Actual temporature control wms mainte.lned through a

ropcrtioning controller rather than a power on-power off arrangement.1 . - - st bare were placed inside the tube, and a protective atmosphere was
-P-aintained in the area, of the test bars by means of the arrangement

_Aadtcated in Figure 3. Although the argon was 99.96 percent pure, it
iasfelt that precautions should be taken not only against leaks with-

-in the ceramic tube, but also against the possibility that a small
_-:Amiount of impurities within the argon could damage the test bars. Such

thinking is justified in view of the~ extreme high temperature and long
Ltimes involved. Two basic precautions were takent first, the test bar
-:blanks were coated with alumina; and second, steel wool was placed just
beyond the argon inlet. The steel wool acted as a getter and did in

~ j ~ faotshow substantial oxidat ion damage at the end of each experimental
ru.The alumina, coating, on the other hand, was abandoned as an un-.

i:eoesssry precaution half way through the program,

0& -RMSLTS

Morvho01202a Study

The mechanical properties of the unidirectional casting 69
ar omiled in Table IL. Yield strength, tensile strength, and true

breaking strength are recorded, as well as ductility in terms of re-
Aucionof area and elongation. Interpretation of this data is facil-

ii itated by a plot (Figure 4) of the mechanical property information
-versus distance froL the surface of the casting. Mechanical properties

ir are also presented for a conventional sand casting (8) of the same
analysis that received the same heat treatment. The properties of
vmidirectionally solidified steel are Indicated by the dashed curves
wr41e tbe properties of the conventional sand casting are shown by
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TABLZI I
sobenieal Properties of Casting 69
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solid lines. At the strength level of 255,000 pai, the unidireotional
solidified casting exhibits mechanical property superiority over the
conventional casting. The conventional casting undergoes a rapid de-
crease in both tensile strength and ductility with distanoe from the
surface of the casting, while the unidirectional casting displays un-
iform properties of 25,OOOpsi tensile strength and 30 percent reduc-
tion of area, up to depths of three inohos from the casting surface.
Thereafter, mechanical property deterioration oocurs, but in a gradual
fashion. The deterioration in mechanical properties is called the
mass effect and it is readily seen that the effet in unidirectionally
solidified material in far less pronounced than in matorial that has -
been solidified in the conventioual wmanne. The most sensitive eaosure
of mas effeot is shown by a decrease in ductility as measured by per-
cent reduction of area versus distance from the casting surface. The
same trend is noted when the trume breaking strength versus distance _7
from the casting surface is observed. The two types of castings ex-
hibit different mechanical properties associated vith dIfferent rates
of solidifioation.

The cause of the mass effect was onsidered next by exain.-
ing the waorostruoture and miorosepqation Figures 5 and 6 present
typical macrostructural results. Figure 5 is for saqles parallel to
the diroctiou of solidification, and Figure 6 Is for sauples perpendio-
ular to the direotion of solidification. In both oasse, the struoture
va brought out by etching with .Ste-s reagent and then photographing
the surface at agnification of 6X. Nsqpifio d photographs yield far
more information than a typical photomoarograh as in Figure 1. Figure
5 clearly shove that the oolumar dendritio structure extends from the
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bottom to the top of the osting, and that the structure is finest
near the chill and undergoes a gradual coarsening an distance from the
chill increases. The photograph at the left of Figure 5 was taken from
material close to the chill while that at the right represents material
ata considerable distance from the chill.

Figure 6 yields similar information to that of Figure 5, al-
though now the dendrites are viewed from a different orientation. The
tops of the dendrites are seen as cruciforma that increase in size as
distance from the casting increses. By combining the photograplic in-
formation in Figures 5 and 6, one can construct a model of oolumar
dendrites. Individual dendrites consist of a continuous spine with
side branches forming at 900 in a cruoiform configuration. Suoh a

-" model does not ta)-e into account further branching off the oruciforms.
Dendritic arm spacing and the length of dendritio cross-arms were inea-
sured with the aid of Figures 5 and 6. Cross-arm lengths were deter-
.iLned by two methodst the first consisted of counting the number of
roruciforms per unit area in a series of photomacrograph., determining
the oros-*eotional area per cruciform and then finding the square root
of this area to obtain a representative value of the cross-arm length.
Mhe second method simply involved measuring the length of a series of

T - ros-arms in various photomacrographo and then plotting these lengths
versus the distance from the casting Surface. Such results are shown
in Figure 7 where cross-arm length is plotted versus distance from the.... astig surface. The curve obtained by timnply ricording the length of

. oss-arms does not have as great a slope as the curve derived by the
,alternate method of counting the number of cruciforms per unit area
of macrosurfaoe. Regardless of the counting method employed, there
appears to be a linear relationship between the length of cross-arms
and distance from zhe casting surface. This is not surprising in view
r more traditional results presented in Figure 8 wherein interdendri-

----:-,,.tiic arm-spaoing in plotted versu~s distance from tiie casting surface.

emore a linear relationship is obtained. The linear relationship
-i! betwesn ,r- cing and distance into the casting has previously been

i j 4 eported. 79

Photomaorographa of typical samples that were employed in
-he miorosegregation studies are shown in Figure 9. Th@ photomacro-
graph on the left (9-a) is from material 0.125 inch from the chill

- -awhile the photoiacrograph on the rist (9-b) represents material
Sapproximately 3.44 inches from the chill. In all cases the boundaries

of the scans were marked with a Knoop indentor. The maorostruotures
I w:ere polished away and finally the samples were subjected to micro-

anairobe sayi. Two types of soans were involved as indicated in
7-igure 9. The first was a scan along a dendritij Frm through a denri-
-tic spine, while the second type was always oriented 45* from thet. first, Presumably the 45* scan started in a highly segregated area
.some distance from the cruciform and progressed in a straight line
-through the center of the spine and then out vhe other side into a high
alloy area. Mioroprobe analyse were taken for Mn, Ni, Cr, and Mo con-

--tent at distances 0.125, 0.8g 1.9, 2.3, and 3-.44 inches from the chill
-Urface. 76F- _7 _
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The minimum chemistry occurred at the center of the cruni-

form, that is, at the spine of the dendrite, while the maximum conoen-
tration of alloyWg elements generally vas observed at a location or-
iented 45* from the oruoiforu at a considerable distance from the oru-
ciform. These maximum and minimum concentrations are plotted versus
distance froin the surface of the casting. Such results appear in Fig-

ure 10. The dashed lines indicate the wet chemical analysis while the
malymu and mnimh concentration at the location in question are
shown by the ends of the vertical lines in the plot. This plot estab-
lishes the result that mioroseregation in severe and can involve a
very large fluctuation in alloy content across small distances of the

t casting. Yet this variation from maximum to minimum seea to remain

~fairly constant; that is, the amount of microseeregation does not

change appreciable in movPng into the casting. Miorosegregation is as
severe at the surface as at the center, while the basic dimensions of
the dendritic structure, dendritio arm length, etc., do increase with
distance into the casting. Any attempt to even-out the chemistry by

means of a high temperature diffusion treatment should take into ac-
count the increasing diffusion distance arising because of the increase

V in basic dendritio dimensions. These two observations are important.
The extent of microsegregation is fairly constant while dendritic

dimensions increase with distance into the casting. With the aid of
such information it is theoretically possible to prescribe homogeni-
zation treatments that should even-out the chemistry on a mioroscale.
Calculations indicated that a 2500°F treatment would be desirable and

that the required time would vary depending upon the size of the den-
drites involved.

The actual mathematical treatment involved the use ofa 0
equation first employed in connection with a study of banding.lo) If
the microsegregation is described by a sinusoidal two-dimensional mod-
el, then homogenization will proceed in accordance wt the ;frllowing
equations a2 Dt

Cm -e 12
where
C - maximum variation from average chemistry after homogenization

Cm - maximum variation from tho average chemistry before homogenisation

C - degree of homogenization

I) - Diffusion coefficient of alloying elements

* t time (see)

!1 -diffusion distance (am)

A representative value of 3.75 x lO-10cm2 was selected for

the diffusion coefficient of alloying elements at 250OF. The diffusion

distance was considered to be one-half the value of cross-arm length as

recorded in Figure 6. For example, a 64-hour homogenization time would

result in C -.0.8, and a diffusion distance of 0.06 cm which corresponds
77



to a location of 2.5 inches from the surface of the casting. Recently
a more realistic model has beeon formulated speci-fioally for cast atruo-

T ao tu&A. mechanicalprprindvlpdbbohcang
after convantions'. heat teto n xesv ooeiain r

TABLEII

Mechanical Properties of Casting 48

utioe A - fomemsuead 220VFr. I bow., followed by Noeml Hoot Troetmut

Distance fre y~id Stromt
Chill at 6.59 Offset Toeash. Strength El"m&t let RAI

(Isebos) (psi) (Pei) m
mm 1.370 236. ON i'--- r-i

solamr seaw 5.11 100.700 227:200 6.0 11.3
.quimmsd now 4.00 191.100 237.200 5.0 0.1
eqmiod nme 3.375 112.100 230.400 6.0 10.4

aemer now 1.65 104.000 2400 10.0 30.2
colmr -we 1.00 1in.000 1 242,300 1 .5 25.4

Isetion 3 - N ai~smed 2600"F. 106 boars, followed by Noarmal Hsat Treatment
171

Columna 5o .75 132.000 233.000 14.0 39.8

nuaadnw4.00 MW M 230.00 [ 12.5 144.8
omer ma 1.60 MAN00 237,600 14.0 45.2

soatiamc Ihmsgeflsed tisce. s4hours. folowed by Normal mt irestuisst

colmsnr saw 5.25 1811000 241,000 r 10.0 T32.0
oes"nrmm10 170.500 240.600 12.0 15.0

aqlzmmM 2.3,5 188.000 [ 223.600 [ 17.5 16.4
Seat Lea D. wan'oses a t 25 - 20 hours. followed by Norml Hot Treatment

olumser now 5.75 111.500 1 248.400 7 70 131.6
soI~ndme 4.00 107.00 230,200 I 05 27.4

eilmmr soon 1.06 108.000 j 244.600 -- $.S 30.2
aepresented for both coastings in the conventional heat-treated oon-

V-4 4.itiong and for zonal Casting 48 wnder conditions of 20, 64, and 186
hours of 2500FP homogenization, and columnar casting 69 after 64 hours
of 2500FP homogenization. These last four results are for material
that has been homogenized and then heat treated by a conventional
quench and temper For all practical purposes the mechanical proper-
ties as represented b~y yield strength and tensile strength remain rea-
sonably constant regardless of the treatment employed or the location
-of the teot. The significant change brought about by extenvive homo-
genization can be seen in the plot of percent reduction of area versus
distance into the coastings. The solid curves represent ductility re-
oulte associated vith high temerature homogenization while the d"shed

41 curves are associated with conventional heat treatment. In both cast-
Ings there is a deore*se in ductility as distance from the casting sur-

t ftace inrease.. This is the mass effect and has already been discussed.
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The signifioanoo of the homogenization experiments is seen whon oneI
compares the heat-treated properties of theme two castings with the
2500r homogenised and heat-treated properties. In all cases whore
bars received high temperature homogenisation, the ductility was ta-
proved and the improvement iii ductility is directly related to homogen-isation tm. In spite of the improved ductility with homogenisationp

the mas effect is still observed; that is, ductility decreases as die-
tmnse from the oasting surface increases. It is also observed that up
through the extended time of 186 hours, the mechanical properties near
the chill in sonal casting 48 continued to improvel therefore, it Is
suggested that maximum possible ductility was not obtained.

It is interesting to compare the resuAts demonstrated in Figure
11 with meohanioal properties of forged material. For example AISI
4340 1/2-inoh diameter forged bare, oil quenched and tempered to a
strength level of 250,000 psi, exhibit a reduction of area of 48 per-
cont. 12) Those results are naturally longitudinal properties and can
be compared directly with the results appearing in Figure 11 and Tables
I and ll. In some oases the ductility of test bars located close to

the chill surface slightly exceed +he forged bar properties just men-
tioned; howvverg it is significant that ductilities of 45 percent re-
duotion of area are maintained at depths of two or three inches into
the oastings.

Finally, zonal casting 48 results indicate that there in no
significant difference between the ductility of equiaxed material and
columnar material persee. Other factors such as mioroporosity and
microsegreation muat be considered.

The improvement in the ductility of the casting must be assign-
ed to the success of the 25W0? homogenization treatment. The homogen-
isation treatment can be considered from a theoretical point of view
by plotting ductility versus hcmogenization parameter for columar cam-I
ting 69 as shown in ligure 12. Here ductility is plotted against the
dimensionless quantity diffusion coefficient of alloying element times
the time of homogenimation, divided by the square of one-half the den-
dritio cross-amr length taken from F1G 7. A continuous curve is
obtained. Since the parameter is derivod from consideration of first
principles, it is suggested that the improved ductility is associated
with the decrease in miorosegregation that occurred during the high
temperature homogenization.

The ductility data from both castings can be combined on a
single graph by assuming that interdLendritic dimensions increase in a
linear fashion (9) with distance from the chill. Such reasoning leads
to the simple substitution of distance from the surfaoe of the chill
for diffusion distance. The ductility data for both castivgs is placed
on these plots and in both cases a reasonably smooth ourve is obtained.
In Figure 13 the diffusion coefficient tAployed had a value of 3.75 x
10-0iwm except in the case of three bars from casting 48 that were
homogenised for 20 hours. It was noted that the actual temperature of
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homoenisation here was 2435*F. The appropriate diffusion coefficient
* under such oirgcw.tsnoes would be 2.34 x 10-iOc. Such a substitu-

tion yielded u slight smoothing of the curve in Figure 13.

The changes that occur during the 2500OF homogenization can
* easily be visualized by study of the fractured tensile bare from sonal

casting 48 in Figure 14. Bars that received the standard treatment and
bars that underwent 25009F homogenisation were maoroetohed and bhen set
side by side for oqmprison. Maoroetohing clearly show that the mao-
restructure tends to be eliminated by the 2500OF treatment. This is
especially true at great distances from the casting surface. The frac-
ture characteristics also change. Interdendritio fracture can be seen
In bar 1-N whie its companion 1-2500*F fractured in a cup-and-cone
fashion. Finally, the inozease in ductility resulting from the 2500*F
treatment is clearly indicated by the necking of the 2500°F bars.

CONCLUSIONS

A number of practical and theoretical conclusions emanate froL
this work. It has been shown that miorosegregation and dendritio size

* play a major role in determining mechanical properties of high-strength
teel castings, and that microsegregation can be eliminated by means of
2500F homogenization treatment. The resulting cast material exhibits
mechanical properties identical to longitudinal properties of forged
bar stock at the same strength level. Transverse forged properties are
-Always inferior to longitudinal properties, thus the mechanical prop-
.rty superiority of this cast steel is established.
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APPLEBY and OHMSTEDE

NUMERICAL SOLUTION I
OF THE DISTRIBUTION

OF WIND AND TURBULENCE
IN THE PLANETARY BOUNDARY LAYER

J. F. APPLEBY, and W. D. OHMSTEDE
U. S. ARMY ELECTRONICS RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY

PORT HUACHUCA, ARIZONA

1. INTRODUCTION

Meteorology is subdivided according to the scales
of micrometeorology, mesometeorology and macrometeorology.
This division appears real since research interests and
successes have been widely separated. If meso-scale
phenomena are regarded as perturbations within the macro-
scale, two elements can be selected to characterize the
divisions. These would be the logarithmic wi:id profile
to characterize micrometeorology and the geostrophic wind
to characterize the others. Both of these relationships
are rather successful formulas. The geostrophic wind
equation has been used to evaluate the horizontal field of
wind in the free atmosphere from the pressure distribution.
The logarithmic wind profile equation has been used to
re-ate the vertical distribution of wind sneed immediately
above the earth's surface to the momentum transport and
to the roughness characteristics of the surfac~e. On the
face of it, there does not appear to be any direct connec-
tion between these two relationships as they deal with
different regions of the atmosphere.

The purpose of this report is to present a hypothesis
which unifies these two concepts. The model resulting I .
from the hypothesis is solved and the results are presented
in a form usable for many situations where it is necessary
to predict the vertical distribution of the wind and
turbulence characteristics within the planetary boundary
layer. The treatment will be limited to the barotrqpic,
adiabatic, steady state case.

2. DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODEL EQUATIONS

A a noa-t4u state came is requirzd to 1nqorpozate tho
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The model equations &_re*.e@yeloped from the
equation of motion:

dV/dt D V/;t + VoVV a-2QzV + g - 1/pip + 1/PioT

Iwhere V In the wind velocity vector relative to a point
on the earth's surtaoe, a In the angular velocity of the
jarth's rotation$ X is the acceleration of gravity, and
T Is the stress-dyadic. This equation is difficult to
solve without simplification.

For this study we assume the wind Is steady,
uniform in the horizontal and that the horizontal
pressure gradient force Is uniform and constant. As a
result equation (1) can be reduced to

-fu - l/p Dp/3y - 1/P 3ry/3m

fv a 1/0 Wa/x - 1/0 3rm/8s (2)

where V -Ui +, vj, f a 2Asin0 where 0 is the latitude,
is te pressure, and T7 and T are stresses In the
and J directions, respectivel*.

S-At~this point we introd ce thS geostrophic wind
()which is defined as 01o + 0a j a /pfx y
(bp'a -jap/ax), substituting this In equation (2) we

f(G mu) + 1/p 3r /3Z 0
x y

-t(G -v) + 1/0 Dr /3z 0

Equations (3) are then the fundamental equations of the
,-model. The solution of equation (3) requires a knowledge

rV stresses througho~ut the layer. Since the atmospheric
bounarylayer is in most cases fully turbulent, the

4 -stresses In equations (3) are the Reynolds stresses-
3--wr-Atatiatical quantities that represent the covariances of

-the turbulent flictuations. Our knowledge is still
Inadequate to derive transport relationships from the
-primitive equation, so we must rely on semi-empirical or
-phenomenological theories to obtain a solution. Prandtl's
-uixing-length hypothesis has been used in turbulent

transfer models for three decades. We have used this
concept in the solution of equation (3) knowing the
-results will not be precise but believing they will be
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b The mixing-length relationship can be expressed3/P b U2 a (IdU/dz) (4)

where Ug a (T/p)1/2 is the friction velocity, A is the
mixing-length and U is the wind speed. This expression
Is more common In the form:

T/p a UotdU/dz * K dU/dz (5)

where K is the eddy viscosity. There have been conflict-
ing vlewg on the factors which control the mixing-length.
von Karman believed that the magnitude of the mixing-
length Is determined by local flow conditions, while
Prandtl relates the magnitude to the gross features of
the flow. von Karman's hypothesis has certain desirable

itures but has not been generally accepted (see Lettau
). In free turbulence Prandtl views the mixing-length

as constant in a cross-section of the mixing zone and
its magnitude as proportional to the width. In a wall
turbulence regime, it is assumed that the magnitude of
the mixing-length Is proportional to the distance from
the wall and can be expressed by:

I - kz (6)

where k is von Kirman's constant. Combining equations
(4) and (6) and integrating gives the logarithmic profile
of the surface boundary layer

U a U,/k ln(z/zo ) (7) -

where z is a length characterizing the roughness of the
surface. ?

Neglecting the variation of the air density with
height, we can incorporate equation (5) into equation (3)
with the result:

f(Gx-u) + 3/3z (U0 tav/Dz) a 0

-f(ay-v) + a/az (u tau/Dz) a 0 (8)

Actually, equation (7) Is Inconsistent with equation (8).
The logarithmic wind profile assumes that the shearing
stress (U0LdU/dz) is constant with height, equation (8)

O A more general discussion of the roughness length can
be found in ERDAA-MET-7-63 report, "A Model for Wind Flow
In An Idealized Vegetative Canopy
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shows that the gradient of the stress is greatest near
the surface. This can be reconciled by recognizing that
the percentual rate of change near the surface Is so
small as to make the wind profile logarithmic. At great
height the stress will vanish and by equation (8) the
wind becomes geostrophic; thus the solution should have
the desired features of our objective.

To solve the model equations the specification
of the vertical distribution of the mixing-length is
required. According to equation (6), the mixing-length
is independent of kinematic characteristics and solely
a function of proximity to the boundary. It seems
unreasonable that equation (6) should be valid ad infinitum.
The outer portion of the boundary layer behaves more like
a region of free turbulence than of wall turbulence, which
suggests that the mixing-length should approach a
limiting value far from the surface.

It Is proposed that for a steady-state, neutral
amospheric boundary layer, the mixing-length increases
with height at the rate given by von Karman's constant,
-but there is a linear feedback which prevents unbounded
growth. This can be expressed by the following differen-
tial equation:

:- ::idt/dz =k -A/L (9)

where L is a constant. The solution of equation (9)
which satisfies the boundary conditions is

= : • l~-z/L
S() (10)

where Z /L k k. This equation has the characteristics
that I increases linearly with height near the boundary,

:Jbut approaches the limiting value A at great height.
Figure 1 compares -uation (10) witt 5he mixing-length
distribution compw.ed from Lettau'sL2i reanalysis of the
Leipzig wind profile. The agreement Is reasonably good
except in the upper portion of the profile. In this
region the evaluation of the mixing-length is less relia-
ble because of the small values of the velocity derivative.

3. NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

'1 iEquation (10) has been adopted as the general, i expression for the mixing-length and now it is Possibleto solve for the velocity profile in the planetary

boundary layer. For computing purposes, the equations
are expressed in non-dimensional form by defining new
variables:
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U3 (0x-U)/02 V - (Oy-v)/Q a - T2 /OO to Ty/PG

T - Us/O - (s +t /4 RonO/fz, x a z/zo

where R is termed the surface Rossby number. Using
these n~w variables, equations (3) and (5) are expressed
as:

V - % as/ax# U - 0 o t/ax (11)

and
a - T(to/so)y au/ax, t - - T(t0 /zo)y aV/ax

(12)

where y- 1-exp(-z/L). Differentiating equations (11)
and substituting the results in equation (12) we obtain

22 2 2A- Ty A t/ax, t- AT I s/ax
0(13)

where Ao  Ro I/g o.

The boundary conditions require that s-t-O at
great height and we can choose axes of orientation so
that at the lower boundary toO and sos. For each value
of the parameter A0 * there must be a csrresponding value
of s. The actual relationship of a and A cannot be
determined until the solutions are kown. Yt is necessary
to rewrite equations (13) in a form containing only a
sinole parameter. This Is done by defin.ng new variables:

FPaA 0 T QA 0  RAot

Using these terms, equations (13) become
22 2 2 l)

Pa8R/ax : R* Py a Q/3x

with boundary conditions of

x 1 Q Q09 R 0

z :Q R" P "0

From equation (l4) and the boundary conditions& a
particular solution is Completely specified by the quan-
tity Q . provided y Is solely a function of the distance
from te boundary.

Difficulties were encountered In solving equa-
tions (14). It was necessary to assume that Q and R
became negligible at a finite but large height rather
than at infinity. Several mathematical methods were
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tried to solve the equations. The one adopted was the
finite difference method of Crank and Nicholson r3].
Briefly, the solution consisted of transforming the
Independent variable to y -v % x and establishing agrid of 100 equally "spaced points in the y domain
between x a I and x a 11. The derivatives at the grid points

were approximated from second-order La[rangtan polynomials
utilizing the values of the variables at adjacent grid
points. On the basis of ordinary differential equations,
a form of parabolic partial differential equation was
assumed. The final solution was derived by integrating
the partial differential equation until the solution
decayed to the steady state ordinary solution.

Choosing -o/to 3.1?5x10 5 , solutions of equation

_(14) were computed for boundary values (Qo) ranging over
-three ordeers of magnitude. The solutions can be applied
-to4 any arbitrary surfacp roughness length by accepting as
-boundary conditions the values of Q and R at the corres-
!pondIng helght. The roughness length plays a significant
-ole in translating the solutions of Q and R into terms of
physical variables. By definition, at height zo the

--velocity is zero. In terms of nondimensional variables,L...his requires that U2+V2 a  1. Prnm equation (11) 2

A(bS/lx), + (3t/ax) 2  1. The surface Rossby numeer
.. o) can then be determined for a riven solution at any
-roughness length by the equation:

- ('Z 0 )2((aQ/aX) 2 + (DR/ax) 2J1/2
(15)

- .or the quantity

:--- (ZO/L )3[(aQ/aX)2 + (aR/x)2 2
• : . (16)

*Me found that the derivatives of Q and P at the (ower
lW oundary could not be adequately determined from flnite

-difference formulae, so an approximate analytical solu-
-tion was developed. Since Q and P are nearly constant
with height at the lower boundary we can express Q and P
-in terms of the average values in the first meter above_=-the surface. We know from Equation (6) that y - (zo/L)x

' 7iear the boundary. The first equation of equations (13)
-- a n be expressed as:

82 R/3x 2  - I l/xTz o  (17)

_ :where the bar denotes average values. Integrating twice,
f-we derive an expression for the derivative at the lower

boundary. A similar approach can be applied to the second_ Aquation of equations (14). Numerical values of the
-derivatives can then be found for any arbitrary height (x)
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from the resulting expressions. Then the surface Rosaby
number and 0/fto can be determined for any roughness I
lengths from equations (15) and (16).

The surface Rossby number (O/fz ) is a useful
parameter for characterizing the planetary boundary layer
just as the Reynolds number characterizes turbulent flow
through ducts. Two additional parameters which are useful
are the angle between the surface wind and the geostrophic
wind (a) and the geostrophic drag coefficient (C). The
surface wind angle can be determined by the following
equation:

a - arctan(Q/ax/3R/x) - arctan(R/Q) 18(18)

evaluated at the roughness height z The geostrophie
drag coefficient is given by C- Us/8 wbere Ug is evaluated
at the roughness height zo. This leads to the following
formula for evaluating the surface stress In terms of the
geostrophic wind:

- 0 C202 (19)10

The solutions of equations (13)give the vertical
distribution of the stress vector. According to equations
(11) the nondimensional velocity is proportional to the
derivative of the shearing stress. Near the surface these
derivatives were determined from the approximate analytic
solutions. For the remainder of the profile the deriva-
tives were approximated from second-order Lagrangian
polynomials using values at the adjacent grid points.
Multiplytng the derivatives by the Rossby number gives the
velocity components.

4. BOUNDARY LAYER MODEL

The development to this point has been formal
in that we have stated the differential equations, postu-
lated a functional form for the mixing-length, and found
a number of solutions of the equations using the assumed
mixing-length relationship. The important question is-
which of these solutions are relevant to the real plane-
tary boundary layer? To answer this question we shall
invoke the idea of similarity. We assume that the
Reynolds number of the planetary boundary layer is so
large that a universal equilibrium structure for turbulent
eddies exists. The scale of the turbulent eddies, as
measured by the mixing-length, Is universally related to
the gross scale (depth) of the boundary layer for any
given surface Rossby number. Equation (10) shows that
either to or L is adequate to characterize the eddy struc-
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ture. The gradient wind level (that level where the wind
velocity first reaches the direction of the geostrophic
wind) has been used widely in meteorology and is a direct
scale length analogous to the boundary layer depth of
Fluid Mechanics. Consequentlys we have chosen to to
characterize the eddy structure and the gradient wind
level (H) to characterize the gross scale of tho plane-
tary boundary layer.

According to our notion of similarity, the ratio
of the gross length scale of the boundary layer and the
length scale of the eddy structure (H/t0 ) Is a universal
constant. To determine its magnitude we again resorted
to the observations of the Leipzig wind profile. These
4ata yield an H/10 - 33.44. This constant defines the
surface wind angle (a) and the geostrophic drag coeffici-
ent as unique functions of the surface Rossby number.
With this constant we are able to select the solution
which is proposed as the universal solution of the steady

- vtate, barotropic, neutral planetary boundary layer.
Table I presents this solution in terms of the nondimen-
slonal variables.

We can now demonstrate how this solution is used
t to determine the distribution of wind and turbulence in

t he planetary boundary layer. We can also illustrate
some of the more salient features of the model. To use
the model, it is necessary to specify the three para-
-meters which determine the surface Rosaby number, namely,
the geostrophic wind, the latitude, and the surface
roughness. The geostrophic wind can be readily evaluated
from synoptic (or prognostic) weather maps while several

FF sources [,5] can be consulted to evaluate the roughness
'ist the site.

The relationship of Hf/G and tXf/G to the
-surface Rossby number as derived by the model Is illus-
trated In figure 2. The magnitude of 10 and H can be
determined from figure 2, consequently, the nondimension-
I height (/1.) of Table I can be converted to true

Sheight r. We can also determine the relationship of the
angle of the surface wind (a) and the geostrophic drag
coefficient (C) to the surface Rossby number. These
relationships are illustrated In figures 3a and 3b, Small
angles of the surface wind are associated with string
geostrophic wind, low latitude, and small roughness. This
dependence on roughness can be seen on any surface synop-
tic weather chart. The cross-Isobaric flow is consider.
ably less over the sea than over Lhe land* The trend of
the geostrophic drag coefficient Is similar to that of
the surface wind an;le, If one compares figure 2 with
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figure- 3a and 3b, it Is apparent that the surface wind
angle () and the goostrophic drag coefficient (C) are
less sensitive to changes in O/f than are H and £.

Unfortunately, very little data exists which
can bt L, ed to verify the model. With the exception of
the Leipzig wind profile, the available data do not
satisfy the conditions of the model (barotropic, neutral,
steady state) and/or the method of computation used to

* analyze the data is of doubtful validity. Nevertheless,
all known observations have been plotted on figures 3a
and 3b to permit comparison with the results of the model.
Although there is qualitative agreement between the model
and the observations, the scatter is too great and the
number of observations too few to permit any formal
statistical analysis of the results. A graphic presenta-
tion of the salient feature of the model is present in
figures 4-5. Figure 4a is the hodograph of the wind
vector in arbitrary units. A line representing the
geostrophic wind vector is drawn from the origin to the
desired value of zo/L0 . The velocity at any height z is
found by drawing a line from the value of zo/Lo to the
z/t corresponding to z. In a similar manner, the hodo-
graph of the shearing stress vector is shown in figure 4b.
The magnitude of the surface stress (r ) can be determined
by finding the drag coefficient from figure 3b and solving
equation (19).

Figure 5 shows the vertical distribution of the
relative eddy viscosity (Kit G). From previous discussion
we concluded that for a fixe a roughness and latitude, t
increases with increasing geostrophic wind. Therefore,

the eddy viscosity is proportional to the geostrophic
wind to a power greater than one. A simple computation
shows that the maximum f the eddy viscosity occurs at a
height approximately 1/5 of the gradient wind level.

5. DISCUSSION

The planetary boundary layer model presented
here contains the features sought in the objective. In
the free atmosphere the wind approaches the geostrophic
wind while in the surface boundary layer the wind profile
is logarithmic. It would be misleading to imply from this
that the idealized planetary boundary layer could be as
successful as the two independent concepts. The fact that
the wind appears to respond quickly to pressure gradient
changes, resulting in a quasi-geostrophic wind in the free
atmosphere even when conditions are not ideal, account for
the success of the geostrophic wind equation. Similarly,
the surface wind profile responds quickly to stress and
rouighness chanaes. Batchelor [6.p 255) emphasizes that
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the stress at the ground is likely to respond slowly to
pressure gradient changes which indicates that for the
real atmosphere a true steady state condition rarely
exists. Lettau(6sp 257] in reply stated that in the
lower portion of the boundary layer the profile will res-pond quickly to pressure gradient changes, but more

prolonged inertial oscillations will complicate the upperI portion of the boundar7 layer.

In solving equations (14) the authors encoun-
tered computational instability In the upper portion of
the boundary layer solution. This instability led to
inertial oscillations of the type anticipated by Lettau.
In spite of these oscillations, the lower portion of the
profile was stable and the distribution of stress was in
consonance with the steady state soiution. This is en-
couraging for it implies that at the boundary such
features as the stress and angle of the wind are in balance
with the g~ostrophic wind even if the upper portion of
the boundary is in oscillation.

q- .. The restriction of the solution to barotropic
conditions was-not essential, but simplified the problem
in terms of the' number of solutions required. A simple

-.--reformulation of the problem representing the geostrophic
wind as a function of height will allow the thermal wind
to be taken into account and the same numerical technique
is applicable.

The restriction of the model to adiabatic con-
ditions limits its applicability to conditions over the
sea or land surfaces with overcast skies. However, the-i model can be extended to cover most conditions by inclu-

ding a suitable expression for the effect of stability on
'the mixing-length.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We believe that the development and solution of
-the planetary boundary layer model represents a signifi-
sant step forward, since it furnishes a connecting link
between micrometeorology and macrometeorology. We do not
contend that the model presented is the final answer as
It is based on several hypotheses which require experi-
Smental verification. The model is restricted to a class
of atmospheric conditions. However, it represents a
foundation which can be refined as more experimental data
become available, and extended to cover a broader class
of metecrological conditions.

The present model has strategic and design
applications which require a knowledge of the distribution
of wind or turbulence characteristics for differing situa-

_ tlovs. For example, it is believed that the model qan be
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V used to evaluate the effect of roughness on the diffusion
of CBR agents. Such a study is now under way. In like
manner, the model can be extended to a broader class of
micrometeorological problems such au determining climatic
and synoptic estimates of evapotranspiration from large-
scale watersheds, turbulent transfer of heat, water vapor,
and carbon dioxide from the earth's surface.

From a long range standpoint, one of the great
challenges facing meteorology is the development of a
truly diabatic model for the orediction of the hemispheric
circulation. An important feature of such a model would
be the energy dissipation associated with the planetary
boundary layer. The model furnishes estimates of the
dissipation and surface shearing stress derived from
knowledge of only the geostrophic wind, latitude and
roughness.

It is concluded, therefore, that the planetary
boundary layer model presented has useful applications
and is worthy of extension to cover a broader coss of
situations.
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Basic Xodel Solution aaFucinof Rolative Height

(U0..u)/G tX//p0l 2z10 K/ 0

3.1 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 10000 4W

50.0 .01 -00 00 00 00 01

40.0 -,0030 .014.7 -.0080 .004.8 .0031 .0031
35.0 -.. 0112 .0174. -.0151 .0020 .0039 .004.7
30.0 .0.65 4-0030 -,0316 -.0319 .0067 .0067
25.0 -.0653 -.0306 -.0218 -.0772 .O089 .0090
20.0 -.0676 -.0809 .0213 -.1315 .0115 .0115

15.0 -.0o429 -.14.11 .1096 -.1781 .oi.4 o01.h
10.0 .0099 -.2011 .24.72 --194a2 .0177 .0174.
6.4. 0711 -.2381 .3741 -.1719 .0203 .018T

I)5.0 .1010 -.2503 .4285 -.1527 .0213 .0184 1
2.5 .1724. -.2690 .5327 -.. 0988 .0233 .0147
1.0 .24.60 -.2787 .5978 -.0503 .024&5 .0081

.5 .2956 -.2819 .6200 -.0283 .024.9 .004.5
0.25 .34.20 -.2835 .6317 -.0162 .0251 .0024.
0.120 2  .3999 -.281.5 .6383 -.0028 .0252 .0010

..2xl 31.785 -.2852 .61.13 .0000 .04.55 .0000
3#125x10% .6665 -.2855 .64.26 .0000 .0350 .0000
3.125z105l .8121. -.2855 .61.27 .0000 .0294. .0000
3.125xlb:.. .9581. -. 2855 .61.28 .0000 .0251. .0000
3.125xl0 io4013 -.2855 .61.28 .0000 .022.2 .0000

SApplicable to so heights onily.

. *.rnvttd from Lelpaig

10.0
i a a 4 S * 9 10

tolobt (In bumirods of motors)

prig.Ito WIsIeI Leegth Profile
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DETERMINATION OF THE IONOSPHERIC ELECTRON
CONTENT UTILIZING SATELLITE SIGNALS

PAUL R. ARENDT, ARISTOLt PAPAYOANWJ, and HAIM SOICHER
U.S. ARMY ELECTRONICS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES

FORT MONMOUTH, NEW JERSEY

INTRODUCTION

Ionospheric electron content may be determined from satel-
lite signals by both active and passive methods: the former involve
measurements by the satellite itselfp the latter involve measurements
by ground stations. This paper touches on both methods, limiting the
discussion to topside ionospheric soundings for the active case, and
to c-w transmission from the satellite and ground reception, for the
passive case. Active methods, which yield complete information about
the altitude profile of the electron density, depend on specific in-
formation regarding the satellite's position and the geomagnetic field
strength along the radio path. Under restricted circumstances, pas-
sive methods are independent of such specific information.

PASSIVE METHODS

The passive method has been used since the launching of the
first artificial satellite. Application of this method is based on
stable c-w satellite tzansmissions, the stability of which should be
high compared with the measurement tolerances (1). When two or more
frequencies are required, the frequencies should be phase-coherent.
These conditions have been or will be met by various satellites: Sput-
nik III, the Navigational series, and the forthooemin S-6 are ex-
amples.

Passive methods involve determination of the Doppler frr-
quency, the Faraday phase rotation, or both. The equations governing
these phenomen are well known (2)(3)(4)1 however, it is useful to re-
view their inter-relation under various conditions (Tables I and II).
A comparison (Table II) indicates that none of these equations can be
used alone for determination of the electron content. We must intro-
duce either simultaneous data from different frequencies, data taken
at different times, or hybrid methods using both effects. However,
all these methods require additional information regarding the orbital
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U The various cnditions for eimplfioation of the general
equations are indicated in Table 11. Equations Is and lb describe to
obeevable effects due to the motion of the source and to the nature
and variation of the medium along the signal path. For ordinary ion-
ospheric conditions# the medium may be assumed to be static during the
tmo of observations. This assumption is pezisaible provided that
Ionospheric frequency scintillations (5)(6) in the range of lower fro-
quencles (20 to 50 Mc) remain small. Under the static condition, we
have the Doppler Equation 2a'(Table II). An additional simplification
is obtained for the Faraday equation in assuming that the geomagnetic
component (B Goa 0) is constant over tU*e entire ionospheric section
of each particular ray path. This constant is equivalent to s
value that in principle is different at ech time moments and is plamd
before the Integral in Equation 3b and designated as 'effectiveO volue
2 coo. Note that both Equations 2& and 3b contain the local densiaV
n. multiplied by the velocity component dS/dt and the integral

feu/st do. 1iwever, in the equation for the Faraday effect, the foc
w tsr B cos f is multplied by N. Since Equations 2a and 3b cannot be

solved for the electron content without special infcr'mation about the
--Inherent parmseters, further simplifications have been introduced vth

S-he assumption of a straightline path of popagation in a stratified
-Ionosphere. The corresponding coordinate transformtions are:

-r a circolar orbit (7)(8)
: fuSN/t]ds (R- a N) dS/dt (a)

P
for on elliptical orbit (9)

N = (P - /1d/h 0)dh 0 /dtj (9)

-- ese transformations result in Equations Up Ab, 5a 5b, resctively

jt'able IU), Assumin a flight vertically upward dS/dt = dh /dt, welve at Equation 6s and 6b which for a vertical flight Iafempty out-
'r space (N . 0) reduce to Equations 7a and 7b. Further simplifica-

AIons involve a restriction to mall zenith angles in nearly overheadTt-passages. If these conditions are assumed# and the observation point
i located at modium geomagnetic latitude, we can neglect In Table 14
during the center part of an overhead passage, all terms that are re-
lated to a variation of N cos . This is a sharp geometric restric-
tlon# however, as sho below, it lis to be made independently and
rigorously for the applicability of the differential Doppler methods.
Thuos with R(B ods *)/8t O Op we arrive at a sIMplified version (10)
9f Equation 4be

d(Aa)/dt a (k/f2)R B coo d9Vdt (4b)

j: AssusLni the first order of high-y aproiation for the
"fractive index for frequencies larger nth e plam frequonw
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Sf'/(cfK Ico Ed(A&)/dt]"' kf) (10)
when a reasonable approximtion for a1co5 can be found. As a first
approximtion, the tea, kf can be neglected and Equation 10 becomess

N tw d(hA)/dt/cAf K s (l06)

i.e. the integrated electron density to proportional to the ratio of
Faraday fading rate and Doppler shift. This method (Equation 10 or
la) has the advantage that it Involves only one frequency. On the
other hnd# if N is known from different information, the above me*-
urement gives an estimate for VMS" that my be used further.

Having made the aessmption that 8(B cos *)/Ot a O we also
transform Equation lb into a simplified forms

d(A&)/dt a (K/f-a) N- d/dt JS(P)IN (lb)

where the coordinate transformation Inherent In Equation 4b has not
bow applied* C~bLning Equation 2a and tb- above form of Abpan

oliminating d/dtJ ds, we obtain (11)e

d(Aa)/dt a ( F/k) U [ds/dt - Af/f] (11)

Thua the Faraday fading rate is, other things being equalp propor-
tional to the difference between the change of the gemetrlc path
length dS/dt and the change of the optical path length cAf/f (11).

Considering Equation 2s, we can solve for S/dt when tWo ob.
servations at different frequencies (!'1 and fa) are performed sisal- -
taneowslye

dS/dt a C(f2Af, - f, f,)/(f.- f:) (12)

With Equations 11 and 12s we arrive at another expression for 7W31 .

! a "os [d(Aa)/dt] (kicK) (f 2-f, f l/f a)/(Af -Af1 f / fL) (13)

Considering two simultaneota Doppler measements, we can
also apply Equation 4a and solve for N (7)s

. (f /k)(Af, - fa/fI) /A faf,/f,) 1)

To obtain added confidence for the resultswe diffe-entiate Equation
44,

d(Af)/dt- f/c (1 - kf/f')dsS/dt' - (k/cf)dS/dt dR/dt (15)
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The second term vanishes for the assumed small zenith angles when
dR/dt = 0, or at Doppler inflection point where dS/dt = 0. Using the I

maximum slope d at inflection mrient (which date can be based on man-
$ l a..a........*- -a atoem C 4  1l n -" - -,-4-,. *,,,e -- * -- -/-*

(f / k) (6,1- if/f/ (02 - o,f 1/f,) (16)

When the differential Doppler methods are applied, special
precautions are necessary; the applicability depends on the equality
of the pertinent geometry for the propagation of the two frequencies.
Equation 2a (Table II) indicates that the velocity component dS/dt,
and the shape and length of the line integral, must be identical. E*-

perimental experience (12) has proved that these identities are not
warranted, Even if it is assumed that the curvature of the line in-
tegral it close to a straight line for both frequencies# we notice
(Equation 2a) the effect from dS/dtp which is very sensitive with re-
spect to small changes of the direction of the ra.. directly at the

satellite. Changes In Np (horizontal gradients) may produce such

directional defects that affect the basic term defining the momentan-
eous Doppler frequency shift. All other types of ionospheric irregu-

larities can produce similar defects. Obviously , the time function
of the differential Doppler shift Afa-f, fl/f 1 when applied to iden-

tital geometry, should have Its Inflection point at the same time at

which Inflection occurs for tAfj and Af2 ; otherwise, the assumption of

a straightline path would not be Justified. Thus, an important test

is the precise calculation of the time moment of Doppler inflection
for each single frequency from a large number of subsequent Doppler
measurements. When these time moments for the two fiequencles differ
by an interval larger than the precision of the calculation (about 30

osec), we must assume divergent geometry and cannot apply Equations

13, 14, 16, or their equivalents. Doppler iLnflection measurements

show that a large number of differential Doppler data do not corre-

spond to such restrictions. This basic requirement .s realized only

for close-to-overhead passages during stable ionospheric conditions

(small scintillations) for radio path penetration nearly vertical to

stratified layers. Thus, conclusions from differential Doppler data
that have not been checked for equal geometry may lead to substantial
errors' (compare Figs 2 and 3).

The restriction for the selection of passages to which dif-

ferential Doppler methods can be applied leads directly to the assump-

tion applied above for the simplification of the Faraday Equations lb
and b. Within the boundaries of this restriction, we can combine
Equation 13 with the following integrated version of lbs

I. For the same reason, the phase-defect method (4) should be re-
stricted to nearly overhead passages and small zenith angles.
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S(p)
As = (Abserved + 2"(m+..) = (K/f2) B cos 0 0 ds (17)

and obtain (11) the electron content integrated along the radio path
as follows$

S (p)
5 us = (c/k) 1 Ed¢ a)/dt:-" f2 (M-Al2-'f 1f2/f 1)/¢" 2-Mf1 1/f 2 )

1 (1)

The uncertainity in the total number of phase rotations,
Equation 17, [2w(m4e)l at any moment is resolved (13) by observing the
change of the phase between that moment and the moment when the Fara-
day effect is zero. The same result is obtained by forming the dif-
ference Aa1-As, from simultantous phase measurements at two different
but adjacent frequencies. Insofar as the difference remains greater
than .2 radians. we can neglect the experimental error e, which is in
the order of .1 radians if recent phase-following systemas (14) are
applied.

In case the moment for a = 0 cannot be observed we use
ba-a3 from tro closely spaced frequenciesp and arrive at :

S(p) (19)

Io Nds = (0/) ('&a1-M,3) d &a)/dtY' [fff-f ) f f-

Note, three frequencies (fl,f ,f3 ) are used, and the assumption ml-m 3
has been made, f, and f3 being sufficiently close.

The apparent symmetry of the Doppler curves with respect to
the inflection point has led to a method that is based on the state-
ment that the absolute value of Af is always eqial at corresponding
times before and after inflection moment. E. Golton and B. Burgess
(15) concluded that at those moments N is the same. However, Equation
4a, indicates that this fact is justified only when dS/dt is also ,qual.
This assumption holds only for a polar orbit in overhead observation
when we can neglect the Doppler component due to the relative motion
of the earth. Then, the difference of corresponding Faraday phase
shifts at time t1 and t2 becomes:

_______S( p)

(A)t -()t = (Iji cos t -Wcors- ) K/f2
0 NdS (20)

The application of Equation 13 yields the integrated density:
S(p) /
o0 4s~/ L1ati 2 1 2 2 1 1 2

(21)
From the assumed straight-line propagation it follows that both Aft
and Af2 must be equal at times tj and t2 . A Wwk of this equality
is mandatory for the anlication of this method.
1. A method '2) replacing (Aal - Aa3) by d(aa)/df cannot achieve

a different result.
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Equation 18, 19, and 21 are Independent of data -acquisition
pertaining to the orbital parameters and the effective component of
the gtomaonetic field. They are bound to the prerecisites of 0&0-
metric identity and of constant field componant (ie. of small zenith
angles).

an additiont other experimental conditions must be consid-I
eared. For example, when the phase measurements are performed by
counting the rate of amplitude fadingsp the measurement of d(6a )/dt
becomes an average over a time Interval that is different in real time
for the two frequencies. Thus, continuous but moment-by-moment mas
urements are preferable. The new phase-follower system (14.) yields
as and d(a)/dt every second from phase compairisons that are inte-
grdted over only a small fraction of a second (Fig 4). For very clote
frequencies, the differential Doppler shift becomes s0 Small that It
Is submerged In the uncertainties produced by Ionospheric frequency
scintillations and by experiment. 1 errors.

Tho question arises whether some advantage could be gained
by the Introduction of a differential phase-rotation method; similar
to the two differential Doppler uethods mentioned. Unfortunately,
such efforts are handicapped bX the fact that all simultaneous
d(Aa)/dt are proportional to f J. Thus simultaneous rate data always
end in the trivial equations

f2 d(A)/dt = P' d(a)/dt *(22)
I a

one can use Equation 22 only to check the prerequisite of eiquality of
path geometry. It has been fo ,nd, for example, that with 20 and 40
Mc (Sputnik III)p Equation 22 Is not striotly satisfied for most ob-
servations (Fig 5). This fat confirms. strong refraction and bend-
ing effects, and indicates the care one must exercise In the data
interpiretat ion,

The various passive methods are revised in Table III; a
comparison of actual data Is given in Table IV. The application of
Equations 18p 19, and 21 mast be postponed until data becomes avail-
able from Satellite S-46. Equation 21 deserves restrictive consider-
ation because the S-66 orbit will not be polar.

ACTIVE METH(M

Experience with active methods Is limited thus far to ob-
servations of the US-Canadian Topside Sounder Alouetto (S-27). whichI 1. The effects of so-called second-order rate of rotation (1) might

be responsible at least for a port of those deviations;l however,I there Is no experimental method to differentiate between second-
order rate effects and path inequalities; further, different
paths for the ordinary or the extraordinary miode have to be con-
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will be followed by the US Toplde Sondelr S-49 and by various other
vehicles. Active methods are based on the following procedure. The
satellite t anmits a pulse at a sounding frequency (in the range ofr5 to 1195 f) that Is considered to be vertically incident to theIonospherep and rowelves the echo. The frequenjcy is *varied either

continuously (17) (18) (19) S-27, or in steps (20) S-0, The
sounding i nfoiton (__iogrz•ms) ts tranm-tted t_ the ground via a
telemetry channel, The appearance of the ionograms (Fig 6) suggests
a nearly expomnntial decay (21) of the height distribution of electzcn
density. In order to convert the mess-4red delay times (or virtual
paths) into electron densities at true height, the virtual path must
be expressed In term of the group refractive Inden. Since the sound-
Ing frequencies are close to the gyrofrequency and the flasma frequen-
cies, the complete expression# and not an approximation , for the ro-
frective inx that accounts for the geomagnetic field and it3 varia-
tion st be applied. A value for the gyrofrequency and the plasm
frequency at the satellite itself must be obtained from the spikes
(22) visible in the Ionograms. Finally# a mnmeical integration over
several zones of different exponential decay allows one to arrive at
the electron-density profile (see appendix).

The electron dependence near the F2 layer of the Ionosphere
can be approximated by a parabolic function. If this section of the
profile is evaluated together with the e.:ponential regions, one ob-
tains a detailed picture of the electron-density distribution at and
above the Fa maximm. If bottomside lonograns obtained simultaneously
with topside ionograms are r,4duced to true-height profiles, then the
total electron-density distribution from the earth to the satellite
is known. Fig 7 shows examples of such curves revealing the total
structure of the electron content below the satellite. It is obvious
that a numerical integration of the entire profile will result in a
figure for the integrated electron content that can be compared witii
corresponding figures from passive methods. Table V shows typical
values for day-timt integration that fit the data from the differen- if
tial Doppler slope method shown in Fig 1. It will be interesting to
make direct comparisons of the active and passive methods when the
S-27 and S-66 Satellites can be observed simultaneously.

APPENDIX

The assumption that the Ionosphere above the F2 layer Is
describable by an exponential function leads to the following equa-
tion for the electron density distribution:

)(z-h) 0 z h (1.1)
N(z) =N 01e h01

1. Different from the usage of tho phase-velocity refractive index

for the passive experiments.
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where a Is measured vertically denowerd from the satellite. The
basic equation relating the virtual path h'p(h' = 1/2 cr) to the true I
height of reflection hto s given byt

If on* Introduces X = k'N(z)/f2, then for an exponenta1

function N(a), Equation 1.2 becomess
X1

h (/) [n'(X)/X] dX (1.3)

00where X Is just

k'Ne"Cof

at the satellite, and X1 is obtained from the reflection condition,

The extraordinA::y ra? has been used to perform the calculations and so

X1 = I.- fW/f (1.4)

Thus from Equation 1.3, one can calculate c(. The spikes on the iono-

gram allow a calculation of X and consequently of ho e These spikes

correspond to plaems resmnances k22).

Tho problem becomes more complicated when # single c< en*%
not ;uffice to describe the electron-density distribution. In this
case, one assumes that the topside ionosphere is composed of various

regions each of which has a characteristic c(. A computer program has

been devised to find the various alphas and the depth of the region

over which each is applicable (21). If one has the appropriate ('s

and h's for the ionnsphero between fo F and the satellite, one may ob-

tan the integrated electron content for this region fromsj~dh -- fi [N. x /6,(

where Cx( ') is the suitable ( for the Xth region, N is the depth of

this Xth region measured from the satel'te, h_1 is the depth of
the (X-l) region measured from the satellitep na N is the maximum

electron density of the Xth region.
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TABLE I - List of Sv§bls

he phase shift between ordinary n refractive index (phase
and extraordinary mode velocity

B geomagnetic field strength n' group refractive index

c velocity of lightpfree space N electron number density

ds line element of path S N electron density at satel-
dPsity

f emitted frequency p lite

fh gyrofrequency R average integrated electron
h density

Af Doppler shift C observer's position
ho  altitude of satellitesmeasurd p satellite's position

upward S#S(p) geometric length of

hl virtual path, measured downward radio path

hr1 trirs Ughbt t time

dh line element of altitude I path of sounder puise,
measured downward

k 4 4.03 x 10' c s units c exponent of profile function
k' =8.065 x 107 cgs unitsS2.36 x 10's 0 angle between B and propa-
K c 2.36 x l04 cgs units gation

a integer e experimental error

delay tise d maximum slope
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CALCULATION OF INTEGRATED ELECTRON CONTENT
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I,=FICAL RADNTION-P NTIV. C OU1W.SYTM IS OF THE THREE ISMIC THRE-CARBON
ANO 1NOI XY BUTTiE 6ALTS ANII RELATED COIT OLWS1

2
D.E.3AL J . TILL=CI3 and L.ILONGf.

PIODEfiMIIG RESEMOJI f)ISIQN
U.S.APJY NATICK IABORATCRIES

IATICK, W~ASSAC HSL'!S

3
In recent years, Bunte salts, S-a1!yl thiosulfates,

have been the subject of investigation in many laboratories. A
Bunte salt related to glutathione "S-sulfoGlutathione", has been
isolated from calf lens extracts. Sulfite has been usgd to obtain
roluble protein ;r peptide fractions from wool,5 flour, ribonucle
ase and insulin,- and from trypsinogen and a_ ha-chymotrrpsinogen;
the cystine disulfide bonds are cleaved under mild conditions to

i Z, form "S-sulfocysteinyl residues". The properties and potenti]
uses of the "S-sulfocysteinyl residues" have been discussed by
Swan.'

Several exieles of Bunte salts contl6ning amino or all~'l-
amino groups were prepared by Iretschneider. These, like the
amino-acids, are internal salts and the simplest compound of this
type, S-2-aminoethyl thiosul iAic acid, was found to have signifi-

cant radiation-protective activity in mice. It was also 2.4 times
+^_4 4-1-..%. A -_4n.e4.V--101 -

Other ajnoalkyl thiosulfates have been prepared by Rosenthal and
Cit.arel who found that they were stable compounds which possessed
sinificant oanti-radiation activity. The low activity of 3-amino-l-
propanethiol compared to the activity of S-3-aminopropyl thiosulfuric
acidl-3 suggests that the protective activity of the Dunte salt is
not, at least in this case, due to the formation of the thiol.

AninoalZ-i thiosulfuric acids are, in general, stable,
odorless, crysta.line, water-soluble substances and are thus
attractive potential anti-radiation drugs. This paper describes
the saynthesis of the three isomeric internal Btuite salts I; II and
III. 0

L ql iSOO ,, IIIII 111.
I I3S03 11 30 1llfl40
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Thiute salts are conveniently prepaed by the r:eaction of
aihyl liaider with thallous thiosul1atc,1-Rthe insoluble thallorus
halide formed beinz': casily rem~oved from the reaction iixture. An
aqueous solution of7 1-amino-3-cliloro-2-propano . hydrochloride (IV),
l5,16uniliw 2-chioroethylamine hydrochloride,l" did not react
readily with thallous thiosulfate at roori teinIperature. Yoriaation of7
thec j-trnl Au-e salt tool- plact: higher temperatures but
extensive decomposition also occurred. The correspondinz brocio
hydrobroride (V) was oriLginally prepared "by coadensation of7

00
CHt.~ M, 3 D

00
3 C- O

Iv It

portas s'u :u hthal:zaide with boiliw2- c-ibro::o'd,(rin f £oJ.Jowcd by
hydrolycia of the product with hzydrcbohriic acid.'1 11hin :7, "-
dithy117or,,"aa1ido was added in the condeasation st, ip,15 thje
reaction Iproceeded at 35-400 and~ the yield was. iriprevtd sli htly.
Under these conditions, the epo.;:tde rinz is slowrly opened by the
potassitri ,)ht' aJiiidc. This was denoritrated by,. the 17or,.at ion of7
a simall v.mount of7 a df.ariino-propnano1 (pzesuriably l,3-di.:Ano--
propanol) after hy.,drolysis of7 the condensation product. The brcr~o
hydrobro.-Adc reacted mare readily thain IV with tihallous thiosul7ate
and, after 2 Jas at 5, the Dunte, salt I,
propyl th-ioruL-fuaic acid, was isolated ia Q677.i yield.

No suitable precursor for the Dtuite salt 11 war, lzorrx. and
atte.Vit to prep)are 3 hio3 boi--p-nlIdrobron-dde (VI)
fron. 2, -P ib) -mo--poa 11ad 7, 2,3 -dibronopropylanine and
their derivatives, by selective displacenenr of7 the priritar-y

bro-ine to , were unisuccess17ui. The h-di'obro7Ade (VI) was
cvc ntuLz.Jly obtained fron the react ion of' the all.-liioniu.i ion with.
hypobroi:ious acid. The latter was gonveniently g-enerated in situ by
the rwt hod of Leibi.ian and Felier -'whereby a ixture of bror~ine
vapor and air is passed into the reaction solution which contains
one equivalent of silver nitrate. Both isom~eric aniinobromo
alcohiols vfere isolated, the desired 3-amiao-2-broino isomier VI beinog
the major product. The hydrobromide VIT did not react With thallous
thiosulfate at 400 but, at 75-S0 0 , conversion to the B~uite salt II
was essentially comiplete alter 121 hours. Amine impurities, which
hindered crystallization, were removed by cromato~raphy on silica
Gel. Crystallization of the purified mate1.riul frone ythaznol-ether
rave the pure IBute salt II, S-2'-aino-l-(hydro.-,nathyl)ethl,
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thiosuJlAric acid I 5l' yield.

Irwite salts have also been prepared by the action of
sulfites on disuLfidec in the presence of an oxidizin acent. Air
or oxycn Ire often sufficient but cupric ion, 2 0 iodosobenzocte
and tetrathionate7 have also been used. The oxidant converts the
thiol fwo.1cdl in the reversible reaction (1) to disuLfide and
eventually this is co:apletely converted to the IDunte salt.11-® e 0

Rs~ + 3s ESS rs03 • s (i)
.3 3

Cystinol dihydrochloride (MI), 3,3'-dithiobis [ 2-aino-
1-propanol] dilhdrochloride, is therefore a suitable precursor for
the internal Thinte sal III. It was pre red frorn 2-phenyl-2-
thiazoline-4-methanol by Crawhall et al. These authors desiGnated
their product as the DL-form but tTW -thod of preparation would give

CiL-,Oil "h2OH
I - ( )0Gil-NIL Cl CII-T}13 Cl

Cl1-S-S- C f

VII

a mi;xture of DL- and meso-isomers. We used the L-isomer of the
thiazoline in-Mi attet-to obtain the pure L-is5mer of VII but
hydrolysis of the thiazoline ring reqiuired inch more vigorous con-
ditions than those repoirted2 l and racemization occurred at this
stage. The resultant DL-thiol ("cysteinol") was oxidized without
isolation and a crysta±ine, optically Inactive mixture of, pre-
sunably, the DL- and rnso- forms of VII was obtained. flo atteiZt
waZ made to separate these Isouers and the miiure was treated
at roo-1 temperature with sxroniu sulfite solution (p11 7) and
oxygen. The reaction was followed by paper electrophoresis and was
c plete after 6-7 hours. The product ias freed f-'mm inorganic
salts by fraction;ion on a column of a cation exciange resin in the
lithtri salt fomr and subsequent recrystallization fra nethanol-
ether gave S-2-amtlo-3-lhydroxypropyl tlilosulf'lric acid (III) in 65(S
yield.

L-Cysteinol, L-2 -aminu-3 -merc apt o-l-proanol (VIII), has
recently Ween prepared-by Enz and Cecchinato2 3 by a method which
should not cause appreciable racemization. L-Cysteine ethyl ester
was redaced with lithium aluminum hydride ani the L-cysteinol formed

was isolated as the 1;,,S-triacetate (IX) in 291p, yield. These
authors hydrolyzed the triacetate with dilute hydrochloric acid and
obtained L-cysteinol as the crystalline hydrochloride, IOthouCh they

11"1
I
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did not record the specific rotation. Thin lcyer chrotnatoLsrphy
indicated that dwuinG hydrolysis of th& triacetate, an intermediate
was rapidly formed mid that ths wex$ Slowly coverted to cysteinol.
in dilute hy*drochloric acid at 90., the absorption at 231.5 .i
(thiolanetate) decreased raAdly. A second absorption at 26Tx41
(thiazolinium cation) appeared, increased to a riAuimum after ca
l'. hours -d then decreaused slowly (Fig.1). It han been shon

recent1Jr that thi~ijoline fornation occtus in acid sq3utionn of
11-acetyl cy-steine'-' and -2..-mrcatoethiyl-acetamide and
Y*,rol 'sic of cyateinol triacetate (ZX) probably proceeds via the
sane mechanim.

CIL2 -O-CO-Cfl 3  C1 L0OI

I I

0

C l1-,011 C B2 01
~~~CKI-M -CO-Cil - CK-i-l,,O

3

0H01

I j- 3

2 C' -3-C0-CI 3

VIII

L-Cystiziol dihydrochloride iwms prepared !Yom b-cynteinol
triacetati by acid hydrolysis follfed by oxidation of = the
resultant thiol which was not isolated. TJhle L-I'orn of VII had a
specific rotation of -1080o and a much lower me~tnZ point than the
values obtaied for the ixtures of DL-

The internal1 Dunte salt (III) :ircpared fro:i this disulfide
had a hiZber Me1tirC-point than the DL-forni and a specific rortation

of -310 ia water.

Trae three iscxnric interiial kunte saltn are stable
crystalline solids., very oluble in water and blightl solublel in
methanol. They deco poselowlsy in boild ater. All three com-
pounds ahced sliint activity when tested as radation-protective
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Fig. 1. -- Hydrolyeic of -cytLeinol triacetate (2.06 x lo-4 m)
in hydrochloric acid (1.7 4) at 90*. D - optical density at
231.5 xv. 0 - optical density at 261 wo.
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ILLUINAT ION

R. 0. =noR, J. J. KAINDZ and J. J. SLLIVAN
U, S. ARMY IL1CTRONICS RE3 AN M Y PWL T LAORATORMS

PORT H, -ie N Wt Y

I , DITMW Iom

The standard light sources currently in use for
o*tical puWqing of laser materials in military and comercial
applications as well as In basic research ae high pressure
noble gas discharges in a linear or helical geometryp Pig. Ia.
They all exhibit certain limitations:

a) Doe to their mechanical construction the only can
handle limited energies in a givw i time interval Tin the order
of IM watts). The high inductivity of the geometry prevents
high currents of psec duration and therefore limits peak light
output and pump repetition rate.

b) Focusing cavities necessary in high powew application
are bulky and difficult to manufacture.

c) Their (except for a few superimposed lines) continuous
spectrum often provides poor matching with the absorption bands
of the laser material and therofoer gives low p efficiecy.

d) In connection with a) a largo amount of the available
energy is transformed to hosts thus drastically reducing the
possible reFetition rate of the pup pulses.

U der these circustances it is very tempting to lwrwsti-
gate two discharge types which have been extensively sed in
oonection with high temeretr plasma researchs as to their
epplication as a light sources the theta pinch (electzodeloss)
end the linear pinch (with electrodes) Figs. lb and !c. Wo will
show that pinch dischaxi ge can indeed be used very effectively
as light pmps eliminating most of the problems mentioned before:
In both disehargs types ultra high currents are possible because
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imutivities of the circuit cam be -ade extremely smll Cu-
rent oeMductg elemsnts cam be used as reflectsre ad the laser
M.nters1 can t pa*ced I.- e tr of the dies P Upecially
In the blue ad ultravielet regien of the (d.rtOe spectruM
often an lmpsoved optical match between light oeurce end laser
seems possible by proper, choice of geoeGj p"Geeurs and dtecaF

onoditions. The spectral oenrgy distributlon of the pinch die-
charge also leads to a g9eatly redwced rate of hoating of the
laser material wbich makes high pomp loetitien rates feasible,
Purtherepe , l"a musts of light are aeilable in short times
uieb Is particularly attractive for certain laser materials and
switching techniques.

There ae a great number of pormaters and possibilities*
In the following s diseuss the min principles consider-
atiems and present am of the more importat results ektained
se fe.

2. TW. HKHMSP OF PDSM OISI )I A S

2.1 Theta pinh.

The basic principle of the soe-called theta-pinsh is the
following (Fig. 1b)t A condenser is discharged oves a single
lep *eil# A rapidly changuing longitudinal mgristic field H will
he indused which produc in the gas cylinder (lecated inside of
the cell) a high electric field which, after breakdewo leads to
am irtams, aurrTOt 1O in ferm of a sheath near the well. Inter-
action forces between H and IQ (F - *Iq x H) push the plasma
sheath to the Inner cylinder. As the plasma is compessed, In-
ward owing radial shoekwaves are set vp which best and ionize
the gas further. Duing this pinching of the gas large amunts
of radiation are emitted. The plasma motion is stopped if in-
tAernl and external pressue is eq l or if the plasma hits the
ioe cylinder of the discharge tube.

High currents short durtion discharges have been studied
for se time sod e omsiderablo mut of nformatien is avail-
able. However, mast experiments have been done in hydrogen or
deuteorim and ely tew with ethe' g ass or gas mixtures. ;ev-
oral theoretical models have been develeped to explain the ob-
servaties in detail. Here we ase only interested in the
8li0t oeurz o aspect of the pinch discharge. There are two
modes of eperatiom$ If the ringing period r of the circuit
is le gew than the charactoristic pinch tin r. (in this (ae
the time betwe the pinh starting at the euter wall and
maxim eaecmrssion) the plasma hate the wall predusing a very
intmwe light emission until the driving force Is released.
if the circuit is oscillatory a series of ceopreseon* my take
place. This is saom in Fig. 2*(81) in a streak cs pietue.
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Ift i < r the driving forte is twnd off in time and th* sheath
does not rsch t, imer eylinder. Again at maximu coempressiona. intse. light flash Is proftood.

The pinch dischge with a siagle driving coil (coil length«< laser lengthI1 i apirimt l 2 - in1- --!1 *xpcximstg
reported here) naturally is a very inhomogenous light soure. Most
of the light Is produced in the drive ceil plane as Is to be expect-
ed from the -field structure of a single loop. This does not pre-
seat a problem for the A level laser, but Is of great disadvantage 4
for the 3 level laser, as will be discussed in Sac, 6. There is
also a time delay between the intense illuatination of the laser
in the center and the regions further out. It takes some tim for
the axial shockuave to me amy fhim the center plane (Fig. 2b(0).
This additional illumninting effect produced by the shock waoea can
be used only in materials with sufficiemtly long relaxatie. time
of the metastable states. In this commection proper cholse of the
length of the discharge tube may also be Iqpztant.

At this point there are aever&] alter1ativesi The use of
multiple lep* in parallel or a sin)le loop of sufficient length
will greatly Improve the hemoetlty of the dlscb&ge but equally
out dam th. induced emr t demaities ad therozz the light emis-
sion unless so"oral Indepedent circuits are used. For exomple,
the replacemest of the single loop by a double loop Oid met pzoduce
a significent Change of the overall light emission.

Experimnts also indicate that proleQizatiem of the gas by
moras of a d.c., a.c., or high frequency current will in asny cases
increase the light output as there are differences to be expected
between sold and prelonized shocks. Furthermre it is pussible to
improve the laser illmination uing reflecting coatings areud and
on the edls of the pinch tube, but no quatitatlve mesaswments of
this effect have been made so far,

2.2 a- Pinch

In contrast to the 0 pinch were actually the Imbalance
of the magnetic driving field and the field of the induced curre t
provides the cempressien the cr-i~nt of the z-pinoh prodw4cs its
am compression, (Fig. 1s). Again the Interaction force F it
- x H and **ts like a cylindrically campzessing piston. V.rv-

ever there are seame basic differencest Electrodes must be used
uhich will produce sputtering effects and therefore shorten tho
lifetime of the tube. The kovar sealing glass which Is neosry
in cemectio with the kovar-stainless steel electrodes Is by fas
inferior in its optical and thermal qualities to the quarts glass
used in 0-geometr. Of oemrse there ase better techncitcale u
solutions, but they have not yet been explored. On the other had
the ener coupling Is improved amd the light source is obviously
very housgenuos. As has been pointed out before, prelonlzatien
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mpreves the light effioley of the disharge i4hnsmism.

3. ELECTRICx aCI rirE P--0 A---, OM-

'I%* ei rit wed in all 0 and Z- exparmats seosiete of a

trispor switch, a condenser (energy storage) with a p ers power
eply and an Indwctive load (1* case of the S pls a Single loop
seil in case of the a pinch the discharge tUbe MAd its oMetiona).
Pigs. Is. lb1 I. ie have the fellewiag circuit equstieoat

Curent I 0- *is wtUL
Peak creat Ip *, VC If I <LC

Cr ret derivative (t.) It

With U avoltage
toR

u f equMcy 40'a 2wv

L I inductivity
C caepacity

At I th current ampl itafe

With these expressions the dynamics of tne pinch (aside from
certain Instabilities) is determined if gas type and pressure is
given. For exmple in the S pinch case the induced electric field

kL~3~/j ue *in (wt + 0

After breakdom we have a current density I a o Ef. d being
the electrical cenductivity. For reasems apparet in Mo. 4 it ap-
pears most advantageous to have extrwly high current pulses for
very shert tles. This esuentially means one should use a high
v*ltage, lw indwctane circuit with an everall resistance near

critical daqing (R 241) if possible. Pem a practical

point of view there are sveral llittatens, the met important em.
being the inductivity of the oondenser. Another pIebla :,o amid
ineceseary irductsmces with ssuiecting lines and the wlt". In

tke fellewing table we present som datea on ebiatioe of eirsit
elaists shich have been used orare currently biing tried In this
Laberatory for 9 and x pinch geomatry.
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SymoiIdentify the 03eriNmntal conditios at ;which the meas-
urmants shm In Pt... 2 and 4 my. mmd. and g"vanlt. are a~vois-
In Pig. 3 an optimual design for the a-pinch discharg is ehemwhich
could be used In connection with a portable unit 09)

A. RADICI 0 Or F UM~ DISWARM - WPT1C A C IRiG

Ovesidering the optical properties of l ight sources thore are
to xtrome eases: If we wish to obtain a more or lose continuous

spectrum, It Is standard practice to pass high curents through a
high pressure gee. We approach here the properties of a black body
radiator and this maens that the radiated energy Is spread over a
considerable ran"e of freqvencies. If such a light sonrc Is used
for puming only the radiation watching the absorption bonds of the
laser material to usefuls this being the condition which prevails
in standard light seoros. Large quantities of energy contribute
only to wuented heating of the laser red.* This heating effect
makes 1 ..gh "epetition rates virtually Impossible and leads some-
times to the destruction of the arystal * A low efficiency in useful

onergyconver iIs to be expeatedl a representative value is
.5 103 Juleovtpuuljoule input.

Moevori, by proper design of circuit elements and light source
us can produce an extremely fast discharge so that no equilibriumI of tho plaina constituents ts reached. The spectrum In this case
will essentially be a line spectrum of the gas atoms and Ions
present and will be similar to the one of high energy sparks of
short duratIon. Only little beat production Is expected and there-
fore high pump repetition rates should be possible. Purthormeres
by using the right gases. gas mixtures and gas-vapor ixtures, andpressures, often an improved spectral matching might be obtained.
Also. the system Itself will be simplifieds because no Q - spoiling
tachIM~s ars neces-sarys If the discharge @vrLLent iosort eOMUgt.
the light source Itself acts as a '4Q-8witcho and only one laser
spike will be produced.

What guide lines do we have If we want to use fact pinch die-
darges for a paiticular laser material? The theoretical outlook
Is difficult: Let us assume that us have eloctrons with a Maxwellian
veloity distribution and furthermere an energy source which heats
the elections.* As the electrons Increase their energy they start
to lose am of It by Inelastic collisions. If the energy sowre
Is sufficiently stron very soen a high degree of Ionization Is
reached. Since all collision cress sections are fuctions of the
(changing) etectron temperature and many time not eve known quan-
titles, It Is difficult to calculate the population of all the *tates
Involved. Spontaneous radiative transitions compete with the elec-
trem collisions as do-excitation presases. Their intensity as a
ftection of tim is actully the quantity imhich determines the ahar-
aftristic emoiso of the light sowre.* May of the processes are

coqdeds ad in a quantitative analysis a nuber of other processes
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meuld have to be Included alse. It It fa~.r to say that the thooro-
tical study of msesqmilibrimu plasm radiation Is only at Its be-

tMde these complex ciwomtences It seem reasonable to apply
at first an experimental approach. From. a study of their known-
ditcharg characteristics at standard conditions (using the In-
formstion contained in the UrT wavelength tables ) we selected the
elements neon, argeap k2yptom, xenon, mercury, iron and silicon for
a first closer investigotion. The Important point here is the awasbr
of lines in the wavelength region of interests their intemaityp theI
availability and technical applicability of the particular element.
While the noble gases and mercury are generally used In flash tube*,
Iron may be present in oon.'ection with the stainless steel elec-
trodes In the x- pinch configuration * When the compressed plasm
bit* the gloss wall with Mhi0 speed usually Bi lines are excited
satch might be useful in particular applications. The radiation
from ether impurIties often present or produced in strong gas dis-
charges might also be of interest.

5. EXPEl IMTAL 831W AND =0"RA NESMTS

The electric cir.ut has beew discussed in See. 3 with the *x-
caption of the triggered airgap, switch the characteristics of which
was the saw In all experiments (switching times in the order of 100
aneasoc) Fer the vacuum system we used a vacion pus, sorption

pupand stainless steel tubing and obtained a base pressure below
10- Trrwithout bekeout. Only high purity gases (sqppl i.E by

Linde and Alrce) hae bee% used to boo able to control the impurity
level sufficiently. In the roiine measurements of the spectrum a
Zeiss prism instment In connection with a STE image converter
comers has been used which provides time integrated and time re-
solved spectra. PeFr prec IsaIon masuoementsor a ofechrema61tor (Csorny-
Turnerg Spex Iad-"txI~ss Inc." has to be employed. The laser output
and the total light output of the pinch tube is measured In standard
fashion with suitable photowltipliers and filters in connection
with esi1.grephic recording.

In view of the many parameters (geometry, discharge ceaditiems,
pressure, gee typo and gas mixtures, Impurity content) only a limited
numer of results have been obtained so far (3o. also Sec. 6).

Nwver, iA general wa may state the following: The time In-
tegated and the time resolved spectra ar mainly wAbroadoned, u-
reversed intense line spectra. Fig. 4 (@2sz2~ show as an exmle
some spectra in the Poop between 4000 - ;000.

The character of the line spectrum Is determined mainly by the
peak current and Its time derivative at a given pressure. The high
induction currnt sems to produce- met of the electron heating and
there Is little shomk woe beating. If the cowret densities are
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sufficient a high degree of ionization will be reached and large
imeb t + f 0u 'jA4&*4M M"GAhuuIA " A~ c.t Ad 4ft 6 E

Only a mall must of sontinm radiation is found. The con-
tinumn Is mare pron unced In the i-pinch than In the 0 pinch as can
be seen from a comparison of the spectra in Fig. 4.

The total light output as a function of time depends also main-
ly on peak discharge current and its derivative. Peak amplitudes
are pressure sensitive. For each given dtscharge current there
seems to be an optim m pressure beyond which the light output do-
creases. The time duration of the light pulse else depends on
prossure. It Is interesting to note that under equal gemtrical
and pressure conditiens theta and x-pinch give very similar records.

Spectral matching Is per;siblo: If two gases are mixed, for
example, one finds in general an addition of their spectra with
a considerable shift of the original intensity. This is shoim in
Fig. dA for argoe krypton and an Ar-Kr mixture. Using effects of
this kind em might get an improved match between laser and pump.
Adjustment of the pump spectrm to fit the absorption curves of the
laser material will be possible particularly in the IN region of the
spoctrump since it is expected that with increased discharge cur-
rents w et and mors lines of single and multiple Ionized atom will
be excited. Extensive measurements are under way to obtain a more

detailed picture.

6. APPLICATION OF PDM DISCHARM FOR THE RUBY, NWDYUNIM AND
TER I LASER

6.1 The ruby laser

InFl. 4a we present the aborption A (A T -

tranmission) as a function of wavelength for r by (1). fhore a"
two large absorption regions corresponding te the absorption band
Indicated on the schematic diagra of the three level laser in the
em figw. Curve (2) shews the mission of a standard Xe flash
tube in the es wavelength region. Obviously only little of the
emitted overall energy gives useful pumping light for the laser.

We al oshow the ltne spectrum of Ar! and Ar!! (.3) in the range
340-60indicating Argon as a possible choice for the gas in the
pinch tube. (The 9longthl of the lines represents qualitatively
their intensity in a logarithmic scale). In an ideal case as many
lines as possible should be situated in the absorption region, so
that ina time t < t (t - lifetime of spontaneosmission of the
metastable level), to itted power integrated ver the absorption
band Is sufficient to produce laser action.

At this point let us make a rough estimate which shews the path

to follow in a more accurate calculatIon.
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If we assume that 1/10th of the gas atoms at 10 ms Hg radiate
(in a steady-state oendition) at an Oavo ah __wellon..t-L 400(MX
we find for the emitted power per amn gas

P - h v N A1 = h ; • • 109

Abs. band

%here h Plank's constant

Concentration of emitting utoms or ions

vt Pro frequency

AI Transition probability

This value has to be multiplied by a factor < I depending on gem0-
try and reflectors weed. On the other hand the total power absorbed
per unit volums in a three level laser tol

.hv;L~~h 54[g Q=KT 1AV k

(in a four level laser the second term is replaced by r )

where R coefficient of reflection = .9

S Laser length a 10 cm
a Scattering loss/uait length -w 0

AV Linewidth of loaser output = 6

X Wavelength of laser mission a 6943

N, Ccentration of active ions = 1.6.10' 9 ions/cm* 3

Q Total uantum efficiency a .6

T Decay time of radiative spontaneous mission 4-10" sec

Putting in numbers in the case of ruby we obtain for P 140 0"
Since for P k P the laser sta.ts to oscillate wnder the cenditgna
assumed herl laser action should indeed eccu.

Considering the gases metioned in Se¢c 4 in the case of ruby
only a rather limited "spectral metchO seem to be possible since
pinched light sources have met of their Intensity below 5000X Of
couse, if by aoe means the ultraviolet light could be transfomed
to freqwncies appropriate to the absorptioa bands of the ruby in the
blue and green region of the spectrum, the efficiency muld be im-
proved. This could be done by a coolant liquidby changing the om-
position of the ruby or by an appropriate fluoeescent mirror on the
outside of the discharge tube. and several experiments in this dir-
ection are under way.
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The pumping of the three level ruby laer in 0- pinch geometry
i particularly sensitive to the inhemogemelty of the pee source.
Sii-G the miit £1iTu int " in the CiA plit" very 60wi the
nmterial becomes saturated there and cannot absorb any mere energy.
In centraest, the less illuminatod areas of the loser absorb strongly
the light coming ftru its central regicas ad considerable time will
pass until laser action occurs if at all. In spite of thesediffi-
culties it hes been possible to pup successfully a ruby at 77K in
an 8 pinch geemtry with Ar as fill gas.A

6.2 The neodymin laser

In Fig. 5b we present the absorption of a Nd-laser as a
function of wavelength in (1) and indicate in (2) the line sectrm
of NEe and NeII. tkoor the ou.eaiuen. of interest hea the strmg
absorptioen bond around 35061 is ioruat: We have tried aon in
* - pinch geomtry (02) and indeed obtained laser action. Wsiag a
z-pineh geomtry lser act-ton has bom fnd .also Agein a very
mobch reduced heat transfer to the loser red is obevted Oc ~oe-
quently high repetition rates in laser pumping sould be possible
and have been reported in the matImm.4 Me f level lid laser is&le insensitive to light see i m mitien.

6.3 The terbim laser

Terbium starts to absorb strongly below 23001. Pumping
with cwuventional light sources at the" low wevelemgthe is extremely
difficult because their emission is very low. Here pinch discharges
should be exceptionally useful. Experiments with terbium doped glas-
sas are under way and showed an intense fluorescence arowA 55001
with a lang time sonstant.

7.• OOMMUSO

Results so far indicate a) Pinch discharge light seucos provide
excelleat means for laser puplng with increased efficiency in com-
parno to comvetioal light sources in particular in the spectral
range below 50001. b) Por the first time high repetition rates are
teaible uhich are necessary for certain military applications. The
feet pinch discharge mechanism also my eliminate the need for me-
chemical or electronic Q - spoiling and simplifies the system. C)
Por oach laser material the light sourco should be tailored for ep-
tm perfozmoe, It might else be possible to develop new laser
matorials mtching the particular properties of pinch discharges.
For exmple, intense radiation in the ultraviolet is expected at high
degrees of Ioniation.* Therefore now laser materials with absorption
bends in the W boeos promising.
REEREMMSt 'AR. D. Havaj Slectre-Teohnology, 63. Sept 63A IR. A.
Brandewio, at als 3. Appl. Phys. 1jo 3415a 19231 3C. H. Churchp at
&Is J. Opt. Soc. Am 2. 514, 19311 4Philco An Tech Note 6(-14.
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CONVENTIONAL LIGHT SOURCE FIG. Io

I. HELICAL FLASH TUBE
M. RUBY

* PINCH LIGHT SOURCE FIG. lb

_ 1. SINGLE LOOP COIL

Z. OUTER GLASS CYUNDER
3. INNER GLASS CYIUNDER

4, RUB3Y

-e £
Z PINCH LIGHT SOURCE FIG. Ic

i. OUTER GLASS CYLINDER
/ 2. RING ELECTRODE

3. INNER CYLINDER

____________T_ 4. RUBY

4
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CARLSON

A Paramagnetlc Resonance Study of Nitrogcl Atoms
Trapped in X-Irradiated Alkali Azides

FREDERICK F. CARILSON
U.S. ARMY ENGINEER laSEARCHI AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES

FORT BELVOIR, VIRGINIA

INTRODUCTION: A radical is a chemical building block which is
extremely reactive. It may be a molecule or an atom. Radicals which have
not yet reacted with anything are called free radicals. OH, NO , atomic
hydrogen and atomic nitrogen are examples of free radicals. Weactions In-
volviog free radicals are usually very energetic. Thus, when nitrogen atoms
combine to form molecules of diatomic nitrogen gas, each reaction gives off
about 10 electron vzPo u.i .. ergy. It is apparent that if a large number of free
radicals were to react simultanor.'slv an explosion would occur. If the roac-
tion wore moderated in stme way, a mure controlled release of energy could
be obtained.

In the late 1950's there was a considerable effort to obtain high
concentrations of tranned froe radicals stabilized in some matrLx. The
National Bureau of Standards was the center Lf much of this work, Several
reviews of this work have been published in book form. 1

The classical way of investigating stablized free radicals arising
from a gas (N atoms, H atoms, etc.) is to pass the diatomic gas through a
radio freqnency discharge thus forming a small percent of gas atoms among
the molecules. The gas is then condensed as an amorphous solid on a cold
finger at 40 K (-2690 C), and the free radicals are trapped among the condensed
gas molecules. The concentration of free radicals stabilized by these tech-
niques is usually 0.001% to 0.05%. Fontana2 reported that in his experiments
with N atoms he observed small expleeionm. lie estimated the concentration
to be about 0.3%. This of course did not represent a successful stabilization
of a high concentration of free radicals since the mixture detonated even at
40 K.
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We at Fort Belvoir felt that the decomposition of various solid g
azides such as NaN3 , KN3 , PbN6 , etc., might be a means for obtaining use-
ful concentrations of trapped N atoms. Furthermore, a study of their forma-
tion could provide clues about the decomposition mechanism of these impoi -
taut metastable materials. Since nitrogen atoms are paramagnetic they may
be observed by electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy. This is a
most fortunate method of study since it allows us to look into the crystal to
observc the nitrogen atoms without disturbing either the nitrogen atoms or
the crystal. In addition, if there are electric or magnetic interactions be-
tween the nitrogen atoms Lnd the surrounding crystal, we should see them
as additional complications in the sectrum. These additional complications
in the spectrum will allow us to identify the location of the trapped atoms and
tell us something about the strength of the trap. In the next sections of this
paper we shall discuss the experimental methods and the results. A brief
discussion of the current theory will be given. It will be noted that nitrogen
atoms in the alkali azides provide an excellent system in which to study the
spectroscopy of S state atoms, a field in which there is much discussion con-
c-rning the inadequacy of the present theories. At the end we shaU present
some conclusions concerning the concentration of N atoms and their useful-
ness.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE: In these experiments we used
crystals grown from aqueous solutions of the salts. Tetrigonal KN3 and
RbN3 crystallized in small dipyramids (3 mm x 3 mm x 2 mm).These were
used directly. Tetragonal CsN3 crystallized in plates which were cleaved
(3 mm x 3 mm x 0.5 amn) and were comparable to the dipyramids but with
an undeveloped c axis. Rhombohedral NaN3 also crystallized in plates.
Samples, 2 mm to 3 mm square, were cleaved from these plates. All
samples were oriented optically by observing their natural faces. A Isample
was glued with G, E. 7031 varnish, in a desired orientation to a glass rod
which, when suspended into the nicrosiave cavity, served as the crystal
rotator. The samples were irradiated in liquid nitrogen with a Machlett OEG
60 x-ray tube operated at 40 kV and 40 mA. The glass rod was protected
from the x rays so that signals from irradiated glass would not interfere with
the work. Other samples irradiated in evacuated quartz tubes showed identi-
cal spectra. The irradiated sample was placed with as little warming as
possible into the precooled variable temperature Dewar insert of the Varian
spectrometer. The other end of the glass rod was fastened to a rotatable
chuck. A pointer on the rod measured the angle of rotation against a protrac-
tor fixed at the axis of the chuck. Spectra were made at 9.1 kMc using a
rectangular H0 12 cavity with 100 kc field modulation and phase-sensitive
detection. This [eads to the familiar 1st derivative display of the absorption
spectrum. Low temperatures were obtained by using the Varian variable
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temperature apparatus. The temperature of the sample was measured by a
chromel alumel thermocouple inserted in the as stream iust beneath the
cavity.

THE SPECTRA: The electron paramagnetic resqnce spectrum
of 483/ atomic nitrogen in various matrices is well known. - For atomic

nitrogen trapped in a crystal lattice, one would expect the crystallino electric
field to shift the four magnetic states so that the three transitions between
them would occur at different magnetic fields. This is known as the fine
structure. (See the article by Bleaney and Stevens 9 for an excellent discus-
slon, with diagrams.) In addition, the magnetic field of the nitrogen nucleus
will split each fine-structure component into 21 + 1 = 3 hyperfine lines. Thus,
the spectrum should consist of three groups of three lines. The intensity
ratio of the outer triplets to the center one should be three to four. The
splitting between the fine structure components will depend upon the intensity
of the crystal field at the trapped nitrogen atom. It will also be a function of
the angle between the crystal field and dc magnetic field.

The spectrum of N in the azides we are discussing appeared more
complex than this nine -line model. However, it was possible to show that the
complexities were caused by the presence of several groups of nine line
spectra. This would result if there were more than one zite for the trapped
nitrogen in each crystal. Further study showed that each spectrum corre-
sponds to a nitrogen atom in one of several similar sites with noncoincident
magnetic axes. The center triplets of each spectrum coincide except for
small second-order effects. Thus the center triplet appears stronger than the
3:4 ratio predicts. in NaN 3 there are three such similar sites, each one with
its magnetic axis parallel to one of the three rhombohedral axes of the
crystal. In the tetragonal azides there are two sttes, ' one with its magnetic
axis along the 110 direction and the other with its magnetic axis along the 110
direction. Fig. 1 shows typical spectra of trapped nitrogen atoms. Figs. 2
and 3 show the location and symmetry of trapped nitrogen atoms for NaN 3 and
for the tetragonal azides respectively.

In paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy, we describe our results
in terms of a spin Hamiltonian. The spin Hamilltonian for these experiments
is =gOH'S+D[S2- 1S(S+ 1)]4E(S2 - S +AIS

Each term of the Hamiltonlan represents the energy of a particular interaction.
The first term represents the Zeeman splitting. Here g is the Landd factor,
0 is the Bohr magneton, and H is the dc magnetic field. The sccond and third
terms represent the perturbation of Zeeman splitting by the interaction of axial
and rhombic crystal fields (the fine structure). D and E are constants. The
fourth term represents the additional splitting of the energy levels by magnbtic
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interaction of the nitrogen nucleus (the hyperfine structure). A is the isotrolic
hyperfine constant and I is the magnetic moment of the nitrogen nucleums The
values of the various comjtants obtained in these experiments are shown in the
table. It will be noted that the values 4 the various constants given in the
table appear to be orderly functions of the metal ion. D & E increase as one
proceeds down the first column of the periodic chart, and the g value de-
creases. We shall not discuss the g shift in this paper, but confine our atten-
tion to the fine structure parameters.

[ As was mentioned previously the fine structure splitting is a func-
L tion of the angle between the magnetic axis of crystal field surrounding the

trapped nitrogen and the dc magnetic field which provides the Z eeman split-
ting. Maximum splitting occurs when the magnetic axis of the trap is parallel
to the dc magnetic field. For a 3/2 state this corresponds to a splitting of 4D.
In our experiments this is observed to occur when the line from one nearest
neighbor metal ion through the nitrogen atom to the other nearest neighbor
metal ion is parallel to the dc magnetic field. This is taken as the z axis,as is
shown in Figs. 2 and 3. We may thus relate D to the axial field of the metal
Ions and E to the rhombic asymmetry caused by the nearest neighbor azide
ions. In order to relate the ,'pin Hamiltonian to the experiment, it is conven-
Ient to transform it from wave numbers tc magnetic energy in Gauss and to
coordinates Involving angles, which may be related to the rotation of the
crystal in the dc magnetic field. The coordinates relating the Hamiltonian to
the crystal are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. This transformed Hamiltonian is1 1

I Ho +~~(M )3cos2 -1)-3Elcos2e-1cs

+ 1 [4S(S + 1) - 24M(M - 1) - 9](D - E coe2qp) 2 (sinecoeO) 2

+ (E sin 2q) 2 (sin e) 2 1

where H0 is the magnetic field (in Gauss) at which the fine structure
coalescsaO is the angle between the z axis and the dc magnetic field and q
is the angle in the xy plane. y = 0 is the x axis. It is the fit of the experi-
mental data to this spin Hamiltonian which provides us with the information
that the resonance is due to a spin state of 3/2 and indeed belongs to ground
kitate atomic nitrogen. Fig. 4 shows a plot of this theoretical Hamiltonian for
N in NaN3 , only the M=- 1/2 <,* ± 3/2 transitions am shown .The angular
variation of all three sites is included. The points are the experimental data.
R is seen that t e agreement is quite good. Fig. 5 shows a similar plot for N
in RbN3 ; howevtr, the plot is made for only one site.

THE THEORY OF THE FINE S1RUCTURE: The central theme of
this paper is the discussion of the fine structure and what we may learn from
it about the trap which holds the N atoms. Thus, for the remainder of this
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paper I shall focus my attention on the fine structure parameters D & E in an
attempt to understand how these zero field splittings arise in an S state atom.
The origin of these splilttngs is not yet fully understood, since, for spheri-
cally synmm'rical, orbitally nondegenerate states, i.e. S states, the usual
mechanisms of split' tug are not applicable. The problem is an old one having
first beei considered in the early 30'u by Van Vlock and Penney. 12 The,.r
theory, based on spin orbit interaction and crystal field in a high order per-
turbation, has been rejected since the splittings it predicts are much smaller

than the observed ones. Pryce, 13 in 1950, suggested an alternative mechan-
ism fox the splitting in 6S5/ Mn++. He proposed that the electric field gradient

and spin-spin interactions combine to cause the observed splitdng. He made
a rough calculation which predicted a D of the right order of magnitude.
Brim fly, what those theories say is that one can explain how a spherically
symmetrical state is split, by recognizing that a nor-spherical field gradient
may induce a non-sphericity in the electron charge configuration. Then the
anJsotroplc dipole-dipole interaction will cause a splitting of the spin levels.
Recently, Chakravarty and Ber-.hn have presented detailed calculat. ms of
the zero field splitting of atomic nitrogen based on the field-gradient-spin-
spin mechanism. I shall stunmarize their results and then discuss my model
which indicates the importance of nearest neighbor interactions. Chakravarty
and Bersohn write expressions for the distorted states based on a Hamiltonian
representing the perturbation by the crystalline field. Then they calculate the
expectation value of the dipole-dipole interaction operator between these
states. After a suitable transformation, they compare the result with the
original spin Hamiltonian for the crystal field, and they obtain

D ; .g~p 2 q (! )3 (DD) and E= .420q( 3 E

where a. is the Bohr radius, e is electronic charge and q is the field gra-
dient in the z direction nq is the field gradient in the xy plane. They %.duate
the integrals (DD) and (EE) by using a Slater type function and obtain appro-
priate numbers. Thus we see that D & E are linear functions of the field gra-
dients. If one could measure the field gradients by a different experiment,
say quadrupole resonance, one would have a check of the theory. Uvfortu-
nately no measurements are available or likely, since NMR studies of nitro-
gen involve great signal to noise difficulties. One could also check the theory
by calculating the field gradients from a lattice m. 1 5 Thus

= l-) e1 3 2  nq = ( - 73x -3)

Ti r: 5n

where y is a Sternheimer anti-shielding factor. 16,17
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Such a calculation igores the size of the nearest neighbors and may or may
not be meaningful. Chakravarty and RasroNn have amnd a,,uh a cu81,...1a0644. -

KN and report no agreement at all with the values taken from the EPR data
andtheir theory. Mr. McMillan of our group has made some point charge
lattice sume for the tetragonal azides in order to see in which direction the
field gradient changed as one progressed down the first column of the peri-

odic chart. The result was that q decreased as one progressed from KN3 to
CsN3 . According to the theory, q should increase since the measured D & E
increase.

The most likely conclusion from these discrepancies is not that
theory is Incorrect but that one must add to the point charge model by taking
into account the special effects of the nearest neighbor ions. We have begun
such a study.

Consider the following qualitative picture. The nitrogen atom is
trapped between two large metal ions which are very near (particularly so for
the tetragonal azides). We can perhaps get a picture of how important it is to
include the effects ol these ions by plotting their radial electron densitien on
a scale next to the nitrogen atom radial electron density at the proper inter-
ionic distance. Fig. 6 shows such a plot for nitrogen trapped in sodium azide.
In making these plots the following assumptions were made.

1. We trbed Hartree radial wave functions. 1 8 The metal ion func-
tions do not include exchange since exchange calculations were available only
for Na + and K+. Exchange interactions tend to shrink electron cloud and would
thus lessen the overlap.

2. Available lattice constants were used. This means that no
corrections were made for latttc exmansion because of the nterst.4tial nitro-

gen atom, and that no corrections were made to account for the thermal con-
traction of the lattice at the low temperature of the measurements.

Since we are looking for relationships between similar materials,
it is hoped that these approximations are valid. Fig. 7 shows a similar plot
for the alkali metal azides. If one uses the area of common electron density
as a measure of how strongly the metal ion disturbs the spherical charge dis-
tribution of the nitrogen atom and plots D as a function of this disturbance,
one obtains the exponential graph shown in Fig. 8. It is clear that there is a
functional relationship between the amount of asymmetry induced in the nitro-
gen free atom wave functions by the nearest neighbor metal ions and the fine

structure parameter, D. The exponential form of this graph is characteristic
of interactions involving exchange as a ftuction of r. This is what one might
expect since interactions between the electron clouds would involve the Paull
exclusion principle and Coulomb effects. The interpenetration of the electron
densities implies a mixing of the metal ion wave functions with the nitrogen
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atom wave functions. This mixing grafts some of the aspherical charactaris-
tis of the meWi iun wave Aunctiuoiu Uto the sphericia-" n..trge. - . C6

describe this by a superposition of excited states. The result is a splitting of
the spin levels, as shown by the fine structure. This more or less empirical
model suggests several things concerning the fine structure parameters &E:

That overlap charge effects are irpportant in the calculation of
fine structure splittings of S state atoms, and that further study of the overlap
of the wave functions involved should be made. Furthermore, in sodium azide
the effect of the sodium ion is small and hence one might hope that a calcula-
tion of the field gradient for nitrogen trapped in sodium azide might give rea-
sonable agreement with the resultant experimental value of D, thus supporting
the basic ideas of the theory given by Chakravarty and Bersohn.

DISCUSSION: The theory discussed in the previous section gives
us a picture of the importance of the size of the nearest neighbor ions and the
size of the trap. It may be noted that where the overlap of the wave function
is large the formation of a chemical bond may occur. Thus we might expect
that in the tetragonal azides, KN3 , RbN3 , and CsN3 , the N atoms would be
more tightly bonded to the surrounding ions than in NaN 3 .That this is the
case is borne out by experiments in which the change in intensity of the reso-
nance is observed over a period of time as a function of temperature. These
thermal bleaching experiments show that the trapped nitrogen is more stable
in KN than in NaN3 . In NaN3 the nitrogen resonance bleaches instantly at
170A. In KN 3 it bleaches around 1900K. 10 Preliminary measurements n
nitrogen in RbN3 indicate that this trend continues.

From the preceding discussion it would appear that cesium azide
would be the best of these materials in which to attempt to stabilize large
quantities of nitrogen atoms. However, other factors are involved. The pro-
duction of the radicals requires that the x rays penetrate through the crystal.
The heavier metal azides, RbN3 and CsN3 , are so dense that the intensity of
x rays reaching the interior of the crystal is very low. Thus a long time is
required to produce even a low concentration of radicals in the interior of the
crystal. More energetic x rays or gamma rays might improve the situation.

So far we have obtained our highest concentrations o N atoms in
the lightest of these materials, NaN3 . By comparison with other resonances of
known concentration, we have estimated this concentration to be less than 0.01%.
This is about the same as others have previously observed. It does not repre-
rent a satisfactory concentration for use as an energy source. However, even
though we have been unsuccessful in obtaining t useful concentration of free
radicals, we have gained considerably in terms of stability. Trapped nitrogen
atoms in azide crystals are relatively long-lived even at 1500K. This repre-
sents a great improvement in stability over nitrogeu atoms in a frozen gap
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matrix where the nitrogen atoms are not stable above 10°K or 30 0 K. We hope
to w loit this improved stability by Investigating trapping phenomena at

t liquid helium temperatures. At 4°K it may be possible to increase the concen-
tratlon o trapped nitrogen atoms many fold. However, it seems improbable

Lthat the improvement would be so spectacudar that the result could be used as
an energy sow-ce.

I wish to thank Mr. G. J. King for providing many of the crystals
which made this study possible. I also wish to thank Mr. King, Mr. R. C.
McMillan, and Mr. B. S. Miller for their assistance and for many helpfutl
discussions. The interest of Dr. Z. V. liarvalik is gratefully acknowledged.
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Table of tOe everimentaly determined valum of the spin HamUtaidan
Darametern for ntr,wo atna* in thin alblj aei,.a

NaN 3  KN 3  RbN3  C&N3

D(cm-1) 0.00407 0.0143 0-0199 0.0341
+ 0.0001 1 0.0001 ± 0.0001 ±0.002

E(cm 1 ) - 0.00026 - 0.00199 -0.004M - 0.0103
0.00005 +0.00002 + .00005 ±0.0003

g 2.002± 2.001 + 1. 997 Ot 1.992 +
.0002 .0001 .002 .002

A(cm - ) 0.00053 0.00051 0.00053 0.00054t
0. 00001 t 0.00002 +0.00003 + 0.00005

*Data from reference 10
t Estimated.

tC gA
NO+

Bohr radii

Fig. 6: A plot of the Hartree radical electron densities of atomic nitrogen
and ionic sodium. The plots are separated by one half the sodium-
sodium distance in sodium azide. Note the small overlapping areas.
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GAS VELOCITY PROBE FOR MOVING IONIZED GASES

CHARLES CASON
U. S. ARMY MISSILE COMMAND
REDSTONE ARSENAL, ALABAMA

I. INTRODUCTION

Methods for measuring gas velocity in a flowing plasma may
be categorized as axerage type measurements and local measurements.
Betchov and Fuhs (Ref. 1) measured the gas velocity of a plasma jet
with a pair of pickup coils, one located upstream from the other one.
"Noise" signals from each coil were displayed on a double gun oscillo-
scope and the record photographed. Gas velocity was estimated by the
time delay in the signal -between the upstream and the downstream coils.
Gourdine (Ref. 2) also used coils but he developed an RF method in
which a moving plasma distorted the magnetic field within the coils
and this variation was related to the gas velocity. Beasley and co-
workers (Ref. 3) used photomultiplier tubes with lenses as the sensors.
This method was essentially the same as Betchov's and Fuhs'. Methods
which use detectors to observe disturbances at different axial pcsi-
tions to relate time delays to velocity will give, at best, average
velocities for wide separations, or inaccurate velocities for very
close spacings of detectors. This property is comparable in a way to
an "uncertainty principle".

Disadvantages of the above methods are that the data must be
photographed point by point and analysed at a later time and also that
good spatial resolution is not achieved. Streak camera photography
using a focal plane shutter camera as suggested by lasley (Ref. 4)
and Freeman (Ref. 12) will produce the same results. The chief
advantage of these "average" measurements is that the plasma flow is
undisturbed by the measuring equipment.

Probes immersed in a plasma have been successfully used to
measure many plasma properties. Jahn and Grosse (Ref. 5) used paired
electrostatic probes to measure characteristics of shock velocities.
As before, the arrangement of the probes was axial or time separated.
Baker and Hammel (Ref. 6) suggested a new way of measuring plasma
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$a vloc'i be Yitiyneetiatcd hy-t prorPtGies of a plasma stream-

ing transverse to a magnetic field. In general the behavior of a
moving plasma in the presence of a magnetic field rarely follows the
simple classical theory due to a multitude of plasma processes. How-
ever, Baker and Hamel demonstrated that when a plasma streawn- through
a transverse magnetic field B, with a velocity V, an orthogonal elec-
tric field K, is present. According to simple classical theory a
polarization electric field, V X 1, would be generated in the plasma
to allow it to pass through the magnetic field. The value of E/B
which they observed was in agreement with the plasma velocity as deter-

mined by magnetic probes.

Clayden and Coleman (Ref. 7) applied the above method to an
arc-heated low density wind tunnel. They inserted a pair of symmetric
probes mounted I ca apart along the flow radius normal both to the
applied D.C. magnetic field and the gas flow to detect the electric
polarization field present. A recording galvanometer was used to
simultaneously measure the voltage across the probns and the current

to the coil. Their analysis indicated a linear variation in polari-
zation voltage with applied D.C. magnetic field. Their stuiy did not
estimate the sensitivity or linearity of the equipment and they did
not report any special experimental difficulties in applying this
apparatus to wind tunnel research.

2. THEORY

Important parameters in the design of velocity probe experi-
ents arc: 1) the minimum charge density for application, 2) thermi-

salt emission effects, and 3) minimum detectable gas velocity. A
review of standard electrostatic probe theory with modifications to
allow for polarization voltage, measurement currents and probe thermi-
onic emission will yele this inforoation.

The theory of electrostatic probes wav devised by Langamui
and Mott-Smith (Kif. 8) for a single probe floating in a plasma. It
was modified by Johnson and Halter (Ref. 9) to apply to two equal area

probes. Figure la. depicts an idealized potential diagram across a
plasma with a v X B potential added. Subscripts 1 and 2 are probe
index numbers and I denotes the suriace work function. The potentials
of the two probes with respect to the immediate vicinity plasma are
V1 and V and the electric polarization of the plasma due to a magnetic
field is VB . Vo denotes the output voltage as would be measured by a
voltmeter. The output voltage then has components due to plasma
properties, electrode work functions, and applied external magnetic
fields.

When an electron is thersionically emitted it has overcome
a barrier of # above the Fermi level and leaves with a kinetic energy
proportional to the surface temperature. Energy is added as the
electron falls through the probe shsath. For probes perpendicular to
3 field and to the stream velocity, the electron then loses kinetic
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aneray .r_ __rt .-n- tvhe polarization voltage of E" plama relative

to electroas back at its source probe. It next lose* kinetic energy
proportional to the other probe's potential when collected by it.
Then relative to its source electrons, its energy is then further
re luced proportional to the work function. Arrows in the figure indi-

cate the path this electron would take as its potential ia changed.
Collection and emission rates of electrons are assumed not to disturb

the plasma. Charges then must be generated or absorbed by the plasma
as rapidly as they are drained away or emitted by the electrodes.

Figure lb. shows an idealized plasma and instrument system.

In this figure, il and ie refer to random ion and electron current
densities near electrodes of areas Aq and A@. The primed terms corre-
spond to those plasma charges actually collected. Langmuir (Ref. 10)
has shown that ion currents ay be produced at a hot electrode when
it is in an alkali vapor. This rdethod for ion production will be4, neglected, even for hot probes, since the application is for air,
nitrogen, and inert gas plasmas. Thermionic electron current density
is represented by Ith while conventional circuit current is labeled I.
The measurement impedance is called R and the observed voltage is
then V0 .

Complete current expressions are obtained by applying
A Kirchhoff's law at each of the two electrodes.

I,'i, A, - it' Al + £1thlAl()

a -- 1; An - It29(2)

The primed terms are the electrons and ions collected by
each probe. Langmuir (Ref. 8) used the Boltzmann distribution
function for t1 - x component of velocity to determine collection
currents. When this is done for equations (1) and (2) the potential
on each probe is calculated to be,

V,= - Telln~ /Lel ) - Tel ln(lI Jh A (3)

I+Jt is sV2 - - T, ln (i:U/ '02 T. In (1 + ,. , (4)

when T. is in electron volts. The random electron current density
term j are a convenient grouping of constants from the integration
while i, is the saturated ion current density to each nebative

(respect to the local plasm) probe. In an idealized masurement
situation I is exactly zero because R is m. For this situation the
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floating potential Vf, on each electrode is obtained. Equation (5),
written without subscripts, is valid at either electrode.

Vf -- Te  n (ii e ) - Tr in (1 + Jth/'i)

Equation (5) has one additional term adued to the vsual
electrostatic probe theory for the probe floating or wall potential.
It may be seen from this equation that if Jth is sufficiently large
Vf may even be positive. This condition is

Jth > iei - il (6)

Generally Vf is negative except for rarefied plasma flows and hot
electrodes.

The potential measured with an infinite impedance meter can
be deduced from Fig. 1a.

Vo - #I - ta + Va - Vi + V B (7)

Effects of absorbed atoms which would modily the work function arc
neglected in this study since each electrode is assumed to be hot.
When equations (3) and (4) are substituted into equation (7) one
obtains

V0 - #1 -j2+VB + Tejln (ii, /ief') - Te2 In (i 1 1 Iies)

In 1 - I,1thi en ( + J (8)

Equation (8) shows separately the effects on the measured voltage of

1) thermionic emission, 2) thermal gradients, 3) fluctuations of
velocity, charge density and temperature, and 4) magnetic fields.
Problem areas my be divided into those associated with D.C. and A.C.
measurement. As an example the A.C. case will be considered. When a
magnetic field of B0 sin wt is applied, the measurement voltage may

be tuned to the angular frequency, w, which is used. From equation
(8) the D.C. terms not affected by drawing :urrent may be dropped
thereby leaving the following:

Vo - vB sin wt + Telu1 -

- Tln (+ . ) (9)

Equation (9) is an Implicit expression of circuit current. The last
two terms on the right of equation (9) give the error voltage due to
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the plana-probe current drain of the measuring instrument. For low
density plasmas these terms need to be evaluated to teat for any
changes in Vo due to circuit current effects.

3. ZIPURIENTAL PROCEDUUS AND DATA

Stecd ;tote lnduced Fields

In the first experiments a D.C. magnetic field was placed
across a plasma jet perpendicular to the flow. Clayden and Coleman
(Ref. 7) used an iron core electromagnet greater than 100 gauss but
found hysteresis in their field due to the iron. Therefore, an air
core Helmholtz coil was used in this study to produce a magnetic ield
linear with current. The magnetic induction, B, in the center of the
coil system is

B - 8.99 X 10-7 nI/a, (10)

where B is in Weber/meter8 , n is the number of turns per coil, I the
current in amps and a is the radius in meters uf a coil.

The magnet consisted of 8 turns of copper tubinX wound on a
radius of i6.5 ca. The magnetiz field was calculated by equation (10)
to be 0.436 gauss per ampere. Measurements of the induced magnetic
field was 0.443 gauss per ampere which suggested that a partial turn
was generated from a return lead. Since agreement is within 2%, the
calculated value was used in the analysis. Field strengths of 85 to
100 gauss were used in the experiments.

Source of the plasma gas was a small D.C. plasma generator.
The cathode was water cooled tungsten and the anode nozzle was brass
with a 1/8" diameter throat. Power for the plasma generator came from
a bank oi 10, 24 volt truck batteries in series. The arc was iniated
by means of an in-liie Teala coil arrangement. The minimum power
delivered to the electrodes was 325 watts while the maximum was 1,350
watts. Argon was the gas used in all cases.

In each experiment the vacuum reservoir (13,000 cubic feet
volume) was pumped down to r pressure less than 1 micron. Then the
test gas was injected at a constant pre-determined flow rate. Next
the arc was initiated by the Teal& coil and then the magnetic field
was applied. Polarization voltage, a measure of vel-city, was graphed
as a function of the output voltage of a the.vcouple vacuum &age
attached to the vacuum reservoir. It was at this point that an unde-
sirable feature of the D.C. system became evident. The sampling probes
became white hot and began to thermionially emit electrons. One probe
was in the center of the flow and one was near the side thus producing
important temperature differences in the probe metal.

By alternately turning the magnet on and off a "zero" base
line for measured probe voltage could be drawn on the x-y plotter in
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addition to the total signal. Figure 2a. is a typical data plot.
The pressure is plotted on the abscissa and probe voltage is on the
oTdinate; in this case the gas flow was argon at 0.35 gmisec. Figure
2b. is a plot of the gas velocity for several flow rates for a constant
power setting. Uncertainty in the reading was :t 170 meters/sec due to
velocity fluctuations in the flow of the plasma. Stray D.C. effects
in the data, such as plasma thermal gradients, thernionic emission
rate variations at each probe, etc., are shown in several ters of
equation (8) and appear on the '"ase line" in Fig. 2a. These effects
can lead to very large errors unless they are taken into account oT
properly eliminated. Isolation amplifiers must be used to measure the
polarization voltage because of probable interaction with the arc
power supply through ground loops. This limits system response time.

The magnet bad a noticeable influence on the plasma. When
It was turned on the plasma jet could be seen to deflect at a shallow
angle; it would then return to Its original direction when the magnet
was turned off. This effect is not predicted according to theory deal-
Ing with first order interaction effects but it does obviously modify
the gas velocity to be measured. The same experimental procedure was
then followed except with a weak A.C. field in order to avoid stray

D.C. effects and operate with weaker fields.

A.C. Induced Fields

A new coil was made from #18 magnet wire. Fifty-one turns
were wound on a radius of 8.25 ca. Equation (10) shows the reduced
magnetic induction to be 5.5 gaus per ampere. Magnet current was
supplied from a commercial high fidelity amplifier accepting a select-

d frequency from a sig-. generator. Probe voltage fed an ... i.n
interstage transformer with a 60 K Q impedance and a 3.5 K 0 D.C.
resistance. This transformer was used to isolate the amplifier from

Ethe probes to avoid ground loops through the arc power supply. An
amplifier tuned to 2 KC was used for the voltage measurement. It hasa sensitivity of 1 microvolt and a gain of 10.

An x-y plotter was -- ed to record IM polatization voltage
versus R14S magnet current. ,ue data plot in Fig. 3a. has curvature
due to the nonlinear response of the rectifier filter in the plotter

for the signal voltage used. Only the first part.of the data from
this run is shown. Two "error" voltages are noted. One is the smooth
curve which was taken with no plasma being present. The other, a
background signal, is evident from Fig. 3b. The top curve in this
figure is a time sweep of output (note displaced zeros for each curve).
The level of the background 2 X1 signal field is in the order of 2 to
5 millivolts. The other two cu-yes reflect an attempt to determLike
linearity of the response of tha- plasma polarization to the A.C. field.
Linearity was tested by appiyiun a 1 KC magnetic field to the plasma
and measuring response at 2 KC (?d harmonic) and again at 666.6 cycles
when measured at 2 KC (3rd harmnic). Changes in background level
would be produced by changes in subharmonic polarization fields if the
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response was icw linear. No changes were present as coupared to the
normal background drift seen in Fig. 3b. It appears that 2 KC was
not the best choice in frequency because of an apparent fluctuatfon
present in the plaama but was required by the limitatious of the
amplif isr.

Upom reducing the data a background "error voltage" was
taken to be a constant 0.003 volts. Provision was not made to monitor
its fluctuations as see fromi Fig. 3b.; therefore scatter should
result from this source of error. Gas velocities were calculated and
plotted in Fig. 4a. Error signals proportional to the magnet current
were estimated by a least square fit to the equation

V - B + VoP (11)

where u is the proportionality constant dua an error, we the true gas
velocity, and V the as velocity indicated by adding in an error

asamd proportional to the magnaet current. The results of the data
reduction showed the velocity to be 2.160 meters/sec as the gas veloc-
ity with a root mean square deviation of :t 137 maters/sec.

The average gas velocity may be estimated from mass flow
rate and electric power. The enthalpy for 0.19 gus of argon per
second heated at 500 watts is 2.63 X 10 calories/mole. For pressures
equal to or greater than 0.01 atmospheres this enthalpy would result
in a stagnation temperature of approximately 5,00& K (Ref. 11). From
the relation 1/2 a" - 3/2 kT a velocity of 1750 meters per second
is calculated.

An alternate way of making the same type of crude estimate
• ~ ~~ - A Abt .

as from the power equation for a 'flowing San. Powher is 1/Z V' VA but. -
6 is PVA when P is density, A is area and A is flow rate. This gives

Power - 1/2 a V . (12)

For the example cited, equation (12) indicates a gas velocity of 2,200
meters/sec. These two results although rough, nicely bracket the
estimates made from both the D.C. and A.C. data except for very low
free stream pressures.

The phototube system planned to measure gas velocity for an
independent comparison was found to exhibit the same difficulties as
reported by Freeman, and others (Ref. 12). At best, their weasure-
ments indicate a gas velocity of one to two thousand meters per second.
Freeman and co-workers also found that several disturbances such as
those produced by temperature and total pressure fluctuations amy
propagate in a subsonic plasma jet at different velocities.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Comparison between the velocity obtained by the D.C. and A.C.
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methods was quits satisfying as shown in Figs. 2b. and.4a. The plams
jet was found to exhibit rapid fluctuations in gas velocity as seen
in both the D.C. and A.C. data. Also magnetic fields in the order of
100 gauss were found to slightly disturb the gas flow. For probes in
a hot flow where a D.C. field is used it was found beat to alternate
the field between "on" and "off" to determine extraneous D.C. effects.
When A.C. measurements are employed a field of the order of 5 gauss
is all that is necessary since background "error voltages" can be
easily eliminated at this level. It is expected that flows other
than plasma jets would exhibit less fluctuations at the frequency of
the tuned voltage amplifier. The lowest saturation ion current
obtained to date was 1.3 ma while the minimum current required by the
measurement equipment is of order of microamps. From equation (9),
using 1.5000 K for tungsten probes, it was found that a few microamps
did not make a measurable modification of voltage present.
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NITR0GEN-15 TRACER STUDIES OF THE
NITROLYSIS OF HEXAMETHYLENETETRAMINE

THOMAS C. CASTORINA and JOSEPH R. AUTERA
EXPLOSIVES LABORATORY, PICATINNY ARSENAL

DOVER, NEW JERSEY

Introduction

The nitrolysis of hexamine to HMX/RDX has been studied in
these laboratories (1) and using essen:ially the same conditions of
the Holston Ordnance Works (HOW) process (2), which in turn is based
on the Bachmann method (3), similar yields of products were obtained.
By including a small quantity of paraformaldehyde (CH20)x in the re-
action mixture (hereafter called the PA process) the yield of mixed
products was increased by approximately 107.. A study was carried out
in which either hexamine or (CH20)x was tagged with carbon-14 and the
distribution of activity in the cyclic methylene nitramine products
was traced during the course of nitrolysis (4). It was concluded
that in the first reaction stage, methylene groups from hexamine and
(CH20)x form a common pool for the formation of DPT molecules.
Similarly, in the second stage methylene groups from DPT and (CH20)x
also form a common pool for the formation of HMX and RDX molecules.
Therefore, the relative ratio of HMX to RDX is not controlled by the
selective cleavage of a large molecule but is more than likely in-
fluenced by the particular conditions controlling the recombination
of a common methylene containing fragment. It was thus postulated
that the (CH20)x increases the concentration of methylene containing
fragments which exist in precursors to HMX/RDX. The increase in yield
of combined HMX/RDX products, resulting from the use of (CH20)x, can
therefore be accounted for on this basis.

The methylene content is not the only criterion in controlling
yield or composition of product. It is obvious that the processes
involving amino groups and the formation of the nitramine structure
are equally important for understanding the chemistry of hexamine
nitrolysis. An indirect attempt was made to ascertain the extent to
which the ammonium nitrate participates in the formation of HMX/RDX
in the PA process (4). Carbon atom equilibration was found indepen-
dent of the amino-nitrogen concentration. On the basis of this
observation it was concluded that (CH20)x does not react independent-
ly with ammonium nitrate to form HMX or RDX. In a more direct manner,
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by using amoaium nitrate tagged with N-15 in the amino-nitrogen
position, Bachmann (5) carried out some exploratory work to determine
the role played by the inonium radical in the formation of 3MX
(together with 1 aa the minor constituent). The results obtained
were complicated by the observed isotopic exchange of amino-nitrogens
in hexamine and ammonium nitrate. In spites of the complics )ns
introduced by interchange, it was concluded that the formation of RDX
involves more interaction with mmonium nil:rate (37%) by exchange or
incorporation or both, than does the formation of H3X (15%).

These results demonstrated the posaibility of also obtainin&
some information directly on the participation of mmonium nitrate in
the PA and HOW processes of EM formation. Experiments were there-
fore conducted along lines similar to those described in Reference
(4) with the exception that products were assayed mass spectrometri-
cally for N15/N14 ratios.

Results and Discussion

Since the products DPT, HMX and RDX contain two types of
nitrogen -CH2-V-NO2 , the method for the conversion of amino-
nitrogen to N2 for mass spectrometric analysis was checked for
specificity. Standard samples of HIX and RDX were prepared from
(CH20)x and mmonium nitrate of known N-15 atom percent as the sole
source of amino-nitrogen. A sample of the N15 94NO3 /HNO 3 used in this
study, was included for analysis to check the possibility of exchange
taking place between the nitrate-nitrogen and amino-nitrogen prior to
the addition of reactants in the H(W and PA processes. The N-15 atom
percent in all of the compounds analyzed mass spectrometrically was
found to be within + 0.2% of the value for the N15H4N03 reference
standard. These results clearly establish the lack of nitro and/or

*nitrate-nitrogen participation in the generation of elemental amino-
nitrogen, induced either during analysis or by exchange in a nitric
acid medium. Therefore, it can be concluded that any interchange of
nitrogen atoms that may be observed to take place during the nitrol-
ysis of hexamine with N14N03 /HN03 involves amino-nitrogens only.

Bachman (5) observed exchange to take place between hexa-
mine and amonium nitrate in acetic acid solution and assumed that

* exchange took place during nitrolysis. The process of exchange in
inert media need not necessarily take place in reaction mixtures.
Although hexamine and formaldehyde were found to exchange in an
acidic aqueous medium (6), (CH2 0) does not exchange with hexaine
under conditions of nitrolysis ( ). Therefore, to determine whether
the exchange reported by Bachman (5) does indeed complicate the
study of the PA and H(W processes with N-15, exchange was studied
under actual conditions of nitrolysis.

The atom percentages of N-15 found in the hexamine are
listed in Table I. The average percent exchange, based on 2.4 atom
-. N-15 calculated for the complete equilibration of hexamine and
aamonium nitrate amino-nitrogeno, is seen to be independent of the
amount of (CR20)x included in the reaction mixture. The chief
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significance of these results is that the rate of exchange of amino-
nitrogens is faster than the rate of reaction during the nitrolymis
of hexamine in the presence or absence of (CH20)x. It may be help-
ful at this point to emphasiz~e the difference between "exchange" and
f"reaction" processes. Although exchange does proceed by means of
reactions, the structural configuration of the interchanging species
remain unaltered at the steady state of dynamic equilibrium.
*"Reaction" on the other hand proceeds in one direction only with the
initial constituents transformed to different entities at a "static"
state of equilibrium.

Table I

Amino-Nitrogen Exchange(a) Between

Hexamine and NH4 N03(b) In a Nitrolyuing Medium

Expt. Replicate Atom % N-15 Found Average %
No. No. In Hexamine(c) Exchanste(d)

1 0.91
Without 2 0.84 24
(CH20)x 2 1 0.87

2 0.73

1 1 0.96
With 2 0.92 24(CH20)x 2 1 0.73

2 0.72
(a)All reactants added simultaneously and the mixture

quenched with cC14 after 2 minutes.
(b)Added as the nitric acid solution and containing 7.6 atom %N-15.

(c)Isolated as the mercuric chloride salt.
(d)Based on 2.4 atom I N=15 calculated for 100% exchange.

The question arises as to why the amino-nitrogens and not the
methylene groups in the hexamine molecule exchange under conditions
of nitrolysis. Exchange reactions are usually ionic and faster than
metathesis reactions. Therefore, conditions conducive to exchange in
competition with reactions would involve interchange between ionic
species. Since (CH20)x cannot be considered ionic in an acidic
medium, even though hexamine is, the possibility of exchange is mini-
mized and participation via reaction is favored (4). By way of
inference only, the representation given below indicates the chemi-
cally equivalent nature of the methylene groups that can exist in a
nitrolyzing medium. In an acidic medium hexamine exists as a
protonated ion with a labile -CH2 ---N& bond. In an oxidizing medium
this bond is subject to attack together with the bonds in the poly-
meric chain of (CH20)x as shown in Diagram 1. In this mechanism,
the implication is made that the reaction involving the fragmentation
of (CH20)x takes place irreversibly prior to equilibration and subse-
quent reaction leading to intermediate product formation. This is
based on the experimental evidence given in Reference 4. Hexamine
was isolated free of activity, indicating that III does not exist in
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equilibrium with 1 but proceeds directly to form inteinediate oro-
ducts. The configuration Ill-may be considered the "ca-on pool of
methylene groups" to which reference wee made in the work with carbon-
14.

(Co/O)-- --

~Where -- U -Cu 2 -; C* Ua C14 and - - U -C14H12-

The path of amino-nitrogen exchange between hexamine and -
uonium nitrate must undoubtedly involve both species in an ionic

- otetable state. The charged amino group of the metastable species,
i I, can then interchange 'with its equivalent nitric acid salt of

il d~ni as follows:

i -: I

Nor

(e"20)/ WO 01

Where -- p- M -CH2-; N* C-15 enriched; an

WNmunenrired N4-15 (i.e., in natural abundance).
SThis iqliee that an echange of nino-nitrogena takes place before

itroLyeis and eve before Il-C2- goes to -C 2-H or some equivalent

jamyersible sbtitution, in a c ca e the rate of exchans e is (
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necessarily faster th= the'rate of reaction (R a resiual hexamine
molecule).

According to the above suggested process of asmino-nitrogen
exchange, any DPT isolated from the addition of 4-15 a ionium nitrate
during the first stage of nitrolysis should contain N-15 enrichment
corresponding to 100% exchange. This, of course, is based on the
fact that all of the amino-nitrogens in hexamine are chemically
equivalent, having a cOin (CH2) 3 N configuration. The experimental
atom-percent N-15 values found in the DPT are listed in Table 11.
As expected, these values are identical to the 2.4 atom % N-15 cal-
culated for 100% exchange of hexamine and amonium nitrate-amino
nitrogens. Here again, axa.i ige is shown to be independent of the
(CH20)x concentration.

Table II

N ,403(a) Exchange In The Formation of DPT

zxpt Replicate Atom % N-15 Found Average %
No. No. In DPTExchMO ( b )

1 2.5
Without 1 2 2.5 102
(CH20)x 2 1 2.4

2 2.4
1 1 2.4

With 2 2.4 102
(CH20)x 2 1 2.522.5

(a)Added as the nitric acld solution and containin'g 7.6 atom " N-15.
(b)Based on 2.4 atom % N-15 calculated for 100 exchange of

hexamine and aonium nitrate-amino nitrogen#.

The incompleteness of the exchange shown in Table I can, therefore,

be attributed to the mode of addition and the time of contact of the
reactants. Because complete equilibration of the four amino-nitrcps
occurs prior to reaction, no conclusion can be drawn concerning the
extent, if any, to which the amnonium nitrate directly participates
in the formation of the DPT.

To investigate the step-eise role of amonium nitrate in the
HOW process the NISH4NO3 /HNO 3 was added during the second stage of
nitrolysis and the IMM/RDX was analyzed for N-15 enrichment. Thus,
the formation of ID/RDX from DlT with any N-15 enrichment can be
attributed solely to the participation of the ammonium nitrate added
durivg the second stage of nitrolysis. Assuming that all of the
amino-nitrogens, including the ones with nitro-sbustitutionu, ex-
change during this second stage, the atom-percent N-15 calculated
for 3MX/RDX is 2.48%. The actual atom-percent N-15 found in HM and
RDX as listed in Table II are seen to be approximately half the cal-
culated value, 2.48%.

The mino-nitrogens in DPE contain two types of substitutions,
(CH2)3Nand (C112)2-N-W42 where only the former is, of course, cosmon to
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hexamiAe and shown to exchange completely. The observed incomplete
oxchana. durin. the second stage of iltrolysis may, therefore, be
attributed to the nitrosubstituted mino-nitrogen which fail* to ex-
change.

Table III

NHW903(a) Participation In The Formation of HMX/RDX
In The Absence of (O) z

lipt Replicate Atom % N-15 Found Ava % MNO3 Particiption
o. No. EH RDX IJ (b) ~RDX(b)

1 1.3 1.5
2 1.5 1.5 0 6
1 1.2 1.2
2 1.2 1.4

(a)7.6 atom . N1 5H4NO3 added as the nitric acid solution during
the second stage of ritrolysis.

(b)HMX and RDX as derived from NH4NO3 amino-nitrogens solely
due to reaction.

The equilibration of amino-nitrogens due to exchange being
limited to the (CH2)3N substitutions in DPT, would follow the course
suggested for hexamine in Diagram 3. 4

air
ii L (3)

Here again exchange proceeds before the methylene radical undergoet.
reaction to form stable procucts. Thus the DPT molecule contains two
of its four amino-nitrogens rith N-15 enrichment prior to irreversible
transformation. In the case of (CH2 ) 2 N-NO2 the amino-nitrogen does
not equilibrate with the ammonium adduct based on the assumption that
the N-NO2 bond is stable under the prevailing conditious of nitrol-

yeti.

Calculations of bond force constants based on stretching vibra-
tions lend substantiat ,e evidence to the above suggested mode of
exchange during the second stage of nitrolysis. The method of cal-
culation according to Gordy (7) is considered a very good approximation
of relative bond stronths of the type of bonds found in AMT. The
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values of the bond stretchiig force constants (x 105 dynes/ca) obtained
for the DPT molecule are shown in Diegram 4.

C o vi NW 1 04c (.)(I

CNAO

The symbol in parentheses is the induced charge or relative electro-
negativity assigned to the atom. It can be readily seen that the
N-NO2 bond is indeed the strongest type bond in DPT. Therefore, it is
reasonable to asume that this bond is stable in a nitrolyzing medUm
and being strongly covalent does not undergo exchange.

NH4N03 Participation ii the HOW Process

When N15H4NO3 is added during the second stage the N-15 en-
rich ent is, therefore, expected to be presen only in the trimethyl-
ene substituted amino-nitrogen prior to reaction. Because of this
selective exchane it was possible to determine the role of ammonium
nitrate during the second stage as well as the mode of HPX/RDX
formation from DPT. If selective closavage of DPT were to take place
in the formation of products, 0.50 and 0.66 of the amino-nitrogen in
HMX and RDX, respectively, would contain N-15 enrichment, as indicated
in Diagram 5.

-44----. ("

M NOR,

The ratio of atom % N-15 in HMX/RDX should be 0.50/0.66 or 0.75 if
the above mechanism were indeed the mode of WB X and RDX formation.
As can be seen in Table III the average ratio of atom % N-15 in MX/
RDX formed in the absence of (CH20)x is 0.93 or essentially unity. To
check these results, in one series of experiments N15H4NO3 was added
during the first stage. In another series, N1 5X4N03 was added during
both the first and the second stages. In each case, only the 12U and

RDX ereanayze fo atm %N-15 content. The results are listed in
RDX ere nalyed fr atm ~ 169
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Table IV and show an over-all average atom 7. N-15 of 0.97 in HMX/RDX
for each respective series.

The following conc:,.sions which can be drawn from this oh-
served N-15 ratio give a direct insight into mndfe_ of -'-'ion that
may take place during the second stage of nitrolysis in the absence of

(CH 2 0) : Fa. DPT does not cleave selectively to form HMX and RDX.

b. HX and RDX are derived essentially from hexamine nitmgens .

c. HMX and RDX are derived from equilibrated -CH2 -V-NO2

fragments, half of which are formed during the first stage and the
other half during the second stage.

d. A small fraction of approximately 57. of RDX is derived
from ammonium nitrate.

e, The rate of formation of HMX is greater than that of RDX.
These conclusions are summarized by inference in Diagram 6. *

440, A + q I
stolb.-u) t

Where the atom 7. N-15 of N*' l > N*- 4 > N*-2> N*- 3 and N n natural

abundance. The ratio of the HO-CH2-NH-NO2/HO-CH2-NH*-2-NO 2 mixture
in II is essentially equsl to one, since the major product is DPT.
Therefore, there is an equal distribution of N-15 and N-14 atoms in

HIX and RDX derived therefrom. However, after the formation of II
the N*1lH4NO3 in the mmonium nitrate-nitric acid mixture is in
excess of the hexamie nitrogens. This N-15 aonium nitrate, which
cannot exchange with the now completely nitro-substituted hexamine
nitrogenF, exchanges instead with the ammonium nitrate in Aitu. Any
product formed from the ammonium nitrate amino-nitrogen would obvi-
ously have a higher atom 7. N-15 than a product formed from hexamine-
nitrogen. The extent of this increase is proportional to the formation
of product from anmonium nitrate. With these factors taken into con-
sideration and correcting for the incomplete conversion of -CH2 j-N02
to products, calculations of the atom % N-1i due to exchange alone2
and, therefore, implying the involvement of hexaminenitrogens only

are in excellent agreement with the values shown by analysis for HMX
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i,, Tables III and IV. Therefore, the extent of ammoniu nitrate
ptorticipation in HMX formation is zero as shown in the lost column
of Tables III and IV. The atom % N-15 found in RDX is on the average,
4% ;'aater than the calculated value for exchanse and is attributed
t, ammonium nitrate participation. Calculations of the amonium
kiitrate participation according to the reaction path as outlined in
Diagram 6 show values corresponding to this observed atom % N-15
difference.

The condensation of I to products may be considered a. a
function of competing rates controlled by a concentration effect. It
is conceivable that the rate of HO-CH2 --N0 2 cyclization is faster
for MIX than for RDX formation. This is based an the fact that the
C-N bond angles in HMX are less strained than those in RDK. As the
cyclization of the comn precursor is brought to completion, the
nitric acid content in the reaction mixture is reduced to negligible
proportions. The ammonium nitrate and acetic anhydride concentra-
tions are concurrently increased, approaching conditions similar to
those in the Rose process (8). In that process, RDX is formed with
H0C as a contaminant predominantly from the condensation of (CH2 0)x
with amonium nitrate by the action of acetic anhydride. Therefore,
because of thene conditions prevailing during the latter stages in
the HOW process, the residual formation of RDX is favored from am-
monium titrate and the available methylene-containing opecies
equivalent to formaldehyde.

Table IV

Check Determination of NR4 N03 Participation in The

Formation of HMX/RDX In The Absence of (CH20)x

NlSH4 0 3 (a) Expt. Repli- Atom . N-15 Found Avg % .l4NOi Partict._ .
Addition No. cate No. HMC RDX HWX(b) RIVIXb)

1 1.8 1.9

lot 2 1.8 1.7 0 0
Stage 2 1 1.7 -

Z 2 1.7 -

sTM Zd - 1 7..4 2.5

Stages 3 2 2 5 2 7 0 6

(a)Added as the nitric acid solution and containing 6.42 atom % N-15.
(b)HIC/RDX as derived from NHNO3 amino-nitrogens solely due to

reaction.

NHNlO3Participation in the PA Process

In tvacing the role of ammonium nitrate in the presence of

(CH2 0 
1 5H4NO3 was added during the second stage of nitrolysio.

Check determinations were made by adding N1 I54N03 during the first
stage and in another set during both the first and the second stages.
The N-15 enrichments found in the lCX and RDX are listed in Table V,
These values imply that the reaction sequences, although complicated
by the inclusion of (CH20)x, are nevertheless comparable to the ones

outlined above for the HOW process. In major part, this mechanism
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i a used for the interpretation of the N-15 values obtained in the PA
process. The distribution of N-15 enrichment in the reaction mequeues
when N 5 HN0 3 to added during the second stage is shown in Diagram 7.

J.

(Nw V 5 (4 J M RslN,
{+J~lB j (7)

AX --. tu/p1KH'Dr
Where AN ammeonium nitrate amino-nitrogen, HN mhexamine amino-
nitrogen, N mnitro-3ubstitution for md during lot addition, N2 w
nitro-substitution formed during 2d addition. According to this
mechanism the calculated over-all average percent ammoni nm nitrate
participation shown in Tahle V i 8% for IM and 40% for RDX (see
experimental procedure for sample calculation).

The suggested mechanism must, of course, be compatible with the
results obtained from the study with carbon-14 (4). In that study,
the methylene groups from hexamine and (CH20)x were shown to equili-
brate during the second as Well as during the first stage of reaction.
For such an equilibration to take place a metastable intermediate of
the form 02N-N-(CH2 0H)2 must exist which then proceeds to form the
common monomer precursor to HM and RDX, HO-CH2 -NH-NO2 as shown for
I in Diagram 6. The common pool of methylene groups may be con-
ceived as forming somewhat as shown in Diagram 8.,+ -Nov,%.,e m -

HO- 0  .

Where XN an N-15 enriched, -0-- -C'H 2 - - .- CH2

The DPT with N-15, I, is included to demonstrate the concurrent

behavior of amino-nitrogens and methylene groups and may be looked
upon as a continuation of the preceding step involving selective
amino-nittogen exchange indicated in Diagram 6. It must be empha-
sized again the the equilibration of methylene groups following
amino-nitrogen exchange is due to reactio, and not exchange; and that
these processes are, theiefore, independent of each other.

It is not to be construed that II in Diagram 8 actually exists
as such, but what is solely intended is to illustrate the probable
existence of an intermediate specie which can explain the experi-
mentally observed chemical equivalence of methylene groups and amino-
nitrogens. The pool of amino-nitrogens and methylene groups as is
intimated by II, is then thought of as forming a common monomer pre-
cursor, III (Diagram 9), analogously to the path indicated by II
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in the series of reactions shown in Diagram 6.

NON' 4VN0 (q)

Here again, the participation of azmonium nitrete must take place, in
this case after the release of the equilibrated bexamine and (CH20)x
methylene groups resulting from the cyclizatiop of III to EM and RDX.
This conclusion is not only supported by the excellent agreement be-
tween the observed atom 7. N-15 and the calculated values based on the
proposed mechanism, but also by the results obtained in the Carbon-14
tracer study, When C-4-(CH20)x was added during the second stage an
equal diettibution of activity was observed in HNX and RDX, signify-
ing methylene carbon equilibration. If any direct condensation of
ammoniunt nitrate with (C*1120) had occurred prior to equilibration,
the carbon-14 content of the DX woule have been eignificintly grea-
ter than that of the HX since 40 of RDX and only 8. of 1WX is
derived from aimonium nitrate.

Table V

NHNO3 Participation in The Formation

of HZV/'RDX In The Presence of (CH20)x

N5IK 4NO3 (a) hxpt Replicate No. Atom 7. N-15 Found Avg 7. NH4NO3
Add it ion No. __HMX RDX

HM (b) RX o

1 1 1.3 2.6
Second 2 1.6 2.3 4 50
Stage 2 1 1.4 2,4

2 1.2 2.6

1 1.7 1.6
First 2 1.8 1.5
Stage 4 1 1.7 1.6 10 40

2 1.8 -

Ist nd 5] 2.7 3.1 93
2(; Stages 2 2.6 3.1

(a)Added as the nitric acid solution and containing 6.42 atom %
N-15 in ' xpts 1, 2 and 5; and 7.6 Atom . N-15 in Expts 3 and 4.

(b)HMX/RDX c_ derived from NH14 103 amino-nitrogens solely due to
reaction.

The final step in the PA process involving the condensation
of methylene and ammonium fragments is shown by calculations, based on
the experimental data to include the formation of IEMX together with
RDX, whereas in the HOW process only RDX was ahorn to form (see last
column, Table V). The formation of approximately .87 HMX as well as
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t the increased production of RX from Imonium nitrate (5% in the HOW
process as compared to 407 in the PA method) may be explained on the
basis of the relatively high concentration of mthylene fragments re-
le...d fv. IT in Diagram 9. Only one equivalent endo-mathylene group
Is released in the HOW pro£.;es while all of the methylene groups
equivalent to those added in the form of (CH2 0)x and, In addition, the
equivalent endomothyl group ce released In the PA process. As the
concentration of equilibrated methylene groups increases, their con-
densation with mmonium nitrate is driven to the right. The incresed
Hg yield an well as the increased over-all HMX/RDX yield of the .PA
process may be attributed In part to the final step of this postulated
mechanism.

The relative rates of product formation mentioned above for the
HOW process evidentally prevail also in the PA proceso. The atom %
V-15 in HMX is significantly less than that of RDX, indicating prefer-
ential HMX formation from hexamine nitrogens as compared to the more
pronounced formation of RDX from ammonium nitrate. Correspondingly,
the ratio of atom % N-15 in HMX/RDX is decteased from 0.96 in the HOW
process to 0.56 in the PA process. Both values deviate appreciably
from the 0.75 figure Associated with the selective cleavage of the Wr
molecule to discount the possibility of such a mechanism taking place
in either process for HMX/RDX production.

Conclusions

The conclusions drawn from the date obtained in th( earlier work
with carbon-l4 are sulstantiated by these tracer studies with nitro-
Sen-l5. In addition, a more complete understanding of the chemistry
of amino groups and the processes involved in the formation of the
nitramino structure has been obtained through the use of nitrogen-I5.

With Carbon-14 indirect evidence had indicated that amonium
nitrate does not condense directly with (CH20)x to yield HMV and RDX.
With nitrogen-15 this was shown directly to be the case.

The equilibration of methylene groups was found to be indepen-
dent of s nitm nitrate concentration; and with nitrogen-15 tracing
the equilibrarton of amino-nitrogens was shown to be independent of
the (CH20)x concentration. The two processes are mutuall-- independent
of each other because their respective modes of equilibration are
different. The equilibration of amino-nitrogens being ionic in
character takes place by means of exchange and, therefore, prec.edes
the equilibration of methylene groups, which is attributed solely tor a reaction process.

It was concluded in the previous study with carbon-14 that hexa-
mine and DPT degrade non-selectively to low molecular weight species
which then recombine to form products. The existence of a selective
cleavage mechanism has beci. discounted by data obtained with nitrogen-
15 and with carbon-14. The complnentary nature of the data obtained
from the two studies makes possible the narrowing down of the common
fragmentary precursor to HX and RDX as being of the type, HOCH2NMI0.

In the earlier work it was postulated that (CH20)x increases the
cone.entration of methylene groups which exist in precursors to IFM
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and RDX. It was suggested that the increase in yi-sld of combined HMI

and RM products results from inclusion of (Cli20). could be accounted
for on this basis. With nitruien-15 it becama possible to indicate f
how this actually can take place, viz., by the condensation of the j
increased concentration of equilibrated wagthylene fragments with the5
ammonium radical. The extent of this participation with m nium
nitrate is approximately 7% for the formation of HiNX and 402 for RDX,

which is indeed equivalent to the 102 over-all increase in HMX/RDX
yields observed when (CH20). is iacluded in the reaction mixture.

The evidence given for the existence of a comon precursor to
HKX/RDX of the type HOCH2N1IMO2 -justifies any effort to prepare 1111
from monomethylene containing compounds. A more direct approach to
the formation of HM free of RDX contamination "> % simple reaction
medium would greatly reduce the current cost a'.,..duction.

Exporimantal Procedure

The nitrolyses reactions and the isolation and purification of
products (DPT, HNX and RDX) were tarried out as described in Reforams
(4) and (6), with the exception of using N15 HAMO3 in place of theI normal NH4N03 wherever indicated in this report.

Hex leEchazStudy

The exchange between hexamnine and N15H4N03 , in the absence av
well as in the presence of (CH20)x was studied under actual condi-
tions of nitrolysia in the manner described in Reference (4). During
the two-minute period of Intermixing of reactants the to erature was
permitted to rise to 44*C.

Preparation of HMX and RDX Standards for N4-15,W SpcI ti
Analyses

To a 150 m1 three-neck, round-bottom flack are added 11.43 S of
ainonium nitrate (of known atom % N-15) and 6.43 & of (CH20)x dis-
solved in 25 al of glacial acetic acid. The mixture is heated on a
water bath to effect dissolution. With the solution at 40"C, 50.4 ml
of acetic anhydride are added during a 30-minute period. Following
this addition, the mixture is aged at 45*C for one hour; the tempera-
ture is then raised to 75*C for an additional 30-minute aging. Then
the mixture is refluxed with 17 ml of water for 30 minutes. Finally
150 g of ice are added and the H0C and RDX separated in the -isual
alanner.

l ass Spectrometric Anslysia of Amino-Nicroten N-l$Knrichment

All sanples were analyzed by the Isomet Corporation, Palisades
Park, New Jersey. under service contract. The specificity of their
method for amino-nitrogen was checked by the preparation of EM and
RDX standards of known amino-nitrogen N-15 enrichments.

Saple calculation of atom % N-15 in HCX and RDX when N15H4N03 is

added durin the Second Stge
The quantities of N-15 and N14 in hexamine and aonium nitrate

due to natural occurrence, via., 0.36%., at eni, of First Stage ar:
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N '-5 - 0.0072; 5, AN-15 - 0.00277 g, HN-14 - 2.018 9, AN-14 . 0.769g.
Tho mmnnitm .:!tyrte AA4AaA Aiii-44,i the ,Se-.. Stage haing.E.. 7.6 atm'
N-15 contatns' 1.154 x .076 - 0.0M87 I N-15. Correcting for the am-
ount of aonium nitrate equivalent to the trimethylene substituted
amino-nitrogen In DPT (.634) and for the incomplete conversion to
final nitramine products (.85); i.e., 0.85 x 0.634 - 0.539.

The atom % N-15 at the end of the second addition is given by:

0.36 % + [.(.00726) + .00277 + .539(.08X77) x - 0.36% + 2.25%0,36 +.5(2.018 + .769 + .539(1.154dJ 0 .67 .5

61. then 2 w 1.3 atom %. -15 in .X/RDX

i.0., [(CH2 -N-tio2) - .18~. + [5 (-Cli2 .j$-NO2) = 1.1~ 1.3.

lIt Stage Formtion 2d Stage Formation

After the addition of the stoichiometric quantity, the ammonium
nitrate and the equivalent hexamine nitrogen contain 2.25 atom %
4-15 and the excess anonium nitrate contains the initial 7.6 atom
% N-15. The interchange of these two ammaniin nitrates yields an
equilibrated specie with an atom 7 N-15 proportional to their re-
spective mole fractions, i.e.

2.25 +[s~1 539 (.092) +76 461 (.0821 3.72.5LI1 .055 + .082 1 .0x-L055 + 082j-
Therefore any product formed from ammonium nitrate contains 3.7 atom
. N-15 in combination with product formed from hexamine with 1.3 atom
% N-150 The relative amounts are obviously governed by the atom %
N-15 found in the particular product.

For the RDX formed in the absence of (CH20)x, the percentages
of RDX derived from the respective amino-nitrogens are given by:
1.3 x + 3.7 (I-x) - 1.5; x - 0.92; i.e., 8% RDX derived from N4NO3
amino-nitrogen, 92% RDX derived from hexamine amino nitrogen.

The HM formed in the absence of (CH20) is solely derived from
hexamine nitrogen since the atom % N-15 founl in HMX is equal to the
calculated value, 1.3%.

The RDX's formed in the presence of (CH20)x ara: 1.3 x + 3.7(...)
2.5; x - 0.50; i.e. 50% RDX derived from 74N703 amino-nitrogen,

50% RDX derived from hexamine amino-nitrogen.

The HMX derived from K144N03 in the presence of (CH20)x is given
by: 1.3x+ 3 .7 (l-x) - 1.4; x - 0.96; i.e., 96% HMX derived from
hexamine amino-nitrogen, 47% 109X derived from NNN03 amino-nitrogen.
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RE-ENTRY VEHICLE F,.? RADAR SELECTIVITY EVALUATIONS

R. M. COLTON and E. B. DOBBINS
U. S. ARMY MATERIALS RESEARCH AGENCY
WATERTOWN, MASSACHUSETTS 02172

INTRODUCTION

The materials and fabrication studies conducted in this
program were directly concerned with the development of re-entry vehi-
cles which would simulate objects re-entering the atmosphere. These
objects could be "heat sink" or "ablative" type nose cones, spent
metallic or nonmetallic missile ta -.kage, or various types of spacecraft
structural members. The identification of the re-entering object and
its position in space is quite important in determining whether it is
an actual warhead-bearing missile or just innocuous "space garbage. "

Two types of materials were selected for the test vehicles, a
refractory metal (Mo-TZM, Molybdenum alloy) which produces a metallic
ionization pattern upon re-entry and represerts the heat sink type
metallic material, and a nonmetal (phenolic-impregnated fiberglass)
representing the ablative type material, which produces an ionization
pattern possessing characceristics different from the type observed
with metallic type material3- These two materials would thus he repre-
sentative of most man-made objects which conceivably could be
re-entering the atmosphere.

Several fabrication cechniques were evaluated and developed in
this study, including shear spinning, tape wrapping, plasma arc spray-
ing and welding. The basic configuration of the vehicles fabricated
using these techniques are shown in Figures 1 and 2. The dimensions
shown in these figures correspond to the full-scale vehicles now being
fabricated. The subscale vehicles evaluated in this study were approx-
imately I/4-scale model reproductions of these configurations.

In the re-entry vehicle material identification study, the
test vehicles will be lifted to maximum altitude via a 3-stage system
and upon descent, accelerated by a 4th stage motor to reach a re-entry
velocity of 25,000 ft/sec. It is assumed that actual atmospheric re-
entry commences st .00,000 feet and that material identification by
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radar and all telemetry measurements are completed at an altitude of
100,000 feet, corresponding to an elapsed time of approximately 11 to
40 seconds, depending upon the load characteristics of the particular
re-entry vehicle.. During this brief period of time such measurementR
as vehicle pitch, yaw and deceleration, radar cross-section, and
ionization pattern will be taken for subsequent analysis. In the
elapsed time period of 11 to 40 seconds, the temperature of the hemi-
spherical portion of the metallic (Mo-TM) vehicle, as shown in
Figure 1, rises from about 300 F to almost 4000 F. This 4000 F mark
is well above the charring poirt of the ablative (phenolic-fiberglass)
material, and only about 700 F below the melting point of the metallic
(Mo-TZM) material. However, the mechanical properties of the Mo-TZM
degenerate rapidly between 3500 F and 4000 F and its structural use-
fulness is practically nonexistent at the latter temperature. The
ablative material, in contrast, would still be functional at 4000 F.

However, once the vehicles have passed the lO0,000-foot
altitude level, no further tracking or measurements are to be made and
"burnup" of the vehicles is anticipated in the atmosphere, thus termi-
nating their useful life.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS IN RE-ENTRY VEHICLE DESIGN

Two of the most important aspects in the design of these re-
entry vehicles are the selection of materials and fabrication tech-
niques. Both these selections are dependent upon the re-entry forces
and re-entry heating conditions. Upon re-entry into the earth's at-
mosphere the vehicles will be traveling at velocities of 20,000 to
30,000 feet per second, and during the entire re-entry they are subject
to stresses induced by drag, aerodynamic, and centrifugal forces. At
altitudes below 150,000 feet the vehicles are subject to aerodynamic
heating of the skin to ultimate temperatures in excess of 5000 F.

Re-Entry Forces

The actual transverse forces that will be acting on the vehi-
cles are represented in the following expression:

N + + W cos e. -o 1

where N - aerodynamic lifting forces
W a instantaneous vehicle weight in pounds
g a gravitational acceleration
V a velocity - ft/sec

- angle between local horizon and horizon at launch
a * angle measured between vehicle axis and local

horizon

dt dt
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Simultaneously, the longitudinal forces acting on the vehicle are
represented in the following expression:

C ".( .V Isin 6 -0 (2)

where t 0 time in seconds
C s aerodynamic drag force in pounds

An adaitional analysis of the longitudinal force Equation 2 reveals
the importance of another parameter, the ballistic coefficient (W/CDA),
which essentially is a measurement of the efficiency of the re-entry
vehicle system based on its weight, shape, and drag coefficient. This
parameter is de-.ived by substituting Fquation 3 for C in Equation 2,
resulting in Equation 4.

C - CD P AV (3)

and, if C>>W sin 9 (at very high velocities and medium altitudes)
I dV) _C .• 2/ 4

CD - coefficient of drag
A a aerodyramic area of vehicle
p - atmospheric density

The transverse and longitudinal force equations summarize the
principal forces acting uporn the vehicle. Some of the force factors
in these equations are elimi.iated or mcAified because of various re-
entry conditions and vehicle design. However, under most conditions,
the vehicle is subjected to the large variety of high magnitude force
vectors symbolized above.

Re-Entry Heat i&

The vehi.te must not only serve as a structural member capable
of withjtandin W ,ho forces mentioned above, but must also act as a
thermal barrio,,, which insulates sensitive recording, telemetry, and
measurt,-ments ziquipment. The equipment would be rendered inoperative if
not protectd from the vast heat source surrounding the vehicle. This
thermal E ier is provided by means of the vehicle skin.

T'he skin material is composed of one of two types of heat pro-
tection systems: (1) heat capacitance cooling, and (2) ablative cooling.

The heat capacitance or "heat sink" system utilizes the
properties of a material, usually a metal, which allows it to absorb the
heat generated during re entry without impairing its properties below
usable levels. The efficiency of such a system depends mainly upon thethermal diffusivity of the material.

a - K/pc (5)
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where -a thermal diffusivity - ftl/hr
K a thermal conductivity of material
c - specific heat of the material

pe * density of material

Materials having low diffusivity, such as glass (a - 0.015) or steel
(a a 0.6), must have sufficient mass to allow for greater heat absorp-
tion. However, a point of diminishing return is experienced in adding
mass, since a condition is 3oon reached where additional increases in
mass have little effect on reducing the skin surface temperatures.
Even with materials with high diffusivity, such as aluminum (a - 3.5)
or silver (a a 5.8), this point of diminishing return is reached at
skin thicknesses of 1 or 2 inches. A second important factor is the
melting point of the material and the temperature at which its mech-
aaical prcperties are no longer suitable to the re-entry conditions of
force. Consequently, the choice of heat sink materials is quite de-
pendent upon their diffusivity and melting point.

The ablative cooling system operates on an altogether differ-
ent heat dissipation phenomena thpwn the capacitance cooling system.
Capacitive cooling is usually not efficient in coping with the ex-
tremely high heat fluxes associated with re-entry. Ablative cooling
can be made to operate at a relatively low surface skin temperature,
thus reducing the cooling problem in the interior of the vehicle. The
ablative process is not heating-rate limited and can dispose of a
large amount of heat for a small amount of material loss. There are
basically two types of ablative systems: (1) charring oxidation
system illustrated by the phenolic-impregnated glass fiber type
studied in this programp and (2) melting and vaporization systems il-
lustrated by a material such as quartz. The former system is
characterized by three physical layers: (1) top gas layer (above
skin); (2) middle char layer (part of skin); and (3) base unaffected
(part of skin). The heat is disposed of by radiation, convective
transport, and pyrolysis.

The ideal heat-resistant material is capable of radiating at high

surface temperatures and has a long characteristic conduction time, so
that heat penetrates through the material very slowly. These charac-
teristics are typified mostly in ablative-type materials.

In contrast, high temperature m-tallic materials (heat-sink)
usually encourage conduction of heat to the cool structure and intro-
duce an insulation problem.

MATERIALS SELECTION

Density 13 an important consideration in the selection of the
re-entry vehicle materials, both metallic and nonmetallic, since the
flying weight of the test vehicle can not exceed a specified amount.
This limitation 19 essential to allow for the weight of the telemetry
equipment and instrumentation carried within the body of the vehicle.
Consequently, strength/density ratio values of the candidate materials
at the re-entry temperatures are equally as important as their
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ablative or heat sink characteristics. Oxidation resistance is a
factor which assumee :' d importance as the vehicle encounters in-
creases in atmospheric oxygen content in its descent from 300,000 toI l~2O,0OO feet.
Metallic Vehicle System

The molybdenum alloy Mo-TZM was selected for the hemispherical
portion of the metallic vehicle, as shown in Figure 1, because of its
superior mechanical and physical property levels at the temperatures
experienced during re-entry. Table I lists its mechanical properties

at various temperatures.TALITABLE I

Mechanical Properties of 0.050-Inch-Thick Mo-TZM Sheet
(0.50. Ti, 0.o8% Zr, 0.030% C)

Test Temperature Yield Str.gth Tensil. 3tregth £oLtio
(dog r) (kal) (kal) _ _ _

2000 so 73 is
2400 3 46 2
2100 13 Is 35$000 1 it 44
3500 2 4 1 66

Effect of Plastic Reductloin on Room Tesperature NcbamLoal Properties

loductiom Yield Streagth Tensile Strengtb l ,tLoa
W (kalI) 1kl) "A)

0 75 so 3i
20 12 105 $
40 98 110 $so 100 122 15
so 1.O 138 15100 136 ISO 10

Effect of PLastic Hlductiom on Teuperature of
Complete Rcrystallisatloi

Reduction TRcrystallisatiem TeuporatureWx (dg r)

20 3200
40 300
40 We

Its relatively high diffusivity (a - 2.5) and high melting
temperature (4730 F) were also important factors in its choice for the
hemispherical portion. The combinations of properties cited above
produced the lightest weight vehicular structure of the heat sink type
of all metallic materials considered with the possible exception of
beryllium. However, beryllium was not selected at this time as it
could not be fabricated into the required configuration in the specified
time frame.

Inconel "X" was chosen for the frustum portion of the Mo-TZM
tipped vehicle, shown in Figure 2, because of its superior performance
characteristics at the temperatures and stresses encountered during re-
entry, its good fabricability into the shape desired, and its accessi-
bility. Its mechanical properties at various temderaturs are shown
in Table IT.
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TABLE Ii

Mechanical Properties of O.050-Inch-Thick Inconel "X"
Sheet ,Ateritl, Annealed and Aged

(73% Ni, 15% Cr, 7.7% Fe, 2.5% Ti, 0.9% Al, 1.7% Cb)

Yield strength
Test Temperature 0.2 Offset Tessile Strength El tIon(ae, r) 081 _ ! ia€- ,

RT 1 0 Is( 2
400 00 16 025
00 I0 ISO 30

1200 so 130 i0
1600 20 40 2

Ablative Vehicle System

A phenolic-impregnated fiberglass was selected for the skin
material of the ablative vehicle shown in Figure 2, because of its
acceptable performance characteristics as observed during previous re-
entry and ablative charring studies, its ease of fabrication and ready
accessibility. The specific phenolic-fiberglass combination chosen
was the type 128, Ill finish, fiberglass cloth impregnated with pheno-
lic resin type Conlon 506. The phenolic resin was conposed of 36.4%
solids and 7.6% volatiles, and exhibited 19% flow. The mechanical
properties of the materiaels are shown in Table III.

TABLE II

Mechanical Properties of Phenolic-Fiberglass Composites

T et Copreeive Yield Tensile Flezural
T e~pratur. S reat h S tre ngth Segh Moduluse@ F) (kai (koi) (kisi) (peiXi0)

RT 2 s0 71 f 3.4
300U/2 hr) 45 41 56 3.0
500(1/2 br) 39 41 so 2.8

The substrate for the phenolic-fiberglass vehicle was composed
of a shear spun 5052 aluminum alloy cone. This material was chosen for
its low density, good fabricability, and ready accessibility. Its heat
dissipation properties were secondary, since the bulk of the dissipa-
tion was accomplished by the ablating skin material. Tha mechanical
iroperties of this material used are shown in Table IV.

TABLE IV

Mechanical Properties of 0.50-Inch-Thick 5052 Aluminum Alloy
Sheet, H-38 Condition

(2. 5% Ug - 0. 25% Cr)

Test Teuperature Yield Strength Tensile Strength
(deg F) 1(ki (kl)

RT 37 42t

300 2 34SSoo 7 12
1700 3 5
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PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

Studies were initiated to determine the proper fabrication
techniques compatible with each of the vehicle designs (Figures 1 and
2) and the materials selected.

This is an important consideration since the re-entry vehicle
material per eemuet not only be capableofwithstanding the devastating
force attack encountered during re-entry, but must be capable of being
formed into the dsired shapes without degi adetion of its basic mechani-
cal and physical properties, as is often experienced during fabrication.
Consequently, the material may be suitable originally, but may lose this
suitability when processed into the usable configuration.

In order to eliminate such an occurrence, all the techniques
listed below were evaluated.

Fab r Loo t io

Vehicle 3oct ion Techniqueif1 . Shear Spinning of INo-'] l
Hemisphere J.*Planna Are Sprayieg of

free standing Molybdenum

mellotallic 3.Wgelding of Mo.TZM
Skia 1. Roling and Welding of

(See Figure 1) Frustum bcnel "XI followed by

Shear Spinning
Fairing 1. Shear Spinning of Incomel

Abla t ive Hemisphere
Substrate Frustum 1. Shear Spintg of $052 Al

(See Figure 2) Fairing

Ablative Hemisphere
Skin Frustum 1. Phomnlic-Fiberglass Wrep

(See Figure 2) roirin I

*Jvaluated but not employed for fabrication

It was necessary to evaluate three different techniques to
..u that at cast one method wjuld be uitable for fabricating the

metallic hemisphere. The ultimate selection was the shear spinning
technique. The metallic frustum involved the evaluation of two tech-
niques, both of which were ultimately used in combination. The frustum
was rolled into the required shape using sheet material, longitudinally
welded, and finally shear spun to size. The fairing section required
the evaluation of only one technique, shear spinning.

The evaluation of only one technique was deemed necessary for
fabricating the ablative vehicle substrate and skin sections.

Shear Spinning of Mo-TZM, Inconel "X" and 5052 Al

All materials were shear formed using shear spinning equip-
ment of 42.5" diametrical capacity.

The shear spinning of the Mo-TZM, Inconel '1X" and 5052 Al
required markedly different reductie- ratios, number of passes to ob-
tain the desired reductions, interi .iate anneal cycles, roller set-
tings, and angles and temperatures at which shearing took place.
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However, all of the materials studied were subject to deforms-
tion in accordance with what is referred to as Sine La w of shear spin-
ni ng. The basic theoretical relatiounship between the at-ar + ng blank
thickness and finished part thickness is expressed in the trigonometric
formula.

sin a a-L- (6)

where a - development angle
T a finished wall thickness
T a starting blank thickness

From this equation it is observed that as angle a decreases, the re-
duction ratio of wall thickness of blank to wall thickness of the
finished part increases rajidly. A complex situation arises if the
shape produced from a flat blank is hemispherical, having a variable
wall thicknese along its hemispherical curvature. This is the type of
situation which was prevalent in the case of the Mo-TZM and 5052 Al
hemisphere portions shown in Figurer 1 and 2. The Inconel "X" frustum
section shown in Figure 1 corresponds to a less complicated situation,
baving a constant development angle and constant wall thickneHs.

The Mo-TZM was formed into a 1/4-size scale model of the hemi-
epherlcal configuration shown in Figure 1, at a temperature of ?000 F.
The starting blank was 0.100 inch in thickness and waL reduced to
thicknesoes between 0.089 and 0.026 inch depending upon the location
on the hemisphere. The heaviest section was located at the b~agnation
point shown in Figure 1. The 5052 aluminum ablative substrate hemi-
sphere was formed into a similar shape, as shown in Figure 2, at room
temperature. However, in this case a atarting blank of 0.03-inch
thickness was reduced to thicknesses between 0.050 and 0.036 inch as
shown in Figure 2. The Inconel "X" metallic frustum was formed to
0.026-inch thickness at room temperature from a rolled and welded
preform of 0.050-inch thickness with a resultant reduction in wall
thickness of about 40%. The Inconel "X" metallic fairing was fc,-mnd
to 0.026-inch thickness at room temperature from a flat, washer-shapeddisk preform of 0.050-inch thickness, also with a reduction of
approx imately 40%.

Tensile test specimens were cut frum the rear portions of the
shear spun Mo-TZM and Inconel "X" test vehicle sections and the results
are shown in Table V. All teats were conducted at 12000F,

Wrapping, Machining, and Inspection Techniques for
Phenolic-Impregnated Fiberl.sl C2=08112

The 1/4-sca]e model of the re-entry vehicle shown in Figure 2,
including hemisphere, frustum, and fairing, was wrapled using 1-and
2-inch-wide type 128 fiberglass tape having a 111 finish and impregnated
with Conlon 506 phenolic resin.
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TABLI V
_Ochania a Properties of Mew Spun Inconal 010 and MO-TZ4 Aio "8

1d~~~.. .. ....c e~ ks ._ __.. ... ___

Yield Strengqth
1lmmbt no et .3% T,.jjle StRwayth

I .Tl' 0.m we07.7 155.6
I .- T2, 0.026 100.5 133.1
TZ-L1J 0.067 $5.7 $7.S
T-UL' i.052 76.1 " .7
TZN-TPO .094 64.1 90.6

" isea t ro vare to abomer -piaLeq 8 r.t lee
*Spocmof par.lt with *beer *plaelom directien

MT: All a*nclm gem' 6119itiy arved du to the shape f the sa&.r
epee veblcle.o. criseetly, etroeqth values ore 1wser thon Mermkly *upretod.

The te-wrappng and sbsequnt mchining technique can beet

be described by referring to Figures 3-10. Figure 3 shows the aluminum
substrate mandrel prior to wrapping, with a phenolic-fiberglass plug
cemented and bolted totho vehicle at the stagnation point. The aluai-
num extension to the plug provides for sfficient area to start the
tape-wrapping sequence. Figure 4 shows the tape-winding fixture with
a 2-inoh-wide tape roll in place, threadod through the tension and
tapG-backing etrippia rollers, and ready for wrapping. In this view,
the aluminum mandrel is not yet in place, however, both the Upplate
for tracing the vehicle contour and the tracing indicator are shown.
A conventional lathe was used for the entire operation.. Winding was
initiated at the rear of the vehicle as shown in Figure 5. A heating
lamp raised the temperature of the tape to approximately 100 7, to
facilitate wrapping. The rear section was wrapped at a rate of 60 ryj.
Following wrapping of the rear section, the front section VAL wrapped
at a rate of 17 rpm. Figures 6 and 7 show ie front portion of the
vehicle, shown in Figure 89 was then vacuum curod. After vacuum cur-
ing the vehicle was machined on a standard lathe. Figure 9 shows
machining in process and Figure 10 shows the cotpietely machined vehicle.

Testing and In ction of Phenolic-Fiberglass Co site
Thickness measurements at any point on the surface of the pho-

nolic-fiberglass corposite akin, Figure 2, were obtained using ultra-
sonic techniques. A No. 210 RADAC ultrasonic test unit was found to
provide high accuracy ard versatility. Thickness measurements between
0.020 and 0.300 inch could be easily dete ined within an accuracy of
Iof 1%.

Variations in density, porosity, and delaminations of the
phenolic-fiberglass composite skin could be resolved using a low
voltag I-ray source and high-sensitivity, fine-grained X-ray film.
Densit. variations of about 5%, and porosit defects and delaminationa
of 0.001-inch thickness could be detected. The optimas X-ray voltage
was 90 kv and the film resulting in the best resolution was the single
emulsion type.
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CONCLUSIONW AND RECOMMENDATIONS

... ar inning of 7nronc "Xe', 5'" &l 'intuh alloy and ko-TZM
re-entry vehicle configurations of the type evaluated can be accom-
rlished at predetermined temperatures, using specific reduction rates
and ratios. Additional studies are required to firmly establiah shear
spinning variables for the Mo-TZM alloy.

Ablative re-entry vehicles of the type evaluated can be suc-
cessfully fabricated using a type 128-111 finish fiberglass cloth, im-
pregnated with a phenolic type resin, which is subsequently wrapped
over a type 5052 aluminum shear spun substrate. Wrapping, curing,
machining, and shear spinning techniques are compatible with the
vehicle design.

A more sophisticated tape-wrapping fixture has been designed
to wrap the full-scale vehicle. The new fixture incorporates integral
devines for varying the tension on the tape, accommodating large-
diameter and variable-width rolls of tape, and heating the tape. Addi-
tional studies are required to ortimize tape heating, stacking, and
support techniques (luring wrapping.
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IMPROVE) DIELECTRIC FILMS FOR OPTICAL AND SPACE APPLICATIONS

J. T. COX, 0. HASS, AND J. B. RAMSEY
U.S. ARMY ENGINEER RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES

FORT BELVOIR, VIRGINIA

I. INTRODUCTION

The designer of multilayer artireflection coatings, protected
front surface mirrors, and filmed surfaces for space applications
has often been seriously hampered by the fact that the number of
oxides suitable for producing durtble and optically transparent films
with a great variety of refractive indices has been quite restricted.
Many oxides, when evaporated from directly heated tungsten boats,
become decomposbd by reaction with the tungsten heater and condense
on the substrates in the form of strongly absorbing films. Only
recently, new deposition techniques and treatments, such as evapo-
ration by electron bombardment, deposition in the presence of
oxygen, and ultraviolet irradiation after the film deposition, have
greatly increased the number of oxides that can ncw be deposited

n the form of optically nonabsorbing coatings. These new tech-
niques are especially suitable for producing durable optical coat-
ings of Si 20 3 , Si02 , A12 03 , ThO2 , and Zr02 .

It is the purpose of this paper to present data on the
preparation and optical properties of these oxide films and to dis-
cuss some of their applications, such as the preparation of well
piotected front surface mirrors with high reflectance in the ultra-
violet, multilayer antireflection coatings, surface films for con-
trolling the temperatire of satellites, coatings for solar energy
converters, and for the study of erosion effects in outer space.

II. EXPEIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The basic principles and techniques for producing thin films
by high vacuum evaporation are well known (1), so that only a brief
resume of the methods and equipment used for producing and measuring
the above mentioned oxide films will be given here.
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Silicon wmooxie was evaporated frm a directly heated tan-
talum container. A high-powered electron gun capable of applzin
up to 20 KV &W 2GO - was used for evaporatin Si0_ , Alt0j _- p Tand Zr0 The oxides to be evaporated by elicar r t5oba ht were

placed ;to a dimple of a heavy opper block. To assure high and
| rather constant evaporation ratesp wnd to avoid oerheating and

decomposing the oxides, an electron beam at least 0.6 inches in

diamterwe s".Withthi tehnisegfilms of SiO1 MA320
produced at depositLon rates of about 400 A/min and at a distance
45 om from the evaporation source showed no absorptance in the
visible and ultraviolet. This is not true for film produced with
a highly focussed electron gun.

The reflectanae and transmittance of films deposited ner
various conditions onto transparent substrates and onto evaporated
aluminum were masured from 20=0 A to 4.0 IL with Perkin Elmer and
Beclaan instruments. The refractive indices of nonabsorbug films
Vere computed from the measured reflectance values at the quarter-
wavelength positions. Additional values for the film indices were
determined from the true interferometrically determined film
thlr' nees and the wavelength positions of reflectance maim, and

A sketch of a 72-inch vacuum chamber suitable for coating
satellites uniformly with temperature controlling surface films
of aluminum and silicon oxide is shmmn in Fig. 1. A special de-
vice was built for gm-porting and rotating a satellite sphere in
the evaporator so at to expose all of its surface uniformly to the
incident vapor of the evaporated material. The sphere is mounted
in a fork so that it can be rotated simaltaneousl about two axes.
To keep the coatings from becoming thicker at the sphere's
supporting points or poles than at the equatorial region, the
fork must be rotated with non-uniform angular speed having
maximum velocit- when the poles pass over the evaporation sources.
A double universal joint is used to transmit this uneven motionto the fork from the driving shaft.

The sphere is cleaned in vacuum by a high voltage dc glow
discharge using 6 KV and 400 ma. The glow discharge cleaning is
applied for approximately 15 min and heats the satellite to about
1500C. Before the evaporation is started, a mask is placed between
the source and the sphere to limit the angle of vapor incidence on
the sphere to les than 400 in order to prevent roughening of the
surface by film deposition made at high incidence angles. A glass
plate fastened to the mask allows monitoring of the film thickness
during the deposition b reflectance measuremnts with mono-
chrowLtic light.

More than 30 satellites up to 36 inches in diameter Includ-
ing all Vanguards, Injuns, plorers XVI and V7I and all satellites
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of the Naval Research Liboratoy were sucessfully coated for
temperature control in 1he vamum chamber shown in Fig. 1

ITI. RESULTS

1 Films Produced by Evaporation of Silicon Monoxide

Thin films produced by high vacuum evaporation of silicon
monoxide are, today, the most frequently used protective layers
for evaporated aluminum mirrors. However the omposition and
optical properties of such protective films and the reflectance
characteristics of protected aluminum mirrors depend strongly upon
the conditions under which SIO in evaporated (2-4). High dLposition
rate at low pressure results in films of true SiO which show rather
strong absorptance in the ultraviolet and shorter wavelength region
of the visible. Coatings prepared at a low deposition rate and
rather high pressure of oxygen are strongly oxidised and show a
large shift of the absorption edge toward shorter wavelengths,
negligible abqorptance in the visible and near ultraviolet, and
lower index of refraction. Aluminum mirrors which are to be used
in the visible and near ultraviolet should therefore be protected
with a strongly oxidised film rather than with one of true SiO.
Below A - )00 mo, strongly oxidised silicon oxide films still show
rather strong absorptance which increases with decreasing wave-
length. This has for a long period of time limited their usafulness
as protective layers for aluminum mirrors. Recently it has been
shown that exposure to the ultraviolet radiation of a quarts
mrcury burner completely eliminates the undesired ultraviolet
absorptanoe of strongly oxidised silicon oxide film and thus makes
it possible to produce well-protected aluminum airror with high
reflectance throughout the far ultraviolet (5). Fig. 2 ohows the
effect of SiO evaporation conditions and ultraviolet irradiation
on the visible and ultraviolet reflectance of silicon oxide protected
aluminum mirrors. Both protective coatings are effectI.vely M/2
thick *t A a 50 mu. Te true SiW coating deposited at a very low
pressure shows strong absorptance in the shorter wavelength region
of the visible, which gives the mirror a yellow appearance. The
strongly oxidized film material prepared by evapcration at
9x0-5 torr of oxygen shows almost no absorptance in the visible
and near ultraviolet. It can be seen that five hours of ultraviolet
irradiation eliminates the far ultraviolet absorptance of the
strongly oxidised film completely but has very little effect on
the true SiO coating produced withmst oxygeno Additional expert-
ments made with coatings more tl-pn I p thick gave the same results.
Ultraviolet treatmaiat of aluminum coated with strongly oxidised
silicon oxide represents, therefore, a new technique for producing
well-protected aluminum mirrors with high ultraviolet reflectance.
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Strongly oxidized fiLae of silicon oxide have also bee
deposited cc ultraviolet transparent fused quartz and sapphire and
measured in transmittance and reflectnce before and after ultra-
violet Irradiation. Their initially rather high ultraviolet
absorptince could be oompletely eliminated and their refractive
indices were greatly decreased by the ultraviolet re .teent. Fig.
3 shows the refractive index of a silicon oxide ftla, produced by
evaporating SiO slowly in the presence of oxgen, before and after
ultraviolet irradiation from 0.2 u to 1.6 u. A film prepared
under the described conditions consists predominately of S1203 (6),
and shows an initial refractive index of 1.57 at X - 600 mu. After
5 hours of ultraviolet irradiation, its refractive index is de-
creased to 1.8 at the sam wavelength, which brings it near to
that of fused quarts. However, measurements of the infrared absorp-
tion spectra of such films have led to the conclusion that 5 hours
of ultraviolet treatment does not convert S12O3 into Si0 2 #

2. Silicon Dioxide Films Produced by Evaporation with an Electron
Gun

Lndecomposed films of SiO2 can be obtained by evaporating
quartz glass with an electron gun. If properly evaporated, such
film show no absorptance In the ultraviolet and visible, and have
a . rfractive index which is identical to that of fused quartz.
Pig. 4 shows the dispersion curve of SiO2 films produced by
electron bombardment in the wavelength region from 0.2 u to 1.6 i.
The measurements were made on films of various thicknesses deposited
at rates of 400 to 800 A/min at a distance of about 18 inches. They
show no Interference effects when evaporated onto quarts glass since
they have the sam index of refraction. Such films are especially
suita0,- for producing chemically and mechanically durable protective
lpe e.- ror front surface mirrors. The ultraviolet and visible re-
flecta -e of aiuminum with and without a 0.78 & thick protecti e
film o, Si02 is shown in Fig. 5. Even in the far ultraviolet the
protected mirror exhibits, at the interference maxima, slightly
higher re lectance values than the unprotected one, which proves
that the RiO2 film is free of absorptance in the wavelength region
shown. i ch thinner protective layers of Si0- should be used of
course for producing the most efficient front surface mirrors for
the visible and ultraviolet.

3. Aluminum Oxide Films Produced by Evaporation with an Electron
Gun

Another material quite siuitable for producing optical coat-
ings is aluminum oxide (A1203) because it is both extremely hard and
transparent from the far ultraviolet to the near infrared. A1201
can be evaporated from tungsten heaters but the resulting films Ire
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slightly decompoed, due to reduction by tungsten, and are therefore
absorbing in the visible. Decomposition, and therefore absorption,
cn be avoided b using electron bombardment for the evaporatio of
A120 3 . With this .echnique extremely hard and durable a fil,
up to several micros in thickness, can taily be prepa rehich
show no absortance in the visible and ultraviolet. The refract
indices of aluminum oxide filns evaporated by electron bombardment
onto substrates at 40 0C and 3000 C are shown in fig, 6 for the
wavelength region from 0.2 t to 1.6 6 The refractive indices of
the films produced at 3000 C are slightly higher than those of the
films prepared at 40oC. In the visible at A - 500 mu an increase
of the substrate temperature from 4O0 C to 30000 causes a rise in
the refractive index from 1.60 to 1.63. These values are consider-
ably smaller than those of cryst'.!line y - A' 0 films produced by
reactive sputtering onto glass at higher subsrQte temperatures(7).
This is due to the fact that the evaporated films condensed on sub-
strates of 40 0 C and 3000 C are amorphous. Their indices agree well
therefore wi th those of amorphous A1203 films prepared by anodic
oxidation (8), and deposition from organic solutions (9).

Because of their hardness and excellent adherence, evapo-
rated A12 0

3 films are very suitable as protective layers for

aluminum front surface mirrors. A120 protected aluminum mirrors
show very good abrasion and scratch rsistance. They cannot be
damaged by rubbing with rough linen and can be repeatedly cleaned
with water and detergent without changing their reflectance. They
are, however, more sensitive to salt spray and boiling water than
silicon oxide protected mirrors.

Fig. 7 demonstrates the use of A12 0 3 films in multilayer
antireflection coatings for glass. It shows the visible re-
flectance of glass (n 1.51) with and without a three-layer anti-
reflection coating which uses Al20 as the inbvde layer. This coat-
ing provides a very b-oad region of low rel'lectance and is extremely
durable when deposited on a glass substrate at about 30OOC. The
middle layer of Zr02 used in this film combination was also evapo-
rated by electron bombardment and has an index of about 2.1 at
X 550 mo.

4. Thorium Dioxide Films Produced by Evaporation with an Electron
1un

Films of thorium dioxide (ThO 2 ) are of special interest

since they are transparent throughout most of the ultraviolet region
and have a rather high index of refraction. ThO film have, there-
for%., been used in combination with low-index films of SiO2 for
producing ultilayer interference filters (10) and mltilayer
polarizers (11) for the ultraviolet region. The films for these
applications were prepared by deposition from organic solutions.
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Using electron bombardment, stable and nonabsorbing coatings of
Th0 can also be prepared by high vacuum evaporation. The re-
fractive indices of evaporated Th0 2 Ae lower than those prepared
from organic solutions by Schroeder (9). Thoir index in the
ultraviolet at X - 250 mu is about 1.95. This is high enough
however to use such films in combination with evaporated S102 for
enhancing the reflectance of aluminum in this spectral region. The
ultraviolet reflctance of aluminum coated with a reflectance-
increasing film pair of SiS2 + Th0 2 is shon in Fig. 8. Both
dielectric films are effectively one quarter wavelength thick at
A - 290 mu and result in a maximum reflectance of more than 95%.
The region of high reflectance can be shifted to shorter and longer
wavelengtheby changing the thicknesses of the films and its maximum
can be increased by adding additional film pairs of SiO2 and ThO2 .

5. Coatings for Controlling the Temperature of Satellites

Evaporated films of aluminum plus silicon oxide have played
an important role as surface coatings for controlling the temper-
ature of satellites in outer space (12). The temperature control
of an orbiting satellite with small internal power dissipation is
established by arranging for the solar energy absorbed to be
balanced by the thermal radiant energy emitted by the surface at
the temperature desired for the payload. For a given orbit, the
crucial parameter is the ratio of the effective solar absorptivity,
a, of the surface to its hemispherical emcissivity, e. For spherical
satellites this ratio of a/e should be about 1.2 for maintaining the
satellite at close to room temparature. Highly polished metal sur-
faces have a/e values of 4 to 10 which would result in very hot
satellites and failure of their instruments. By using aluminm in
combination with surface films that are nonabsorbing in the solar
region but strongly aboorbing in the far infrared, surfaces with awide range of a/e values can easily be prepared. If evaporated
aluminum is coated with surface filma that are nonabsorbing in thei

solar region and have a thic'ness greater than 0.3 u, its solar
absorptivity becomes esswtLially independent of the surface film
thickness and assumes, with surface films of n - 1.5 to 1.6, a
value of 11.5% to 12.0%. If the surface films have strong
absorption bands in the infrared, the thermal emissivity of over-
coated aluminum increases steadily with increasing thickness of theMurface film,

Silicon oxide films produced by evaporation of SiO in the
presence of oxygen are free of solar absorptance but have strong
infrared absorption bands in the 9 to 10 u and 20 to 25 it region.
Fig. 9 shows the infrared reflectance of evaporated aluminum coated
with 0.7, 1.4, and 3.6 u thick films of strongly oxidised silicon
oxide. Thin surface films of silicon oxide produce low temperature
thermal radiation mainly in the 9 - 10 a region, while for thicker
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fill the 20 - 25 A rgion becomes an important factor in the total
thermal4 emitted energy.

Table I gives measured values of the total solar absorp-
tivity and thermal emissivity of almninum coated with silicon oxide
films of various thickneses.

Table L. Measurd Normal Solar Absorptivity and Therml

Imissivity of Zvaporated Al Coatd with Silicon
Oxitde of Various Thicknesses

t of Silicon Oxide (P) 0,43 0.61 0.7 0.88 1.1 1.4 2,8

% en at 270C 5.0 8.1 10.1 16.8 2h.2 35.5 61.0

% an 11.6 11.8 11.7 11.9 11.8 11,9 12.0

By the use of silicon oxide films of various thickness on top of
aluminw, surfaces with any desired &/a ratio from about 6 to 0.2
can be prepared.

Of the mwe than 30 satellites, coated for temperature
control in orbit with aluminum and silicon oxide, one reported
temperatwe data for a time period of almost 3 years. The data
showed that the coating did not change, and that the satellite
temperature remained in the desired range all through this time.

Films of Al + A10., are also very suitable as satellite
coatings, since A3p203 eyp6rated by electron bombardwmnt is free
of absorptance in thi solar region and shows strong absorption
bands in the infrared.

Evaporated Sto and Al 0 can also be used in combination
with opaque and semitr/nsparent 4stal films for producing surfaces
with high solar absorptivity and low thermal emissivity for solar
energy converters and for preparing coatings to study erosion
effects in outer space.

6. Coatings for Solar-Powered Thermal Mrsten

Various types of solar energy converters, such as fluid
cycle engines, thermoelectric devices, and thermionio emitters re-
quire surfaces with high solar absorptance and low thermal emit-
tance to operate efficiently. Feasible collector coatings of this
t have been developed and described by several investigators
(13-15). The so called "dark mirror coatings" which absorb visible
light by optical Interference, and which were originally developed
for reducing visible stray light in infrared equipmsit, represent
one of the approaches for obtaining selective energy absorption for
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solAr-powered thermal systems. They consist of a highly reflecting
metal surface which is overcoated with absorbing and nonabuorbting
film materials to produce very low reflectance over a rather ex-
tended wavelength region. Two film combinations which result in
extremly low visible but high infrared reflectance have been
described by Mass ot al (13). Both of these film designs which
consist of Al-Oo-O, and Al-SiO-Al-SiO use opaque aluminum as the
highly reflecting base layer. This limits their use to temperatures
loss than WO0C. In many applications the coatings have to stand
higher temperatures. This can be achieved by modifying the above
basic film designs vith respect to the film materials. Film@ of
opaque and semitransparent Pt or Rh can be used in combination
with evaporated Si02 or A1203 for producing very temperature re-
sistant coatings wih low visible and high infrared reflectance.
Such coatings can be produced by high vacuum deposition in an
electron gun evaporator. Fig. 10 shews the reflectance of a
Pt-SiO2-Pt-SiO 2 coating in the wavelength region from 0.4 to 10 U.
To prepare such a coating, Si0 2 is evaporated #"to opaque Pt until
the reflectance, controlled at a certain wavelength in the visible,
decreases to a minimum. Then, Pt is deposited until the reflect-
ance, after passing through sero, reaches a value of about 20%.
Another film of SiO2 on top brings the reflectance again down to
almost sero. The coating of Fig. 10, whose preparation was con-
trolled at A - 500 mik, has a normal solar absorptivity of about
80% and a thermal emiseivity of less than 5%, and its reflectance
remained unchanged during a oe-hour heat tUeatment at 600 0 C.

7. Surface Coatings for Stdying Erosion Effects in Outer Space

The optical properties of thin evaporated films and fflm
combinations used in the space environment may change drastically
if they are eroded away by dust, micremteorites, or by sputterirg.
To study whether such a surface degradation takes place in outer
space, a film combination which is extremely temperature sensitive
to woar-off was developed for use as a test coating on the surface
of satellites. It consists of an opaque Al film coated with
0.83 p of Sr and lOOA of Go# Such a coating has a solar absorp-
tivity about 60o and an o/o ratio of about 3. If the 1OOA of o
are removed the solar absorptivity of this coating decreases to
about 11% and its a/e value drops to about 0.8, and this cauoes a
large decrease In surface temperature of a test coating of tJhis
type mounted on the surface of a satellite. Fig. 11 shows the
layer arrngement of tNe erosion sensor and the reflectance of

l .±0 2 with and wth. .t lOOA of Ge for the wavelength region
from 0.3 to 1.3 . o is used as the surface film because it
absorbs only in the visible and not in the infrared. Therefore,
the rewmval of such a thin Ge film changes only the solar absorp-
tivity and not the thermal eminsivity of the Al +SiO 2 coating.
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A test coating o the above described typ6 was installed
by NASA, Ame Research Center on the Obiting Solar Observatory-1
(3-16 Satellite) to provide a sensitive method of de+eoting
erosion. The satellite was launched on March 7, 1963, and
tompe,-ature data have been obtained for a period of over 16
months. Over this period the coating showed no evidence of
deterioration by erosion or sputtering. Its solar absorptnce is
still at its initial value. It may, therefore, be concluded
that for earth satellites erosion effects on thin films are
insignificant. Similar experiments will be reported with iat!-
lites orbiting the moon.
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Although food poisoning has been a significant medical pro-
blem since biblical times, Albrecht von Haller (1) apparently con-
ducted the first scientific study in the early 1800's. In 1894 Van
de Velde (2,3) published the first reference to staphylococcal food
poisoning and Denys (4) incriminated a yellow micrococcus in an out-
break. There followed many case reports and epidemiologic studies of
outbreaks of food poisoning with several excellent clinical reviews
(3,5,6,7,8,9).

Since the mid-thirties, basic investigations have employed
classical pharmacologic and physiologic preparations such as isolated
intestinal systems, muscle with and without attached nerve, uterine
strips, perfused heart, frog skin, and many others. Although crude
preparations of toxin possessed some physiologic action, aa the
material was purified, activity was lost. Bayliss (10), using young
and adult cats and a variety of surgical techniques, concluded that
the action of the enterotoxin was primarily on the peripheral sensory
structures. In opposition to this concept, Sugiyama and his collea-
gues (11) stated that a critical factor in the action of the entero-
toxin is its effect on the chemoreceptor trigger zone located in the
area postrema. Not only have they ablated this section of the brain,
preventing the emetic reaction, but they have also shown a synergism
between the emetic effect of dihydroergotamine, which is said to act
through the chemoreceptor trigger zone, and that of staphylococcal
enterotoxin. In addition, Sugiyama, et al (12) have shown that per-
phenazine and reserpine have a definite anti-emetic effect. While
the reserpine must be used as a pre-treatment, the perphenazine was
effective even when given 45 minutes after an intravenous dose of the
enterotoxin. Inasmuch as perphenazine is said to be anti-emetic for
those substances acting upon the chemoreceptor trigger zone, these
workers believe that this objervation provides additional support for
the conclusions stated above. Orlov (13) also concluded that there
was little or no action on the gastrointestinal tract but on a
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specific part of the Ci.

With the isolation of a reproducibly pure preparation ofstaphylococcal enterotoxin, type 3I (14), a detailed study of itsdstLribution, metabolism, and attendant physiologic changes was begun.

ImODS

Labeling of Toxin: In order to carry out the distributionstudies, the toxin has boon labeled with Iodine-131. The procedureis essentially as follows: 2 ml of a 1% solution of the enterotoxinIn pH 7.4 phosphate buffer is incubated with a mixture containing-0.4 ml of 127 mg 12 in 0.24 XI and 1 ml of carrier-free 1131 obtained
from a commercial source* averaging 1.0 mc per =l of radioactivity.'The mixture Is allowed to react for 30 minutes when it is separatedfrom the unreactd iodide 1131 by passing it successively through 2-separate colur of amberlite IRA-400 resin. This procedure yieldeda product thaz nad about 20 atoms of 1131 per molecule of toxin andless than 5% unbound 1131. ' When tested in dogs, the toxicity was-.Identical with the starting material. This labeled product was used-In the distribution studies to be reported below. Human serum albu--mi was labeled in the same way at the same concentration and used
in control studies,

Diar._ -a,, Times: One ml blood samples were taken from-ammkoys atlu, 20, .," W*d 60 minutes and at 2, 3, 5, 8, 12 and 24-hours post-challenge in order to follow the rate of loss of the
-.labeled toxin ad albumin from the blood.

Blood Bindi:: Studies: The in vitro distribution ofStaphylococcal enterotoxin was studied by collecting 10 ml of bloodA ""-rom normal monkeys. Amounts varying from 20 to 1,000 .g of 1131labeled toxin were added to various samples of blood. The mixtureS.. was incubated either at room temperature for 1 hour or at 37*C for 307. inutes. Following incubation, 1 ml of the mixture was assayed for.radioactivity. The whole blood was then separatad into platelet,j -plasma, and erythrocyte fractions. Formed elements were, -washed with normal monkey serum. Radioactivity of each fraction wasdetermined and the per cent of activity in all fractions computed.- One ml samples of plasma were treated with an equal volume of 202=A. The supernate was separated and radioactivity determined. Theprecipitate was washed 3 times with 52 TCA and the radioactivity ofeach wash, as well as the precipitate, was determined.

In vivo binding of the toxin within the blood was studiedby challengingmonkeys with varying dose levels cf labeled toxin(20 to 200 Pg per kg). Ten ml samples of blood were taken at 15 min-utes and 3 hours post-challenge. Following determination of

*kla Radio-Iodide (Oriodide) Abbott Laboratories, Oak Ridge, Tenn.
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radioactivity in whole blood, the buffy coat was removed and radio-
activity of the platelets, leukocytes, erythrocytes, and plasma was
determined in the same manner as described above. It should be
pointed out that total blood volume is a limiting factor in all
studies in which blood must be removed from monkeys .

Distribution and Physiologic Studies: The distribution of
and physiologic response to 1131 labeled staphylococcal enterotoxin
was followed in several species of animals. Additional animals of
the same species were treated with a similar quantity of 1131 labeled
human albumin ta serve as controls. The various species used and the

number of animals in each group are sunarized in Table I. Food and
water were available ad libitum throughout the course of the axpert-
ment for all animals.

TABL I. NUMBER OF ANIMALS USED IN SERIAL SACRIFICE STUDIES

SPECIES TYPE TOXIN ALBUMIN

Rats Sprague -Dawley 30 10
Rabbits Mixed 30 9
Monkeys Macaca mulatto 28 10
Previously challenged monkeys Macaca mulatta 9

The rats and rabbits were treated pr s with Lugol's solu-
tion 24 hours prior to challenge to block the uptake of the 1131 by
the thyroid. Rats were challenged with 20 g/kg or with 40 4.g/kg of

toxin or albumin via the penal vein. Three rats from each of the
toxin groups were sacrificed at 1, 3, 6, 12 and 24 hours post-
challenge. One each of the albumin controls were killed at the same
time. Eighteen of the rats receiving toxin were placed in inr'vidual

metabolic cages to collect urine. Rats were euthanized witb .ors-
form and the remainder of the animals with "Lethol''I given either iv
or directly into the heart.

Rabbits were similarly divided and challenged at the 2
dosage levels via an ear vein. Three animals of each *oxin dose
level and I control (40 4g/kg) were killed at 1 hor. Subsequently,
of each dose level, 4 of the principals and 1 of the controls were
killed at 6, 12 and 24 hours. No urine was collected from rabbits.

Three groups of monkeys were used, those which had no pre-
vious experience with the enterotoxin, hereafter referred to as clean
monkeys; those which had been previously exposed, hereafter termed

re-challenge monkeys; and controls. In all studies reported here,
moukoys were placed in specially designed metabolic chairs and a

26Z pentobarbital Wa end lfl emobarbital Na in a base of isopropanol

and polyethylene glycol, Cora State Laboratories, Omaha, Nebraska.
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polyethylene cannula was placed in a peripheral vein Into the pos-

terior vena cave to facilitate blood sampling. Urmis coilections
were made from 3 monkeys In each group. All momeuys were given
either a 20 pg/kS dose of toxin or albumin Iv. Two of the principals
were sacrificed at I and 3 hours post-chkliange. Subsequently, 3 of
the clean monkeys, as well as 3 of the ra-challeqe mdkey, were
killed at 6, 12 and 24 hours. 'Am of the controls were killed at
each time interval.

Tissues fx all a1.. .la were remed Immedlately following
sacrifice. Whole ot&,uxe wore weighed t, ihe nearest 0.05 go and
placed in plastic tubeo for assay of radioactivity. In case. wtre
the organs were large, a representative temple approxiating 1 grow
was taken, weighed and counted. Calculations were made on a per
gre, as well as a per organ, basis. The folloving tissues ware
taken: liver, lung, kidney, spleen, heart, brain cortex, pasreae,
adrenals, pituitary, thyroid (from monkeys only), large intestine,
small intestine, stomach, and skeletal muscle. In addition, urlaa,
feces, stomach contents, and blood samples wereabtained from all
Amimals, as well as bile from the gall bladder of monkeys.

All samples were counted in a wall-type crystal scintilla-
'tion counter to an error of less than 5%.

To further examine the organ distribution and the nature
of the material as to whether or not it was protein bound, a second
-,roup of 15 clean monkeys were handled as described previously. Hey-
-ever3 these monkeys were challenged with 100 gs/ks of toxin, iv.
Three of these animals were killed at 1, 3, 6, 12 and 24 hours. The
sme organs and tissue were removed, weighed and radioactivity aster-
tained as In other monkeys. In addition, homogenates were made of

- -ung, liver and sploen and the concentration of radioactivity was
determinad. A volume of homoeneate was treated with an equal volume
of 201 TCh. The radioactivity of both the precipitate and supernate

-was assayed. From these results the per cent of the radioactivity
*till protein bound was determined.

Studies of body Spaces: Body water compartments were de-
termined by using tritited water as a measure of total body water,
-and radiosulfate or inulin as measures of extracellular water in
naphrectowised monkeys.

Inulin was assayed using Roe's resorcinal method as modi-
tied by Schreiner (15). Tritiated water and rediosulfate were
Assayed using a liquid scintillation p-particle spectrometer (16).
Because previous work with staphylococcal enterotoxin challenged
monkeys indicated renal impairment (17), the variable of renal
excretion was eliLinated by bilattarally naphrectoiusing each monkey.
Six or 7 hours following surgery, the inulin and tritiated water or
rediosulfate And tritiatd water were injected intravenously. Five
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blood samles for pro-challenge values were taken during a 3-hourperiod, which started 8 to 9 hours after injection of the tracers.
Imediately afre the last prg-challs were tae drrn a ,the

nonkeys were challenged iv with the toxin.

The monkeys In which inulin was used received 25 pg/kg of
toxin and the monkeys In which the rediosulfate was used received 200
pg/kg. At 0.5, 1, 2, 3 and 4 hours post-challenge, blood samples
were collected using Sequester°Sol* as an anticoagulent and a protein-
free filtrate (Folin-Wu) was made from the plasma.

In other non-nephrectoniaed monkeys, RISA* and hematocrits
were used as indicators of vascular water shift. For each monkey 1.5
pc of RISA was injected into a superficial arm vein. Control blood
samples were collected at 24, 25, 27, 28, 29, 45, 46, 47 and 48 hours
following lISA injection to insure that thA metabolic phase of the
RISA distribution curve had been reached. Radioactivity per ml of
serum was measured in a well-type crystal scintillation counter.
Micro-hematocrits were done in duplicate at the 45, 46, 47 and 48
hour sampling times.

Iimediately following the 48-hour control saple, each mon-
key was challenged intravenously with 25 p$/kg of the staphylococcal
enterotoxin. Blood samples were collected at 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, and 8 hours post-challenge. RISA content and hematocrits
were measured as described above.

USULTS

Syuptomatology: Rats appeared to he resistant to the
effects o. the toxin at the dose administered. Rabbits exhibited a
variable response, but generally symptoms were mild and short-lived,
and, as with the rats, none died during the 24-hour period of study.
Nearly 100% of the clean monkeys showed the usual clinical signs of
illness after the first hour. These included vomition, diarrhea,
anorexia, pyrexia, pale mucous membranes, and mild to severe depres-
sion leading to death. None died in the first 24 hours of the study.
However, many animals used in other concurrent studies have died
within 24 hours following this dose. Only 2 of 9 monkeys, both hay-
ing the lowest anti-enterotoxin titer of the group, showed any symp-
toms upon re-challenge during the 24-hour period of observation.
Both were moderately depressed and vosition was noted in one.

Disappearance Times: Table I summarixes the disappearance
rates of the injected macromolecules. The initial half-life of 1131

labeled toxin in the blood of 20 clean monkeys ranged from 10 to 45

*Dipotassium ethylene diamine tetra-acetate, Cambridge Chemical

Products, Inc., Dearborn, Michigan.
**Radio-iodinated (1131) serum albumin, Abbott Laboratories, Oak

Ridge, Tennessee.
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,winutes, while that of 6 ro- :hallenged monkeys varied from 10 to 6
minutes and that of albumpin under thew, andit ions rang@d from 200 to
400 minutes. Hiloweov, the continued rate of loss of the lo min t d

|toxin are similar.

:ZALU II. RAT! OF LOSS OF IABELID STAPHYLOOOCCAL MBDTOTOXIM)
AND AL I FROM TO BLOOD OF MOMMS*

CLELN RE-CHALIENMGE
3NTIRO OXIN IN1tROTZXIN ALB INT 1 I/ N .MINU * T 112 I.Nus MI /2 IN aINUTS.

Average 18 28 275

Range 10-45 10-60 200-400

*Allowing 10 minutes for mixing.
**T 1/2 = time required for the crncentration to decrease by a

factor of 2.

Blood Bindins Studies: The in vitro and in vivo distribu-
tion of the labeled enterotoxin within th-abood has-be-n studied.
In vitro studies have shown that 15 to 20% of the label is bound to
The "bufy coat and the remainder to the albumin fraction of the
plasma. All radioactivity is removed from the erythrocytes with 3
washes of serum. However, resuits from in vivo studies indicate that
at 15 minutes following administration of toxin less than 1% of the
dose is combined to the buffy coat, and by 3 hours there is no detect-
able buffy coat activity remaining. Following washes by serum, there
is no activity on the erythrocytes at any time. At 15 minutes post-
challenge, 90% of the label is protein bound within the plasma.
Later. at 3 hours, as much as 70% of the amount within the plasma

--As protein free.

Tissue Distribution Studies: The results from studies of
urine demonstrated considerable differences between rats (resistant)
and monkeys and between clean and re-challenged monkeys in their
ability to clear the 1131. The results of urinary 1 11 clearance are
Indicated in Figure 3. It appears that those animals having the
greatest resistance to the effects of the toxin excrete the greatest
amount of the label in the urine. This observation has also been
noted in clean monkeys, i.e., those showing minimal clinical symptoms
voidod larger amounts of IT31 in the urine. It was further found
that the accumulation of 1131 in the thyroid of the re-challenged
monkeys was 4 times greater than the uptake by the thyroid of clean
monkeys (17.3%. to 4.5.). This and the urine studies indicate that
the 1131 was being freed from the protein faster in previously chal-
lenged or more resistant animals and is probably an indication of a
fawter rate of metabolism of the toxin molecule. Limited data indi-
cates that the liberated 1131 is primarily in the form of inorganic
iodide rather than as iodinated amino acids as is the case with the
iodLnated albumin.
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The results of the tissue studies have shown minimal varia-
tion in the organ concintration from animal to animal within a spa-
cie. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the change in organ concentration
with time after challenge. It is apparent that, except as noted
below, the labeled material disappears from the tissue in a ma.ner
similar to that for albumin. There was no appreciable difference in
the distribution of the enterotoxin in rats or rabbits at the higher
dose level of either albumin or toxin.

There appears to be a selective concentration of the entero-
toxin in the lungs of all species studied as compared with the albu-
min. This concentration remains elevated tor a considerable length
of time in clean monkeys at a time when the blood level is falling.
Furthermore, this activity is largely protein bound. Radioactivity
has been noted in the lungs of monkeys dying from 4 to 10 days fol-
lowing challenge, whereas activity in other organs was minimal or
undetectable. A major difference seen among rate and rabbits
(resistant animals) as compared to monkeys in the distribution of the
toxin was this continuing high concentration in the lungs of the mon-
keys. The anomalous situation of the sustained high level of activ-
ity in the lungs of the re-challenged, resistant monkeys may be
explained by the not unreasonable assumptior that the labeled toxin
combined with its antibody has been fixed by the phagocytes in the
lungs.

It should be noted further that the toxin concentration
rises in the heart and kidneys for the first 6 to 12 hours and then
falls off in the same manner as albumin.

Body Space Studies: No significant differences between the
pre-challenge and post-challenge total body water compartment (TEW)
could be detected with T20. Likewise, no changes in the extracellu-
lar fiuid compartment (ECF) could be shown with either the inulin or
the radiosulfate. These findings indicate that the intracellular
water (ICW) (TRW-ICF) remains unchanged. An increase in RISA con-
centration occurred within I hour post-challenge as shown in Figure
1, and can best be explained by a loss of vascular water. This con-
clusion is supported by the rise in hematocrit, as shown in Figure 2.

TABLE III. INCREASE IN LUNG WEIGHT FOL0INGM INTEROTOXIN C1IAJEGE

HOURS POST- DIFFERENCE
NO. OF MONKEYS CHALLENGE RATIO OF LUNG/ T SIGNIFICANT
CONTROL1TOXIN SACRIFICE CONTROL/TOXT AT % LEV

10 5 1,143 1.43
10 5 3 1.43 1.98 10
10 6 6 1.43 1.94 1
10 6 12 1.43 2.17 5
10 6 24 1.43 2.53 10
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removal of red blood cells by sampling. Since there is no change in
the extracellular or intracellular water, this loss of vascular water
Is best explained by a shift into the interstitial spoe. A very
interesting observation was the increase in weight of the lungs of
the clean monkeys at sacrifice as compared to the control monkeys as
,seen In Table 111. This change might well reflect the shift of
fluids seen In body water compartment studies.

DISCUSSION

From the above results a possible mechanism of action of
staphylococcal enterotoxin may be postulated. In vitro studies have
shown 15 to 20. of the labeled toxin comhined with the buffy coat.
However, less than 1% was found combined with the buffy coat from in

r vivo studies 15 minutes following iv administration of the toxic
material. It is logical to assume that the material is being bound by
the leukocytas which in turn are being cleared rapidly from the cir-
culation by some organ. It has been shown that when leukocytes are
altered in some manner by a variety of procedures, they are rapidly
removed from the circulatJon by the lungs (18, 19). Furthermore, it
has been shown that the disappearance of the toxin from the circulat-
ing blood is considerably faster than that of an equal amount of

albumin. Therefore, it may be postulated that the lung is removing
the leukocyte-bound toxin from the circulation. This theory is
supported by (a) the high concentration of the label found within the
lung at sacr fice and (b) by an increase in the number of circulating
young and immature leukocytes, suggesting rapid replacement of mature
cells. Other workers have also reported a high concentration of 1131

within the lungs following challenge with a labeled exotoxin (20).
Further. this high concentration within the lungs continues in non-

resistant animals, whereas it falls rapidly in resistant animals (rats
and rabbits). Animals which are resistant because of previous experi-
ence with the toxin also have continuing high levels of label in the
lungs. As pointed out above, this may be explained by postulating
that the antigen-antibody complex is being fixed by the phagocytes of
the lung. A major part of the radioactivity found within the lung of
clean monkeys following challenge is protein bound, suggesting the
material is the sam as that administered.

Excretion studies have demonstrated that the label is elim-

inated in the urine much more rapidly from resistant than from non-
resistant animals. This label has been shown to be almost entirely

inorganic iodide suggesting that it is a direct measure of the ability
of the animal to metabolize the toxin. Further evidence of this is
the large amount of label being concentrated in the thyroid of pre-
viously challenged, resistant, monkeys. Furthermore, it appears that
even among non-resistant animals, those which are better able to elim-
inate the label in the urine are more apt to survive. It thus
appears that toxin metabolism, as measures by the appearance of
Iodide-131, is associated with decreased effectiveness. Since the
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lunge of clean and re-challenged monkeys contain about the same
amount of radioactivity, and since the re-challenged monkeys are
eliminating much more of the label, it would seem that the lung may
not be the major organ involved in breakdown of the toxin. This
observetion is supported by the large amount of radioactivity found
in the livers of re-challenged monkeys at the 6-hour sacrifice and
the rapid fall-off of radioactivity in subsequent sacrifices, suggest-
ing the liver as a major organ of metabolism.

Results of water distribution within the various body com-
partments clearly show a loss of fluid from intravascular space, but
not from the entire body. As pointed out above, the water is lost
into the interstitial space of the oxtracellular fluid. Preliminary
evidence, summarized in Table III, indicates that there is an accu-
mulation of fluid in the lung. Furthermore, a significant histo-
'pathologic lesion seen in monkeys is an accumulation of fluid in the
interstitial spaces of the lung.* Scattered alveoli may contain fluid
but frank pulmonary edema is seldom seen. Likewise, several of the
symptoms seen in animals suggest some type of interference with the.
exchange of gases, for example, dyspenia and cyanosis.

As yet the exact mechanisms involved in death from staphy-
lococcal enterotoxin is merely speculation, but it appears to be
closely related to a reaction within the lungs. Thus, illness and
subsequent death may be due to interference with gas diffusion in the
lungs resulting from an accumulation of fluids In the interstitial
spaces. However, additional work must be and is being carried out to
determine the details of this mechanism.

SUMARY

These studies provide no information concerning the possible
role of the CNS in the pathogenesis of acute staphylococcal toxin
reactions, nor to the cause of vomition and diarrhea. They do suggest
that (a) the toxin is bound initially to WBC's and albumin, (b) that
toxin-bound WBC's are trapped in the lung, (c) that the lungs develop
increased weight due to interstitial fluid accumulation which occurs
coincident with loss of vascular fluid, but with unchanged total body
water, ICW and BCF, and (d) that re-challenged and resistant animals
handle toxin in a different fashion, evidenced by an early increased
accumulation of 1131 label in the liver and an increased clearance of
1 131 free of protein by the kidney and thyroid.
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CLOSED CYCLE GAS TURBINE

W. H. CRIM, JR.
NUCLEAR POWER FIELD OFFICE

FORT BELVOIR, VIRGINIA

The closed cycle fa8 turbine power plant has been under de-
velopment by the firm of Escher-Wyss, Ltd. of Zurich, Switzerland
since 1940. Durinp this time some dozen or more central station type
plants have been put into operation, in the 1200 KW class. This pa-
per is prisented based on the concept, theories explored, desirn,
fabrication, construction, and initial testinr in thp first expert-
mental compact closed cycle (AK process) thermodynamic system.

As far back as the early 1950's conceptual ieeas had been
formin, around the use of the AK process for a -ompAc , moLile nu-
clear power plant. Cenerally the process is referred to as the
closed cycle gas turbine power plant. Dr. Keller an Profesor
Ackeret &re credited with the initial patents on the process. The
process shows how maximum work can be attained between riven ternera- A -

ture limits by the internal transfer of heat. The C'rnot and AK Cy-
ces can he assumed to he identical in ef'iciency botween given tem-
perature limits. Both cycles require isothermal compression and ex-
pansion over a moderate pressure ratic, the major difference between
them biinr that the Carnot Cycle requires the use of additional ma-
chinery and the AK cycle needs heat transfer apparatus to achieve the
temperature range. Other advantapes of the cycle are the low pres-
sures and exotic gases that can be used, such as Helium, Nitrogen,
Hydrogen, or mixtures of gases. rirure 1 shows the circulation pat-
tern of the pas as it traverses thi loop during the process.

The action on the fluid or pas in the cvcle is one of com-
pression and expansion. The pas is initially compressed and heat Is
then added by the pas traversing a recuperator or heat exchanger.
Additional heat is added by a reactor or conventional heater, after
which the gas expands throurh a turbine and Fives up heat through the
hot side of the recuperator to the pas iust leaving the compressor on
the cold side of the recuperator. The pas is then corled further by
traversing a precooler or heat exchanper and then the pas enters the
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compressor to repeat the cycle aeain. Power delivered by such a sys-

tem Is raised or lowered by increasinr or decreasinir the mass flow
rote of the ras throuph the system.

The conceptual design of the original closed cycle nuclear
power plant went through numerous optimisations and cycle studies un-
til finally a system was conceptually put together, as shown in rip-
tare 2. The system would use extremely hish purity Nitropen as the
coolant, the basic rotatint equipment would be of a moderately hiph
speed, 18000 RPM, and the package containing the reactor and power
conversion equipment could be held to a weight of 25 tons and a size
of S'XS1XS, which could be handled by the Army's modified 25 ton low-
bed traller. This would then only require a 2 ton truck to o arr, in
addition, the control shelter. The desip n went into such depth as to
size the equipment and to establish the basis for the detailed desiFn
of the components, Table 1 list@ those parameters as defined by the
study.

It was then decided that an experimental test propram
should be set up in order to test the ideas of such a system up to
that time. There was not adequate time for Individual conponent de-
velopmert even though there was virtually nothinp on the shalf that

--could be used in the system. At this time the Army Nuclear Power Pro-
-ram, wider the joint auspices of the Department of Defense, represent-
ed.by the Office of the Chief of Enrineers, and the Atomic Enerpy Coa-
mission approved the design and construction of the Closed Cycle Gas
Turbine Test Facility (GTTr) to be located at Fort Pelvoir, Virginia
and the Gas Cooled Reactor Experiment (GCRE) to be located at Nation-
al Reactor Test Site in Idaho. The tests and experiments of these two
-facilities were to be coordinated so as to attain cnompaability of
system.

DESIGN OF THE GTTF

The GTTF was then initially desined so that as many com-
poents as possible could be spread apart in order to better evaluate
the component durinp the forthcoming experimental and evaluation pro-
gram. Figure 3 shows this spreading out far better than it can be
said. This initial design was ompleted in early 1957.

The machiner set of the GTr consisted of the closed cycle
turbo-compressor set, recuperator. penerator system, reduction fear
and the appropriate couplings and pallet to assemble such items. The
machinery set can be identified as the assemblAge in the center of the
machinery room in Tigure 3. Probably the most critical item of the
machinery set and the GrTTr is the thermodyramic heart of the systems
the turbo-compressor unit. The turbo-compressor is comprised of a
too-stage axial turbine and two-staie centrifusal compressor mounted
on a common shaft which is supported by two tilting pad radial bearinpa,
and the shaft axial loading is taken up by a tiltinp pad type thrust
bearing, as shown in Figure 4. It was felt tla. the tiltinp pad type
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bearing gave more aGsurance against oil whip which will occur at halI
rotational frequencies in lightly loaded high speed Journal bearings.
The turbo-compressor set is flange mounted to the gearbox at the com-

pressor tii and to the recuperator at the turbine end, the turbine be-
ing an overhung reaction type. The turbine nozzle rings and Inter-
stare diaphrapm were supported by a conical member which wes mounted
an and located by the thrust bearing housing structure. The turbine
rotors were bolted to the flanged end of the hollow rotor shaft. The
seals at the turbine end are cooled by the Nitrogen gas bled from be-
hind the second stage compressor wheel to the center of the main
shaft. This gas flows through drilled holes in the first steps tur-
bine wheel and through the turbine interstage labyrinth. The gas is
directed alonsaide both wheels. Thus it serves to cool both the lab-
yrinth and the wheels. A portion of the gas is fed between the first
stare turbine wheel and the turbine shaft seal. Due to the short axi-
al length available for the turbine exit Oifuser, ane as a result of
tests, a set of vortex penerator vanes were 4evelopee and located at
the diffuser inlet, mounted on the turbine exit cone, between the
three cone support strut. It should be noted that Ir oarer to meet
the ccwnpactness requirement, the turbine exit cone protruded a few
inches inside of the recuperator inlet flange. In order to prevent
entry of oil into the main process 7as., pressurized labyrinth seals
were used at the ends of the bearings. All labyrinths were pressur-
ized at their centers to a level equal to the Nitrogen pressure behind
the second stage wheel. The GTTF recuperator was designed around an A
extended surface pin fin type core as shown In Figure 5. It was de-
signed to use heat transfer passages of extremely small dimensions,
since it was expected there would be no danger of fouling or ;luging
if the wo'sxing fluid is kept clean. The design was made up of 38 low-
pressure passages between which are sandwiched 37 high-pressure pao-
sages, block brazed into a single unit. This core was then welded in-
to the exchanger as shown by Figure S. The generator system Including
generator, exciter, and start motor was reasonably standard where ex-
treme care had been taken in order to nake them as light weight as
possible. An actual generator system was used rather than a dynamom-
eter system in order that transient tests could be performed in the
future. The reduction gear was of a bull-pinion type due to the com-
pactness of design which required that the generator be doubled back
on the turbo-compressor as shown in fipure 6, rather than an inline
design employing planetary gearing which would have been too long.
Figure 6 shows the basic components of the original compact closed
cycle machinery set.

The plate fin precooler originally desipmee for the roof of
the nuclear power plant was moved to the top of the roof of the GTTF
as it was felt that the increased pressure drop couild be accounted for
and handled. The precooler was of a brazed aluminum single pass cross
flow exchanger made up of 12 blocks, each having 31 air flow passages
between which are sandwiched 30 Nitrogen flow passages of the type
shown in Figure 7, block brazed Into a single unit. The complete ex-
changer comprises the twelve blocks, welded together with two joints
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paralleling the Nitrogen flow pass and two in the no-flow direction.
The header "tanks" were welded on the ends of the nitropen flow pass,
making one integral unit of the exchanger. Air was circulated upward
through the precooler by four propeller-type fanseach direct driven
by its own constant speed electric motor.

The GTTF system pipnI created quite a challenge to toe do-
sign engineer. Au noted In FIture 3, it is easy to see that all of
the piping ends up at the machinery set, and it is virtually impossi-
ble for all of the expansion and thermal movement to be taken up by
the expansion Joints. Design must reduce the majority of stress con-
cantrations in the area of the machinery set and more ipecifically on
the turbo-compressor set. The majority of piping connections were
made light weight Marmon type flanges. The load changes in the closed
cycle ?as turbine power plant employing the AK process are met by
changing the weight flow of the working medium In circulation in the
system. The design parameters of the GTTF were that the volume and
temperatures idthin the circuit remain the same, then the change in
weight flow would be affected by changinp the pressure level of the
system, by the addition or withdrawal of working fluid. It had been
shown by previous closed cycle power plants of a much larger power-
output that there was a "momentar! effect" or almost instantaneous
change In power. In the direction called for. if the working fluid was

ijadded or withdrawn on the high pressure side. This would then neces-
sitate a supply of working fluid at a pressure greater than the then
existing system high pressure. The fact that the system fluid was to
be high purity 111trogeen, meant that it must be stored when not in the
power plant circuit. In order to attain the compact parameters re-
quired of the system, it was necessary that the storage pressure be
eubbtantially greater then the maximum circuit pressure. This reces-
sitated the use of a high pressure transfer compressor between t'e
circuit and the storage vessel, As a reduction in power is achioved
by withdrawal of working fluid frxn the circuit, the rate at whih
-owr could be teduced would be governed by the capacity of this
S Transfer compressor and the volume of the receiver if it were not pos-
sible to temporarily unbalance the power relation between the main
-ompressor and turbine. This was accomplished by means of a bypass
valve around the heater, turbine and recuperetor which, when open, ef.
fectively maintains the load on the compressor while simultaneously
unloading the turbine. Therefore. by opening the bypass valve, the
net turbine output re, be immediately reduced to any desired level
.while the working f! d is beinp witherawn from the circuit over some
Leasonable length of time.

ZXPERIWNTAL TESTING IN THE GTTF

Prior to the final assembly of the turbn-compressor a series
of open cycle component tests were run at the factory. These tests
included compressor first and second wheel and diffuser calibrations,
then calibration of both stages, turbine exit diffuser tests in eight
configurations, and then turbine calibration. The compressor stages
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were assembled separately on a special rig In order to determine the
precise confirurations of the diffusers and a special test ducting was
connected to the turbine tail cone for the vortex venerator testa ,'
The remainder tof the testing at the fact ry was accomplished with the
turbo-compressor set in normal tssembly. The compressor was calibrat-
ed by varying the back pressure while holdint constant speed. A but-
terfly valve at the compressor discharge provided the control. The
valve was varied from wide open to a position near what was thought to
be compressor surge. Several points were taken at each of the follow.
Ing speeds; 12000, 14000, 16000 and 1000 PPM. The only point taken
at the surge line was at 14000 RPM. Multiple runs were made with the
compreseor incorporating indicated required changes in desirn as the
testing proceeded. The limited turbine performance data allowed some
estimated curves to be generated and at that time Indicated that the
turbine could be expected to operate in the range of 85% efficiency at
design conditions. The turbo-compressor set was then delivered to the
GTTF and installed on the machinery bodplate.

To gain operating experience and Aecumulate performance data
on the turbo-compressor set, free of complicationsintroduced by the
recuperator ard prococler operation and of unknowns associated with
the compact closed cycle system, the open loop was utilized for the
initial tests. The loop included compressor inlet line and filter,
compressor, line to heater, heater, line to turbine, turbine, and tur-
bine exhaust duct. For these open cycle tests, the TC set, reduction
per, generator, exciter and startmotor were assembled on the machin-
ery set bedplate. Installed in the loop were a control system bypass,
overspeed trip valves, :ystem for introducinp boost air from an exter-
nal compressor in the compressor discharge line. and the associated
piping for such systems. When self-sustaining operation could not be
attained at the speed of the four-pele startingmeoor, other methods
were sought in an attempt to raise the turbine speed. It was decided
to admit high pressure air beTw'een the compressor discharge and heater
Inlet. The air was introduced through a "boost" nozzle. This would
in effect deliver preater mass flow to the turbine without requiring
additional work from the compressor. The quantity of boost air re-
quired was not attained with the equipment on hand and self run in the
open cycle configuration was never attained at the GTl?.

There was very little component testing of the heat ex-

changers to be used in this first compact closed cycle loop as the
loop itself was the only available facility that could adequately gen-
*rate the conditions. Standard static pressure and leak checks were
made on the recuperetor and precooler and both seemed to stand the
pressure checks with no problems. The recuperator however appeared to
have a very small internal leak from the high pressure pass to the low
pressure pass which constituted the same effect to the thermodynamic
system as bypassinp the turbine.

Initial self-sustained operation was attained at a compres-
sor inlet pressure of 61 psia and a turbine inlet temperature of
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ulopr. After reaching self run, the turbo-comprsso- met acceler-

• a~t* 15200 PM then decreased back to self sustaining speed. The• ym wasn then shut down due to bearing lubricating oil leakage Into
he loop. Aft r uch dnvestestion and lubrcs ion system experimen-

tion Itw determined that the lubricatien problem was an qra-
rioval oe. The operational prodedureis wer then adjusted so that the

Arrey of conditions which would allow the oil leakage into the ras
stream could not occur during startup, experimentation. and shutdown
ef thQ system; basically this wea accomplished by adjusttin the oil
flows to the bearinfs more cc,, rusarte with the required flows,
thereby providinr conditions which wnuld allow the oil drains In the
bearinrs to take care of the required oil flows.

At this point it is important to review some of the spec"ivC
objectives of the initisi testing to be performed in the G?", which
wore to: detor ine tho compressor and turbine perfao r mn character-

istics in a cloaesd cycle configuration; determine the optimum startinp
pressure, speed, nd Zemporature cambinations; determine the flow fac-
tora for various cycle coaditions; establish opti/m startup and shut-
down procedures; determine the effectiveness of both the precooler and
recuperatarl provide some endurance testinp of those rotatinp coupon-
nets to Insure the integrity of the rotor dynamIcs of the system; and

to evaluate the use of ras injectien and bleed-off as a means of
Starting the system.

The facility In the original MITF conipuration was experi-
ientally erat6 fcr ovsr 1630 hra. Durinp this period, the majority
of planned testinr was vccomplished. A brief resume of the testinp
that was performed 1s listed in the folloing Table 2 entitled GTTT

smiry of testing.

-TABLE 2 GTTI' SWU1ART OF TESTS PERFORmED

1. Comporent test and investirations
2. Lubrication syster experimentation
3. Turbine calibration includinr performance curves
4. Compressor calibration and mapping
5. Heat exchanger performance curves development
6. Impinrement startinp tests

7. Thormodynamic flow experiments
8. Endurance testing

9, Startup and shutdown of complete system

During this period of experimental testing, the system pro-
duced up to 106 KV net power from the gererator. Under the perform-

*ce evauation testinp of the system at least 90 separate runs were
mad. even though for the most part the net power produced was less
than 1.0 KW. The testing was Interrupted many times in order to cor-
rect, repair, or clean the h*aot exchanper equipment. rollowinp this

phase of "xperimentation, thu turbo-compressor set was modified to re-
duee the effective turbine flow area and, thus improve the match
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I between the turbine and compressor. At the ame time it was decided
to provide separate and independent lubrication systems for the tur-
bine and compressor bearings. After these and other minor modifica-
tions the system was reassembled and the silver seal run-in was cor-
menced. Eleven runs were conducted In order to run in the seal. Nu-
merous runs were then conducted in order to further evaluate the tur-
bo-compremsow set. Self-sustained operation was easily attained and a
gross output of approximately 130 KW was indicated. The turbine was
further calibrated and the investigation of compressor surge was com-
pleted for this configuration. The next step was to evaluate the sys-
tem transfer functions. Significant information was developed in this
area but the investigation was not fully completed due to further
openinp up of the recuperator allowing gross internal leakage.
Through all of this testing the bearing and seal system, after debug-
gInp appeared to be functioning in an acceptable manner, and after the
transfer function tests were terminated, additional endurance testinp
was continued until it'was felt that the bearing and stal system of
the turbo-compressor was optimized for this particular system.

During .the experimental test program the following major
modifications were made to the GTT and its components- 1. The gas
duct from the heater to the turbine was replaced; ?. The recupweitor
and precooler were thoroughly cleaned and repaired; 3. Additional
flow measuring devices were Installed in the loop; 4. A fixed over-
speed device was added to the turbo-compressor set; 5. The turbo-
compressor set was modified in order to improve the match between the
turbine and compressor.

ANALYSIS OF IESULTS

In analyzing the results to date on the compact closeA cycle
system it is appropriate to comment on four general sreas. They are
sizing of equipment, matching of the equipment, performance of the
components and system, and the analytical methods used in studying the
syst ; and its ciaponents.

T szing of the equipment in a compact closed cycle system

is extremely ctl. These turbo-compressor sets, recuperators, and
the like are, by design, light weight and must stane extreme tempera-
ture differences. The initial TCS-560 was limitee to a weight o" 750
pounds which only allowed relatively frapile construction. Most of
the problems of this turbo-compressor set were because it was designed
too light weight and could not stand the thermal distortion. The beat
exchangers both were of the type construction where thin-strip metal
was in contact with much heavier sections and the thermal distortion
caused excessive leakage.

The matching of the equipment can be made much easier if de-
tailed desTiin analysis is performed prior to design, euriny desipnand
even continued during fabrication, Installation,ard tp to final tests.
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Thiarornffie of the turbine and compressor is best in-

dieated by the curves of Figures 8 and 9. It is important at this
time to generally discuss the net power generated by the system and
the many factors which experimentation has taught effect the perform-
anoe of the compact closed cycle. As noted in the equation of Table

3, the effect of pressure loss over and above the design AP's of the
system is devaitating on the net KV output. It is noted thet the
greatest pressure lose effect is in the Iow pressure side of the
system vhich effectively increases the compressor pressure ratio and

-power required to drive the compressor. The losses in the high
pressure side of the loop further reduce net work by lowering the
expansion ratio and gross turbine power generated. It is obvious that
-. y decrease in expected efficiency will adversely effect the net
pover generated. One significant contributer to a net power defic-

iency is reduced flow througrh the turbine. Any internal leakWae in
the reeuperator will have the same effect as a turbine byass which

S-ain reduces the gross output of the turbine. Another tyne bypass
of the turbine was seen when thermal distortion caused excessive leak-
age around the turbine stages. It has been demonstrated that the ac-
Atual vindage and parasitic losses were reasonably higher in the closed

:cycle system than was expected, again redueing the n-t pever of the
-system. The closed cycle gas turbine pnwer plant mpy be r-nsidered
to have an infinite number of stable operating prints. and a change

7_i, n any system parameter stimulates the system to rnfadtust Any neces-

-:: iary pressures, temperatures, flows, speeds, and so on, until some
new stable operating point is found where al equations of balance
are ain satisfied. It has therefore been realized t'h. each compon-
nt in a compact closed cycle loop affects, and is effected by, the
performance of every other component in the loop.

The analytical methods used in studying the system and its
-. -=components have proved very informative when the appropriat e parame-

ters could be measured to any degree of accuracy. Although a minor
amount of analysis was conducted during the performing of an experi-
sent in order to establish that the objectives of the experiment were

being satisfied, in general thereduction of data and analysis of data
is started at the completion of the experimental run. Pata reduction

. ..vas performed with an PCA 301 computer usine a special data reduction
code developed for this purpose. The conclusions nnd performance
analysis were then made from a review or the date reductin process. -

CONCLUSION

In conclusion it should be brought out that considerable
experimental testing should be performed on f.'e nompct A process,
but the results of the initial experimental work t^ date have shown

that the compact closed Fas cycle em.nyning the bmsi aernthermody-
namic principlesas discussed in the papercan .rovide tho! ilitary
with an efficient compact reactor system,
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StR[UT133 AND PRCWMOTIF )M MrALS

T. E. DAVISD, J. C. Ur, and A. P. 1IX
WATERVLM ARSAL

WATURTL, NN YCRI

INTRODCTI

The classioal theory of elasticity and plasticity prmdiot
that hdrostatic pressure, regardless of magnitude, will not cause
plastic deformation or affect yielding and flow characteristics.
However, the predictions of elasticity and plAsticity are predicated
upon ideal materials or continuum which often differ markedly from
real materials. In contrast to theory then, it may be possible that
sufficiontly high pressures have som permanent effect on the mschan-
ical and structural characteristics of metals. It is the purpose of
this investigation to examine two aspects of the effects of large
hydrostatic pressures on metals - the effects on structure and duc-
tility.

In considering how bydrostatic pressures mn:gt affect
structure, where the structure referred to is microstrotural as
would be visible through an optical microscope, one is rwinded that
the physical and mechanical properties of metals are often anziso-
tropic. The elastic property linear compressbility, which is
defined by the crysta.Uographic relationshipst

Sl + 2S12

S1 + S12+ 5 13 - 1( + S2 - 3., - s3

for the cubic and non-cubic cases respectively, can vary Widely freom
one crystallographic direction to another for noa-cubic metals
depending upon bow greatly the coefficient of the direction coeine )
deviates frvm sero. Since the direction cosine doe not appear in
the cubic relationship, the cubic metals are isotropic with respect
to linear compre#sibility.
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There are no macroscopic shear @tree" associated with
the expopure of mtas to by4rotati pressure, thus no mocroocopic
plastic flow. However, n the came of the polyarystallive form of
those no-cubic metals exhibiting anisotrol' in the linear c "se-
ibility, an imposed hydrostatic pressure will induce microscopic
shear stresses at the grain boundaries. If the dearee of anisotropy
is great enough and the grain-bxudary angle large, sufficiently high

hydrostatic pressures m result In shear stresses in the boundaries
eaeeding the critical resolved shear stres, in which case, micro-se, ed plastic deformation will result.

Johannin and Vu(l) observed the occurrence of eph defor-
nation in oatium at low pressures. Davidso and Homan(2) observed
lrosoopic deformation in polyerystalline bimith to pressures of
20 kilobars. In this present investigation, several metals of varied
degres of anisotropy in the linear compressibIlity are examined to
very high pressures in order to establish under what conditions
bdrostatic preseure-Ifzeed deformation can occur and its form as a
function of structure and mode of deformation.

Based on the work of kidan(3) and Pugh(4), the ductility
of several metals is kw=n to increase when extension is performed
under a hydrostatic pressure. Usually, the ductility increases more
or less linearly with superimposed pressure. Pugt(4) observed in the
case of sinc and bimth that the ductility increased abruptly over a
very narrow prvsnure range. As part of a broad program associated
with the study of the effect of pressure on deformation character-
istics, in this current work the effect of pressure on the ductility
of three hihly brittle metals is examined.

PROCEDmUR

The hydrostatic pressure systen utilized in this inveti-
gation is shown schematical". in Figure 1. It is a modified Bridgman-
Birch type device capable of operating to pressures of approximately
40 kilobars. Pressure is produced by driving the piston into the
3/4 inch cavity by =an of a hydraulic iack. The innor preesur
cylinder is tapered on the exterior surface. Therefore, as the
internal pressure Is increseed, the lower Jack forces the inner cyl-
inder into the tapered cavity of the restr-ining jacket. In this
mannor, the large pressure stresses in the inner cylinder are counter-
acted and the cylinder remains elastic up to the pressure limit. The
bottom closure permits the introduction of seven leads into the
pres lre cavity for various pressure, temperature and electrical
masu~nte. *Pressure is masured by mane of a manganan coil in
conjunction with a Foxboro aecorder.

The study of pressure-induced microscopic deformation was
accomplished by mtallograA1icafly preparing the surface of small
emplee prior to pressurization. Sim* the pressure sodium used was
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liquid, the wrePrezd oarra" was not damaged during pre seusstiom
and o=14 be emined directly after smoval from the presz oell
without fUrther preratlon-. For establishing the role of the dogree
of ani"trW, polyarytallin. Za, Cd, 3n, Al, Zr, P4, and Cu wire
exam1ined Protreesively to uressures of 20 kiloe =a nt whp ere
otherwise noted.

To determine an re idual effects an mechanical propertiesI
rsos tia frm the pressure cyclig of an an'stropic polj7orstal i

, a group of mine twsile apit *Ins were prosurised to 2D ki1o-
bare with subsequent testing in an Instron tensile mahine. The ie
utillsed contained mall additionms of ?. and Cu to raise the rowye-
tall'sation temperature above ambient.

The conduct of the t osile tests under a sipermposed
pressure in order to measure the effects of pressure on ductility MW
by mmas of the segmented aylindri al yoke asouW3y shown in Figure
2& and 2B in the disassembled and amsenled condition respectively.
This tensile fixture fits into the pressure cell and bears against
the bottom closure as shown in 2B. Two of the fixture segments a e
supported b7 the closure and grip the top shoulder of the tensile
speciina. The rmaining two segments bear against the bottm
shoulder of the specimen and are forced dowmnmad b the forward
motion of the pressure piston. In this ameor, a tenile stress is
emrted c, the sample. The test is condcted at a constant displace-
ment rate of 0.050 inn/Min.

To minimise pressure rise dwrifg the conduct of a tonsile
toot, a hydzaull.o piston-cylinder intensifier device is inserted
between the pressure piston and the moving fixture segments. This
intonsifier, which is shown resting on top of the tonsile fixture in
Figure 2B, amplifies the piston displacement by a factor of 10. This
amplifier was not used in this current work at pressures above 5 kilo-
bars.

Although not of particular importane to the experimts
associated with this work, specimen strain and load can be measured
inntersa.32. Strain is measured b7 a slide wire mounted on moe
segmet of the fixture which forms two sides of a Wheatstone bridge
with an external holipot completing the bridge. Load can be measured
by a strain gageo bridge mounted an the reduced section of the movable
fixture segments.

The materials utilized for the condt tof the axpezimt
were as follow:

a. Zinc, .2 Cu, .005% Fe - hot rolled and aealed plate.
b. Twungsn 3/ inch swaged and stress relievd rod.
C. Magnesium - 3 / inch hot extruded rod.
d. 1045 Steel - water *enhed from 1550F and imteppered.
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ULTS AND D)JCOC 1

The mamitudo of the localised defomation induced by the
hydrostatic neroom e vLed iel av- for the a+nta 4.- 4.-- --

ranging frm one at the peak pressure to very severe at only a few
kilobars. Figure 3 is typical of polycrystalline sine as a result of
exposure to pressuree to 2D kilobars. As can be noted, the dforma-
tiol, origiunll localised. along the grain boundaries, Initiates
below 5 kilobar. and increases in intensity with increasing prosure.
At the higher pressures, substantial twimdin is also obeervable. It
Is interestAng to not* that, based on prior work(2), no twinmaing was
induced in bismuth as a result of pressure exposure although It is
the primary aodo of defomation at atmospheric pressure. Thus, It
is poosi 31s that a superimposed pressure my have an effect on
twining propensity in soas metals.

7poal appearances of the pressure-indued defomation in
cadmium and tin at the peak pressure are shown in Figures 4A and 4B
respectively. In the case of oadnmiu, the deformation is quite
severe with extensive twinning. Tin, however, required a rressure
exosure of 26 kIorbars in order to initiate the deformation shown,
which is boundary migration. No deformation was observed in the
remain" metals investigated.

The magnitude of the deformation observed as a function of
the degree of anisotropy in the linear cpressibility is smiarised.
in the follvong table.

LIJAR
CRY SAL COI3SSIBxl.ITY I le

3MSTR flR RATIO l.a DW(A.TIF

Cadium H.C.P. 11.25 Severe
Zinc H.C.P. 7.50 Severe

Agrnesim H.C.P. 1.04 Mons
Zirooni H.C.P. 1.05 Non*
Biinit2) Rhom. 2.30 Sever~e
Tin Tetra. 1.12 slight
Copper F.C.C. 1.00 lonO
A1lmdna F.C .C. 1.00 ]ODO

The mere of the degroe of anisotropy is the ratio of the linear
compressibility in the me' direction to that in the *a" direction.
As can be noted, the propensity to deform under pressure relates
directly to the degree of anisotropy. No deformation vas observed
in the case of the cubic metals m ch are totally isotropic and in
nagnesim which is nearly Isotropic. Tin, which is only slightly
anisotropic,, required a pressure of 26 kilobars topr duce only
slight defomation. The highly anisotropic bLmthl'),ine and
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odium ezhibited movro doformtiae Initiatin at low pressure
love". Based on the results in tin, most probably mnmwsim would
also defona if it were eoxpoed to substantial.y higher pressures than

As far as the effect of pressure wcliig an residual
mechanical properties is concerned, one would not expect to see &zcT
property change in a single phase isotropic sr nearly isotropi
.aterial since there woulid be no miorosoopic shear stresse to
structural modifications. This has been borne out by Forron's(
results on magnesium and alinu to pressures of .3.8 kilobar,
However, wen one consider* a mlti-phas. material In which there is
a substantial differene in the elastic properties of the two phames,
or a polyorystalline t4actropic metal, pressure oyollns might have
an offset. RadcliffeO) found a los in the sharp yield point in
annealed mild cteel pressure ocled to presures of 25 kilobar at
ambient teerature. This lowering of the yield strength has boew
attributed to shear strains 1n the ragion o the carbide and ferrite
phase boundaries due to diferences in comprestibility.

Smmarized below are the average ard data-spread valree
for flow stress at I percent strain, ultimate tensile strength, and
elongation for each six pr sure and um-pressure cycled polycrystal-
line sinO tesile sp wseens.

ULTD(TE
FLOW STRZSS TISII 3729MM

(1211 ~(PSI) %E RTM

Pressure Cycled 14,329 18*383 65.8
(20 kilobars) (14,000-15,025) (17,800-18,600) (57.5-76.0)

Un-pressure 13,160 17,667 63.0
Cycled (11,000-13 , 500) (17, 500..l8,U0) (61.5-50)

As can be noted from the above, there appears to be a
slight tendency for pressure cycling to increase the 1% flow stress
and ultimate tensile strength by 8.9 and 2.8 percent respective y
based upon the average value. However, the change i small and could
be readily accounted for b. experimental error, particularly in the
case of the ultimate tensile strength. The only real difference In
elongation appears to be increased data scatter in the case of the
pressure cycled material.

One might ,neot that the pressure Induced strains in the
region of the grain bound ai dght result in the occurrence of the
Da hii " rffeot, it. h lowering of flow stress in the oadi
direction opposite to that assocated with initial straining. The
fact that pressure cycling did not deoreas flow stress indicates
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that Us itz alas are nt sua as to yield esowrge, strain Ut
would manifest Itself by a roduction in the tensle flaw stress.

in ontrast to presurs o.uizig, a Om~ied i~ydrustaia
pressure, am have a prnounced effect an pow of the ehuaeical
proprties, the principal. m being fttlity. In Figure 5 is shm

the zinc used in other phasee of this current Wkt.

It shottld be noted tb~t the pressue varies samokt darlm
the cct of a toot due to the specimen displacmt being idUod
by vymmnt of the main pneassr piston. Ulm 5 kilobars, the
W1 eplac -m-t a=3 4fleor retains the pressure effeetivo1y eastnmt.
Aboe 5 khebro, the presure my vary by 5-15 percent depoudog
upon the maNitade of the strain to fracture for the mterial. In
the eome of the more brittle materials, i.e.* steel ar4 tunpltA,. the
presure did not vary b7 mane than 1-2 kilebars, eoe at the IMet
preesur% due to the low total elongations involved. The data points

ehow correepoMd to the preesure at the onset of specimen strain.

As can be seon, the reduction in area for mgsi±um,
Increases mo"e or less continuously with p"esure frois 6% at atmo-
pheric to W8% at approilmately 2D kilobars * There Is se tondnt
for the pressure offet to level off at the bigLer pressure, but

f this may bo due to the diffioulty of precisely measuring very large
reductions in area.

In contrast to agneiu, sin., tungsten, Ad the 1045
ete with an untered martensitic, structure undergo discontiwaous
changes in ductility with pressure. Increasing pressure has no
effect on ductility up to a given love q#fter which there is an
abrupt increase. For the case of zine Ud the r'eduction ini area
changes from A atmo.Jileric pressure -nane or a pero Sit to ]LW per-
cemnt over a very narrow pressure range at approximately 1 kilobar.
Tungten and 1045 steel show no pressure effect on dactility up to
In am""s of 5 and 10 kilobars respectively. Above these pressure.,
there is a suddmn increase In ductility to 48 poeent reduction inj area for the tungsten at 15 kilobars and 62 percent for the 1.045
steel at 2D kilobs.r~ Just how abruptly the transition actually
ccurs 1 the subject of current study.

The systematic increase in ductility with pressure has been
attributed to the effect of a serm sed bgrz'ostatic pressure on
the extension of voids found In the region of the neck of a ductile
type fracture. Why certain metals, suob as thoe cit*4 boves uner-
go abrupt transitions in ductility is uncertain. NOWb 4expain
the phenc an the basis of the shape of the true stres-etrain
curve br -otuAin that if tho plastic region is flat, .. * low
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strain bar4anif oottiei, thL en abrupt *haft* 1.%, lectilit
evor e narrow presv" rq on will occur. Hvsr, all of the
materials a tibiting A~riapt pmousre nmd.ctl-rtl trans-itegbo. o t le-rttle
iOM, I.*. 'DimdNE41J, VRn : .6-tj, tAJgNt*G, M 1"5 St aIso 3
undergo t~amraturo induced brlttle-ductilo transiti s at m
tmperature above ambient. It is proposed, therefore, that the
observed pressu re inducod transitions are sa manifestation of the
well-know tranuitio= that occur at atmospheric priesure as a
function of teprature; the su poeed pressure .eryipg to lower
the transition temperature to abient. 0.11 and Gibbs7J obeerved
that the brittlo-uctile tronsition temperature of nolybdanum wa
actually 1wred 500C b7 a superimposed hydrostatic presure of 1.4
kilobars, which lends om credence to the latter argmmnt. However,
whether pressure has induced a am pbenmon or wther it It
directly *lated to the well-known brittle-ductile transitions
observed in w body-centered cubic and hexagonal close-pAcked
metals at atmospheric pressure must &wait the completion of current
pressure-temperature studies on ductility.

The drastic enhancent -- he ductility of otherwae
brittle materials by a superimposed hydrostatic pressure is aso of
great practical significance. .It h formed the basis for a b7dro-
static fluid extrusion processW ) by which it has been possible to
extrude many materials successfully at ambient temperature that
norully require high temperatures using conventional ram type
technique . In addition, &,m investigators are also examining the
possible enhacment of vwtal flow characteristics in olose-dio
forging and drawing by using a superimposed bqdostatic pressure.

COMMSUIOW

1. Under certain conditione, sufficiently high hydrostatic
pressures can induce localised microscopic deformation in poly-
crystalline metals. Based on the exmination of the effect of
hydrostatic pressures to 26 Iilobare on several cubic tals,, the
occurrence of such deformation, which in the early stage is
localised along grain beundaries and increases in severity with
increasing pressure, results frm microscopic shear stresses arising
from anisotropy in the linear ocaqressibility. A direct relation-
ship exists between the severity of the deformation and the degree of
anisotropy. Based on this relationWdp, metals xhitbiting even
slight deviation from total isotropy in linear cnpreisbiity, which
is the cane for wet non-cubic mitals, ill wdergo such deformation
if the porimposed pressure is high enough.

2. Pressure cycling to 20 kilobars slightly increases the
flow stress of polyrstallie Linm. The tensile strength and
ductility are not reproducibly affected. The fact that the flow
stress is not decreased indicat*s that the average microscopic strain
associated with the anisotropy Induced shear stresses is not such as
to result in the occurrence of the Bausobinger Effect.
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3. As b been obserwd In ot er materials, the dluctility
Of zmafee , tungste nd W ) W459t961 with an untm'ered morteusitlc
structure Is drastically entbance IM00 fracture "ander a ~mr
iNPOsed hydrostatic Psure. In the Gase of magnesim, the reduc-
tion In area increAse continuously from the atmosperic pressure
vilue of 8 percent to NS percent at 19 kilobare. In contrast, the
reduction in area of twieae and l1045 steel ds not. increase
continuously, but is unaffected up to a critical pressure level after
which it abruptly increa;s to 50 and 60 percent respectively. These
xaterials are also known to undergo abrupt brittle-ductile trans -
iticas as a function of tenorature, thus indicaltg that the
pressure unduced transition nay be directly related to the atmos-
pheric pressure n~ eno.
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11gure 1 SCHEMATIC OF HM~OSTATIC PWESURE =ESTD
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DAWSON and NIUDE=

1" T D ROTATION IN AMINOBORANES

JOHN W. DAWBON and KURT NI3ZEU
U. S. ARMY RESARCH OFICI-DUHAM at DUE UNWVMITY

MIM, WORTH CAROLINA

.Amjnoboranes are conventionai y illustrated by the basic
structure >- ; hydrogen and/or organic groups are attached to the
nitrogen and to the boron. To understand the chemical and physical
behaviour of these compounds, the nandament Ll character of the B-M
bond must be considered.

Primarily, there exists only one normal covalent bond (I),
providing an electron deficiency on the boron. Naturally, this pre-
sents a very reactive state, which can explain most of the chemical
reactions of aminoboranes. Participation of the free electron-pair
of the nitrogen in the B-N linkage, however, promotes double bond
character (II) as the electrons then residue in T-orbitals.

A speial ind of double bond, where one partner i epn

sible for the contribution of three electrons to the bond, is highly
important in such situations. A convincing experimental proof of the
double bond in most cases depends upon recognition of the parts
played by bond distances, bond forces and the mechanism of chemical
reactions, in consonance with certain empirical rules.

Paanar arrangement of its three bons3, according a sp2 -

hybridization, enables the free electron-pair of the nitrog,.i to
participate as 7-electrons in the double bond of aminoboranes.
Such a planar arrangement of the nitrogen bonds in boron compounds
has been established for aminoboranes I as well as for borazine2 and
boron nitride3 . Furthermore, spectroscopic investigations of amino-
boranes4 provide evidence for the doublp bond character of the S-N
linkage.

In reference to the bond moment, 5 however, three electronic
structures are necessary to describe the B-N bond of aminoboranes
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accordine to Pauling's theory.11'..-.N: ._.-m:
!I II III

Which of these structures predominates should depend on the nature of
the substituents bonded to the basic structure,

Since a boron-nitzogen grouping is isosteric and isoelec-
tronic with a carbon-carbon grouping,6 aminoboranes have been com-
pared with analogous ethylene compounds. More than a quartter of a
century ago Langmuir7 suggested the correspondence of melting and
boiling points as a sensitive criterion for the similarity of mole-
cules. Indeed, physicochemical properties of alkylated aminoboranes
are in close agreement with those of the corresponding ethylene de-
rivatives. This relationship suggests a consistent tendeucy of the
r-electrons of the nitrogen to participate in boron-nitrogen bonding.

Assuming it is reasonable to compare the structures of
iamnoboranes and ethylenes and assuming a B-N double bond is existent
cis-trans isomerism should be possible in this particular system,
since, under these circumstances, rotation around the B-N axis would
be hindered. The minimum condition for such an occurrence res ,es in
the presence of two different substituents attached to the basic
structure in the proper spatial arrangement, i.e., two groups bonded
to the boron which are different between themselves but which are
identical to the two substituents on the nitrogen. e.g.,RlR2-N-B1R4P .

The preparation of organic substituted aminoboranes through
the reretion of Grignard compounds with (amino)-dichloroboranes has
been reported. - The disadvantage of this met.hod resides in the con-
sistently simultaneous replacement of both chlorine atcas by identi-
cal organic groups. A stepwise replacement, affording aminoboranes
with either an organic group and a chlorine atom or two different
organic groups attached to the boron, was not realized.

The general equ.tion may be expressed as

RJagX + Cl2B-NR'R" -- R2 B-NR'R" + MgX 2 + MgCl2  (i)

The reaction, however, seems to be more complex as is indicated by
the formation of naall amunts of unidentified volatile boron com-
pounds which mazy ignite spontaneously or explode. Since amino-
dichloroboranes are easy to prepare, the reaction permits great
variation of synthesis.

Aminoboranes with two different substituents attached to
the boron can be prepared by an alternative procedure: Dichloro-
Brganoboranes react with secondary amines to yield (amino)-mono-
chloroboranes

9

R)BC1 2 + H -PClB-NR + IW1 (2)
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and it was also found possible to dispro gtionate equimolar amounts
of a bisaminoborane with a dichloroborane

Cl+ (o )2 -- 2 RB-NR (3)

Treating the (emino)-monochloroborane with Grignard or organometallic
reagents then produces the desired unsymetrically substituted amino-
borane. If an unF.youetrical secondary amine is utilized in this re-
action sequence a completely unsymmetricaJ tetraorgano substituted
ainoborane can be obtained.

RpN-B(Cl)(CI 5 ) + R'MgX --- o ,N-B(R ')(C 6 ' 5 ) + 0.5MfC1 2 + 0,5 X2  (4)

The availability of a great variety of substituted amino-

boranes I I peimits an evaluation of the influence of substituents on
the B-N linkage:

In the infrared spectra of aminoboranes it is relatively
simple to assign the -N stretch.12 The position of this absorption
can gener&U-y be utilized for a rough evaluation of the bond charac-
ter.

To demonstrate the sensitivity of the Infrared spectra as a
criterion of the bond charanter, some calculations of the boron-
nitroggn stretching frequency and wave length were made using Gordy's
rule.-" The r'ile is stated in mathematical form by equation 5

k - l.67n[XBXN/d2]0'75 + o.so (5)

These values of the variables were used to calculate the force con-
stants: (a) bond orders, n - 1,2 or 3; (b) electronegativity of
boron, XB a 2.0; electrone ativity of nitrogen, XN - 3.0; (c) bond
distance of B-N, d - 1.44 A. and d - 1.36 A.

The values for the electronegativity were obtained by con-
suj.ting Pauling's table of electronegativities 1 4 . The bond dietance
"td" has not been accurately measured for a boron-nitrogen double bond;

therefore approximate experimental values or computed estimates were
used for this parameter. A value of 1.44 A. was assumed since tnis
value was obtained experimentally for the boron-nitrogen distance in
borazine. 2 If boron-nitrogen syutems are analogous to carbon-carbon
systems, this bond length is probably slightly exaggerated, just as
the carbon-carbon distance in benzene is slightly longer than the
ethylene carbon-carbon double bond. If Pauling's double bond atomic
radii 1 5 are used to estimate the boron-nitr( gen double bond, a value
of 1.36 A. is obtained. Beth values were used in tne computation.

The computed values of the force constants -were substituted
into t,.,- familiar equation 6

v = 107 (6)
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in order to obtain the frequencies and wavelengths. In this equation
V is the frequency, X the wave length and p the reduced mass of boron
and nitrogen atoms. Calculations were made for born i. ope 11 and

nitrogen 14, since these isotopes are the most common. The wave
*length due to the stretching of the boron 10 and nitrogen 14 bond was

calculated to bu approximately 0.974 of the computed boron 11-nitrcW-n
14 wave length. The presence of nitrogen isotopes other tharn nitrogen
14 can be neglected. Tue results of these approximate calculations
are found in T,,ble I.

TABLE I

Computed Wave Lengths of B-N Stretch Frequencies Using Gordy's Rule

Interatomic
Bond order distance, A XP

1 1..44 9.6
2 1144 6.8
2 1.36 6.5(
2 1.20 6.0
3 1.21I3 1.44 11.6

The wave lengths found for both bond distances d - 1.44 A.
and d - 1.36 A. when n - 2 are close to a bond wave length wnich has
been observed experimentally in the 6.1-1 p region. This bond was as-
signed to the boron-nitrogen stretching frequency.

It I" quite obvious that the weakness of this treatment
lies in the lack of a fixed experimentally determined B-N bord dis-
tance for the compounds studied. A more subtle weakness could lie in
the use of an empirical rule to draw theoretical conclusions about
the nature of the B-N bond. Furthermore, Gordy13 has defined the
bond order USCd in his rule as 'tne effective number of covalent

* (electron pair) or electrovalent (ionic) bonds acting between two
atoms." Hence, the agreement between experiment and theoretical re-
sults tells us only that two electron pairs have interacted in some
way to form a bond. It does not tell us whether the bond is ionic or
covalent.

In the absence of an accurate boron nitroge.n bond distance,
it Is necessary to examine, the sensitivity of bond order to bond dis-
tance if any valid conclusions are to be drawn. To do this one must
assume that the experimentally observed bands near 6.8 p reflect the
B-N stretching frequency. If one works backward from this band at
6.8 IA, which has beasn shown to be in close agreement with a calculated
value, to compute the force constant, a value of 7.7.dynes/cm. is
found. Further substitution of this value into equation 5 provides
an exprersion showing the variation of bond order "n" with bond dis-
tance "d". Tni expression is found to be
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n-. 1. 1.5 (7)

From tnis equation, it i evident t!h-t the character of a B-N bond
absorbing at 6.8 p does not vary drastically with the bond distance.
In order to obtain single or triple bond orders, .. e., n < 1.5 or
U > 2.5, it is necessary to have single bond lengths less tnar
i.1- A. or triple bonds greater uian 1. 68 A., respectively. Either
case seems highly Improbable, so one may assume that, if the bond at

6.8 p indicates a stretching of boron-nitrogen, there must be a
double bond involved.

Te B-N stretching frequencies of some aminoboranes are

listed in Table II. For the compounds studied in this work, the
bands were assigned by comparison of the original compounds with
their respective hydrolysis products.

TABLE II

B-N Stretching Bands of Aminoboranes

Substituents Substituents
Frequency Fm quency

N- B- (M1NB- (M1

2Me 211 1194 Ph, me Me 1388
Ph, H1 2Me 1332 2Me 2p-Me.C 6 H4  1410
2p-Me. C6H4  2Pn 1361 Me, Bu Ph, Et 1412
2Pn 2Ph 1372 2Me Ph, Me 1417
Ph, Me t1381 2 Et 1490
Ph P11, Et 1383 Me, H 2 Me 1525
2Ph 2p-Me.C 6H4  1385 PJle 2 Me 1530

As outlined above, the B-N bond in aminoboranes may have
considerable double-bond character due to resonance of the nitrogeds

free electron pair and thus cause restricted rotation. However, the
degree of double bond character will depend mainly u the natUre
of the substituents bonded to the basic structure OR-B<. The ob-
servations illustrattd in Table II indicate that the introduction of
an N-p nenyl group brings about a considerable lowering of the double-
bond character of the B-N linkage by resonance interaction of the un-
shared electron pair of the nitrogen atom with tje adjacent phenyl
group. Since such interaction results in increased electron defi-
ciency at the boron atom, the latter is more subject to nucleophilic
attack (e.g., hydrolysis).

The effect of B-aryl groups seems less pronounced, although
here again a tendency toward lower frequencies is apparent (cf.
Table II). Resonance interaction is again possible (since the
phenyl group is "photitric" in this respect) leading to increased
double-bond character for the B-phenyl bond and a corresponding de-
crease in the double-bond character for the B-N link. It should be
noted, however, that the electron density around the boron atom is
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not diminished and, conseq~ently, increased reactivity toward
nucleophilic attack is not to be expected.

The wide range of B-N stretching frequencies sliown in
Table II is a good indication of the considerable variation in tkm
bond orders of the B-N bonds in these compo"nds. While, iii general,
the bond order (or doublebond character) increases as the B-N
stretching frequency shifts to higher frequencie: , an exAct dctcr-
mination of the bond orders will nave to await the availability of
further infrared data (ia'nly on aminoboranes) and the determination
of the B-N bond distances for some of the aminoboranes. However,
on the basis of a rough, semi-quantitative calculation, following
Gordy's equation, Aneighboring-group mass effects and coupling be-
tween the B-N and the adjacent B-C and N-C stretching modes being
neglected) and the best available estimates for the B-N bond dis-
tances being used, a range ox 13 0-1.60 is obtained for the bond
orders (corresponding to 10-60% double-bond character) for the amino-
boranes listed in Table II, whicli appears to be consistent with their
chemical behavior.

On preparation of unsyimetrically substituted aminoboranes
only rarely could sharp melting or boiling points be recorded. More-
over, in selected cases it was possible to observe c'ystaliine and
liquid species of one and the same compo'nd. On Rttempts to separate
the two rnases no uniform material rould be obtained. Crystals iune-
diately partially liquified Euld vice versa.

Tie following data are at hand: (a) Among unsymmetricul
tetraorgano sub.tituted aminoboranes there exist two, and only two,
different '!modifications" of one single compound, showing differ-
ences in their physical behavior. (b) Molecular weignt determina-
tions and analysis confirm taut the two different '"odifications"
have identical empirical formuias. (c) Rupture of the B-N bond in
any case always produces the secondary amine, used as the starting
material. (d) '"odificatiozi"-transformation, i.e., equilibration,
occurs very rapidly without addition of further energy at room
temperature.

On the basis of the above cited data, certain conclusions
can be drawn illustrating the existence of two isomers having identi-
cal empirical formulas. There are, however, three possible methods
for obtaining two isomers of unsymmetrical tetraorgano substituted
aminoboranes: (i) intermolecular disproportionation, (ii) intra-
molecular disproportionation, (iii) rotation about the B-N bond (i.e.,
cis-trans isomerization).

Since the molecular weights (: each fraction are identical,
there canot be intermolecular disproportionation except in those
rare eases where the disproportionating groups have the same weight.
IThis does not apply to the examples at hand.
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Intramolecular disproportionation cannot occur except intocases: (1) Ex _ __ngue of one or more-, groups of the boron sbsoitu-
ents with those on the nitrogen. This is not poss'ible since only
the original secondary amine was recovered. (2) Exchange in posi-
tion of the B-attached grooup. This, however, would have the same
effect a6 rotation about the B-N bonnd. Thnerefore, the spatial
arrangement of the groups within the isomers would not be different
from that obtained by rotatioa ; the mechasm of isomer formation
would be teonly variation.

Since isomer equilibra tion occurs at room temperature with-
out tihe applicatiQ on of additional energy and, since rotation about
the B-N bond (excluding the o;,.Itence or steric hindrance) requires
little energy, 1.,e latter is the more probable mechanism. Further-
more, if exten iye bond breaking did occur, it is almost certain
that a degree of Intermoleculax disprojortionation would occur with
the formation of maniy isomers.

Therefore, since both types of dieproportlonation have
been eliminated, only rotation about the B-N bond is lert as an ex-
planation of the existence of these isomers. Further, infrared In-
vestigations when analyzed in terms of the relative degree of e.*.ectro-
negativity of the substituents tend to confirm the hypothesis of
electron delocalization being the primary factor in explaining the

S appearance o. double bond character in the B-N system and the resu.1-
tant cis-trwis isomerization.

I In tetrasubstituted amlnoboraneis such as (ethylphenyl-

amino)-ethylphenylborane, one isomer will have trans configuration,
Sthe other being the cis form. The veyrapid rearrengemLnt of either

form into a mixture of both could be attributed to the presence of
the electron structure III, as described previously. Since, in that
structure. no double bond but ra + h - - a quas ionic chmaracter iv in-
vol.ved, its participation in the electronic equilibrium would be
likely to be responsible for the nearly spontaneous isomerization.
In the sme way the diffuse boililng points of several of the amino-
boranes might be explained as being due to the fact that the lower
boilin~g cis and high~er boiling trans form (or vice versa) are in
equJlibrium. The mixture shows a range of boiling points, but the
first fractions may be overly enriched with one form. However, a
very fast isomerization might occur, due to equilibration of the
three electron structures, thus demonstrating thte bond character of
an aminoborane.

An independent proof for this concept of hindered rotation
in aminoborance was recently furnished by NM(R spectroscopy of sor.
unsymmetrically substituted derivatives. It could be demonstrated,
for instance, that at room tempereture the two B-attached methyl
groups in (tlhenylmthylamino)-dimethyiborane, (C6H5)(CH2)N-B(CH )2
are not equivalent, giving rise to two sharp separate W signals for
the methyl protons1 6 . Only at higher temperatures the two signals
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broaden and finally merge and at high temperatures (near 125') one
single sharp B-methyl signal to observed. This can be interpreted
only in term of hindered rotation about the B-N linkage: At lower
temperatues rotation is so slow that two unequivalent methyl groupsIre existent. At higher temperature rotation is enhanced and finally
the two different envirormnts of the methyl grovas can no Ioier be
recorded since rotation has becow too fast.

B-N double-bonding causes different magnetic enviroments for the
two B-attached methyl groups. Consequently at lower temperatures the

-rollovn MR scawm fr the B4hyl w t J

At higher temperatures rotition aboift the B-N axis becomes less re-
stricted. The B-methyl protons become more equivalent with the in-
crease in rotation. as evidenced by the folowiM spectrum, in which
the proton resonances bave merged to a certain degree.

MIN

At very high temperatures rotation about t4e B-N linkage is essen-
tially unrestricted. Hence the B-methyl protons are equivalent and
the IMS sp..tru shows only one sbarp aiz~Ja peak.

110*

However, the ready acceptance of NM ds ,a as sole proof
for re3tricted rotation appears to be unreasonable. For instance,
two AM signals were recorded for both methyl groups of (methylphenyl-
saino)-methylphenylborane at low temperatures. But the observation CC
only one species in the. Haman and infrared spectra of (methylphenyl-
ainno)-methylphenylborane suggests the presence of only one rotation-
al species with respect to the B-N linkage. Examination of molecuLar

- models illustrates th3at the trans configuration is favored, although
even this form is probably not planar, and that both phenyl groups

* ,should be skewed out of plane. (This is consistent with the results
reported for diethylstilbenelT.) If this is the situation it is
then possible to explain the observation of two M1 PIS'I for
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both the boron and the nitrogen-attached methyl groups by the Indi-
cated structures (a) and (b). Preference of one species (namely, b)
should be expected (and is in agreement with the experimental results)
if steric effects produce not only nonplanar arrangement of the phenyl
groups but also cause a minor tilting about the B-H lInk ke: This
tilting then can lead to different magnetic envirorments for the
corresponding methyl groups in the two forms.

)H.' CR3 ,

(a) (b)

In two independent molecular orbital calculations added
proof for The described experimental data was furnished. J. J. Kauf-
man 1 8 confirmed the influence of substituents on the B-N bond order
by a Huckel calculation of charge distribution at the boron and the
nitrogen sites. Agreement of the experimentally derived data as
described above12 with the calculations 1 8 was essentially complete.
The mathematical datu illustrate that shifts of the B-N frequency,
depending upon the nature of the organic substituents, indeed con-
form to a change in the bond character of the B-N linkage. Bence,
IR spectral data can be used for the evaluation of the nature of tie
boron- nitrogen bond.

R. ]offman 1 9 calculated the total charge distribution in
aminoboranes and showed that in these compounds the distribution of
charges can quite possibly resuLt in a neutral molecule which never-
theless shows ±D-N double bond character. The barrier of rotation in
such a neutral molecule should be in the order of 10 Kcal/mole, which
value is in good agreement, with the values obtained experimentally by
n.m.r. spectroscopy. Of course, the value is considerably less than
that of corresponding olefines, but nevertheless it is substantial
enough to justify acceptance of a B-N double-bond in aminoboranes.

Sumarizing, the concept of restricted rotation in smino-
boranes due to B-N double bonding seems well founded, as illustrated
by chemical, physicochemical and mathematical evidence.
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E U_ 0 To moo future device r w.%%& L1n ra ,
t o=W-asue and satellitte sytevi betwen 9 and 140 gilleyeles

(Mki)s a wide var'iety of nonlinear feraw oic eopaso such as
S power limites.- , fr'equency' wltipliers,, tunsblo f lters, and pu.lsed--

Pw rosagetice mnrtors., presently restricted because of an Inheen
frq ylimittion or the prohibitily large apliled 4-c- field
renquirt--nt, =w b designed and constrweo. Thes w~patic e vices
requie a mterial with unique directional properties (hIgh uN~ntlic
an:isotropy), peradittif de operation ith sssll appilled d.c. -

t fields. A flly3 of f~ ~m i ett e oa ferrite*,, with an easy
plan of MagnstisationMp8hows considerable promise in aseting these

I|

, ,equirents. The large wpatic aniotop (9900 oersteds In
Bpi .ZF, j~LsOen, aolon y called Zn) binds the spin aganetisation
_ector to a preferential plane and thus endows these swterials with
unmu sicroway properties. When the r.f. imegnetic field Is applied,

usual fahion as with Isotropic ferrites.l Sueze, w using
', pla hezp= ferrites the largo planar anisotropy (built-in
' guetie field) decresses the critical pmmr level at Ahleh spin-VsVM

instability sets In and extends the frequey range in Vbilecertain
! non-Ulnewr ferroansgric devices a"e fea~itle. As a th~er advw-

tage, the eyplied d.c. nigntic field required for resonance is

iThe hlgh-power nonlinear effets to be exp otdat ferro-
magneic resonance are very critically dependent an the availability
of spin iwares vith suitable resoaut freunates. A spin wave ne be
pictur\,d as a ripple distribution or a tim lag in pawssiol1
motion of adjaent spins. The locaion of' the vniform uode (smoiting
fr""Wy) ith respect to the spin-vw spect-im vill deternm
vhlch spin iwaves are generated. The ezStation of spin vnes leads
to a reduction in the susceptibillity of the ferrite at resonane adj
=nder certain conditions., to av increase In absorption at a d~c.
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field belov resonance (subsidiary resonance). At low power level
when the ferr~ite sample is maet ized perpendicular to the signal
field directIon, the mgrntization vector fans out, dissipatos its
mnarwp and relaxes to its equilibriua position. A lo=C relaxation
tim ind-istes that a large mmwimt of energy is stored In the spin
system of the ferrite sample, analogous to a high-Q resonant circuit.
A narrow-lineqrIdt (,&N) ferrite will bae a high peak absorption per
vait volin, Indicating that a large amt of rf. energy is being
stored by the ferrite.* As the input power is Increased, the 904gneti -
satian vector fans out to what to called the critical janigl. At this
point the material Is said to be saturated. Any further increase in
signal paver Is ooqpled Into the creation of spin vaes. Two
possible mehanism should be distinguished. For one of thea1 the
spin waves generated will have half the frequency of the applied
signal; for the other, they hare the esm frequency as the applied

sinlt Is convenient to refer to these tw mchanism as non-
linariiesof the first and second order, respectively. fhe Incident

cdravave pwr ured for spin-wave instability In called the
oritcalfield (h .!he threshold field for the first order effect

toIrentl lowt ht of tie second order effect,, provided
both are allowed.ThsIbeasth rvoreefetdpnsnl

athe amlitude of the uniform precession,. while the second-order
ef da ePMeup on the square of the amplitude of the uniform

In plar hexaonal ferrites the critical field for the
seon-o~e efet s ivnby(3)

(1) 40oNSA aI (a RX ) ,(2/8)1

jnit~ IX the esisc nlineardt feraerisetic deicf the
vnsta losse andej auic d of operatio/4depe(Hs in the nasoro-

field)f the requ~ainI Indicate. the firsltdsnloctl of th aist

fied l marel ofec the cri ti rcedre fielded vhcrystal o 13 t
Instabilty s Inei.()mgpoe xei t.eesr esa

that I tm i dteig pontaw dein easiiiy 5) alm~tioevigh, the
resertioe losid wa tlsfficien tly broer oa eds to ns dhevice
wea@n ofreure mno dievisd h irsnl crystals of wihalne-

withof th rystalgrew orproceduresn ofethed crystals ofas t

resqle i ws fowvasthtil susticiontl ona s o r a peti

of the sim pe crystals 'with a resonance linevidth of 3.8 oersteds
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at 9.0 Oft and room t -erature. ?Uis represents the lowest valme
reported for the plam bseowa2 ferite. and permits the d6si0 of
nonlinear faromauatic devices uti3.sing tes mterials.

1 DA 11 fla: Sfrgle-cryatal hsmagooa forrite.
with the chemcal copsition D%Z%.~~ *03 ere u'ow fro mlts

mixed together and pancked Into platinum crucibles. * ?he were heated

twro te crucibles ve rined wAd allowed to cool to room teqier-
tiwo In air. Crystals were freed from the crucible bF leaching vith
dilute nitric aid.

Crystals obtained by this method were typically blfck#
bmonal, in shape, with highly refliecting natural faoces. TW wor
smller tba those normlly Sttainale fro Iee% f Lu, nevez ed
Ing 3/ -n long or 1/8 In. thick. Ybo larger crystals were typio~3

18in. long aM 1/8 in. thick. Spetroc__a -felsi LY1 Of several
crystals frmeach batch indicated that the wnut of Jf preent In
the crystals vas close to the starting copoition. The crystals
were *Ooled by x-ray diffraction methods to establish tbat VW
were single aad bad the 7 striwtiue.

theIrregularly shaped samles woe ground Into spheres using
the ethod described by Carter at al.(T-S samles were tha

polished With successively finow grit diamd abrasives. -Th flial
songass used in making hig*powar mIIIIIIIIsa us bad a 0.1 micron
finish. Previous invstipti havT-e shown the critical etrfet of
surface polishing on the resonance linevidth of M.Y spberes. Nigh-
pover manetic susceptibility insnmto were made at IT -3 Mec,
using the cavity perturbation techn"Iq=ue The final diameter of tbe
asles ranged from, 0.018" t4 0.030. A .- Ulmab 1 -00 we used
as the r.f. power source. A trenamissio cavasise to
measure the linewidth and WV'Alm~te the bl h-pWve PVOPertes IGSTh
lengths or Smod numbers of the cavity vas adjusted to give on apwo-
priate filling factor. Bmal tumiug screws placed along the legth of
the cavity allowed ret=ming of the cavity at each one-oaf suscepti-
bility point, so that the frequway of the pover soure Wes not
changed during the course of a mam~t A block diagram of tbC
equipowt used In ming the Bnasswemnts by the cavity techeiqu IL
shown in Fig. 1. A vareguiae switch vith high istiXon betee
ports pritted either the refla "s ~ytrrn or the wantron output to
be incident upon the cavity. A wrvegulle poves divider llowed the
incideat power level to be varied over a sufficiently Wid* "Ige
Ferrite isolators ve used to Isolate the cavity from. the rest of the
micrivave circuitry SMd to insure intcbed conditions for stable,
mIneaet operation. The transmssion type of cavity permits high-
power susceptibility ine"suemt to be g~s at a coam t r.f.
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Utic fie,34. As the anergy absorbed in the ferrite saxpl in-
creased, the waitore4 pave at the outpuit termimation of the cavity
6*creased. Increasing the input paver until, the output power rechad
an appropsat reference level thw senabled a constant r -f. - netic
field to be mAtanined. in the cavity over the couplet* range of
usasurmets * The sauples vare, plwAce in the center or the cavity at
a position of saim r.f. usn tic field. The orientation or the
simle vas, such tbiat the r -f.- mgetic field and the applied magaetic
field waon perpendicular to each other and in the easy plane of

in~aat OU..
Th4c. maptizaton was mesured with a vibrating supl3e

jpI-ctar A) sas a function of field at roon terature.- The
crystalis We: a munted so that a rotation of 900 Vould bring the easy
or U6e hard directiona parallel to the applied field. The saturation
asntiation (hi r"M) deterainet alonI the easy direction is given in
Tal . Table I

saturation Iageatimutou (i4 " N) as a Fiziction of
Subatitifted MN in Bae~znvbi~ 2 2 O%

0 270 0.6 9300
0.1. 2600 0.7 18OU
0.2 277 0.8 1700
0.3 240 0.9 1700

0.t2360 1.0 1650
0.5 2330 1.1 100

0 7 F3 dA. WJ91: The saturation satization Is seen
to slowly decrease as subatituted Mh Increases. This is to be ex-
pected if Ma replace. Zn. Near the coqisition x - 0.7 the mgueti-
zatioa drops sharply to belmw the value for pure Mn!. This MW be
related -to the siza of the Nn2+ Ion, the largest divalent substitwmt
to enter the structure. Distortion of mgnetic interaction due to
chsngin interatomic distance gives rise to a reduced awietization.
Variation in catior distribution as a function of increasing MA
substitution vould also decrease the e itization. These possibil-
ities will be distinguished by careful crystallographic studies. The
ingnetization continues to decrease with increasing Nn substitution
until x - 1.1. Beyond this point planar crystals are no longr
stable end axIal, crystals ae obtained Ubrn x - 2.0.

Farraoanetic resonance linevidth measurements were eAd on
compositions fioe x - 0.1 to x - 1.1. Figure 2 abows the linewidth
aa fucton at substituted, smgnese. The indicated linevidtha

rarer to the mesured properties of the utnpolished samles. As Mn
substitution increases1 the rough linevidth deaes9 to a Minim Of

A 1T.5 aeratedo between x - 0.5 and 0.7. Additioal moswaese in-
creased the linsvidth to 21 oersteds,, after which it leveled off.
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The spectmni with s.linewitb of 17.5 oesteds were selected fbr
fwte jvestigation. ftoos crystials were polished with sucessively

S An exposential decreae In the linwidth was noted with decreasing
grit @is* of the polishing ocnoud. A cycmlic effect In linewilth as

a fmciop.? polishing tim, as fouad In lithiu ferrite single
cryt&U,%JLwas not observed. The minima linowidth obtained with

substituted Zn? crystals Is 3.8 oesteds *t 9.0 Me. The observed
L1inewidth Increases to li.9 oersteds when measured at 17.3 We.

A comarison of the normied mnetic susceptibility
(de(.lUns of the mai resonance) of litbi~m ferrite,, yttriu iron
garnet (MO, and minn as a function of incident Iavew at 1T.3 N6c
ir hown in Fig- 3. The low-power mgretic susceptibility is used am
a reference for normelis lug the susceptibility at bigh-power levels.
As Fig-. 3 Indicatee, there Is a substantial decline In the mai
resonance as the Incident power level is increased. These nonlinear
effects are particularly significant In determining the feasibility
end perforance of nonlinear ercmaswtic devices.

At 17.3 WA the second-orider process is responsible for the
obered nonlinear effec. The decline in tbol min resonance cuxve

my be used to determine the critical fild( 12) for the mnset of
spin-wave instabilities by extrapolating back to the low-power magne-
tic susceptibility. Pros the critical field valva, the spin-wave
linevidth (A 1K) ay be calculated using equ ton I. The critical
field (be) for manganese substituted Zn? Is approximtely 6 z 10-2

* oerstedso which coopure very favorably with that of TIG, whose
ltnevidth is lower (2.35 oersteds). This critical field value leads
to a calculated spin-wave linevidth of'O.74I oersteds. As Indicated
in Fig. 3, the inssured linewidth of lithium ferrite and substituted
Zn? we approxiintely equa., but the critical field for spin-waye
Instabilities in MY! Is an order or mitude lover.

UMICE APPICmIEM: The results of this investigation
* show that single-arysUal Zn! xnterials substituted with manganese are

prmsing for use in several microwve devices.* Such devices include:

Pulaed-Field. Nillimter-Wave Generator. The ability of
sinele-crystal ferrites to act Ias Ei-Q resonatrs and to store
energy for periods of tim or the order of their relmzt ion tim has
been used as the basis for a pulsed millimter-wvv generator.
Op eration of the rulsed Ve s~o has been described by Elliott,j~ Schaug-Pattersen, *a shaw, 131w)who obtained an output freqmency of
32 Oft with an input equencynear 4 We using single-crystal Y310.
Mare recently, 8bw * has obtined. an output frequency of 50 We
with no input frequency, by pulsing the ferrite at an angle to a
smll saturating d.c. field. 111 this generator the energy ts stored
in the spin system which Is forced to process around the resultant of
the pulsed manzetic field wAd the saLl aplied . field. [The
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suera is subseqently generated "s thn spin system roe=&z back to
Its eqialibriwa- poeition.] TMe outlnut freqmency dvpends on thie
Magnitud.e of the pulse" fild. With the use of substituted ZnY, the
Iarg Onisotro" (9900 oersteds) vill SUbhttial&lly reduce the
manitude of the pulsed maetic field required for the generation of

wher a Is the frequency of the energy generated, y Is the ar=-
mantic ratio (ioualaly 2.8 No/cersted), end H0 is the pulsed magnetic
field. A pulsed manetic field of approximtely 18 kil~o~auss vul be
required to generate a freqaency of 50 If The size and weight of
the line required to poduce such a pulse In rather lUrge and bulJW.
Usaing En! sphere the pulsed manetic field required Is given tW

(nI) (W . + B)

where % Is the anisotropy fields 16 Is the pulsed meaetic fields
y Is the gragetIc ratios and a Is the frequency generated. The
pulsed field required to generate a frequency of 50 Mie, using MY!,
with an aisotro];y field of 9900 oersteda, would be approximately
A ki3.oguss. This, pulsed field may be reduced eve greater by' usine
a enterlal that has a larger anisotropy field. In addition, since
the required pulsed magnetic field decreaes as the anisotropy field
is increased, miniaturization of the pulse line becme feasible.
It Is iqportamnt in the operation of such a device that the mgetic
field pulse nave & rise tim which is smQ1 compared to the ralaza..
tion tim of the material. At present, MYn is mrginal for this
application, end Investigations are required to furwtir reduce the
linewidth.

Powr dmters. The basic pbhyical, yrinciple of the ferriteI limiter Involves the inlinear behavior of the r .f. magnetization at
the critical. power level (ha), a shown in Fig. 3 (decline of the
NMwi*sd mantic susceptibility). At this point, a transfer of
wmr' takes place from the uniformly processing eppin mode to other

spin waves. This phsnoeons and others which ame similar, providesI for limiting the level of r -f * pover treansmitted In a microwave
component containing a ferrite. The awdnfestat ions of these non-
linear responses give rise to m9gBtc eeslitr and the
subedIMtr rgesnnce limiter. t Wrinspatic-ouplin Limiter
utilizes the mi resuec instability (decline of the min resonance)
for its aperation. rhe ooincidmat limiter. mne t" of Syromgletic
COMPIle limiter. vwee L'sbiiary resonance coinocides with the
main reaonwo, he the lowest critical power lovel. 30sver, this
type of Mlter utilizes both the first- and second-order process for
Its opration. Using spherical Isotropic ferrites, a rather Umw
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5 ~ Q er ge'MMQ WltWaUGOs 1s Impofed Ch this limiter and is givu by:

(iv) a VIWMr
OwIet, freqmcy zne to determined by the fihld required to

astur.to the material and can be vritten as

(v) 0 > y x/3

For pwre Tn0 the satus1ion mnuetization is 1750 oersteds. This
gives so operational frequency range of 1.6 to 3.2 Mc. Nomemagtio
ions, such as pilium or aluminva, can be substituted Into 110 to
lmr the magnetaatlou and lover the operational frequency raw of
the nulacident linate. No prWtical wtbod of increasing the
atwston mnaetization of no ha been reported. SIngle-cryot1l
2!thlus ferite, with a 4 ?TNq of 3900 owrvtods and a resonance line-
wi t of 2 oesteds at 6.0 s been reportod.(15) This natierial
msw a coincident limiter frequency rag of 3.64 to 7. Me. The
frquec rewg b beeu extended to e.8 Mbo by tI (,hagPlng the

niforam puocession to orthopno strip-line ree t Atore. "Is
a Ppobch to £ cressing the rreqvmwy range of coincident lmiting Is
limited by the eultlag excessive losses and the naitude of the
dipola a=li T) Th frequeny rane tor the coincidence or the
first- and second-ordqr nonlinear processes in planar hexaional
ferrite is given by:3)

where W. Is the transverse desiamtlsing factor, and 8 equsls
NasAw . Using plana hexagal ferrites that ae presently evail-
able, coincident limiting is feaible vp to a frequency of 15.6 MN.

The secoad-order nrcse limiter another kind of gio-
usanet# umdueoco ranges here
coincident liiting Is not poesible. In this limiter, the slope
transition above the tbreshoA is not as abr~vt, the limiting
cbaracteristic Is not flat, and the thresholds are h bigthr then
with coincident liaiten. Accordingl, the frequency range of the
coincident limiter can be signif icent4y extended by utilizing laar
hexagowa remite#. At 17.3 Met, as shown In Fig. 3I the sewood-
order process Is responsible ror the decline in the min resoance.
The critical field in inngenese substltve ZT Is ompareble to thet
of Y1, eve tbmut the linewidth Is twice as large. The experimntal
date Indicates the effect of tba large anlsotropy In red lng the
tbreshold fleld, and also the feasibility of vaing lt4nY in the
sec@od-order process liniter.
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111mite a S@ te gbost tpwer3.iuitsru, lee.B = he Ldiz
po=ts abript, givig a ll-defined plateau in the output. This
type limiter can be used as a pro-limiter in combiation with a low-
level Limiter. Figiwe 4 shml the develomnt of the subsidiarY
resonance with an increase in input pavez. At low paver 3*v2ja, no
subsidiary resonance io present and the signal paver propagawtes with
very little loses. At threshold paver, the develoowt of the
subs idiary resonance limits the level of the output power. The
applied d.c. field is get at a f1d 'value wprci e3w half that
required for the min resonance. Figure 5 ahv an expwimtal
xaet of a subsidiary resonance limiter designied for operatiou at

36.6 weo using substituted zn?. Thin t"p limiter utilises the
first-order nonlinear process for its operation. Becamse the limiter
incorporates a resonant cavity, It serves an additional filter fumc-
t.ion of rejectinig uadeeired slow'ls wich might cause Instability.
One liatter is constructed in reduced-height brass material. The
cavity Is composed of two veaveguids, alf-sect ions joined along the
broad dimswion as shown In Fig. 5. Mcnh ha3f-sectiob Is of unit
constructios; the Iris half-plates and the wae~guide flanges at each
end are an Inteaenl part of the xmahined piece tU eliminate lover
Qa resulting from soldered iris plates. The cavity was excited In
the lU *As with ra Mb-Za? sphere placed near the side wall and
biased iang the nw."o dimenion. Usin a O.0Q5" diputerspee

esr.mntal data have indicated that the filling factor (ratio of
samle volm to cavity volims) to too smll. The cavity showu in
Fig. 5 is being redesigned to be m=ited to the T30 acde Gad large
Zn? spheres are being processed. This should give the necessary
larver filling factor so thast the losses in the sample will represent
a sufficiently large proportion of the total cavity losses above the
thebaold paver level.

COMMIOSc: A ferromognstic resocance lisnevidth of
3.8 oersteds at 9.0 Meo and roo temerature represents a considerable
Ispremnt In mterial techoology for hexgonal ferrites with plana
anisotropy. The linevidth comparts favorably with that found in
single-crystal TIG and In lithiu ferrite. 'This investigation has
shown that the large plansr anisot-opy endows ZnY materiaUs with
several distinct advantages In enhancing the design of adcrovare
devices. The anisotropy field Increases the frequency range for the
coincidence of the first- and second-order processes, which inberent3.y
gives a lover threshold paver level. in addition, the ani~sotrop
field tends to decrese the critical fimld (paver level) ant which
spin-we Instabilities set in. From the measured threshold field,, a
spin-vowe linwvldth of 0. 7t oersteds ha been calculated for
impnese-stbstituted Z47.
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A variety of Investigationn on the feasibility of zierowave
devices uing oagnese-jubstituted ZnW are currently in the design
stage. Amo then are an orthogonal resonant strip-line gyromgnetic
1.itar at X-lbnd frequenciLe , a paralle1 pued shunt ars cavitytlim ter at Lu-band frequencies, and a TZI01 cavity subsidiary reson-
ance lialtor.

Fturther experiiental work involving the growth of large
crystals and the subatitution of other eleent", buch as alvainma,
Pbould make a host of magnetic devices feasible in the milimter-
rave frequency range.
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RETROFUrAL ELECTRON FLUX
PROMI PIASSIVE TARGETS IRRADIATED

WITH A MONOENERGETIC PRIMARY BEAN

RALPH W. DRESSEL
NUCLEAR EFFECTS LABORATORY

WHITE SANDS NISSILE RANGE, NEW '4EXICO

I. INTRODUCTION

A collimated beam of monoenergetic electrons directed at a
thick target will sustain a variety of interactions with eOmsttvtm
atomic nuclei and their associated atomic electrons to produce a large
dispersal of the original bess. Part of this dispersal is due to
single coulomb scattering together with the simple diffusion expected
from multiple nuclear and electron-electron scattering. But, in addi-
tion, secondary processes transmit energy to other resident electrons
of the target medium. Thus, the total number of energetic electrons
in the system may exceed the number introduced by the incident been.
For example, some secondary electrons may appear as the recoils from
direct electron-electron scattering or perhaps as recoils from Compton-
scattered bremsstrahlung previously generated within the target by
the primary beam. Photoelectrons and positron-electron pairs may
appear as well. The relative contribution from each of these numerous
components strongly depends upon the primary electron energy and also
upon the atomic number of the target material. As part of the total
transport within the medium some electrons will migrate close enough
to the target surface to escape. These constitute an electron flux
directed backward with respect to the incident bea and often have
been called "backscattered" electrons. However, from the previous
discussion it is apparent that the term, "backscattering" is not suf-
ficiently descriptive. Therefore, a new term, "retrofugal flux" is
introduced to include within its denotation the secondary electrons as
well as the scattered primary electrons. "Backscattering" is more
appropriately used to describe the effect associated with incident
electrons having energies considerably less than I HeV. In this case,
the backward flux from the target surface consists of two distinguish-
able components. The on, identified by its higher energy, consists
principally of singly- or multiply-scattered primaries while the other
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is a low-energy component composed of secondary-emiasion electrons
oJectod in large numbers from the target surface, but with energies
less than SO eV. However, if the energy of the incident electrons is
Incroased, a shower begins to develop within the target so that primary
and secondary electrons no longer are distinguishable on the basis of
energy. Accordingly, all electrons leaving the 4arget surface are
equivalent. These constitute the retrofugal flux.

Earlier investigations, in general, have been conducted at
energies leas than I MeV. Thoe" have been collected and summarized by
Dathe (1933). A more recent review has been presented by Birkhoff
(1958) covering work prior to 1953. Since then, detailed and careful
studies of the energy and angular distribution of backscattered elec-
trons from monoenergetic primaries have been performed by Kulenkampff
and Spyra (1954) and by Kulonkmpff and Rtttiger (1954) using thick
%argets of Al, Cu, Ag, and Pt and initial energies from 20 to 40 keV.
Kanter (1957) has made similar measurements in an energy range from
10 to 100 keV. Using 1.75 1leV electrons extracted from a betatron.
Prank (1959) has investigated both the angular distributions and the
energy spectra of the retrofugal electron flux from Al, Cu, and Pb
targets at various angles of incidence for the primary beam. right
And Trump (1962) have reported experimental results for the total
vetr tgal flux from a variety of target materials at incident electron

Senergies of 1, 2, and 3 tIeV. The most recent work has been done by
Bienlein and Schlosser (1963) who performed measurements on Al, Ag, Sn,
and Au targets at energies of 60, 75, and 100 keY. Although a large

-- mount of data has been collected for incident electron energies below
S0 keV, there is sufficient scatter in the reported results to open
serious questions about which values to accept. Measurements by inde-
pendent investigators at the higher energies appear to agree, but there
is . , Juspect that reported values all are too low due to vari-
ous iosseb encountered in determining the electron flux. The measure-
e ments reported here have boon desigled to avoid such systematic errors
and extend the observations to 10 ?leV.

N,:.4srous attempts have been made to calculate the angular
-, - distribution and the energy spectrum of the retrofugal flux. Bothe

(1949) has pruposed a diffusion theory applicable to energies near 370
and 680 keY. Everhart (1960), incorporating simplifying assumptions,
has obtained results applicable to energies below SO keY while others
including Archard (1961), Engelmann (1961), B&Iy (1962), and Tomlin
(1963) have worked with diffusion theories appropriate for energies
below 100 keY. Calculations employing the Monte Carlo technique have
been performed by Sidei, lligasimura, and Kinosita (1957) for 2-MeY elec-
trons on Al. MacCallum (1960) has also applied the tlonte Carlo method
to calculate backscattering coefficients for energies from 10 to
500 keV and more recently Green (1963) has run a calculation to deter-
mine the coefficient for a Cu target at 29 keV. The only calculations
applicable to higher energies have been performed by Perkins (19(2)
who obtained values for Al and Cu at energies from 0.4 to 4 FleV. In
each of these calculations, approximations were employed to reduce the
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computational labor; therefore, a comparison of computed results against
experimental measureitents is desirable to evaluate the validity of
approximatf ons used.

1I. EXPERIENTAL SYSTIl

The system employed for measurement is illustrated in Fig. 1.
A large cylindrical scattering chamber approximately 12 inches in
diameter and 12 inches high has been constructed of aluminum to reduce
the background currents due to electrons scattered from its interior
walls. Targets are solid right cylinders approximately 2 inches in
diameter and 2 inches long supported in an aluminum holder mounted so
that the certer of the plane end-face lies precisely at the center of
the scattering chamber. This holder permits target rotation about a
vertical axis to position it at any desired angle with respect to the
incident beam. The target surface exposed to the beam is machined
plane within s.001 in. Ten measurement ports are spaced around the
scattering chamber periphery. By rotating the chamber it is possible
to select appropriate pairs of ports that provide regularly increasing
deflection angles from 0* to 155" at S" intervals. Thus, 32 angular
intervals are available with only 10 ports. Target materials have been
chosen to span the scale of atomic number from Z a 4 for beryllium
to Z a 92 for uranium at reasonably uniform intervals. Only metallic
conductors have been selected for targets to avoid accumulation of
electric charge and also to conduct away heat generated by the incident
beam.

Electrons leaving the LINAC pass through a system of aligned

collimating apertures in a drift tube. This same drift tube contains
a beam current monitor described by Drossel (1963). It is calibrated
by removing the target from the beam which is then caught in a Faraday
cup mounted at the straight-through port. Although the LINAC current
is reasonably steady so that measurements of relative currents could
be made, greater precision is obtained by comparing the integrated
monitor current against the total charge collected by the Faraday cup.
A sliding bias is used on the Faraday cup during charge collection so
that it is always within a fraction of a volt from ground potential.
This technique reduces to a negligible amount possible lopses due to
leakage currents. An evaluation of the errors and losses expected from
this Faraday cup by Dressel (1961) indicates they are less than 0.2 per-
cent. Immediate repetition of monitor calibration readings gives
results consistent within 0.5 percent. Unfortunately, due to random
fluctuations in the nany parameters that determine the LINAC operating
conditions, this igh precision cannot be hold over a period longer
than a few minute!, However, these fluctuations have a standard devia-
tion of about $ percent so that averages over several replications
yield results reliable within 2 or 3 percent.
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Although the primary beam formed by the LINAC has a cross
section ,aot groster than 2 m in diameter, the bea itself migrates
during the irradiation period and executes an excursion over a region
about S m in diameter. The collimators have been designed with aper-tures I cm In diameter so that when properly aligned, the electron beam

always remains within these apertures. Another collimator having a
conical taper is used in the measurement port to define tho 'solid angle
through which the retrofugal flux is sampled. This collimator views
the entire region on the target face from which retrofugal electrons
may be emitted. When measurements of the energy spectra are desired,
the analyzer magnet arJ 1,sflecti(,i chamber are installed as shown.
Alternatively, when only angular distribution measurements are made,
the Faraday cup is cou.pled lire'tly to the appropriate measurement port.
The entire assombly, iocludinI ncattering chamber and Faraday cup, is
evacuated aV(l nnec%-.d directly to the LINAC system. A vacuum gate
valve permit olat.,or of the LJW.C whenever the scattering chamber is
opened to chan, targets or perform other system modifications.

Test measurements hkve been made to check out the system for
electron background and other spurious effects. The scattering chamber
itself appears to be quite free of such troubles and contributes a back-

_,,round signal level substantially less than 1 percent of the normal
-signal. The Faraday cup is quite insensitive to any radiation except
those electrons entering through its aperture but, interestingly, under

f jsome conditions a small positive signal may appear during operation
mi:hIle the target is removed. It has been determined that this positive
signal is associated with secondary electron emission from the outer
walls of the lead cup due to broadside irradiation with stray bromsstrah-
Iwig from the LINAC. The effect is small and has been further reduced
-by appropriate shielding of the LINAC from the rest of the system.
.-Another effect that is slightly larger in magnitude is due to polariza-
Zion of the coaxial cables in the radiation field. This contributes a

-emall negative signal. All of these background signals are negligible
or measurements on targets having atomic numbers greater than 13.

ilowever, they have boen evaluated and are applied as corrections to the
- ieasurements at lower atomic numbers. A Faraday cup was chosen specif-

Ically for the detector in this application, partly because of its
relative insensitivity to spurious background effects, and also because
S-it is an absolute instrument. Thus, many problems such as calibration,
dead time, and coincidence losses commonly associated with other detec-
tors are successfully avoided.

III. RESULTS

An electron beam of finite cross section, upon entering a
siltd target, spreads due to scattering. This behavior can be made
visible by exposing a block of PLEXIGLAS to the bean. After sufficient
exposure, a green-orange color is registered in the block recording the
electron density. The resultant me resembles the flair of the bristles
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on a dry shaving brush. Apparently, most of the electrons that work
back out of the target face to form the retrofugal flux issue from a
region having a diameter less then 1/2 the electron range in the mate-
rial. This conclusion is supported by PLEXI(GLAS exposures made at the
target surface. Photographs of gas fluorescence induced by the retro-
fugal electrons from targets bombarded with a 45-keV electron beam have
been obtained by Schumacher (1962). These give a visual indication of
the presence and also the angular distribution of the electrons in space.

If a target surface were uniformly bombarded with electrons
over an extended region, the angular distribution, expressed as the
number of retrofugal electrons per steradian per second, would be inde-
pendent of the position on the surface, but when a narrow bem is used
position with respect to the beam becomes important. Suppose, as in
Fig. 2, that an electron besm of vanishing cross section is incident
normally upon a plane target at a position V1. The retrofugal electrons
escaping from the surface will be distributed symmetrically about the
incident beam axis. Let thts distribution be described by a function

- , Then the total number of retrofugal electrons received
in a detector subtending a finite solid angle AA at an angle 0 meas-
ured from the target normal will be given by integrating the contribu-
tions from all parts of the finite incident besm. For a given energy
E for the incident primary electrons, this number may be expressed

N(,EZ)mN. a 3No)J(It,,Zdpdpfl-
AR Si? Si

Here the label 3? designates the total area covered by the incident
beam while SW is the area surrounding the point of incidence from
which retrofugal electrons escape. It is expected that *i5-7I 1j eiz)
will be approximately a gaussian function of If-fl having a full
width at half-maximum less than the electron range in the target medium.
The total incidunt beam current expressed in electrons/sec is denoted
by N, while the function 'r) describes the beam distribution over
its cross section. A differntial retrofugal flux coefficient p(GI .)
may be defined as

N(e,, .

N.

so that

AI.S Sit
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Evlently eO.EZ)is :he average value of obtained under
the experimental conditions and e is the average value of . Since
all distributions are symmetrical about the beam axis, 0 is simply the
angle between the target normal and the detector axis. It is clear
that the finite beam cross section only decreases the resolution slight-
ly, but introduces no other error providing the detector can receive
retrofugal electrons from the entire region over which they issue from
the target. The angular resolution expected from the experimental
configuration is '3'. This is quite adequate since all angular dis-
tributions are rather broad.

Pleasurements of Q(G,E,Z) have been performed using targets of
Be, C, Al, Cu, Sr. Io, Ag, B, W Pb, and U. The data cover an angular
range from 0 090" to 180 and an energy range from E 0.5 to
10 ?4eV. Limited space does not permit a display of all of these data.
Accordingly, only the extremes are presented. The family of curves in
Fig. 3 show the trends obtained with a Be target for a primary beam at
normal incidence. The magnitude of (01,E,4) drops rapidly with
increasing energy reaching minimum near 7 !*eV and then rises slightly
again with further increase in energy. This trend is typical of the
light-target materials; but as the atomic number Z advancestthe drop
with increasing energy is less pronounced and the minimum tends to
disappear. For Z 1 13 there is no minimum at all. All curves have

-been extrapolated to 100 keV to afford comparison with the work of
others at the lower energies. Values indicated at 0 180* were
obtained by a technique that circumvents the obvious problem created
by the primary beam. When a target is rotated so that the incident
beam no longer strikes at normal incidence, the angular distribution
pattern for the retrofugal flux shifts. The maximum for this distribu-
tion moves in angle more rapidly than the angular displacement of the

---target. In addition, the maximum also increases a few percent. The
aount of angular shift and the magnitude increase his been determineu
for the targets investigated. Thus, for Bc, the nermil to the target
must be set at S from the incident beam to direct the maximum if the
retrofugal flux pattern into the measurement port at 155. At this
angular offset the maximum is 8 percent greater than what it would
have been at 0n 180' and the primary beau at normal incidence.
Similar settings for a U target require an offset angle of 17.5" and
a magnitude correction of 1.5 percent.

Data obtaind with a depleted uranium target are displayed by
the family of curves in Fig. 4. The slower decrease in p(,E,91) with

* energy is immediately apparent, but an interesting inflection occurs in
all of the curves corresponding to a primary electron 211rgy near S M4IV.
This coincides with the threshold for rhotofission of U at S.1 MeV.
Since such an inflection does not occur for other target materials, it
appears that energetic process of uranium fission adds a significant
contribution to the total retrofugal electron flux from this target.

The development of 9(0,EZ) as a function of the target
atomic number Z is most conveniently displayed at e-IWO. These
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curves are shown i% Fig. S. The points have been taken from curves
similar to those of Figs. 3 and 4 for each of the targets. For smallI values of Z these curves rise rapidly and then, as Z continues to
increase, they tend to level off. Such behavior is expected since most
of the interaction cross sections for electrons with the target atoms
increase with Z. The tendency to level off. on the other hand, is due
to the fact that only a finite number of electrons can work back out Gf
the target for a finite number incident. This ratio would tend toward
a constant even if the interaction cross sections were infinite.

In Fig. 6, the family of curves shows p( IO . E, Z) as a
function o: energy for various values of Z. Here the general develop-
ment from small to large Z is evident with interesting changes In the
structure of the curves. The distinctive appearance of the curve for II
differing from all the others at the high energy end is very clear.
Effects of bromistrahlmg gensration within the target are visible in
the progrossive upward bow of the curves In the vicinity of 3 %I*V.

Changes in the angular distribution of the retrofugal elec-
trons from low Z targets are indicated in Fig. 7.Once more the pro-
gressive development is apparent. At low energies, the angular O'is-
tributions tend toward cosine distributions but become sharper with
increasing Z. However, at the higher energies very material changes
occur. For target materials having Z > 13 the angular distributions
are all the same and are effectively independent of energy. They are
sharper than cosine distributions and tend to follow the values
expressed for Al at 8 ?eV.

A comparison of the results obtained from these measurements
with those obtained by other investigators is important because of sig-
nificant discrepancies that exist. For the present measurements, the
earth's magnetic field deflects the very low-energy electrons suffi-
ciently to establish a low-energy cutoff at about 800 eV. This is con-
sistent with the low-energy discrimination employed by others a&!hough
the cutoff value is a little higher. A summary of results is presented
in Fig. 8 where data and calculated values reported by previous inves-
tigators are superimposed upon curves derived from the present measure-
ments. Since much of the literature reports only the total retrofugal
flux coefficient R(E,Z) obtained by integrating t(6.EZ) over the
entire backward hemisphere, the data in Fig. 8 ar displayed in this
form. The logarithmic scale for energy was chosen partly for the con-
venience it affords in plotting the extended range in energy and also
to emphasize the low-energy values where most of th* previous work has
been done. it is apparent immediately that nearly all of the previously
reported results lie below the present values although the general
trend with energy appears to be similar. The range of energies over
which measurements have been performed has been indicated by a horizon-
tal line and the incortainties, where they have been given,are depicted
by a vertical line. At the lower energies, the present results are con-
sistent with previo s reports that R is roughly independent of energy.
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For Al the present value falls close to the general average, but for
the targets of higher Z the present Yalues correspond more closely to
the upper-limit of previous data. Measurements reported at higher
energies agree moderately with one another but fall substantially
lower than the present data. The discrepancy increases with increasing
Z. A Monte Carlo calculation of R by Green shows very good agreement
ifith the present data. However, the values obtained by Perkins are
quite below the present curves. To illustrate that all calculations do
not agree with each other, a value determined by Sidei for Al at 2 MeV
falls considerably above the current data.

The calculations performed by Perkins may be expected to
yield values that are too low, since the comptation involved only the
effects of scattering with energy loss but did not include the regener-jation of electrons due to secondary processes. One may take the results
of Perkins to illustrate how much of the total retrofugal flux is com-tposed of scatterd incident primaries. The difference between present
data and Perkins results then may be regarded as due to the additional

_high-energy secondary electrons generated within the target. Under
this interpretation the discrepancy, which increases with larger Z,
becomes understandable. Sidei's calculations were performed manually

and treated the effects of Coulomb scattering only. For the calcula-
tions carried out by Green, however, contributions due to secondary
effects are not important because of the low electron energy treated;
hamce, the observed good agreement with present data is significant.

Low values repgrted by previous workers are not surprizing
for as Kulenkampff and Ruttiger (1954) have pointed out, "Every operat-
ing influence serves to impose a reduction in the measured electron
current." Recognizing this, they confidently reported resu'ts which
were larger than other values accepted at the time but whic, agree
quite well with the present data. Measurements reported by Frank (1959)
Are probably low for two reasons. First, Frank argues, quite plausibly,
that a target thickness equal to one-half the electron range is an in-
finite target for all practical purposes. Any electron scattered back-
wards could not escape from the initial surface if it penetrated deeper
into the target than this. But such an argument overlooks the brems-
strahlung generation which contributes significantly to the retrofugal
electron flux. Since the bremsstrahlung is quite penetrating, much
thicker targets than Frank used are needed to approximate an infinite
medium. In fact, if Frank's own data, obtained with targets of increas-
ing thickness, are plotted against the target thickness it becomes
obvious that the saturation thickness hr4 not been reached. As a
result, the reported values are too low. A second reason for suspecting
a low result is associated with the fact that Frank used geiger tubes
for detectors and a betatron operating at a frequency of 500 lz.
Although he was careful to hold down the counting rate there is a dis-
tinct possibility that there may have been coincidence losses, espe-
cially if the electron flux were greater than that expected. Measure-
ments performed by Wright and Trump (1962) employed a collector for
retrofugal electrons in the form of an aluminum cylindrical cup having
a *.2Si5nch wall thickness. It turns out that 0.25 inch of aluminum is
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approximately the range for 3-MeV electrons. This was the highest
energy employed in their investigation. However, a significant charge
loss will occur from such a thin-walled collector due to ejection of
medium-energy electrons from its exterior walls as a result of photo-
emission and Compton collisions by photons of scatteted bromsstrahlung,
Such charge loss will lead to a low moasured value. For the reasons
given, it appears that the present measurements which were carefully
designed to avoid losses and other systematic errors are more likely to
be correct.

Energy spectra of the retrofugal electron flux at selected
incident electron energies from 0.5 to 10 MeV and for a number of tar-
gets have also been obtained. These interesting results will not be
reported here since they would introduce a whole new topic.
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PREPARATION OF 5-DINX LR IXITETRAZCLH FROM SALTS
OF DINFR= CETON LZ

F. EINBERG

FRA aRD ASE kL
PHnAEMA 37, PA.

A general method for preparing tetrazoles by the reaction
of nitriles with sodium azide in the presence of ammonium or tri-
alkylammonium ion in dimethylformamide has recently been described. 1

It was more recently reported2 that 5-trifluoromethyltetrazole could
be prepared by an extension of this method and that the electronega-
tive trifluoromtyl group promoted the reaction to such an extent
that the use of an amonium. catalyst was un cessa-y. We atteqted
to prepare the previously unknown dinitromethyltetrazole by the re-
action of dinitroacetonitrile and sodium azide in water but with
negative results probably due to generation of the sodium salt of
dinitroacetontrile and the highly associated hydrazoic acid. This
led us to examine the reactions of salts of dinitroacetonitrile with
sodium azide for the formation of dinitrowethyltetrazole. It has
now been found that the product can be obtained by the reaction of
sodium or ammaonium dinitroacetontrile (but not the potassium salt)
with sodium azide and ammonium chloride (mole ratio 1.00: 1.02: 1.02,
respectively) in refluxing water but not in dimeth:-formwamide. This
appears to be the first exaqile of the use of an organonitrile salt 3

to form a tetrazole and is the first example of a 5-nitroall-Itetra-
zole. The reaction my be represented as follows.

(c (N02)2c*1r1 (c (N )2 cm)
N3

(1) r!% cloa-& M(fi ) C-
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It would appear that the strong elactron vthdrwin effect
of the p-itO grogp would greatly ehance duclrmphillc attack

0b v the azli Ion on the carbon of the nitrolcetooiiTe prodet,
hovever. wa obtained in only 8-12% yields after purification. This
joy have been part1q' due to hindrance of the reaction by repulstun

~of the negative &ZJ&e Ion by the dinitroacetonitrlo anion,, or

steric&ll4 by the bulky d~nitroetyl group.

over seventy percent of tho dinitrosoetonltrile salt vas re-

covered after 24 hours of refluxing, starting with either the sodium
ar animium nalt. In the reaction of sodlum dinitroacetoantril.,
Sh'weyr, i.t of this subtaence was recovered as the amm ium salt,
which means that the aonium chloride was d pleted. thi my account
for the scmubhst lower yield starting vith the s dli selt. That this
vas the case, was Idicated v1en a nAch l2wer yield of 5-dinitro-
ethyltetrazole was obtained uing om-tenth the oralm anmwt of

ammonia chloride catalyst in the reaction of az1ie ion with sivmlv
Sdinitrosoetonitrls. *Available siaaom Iou e also be depleted by
formtion of amoulm salts of the pradmts.

The yi*e: of dinltrametbyltetrale obtained after 48 hours
.-of refluwIng was arly the m as tbat obtained fter 2k hours.,
while that of d-Imcmiuu bitetrasole (Ui), a by-product of the re-
-actlon, inceased threefold. Dec~osltion products also incrased
. onsiderdbly. CywLIe formd as a breekdwn product was shown
to be present in the reaction mixture after 2 4 hours of refluxing
("e experimntal). Cyanide ion, In turn,, met react to produce

Bitetrazole likely Is formed b3 nucleophilic attack of

cysade ion on the nit.-Ile cabo of diitroaosetontrile anion. The
dIalnth l. group would be displaoed by cyanide Ion and the product

i.iitmb by aside ion attack on the nitrie carbons, folloved by ring

(1) (c( 0c)2c)- F 2  + Wcc

N- -C 2

I N
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I--] "I ... I_.J
Iis not clear how tmw cyanide ion arises. wflby2. 4,Z-diflitro-4-

cyanodbutyrate has been reported5 to react with muthanollc potassium
hydroxide to give potassium methyl 4,-dinitrobutyrate and potassiumcyanste. -This result was attributed to a nucleophilic attack by,

hydroxyl ion on the nitrile displaci 3g the dinatrobutyrate fragent.

The reaction of sodium dinitroacetonitrile with sodium asift
and airummium chloride in dlzitthylformamide appeared to produce only
decomposition products. No product van obtained vith potassium di-
nitrosoetonitrile in refluxing water or in dtmjthy1forsmide at #

-- O.-120* during 48 hours. 3:t has been observed that potassium dJ,-
nitroaoetonitrile is unchan e in alkylation, addition., and other re-
actions contrary to the more 9orkl behavior of t he sodium ad other
salts of dinitroacetonitrile.

Hono- and disodium, monoamonium, and monoguanidlns salts of
5-dinitrowthyltetra-ole also were prepared from the free dibasic
acid. The disodium @sat was found to be much more thermally stable
than the monosodium salt* This may be attributed to a pronounced

resonance stabilization of the tetrazole ring In the dianion by re-
lease of an electron pair to the ring.

Infrared bands of dinitromethyltetratole and its salts
attributed to IM stretching, the tetrazole ring, and the nitro Srovps
are sumarized in Table I.
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The shMf In frequewcy for the nitro group from 1590 earl
for- dimi4troamtb-ytoturazol, to 15"70 cm1 for the zMOWWULM sultij to
1530 cul for the disodium "n mormmoaonium &&Its, may be due to a
change in character from nitro to nitronatewD. The absence of the
MH bond in the disodium salt, and Its presenice in the mooodium
salt of dinitromethyiltetrazole shows that the stronger of the two
acidic hydrogens of dinitromthyltetrazole is in the dinitromethyl
group. The occurrence of It-H Ptretchir% below 3300 cm' 1 is indica-
tive of hydroGen bonding and is probabl # due to intramolecular
hydrogen bondins(,. For the free acid this ! be 11lustrated as
follows.

0

Intramolecular 1h;dro,3 e-n bondin, also has been observed for 2,2-
dinitroethy'l amine .12

Bxcperimental'3

Potassium dinitroacetonitrile14 was treated with decolor-
izinG charcoal and recrystallized from water. Sodium and ammnlnum,
dinitroacetonitrile were prepared from the potassium salt according
to a previously describel nothod6 . The salts were dried at l00- for
2 hrs ., azd kept in a deicto qv-4er Drieritel 5 ; sodium dintro-
acetonitrile, m.p. 224-226c (Lit .rm 224-226); ammonium dinitro-
acetonitrile,. rn.1). 175-176, dec. (,itb mp. 182", desc.). Sodium
azide was treated with decoloril.in& carbon and crystallized from
water. Amonium chloride a.d guanidine carbonate were reagent grade
and were used without further t~reatment.

Reaction of Sodium Dinitroacetonitrile, Sodium.Azide and
Armonium Chloride. - A solution of s;dium dinitroacetonitrile (15.30
g., 0.100 mole), sodium azids (6.65 e., 0.102 mole),, and ammonium.
chloride (5.50 9-P 0.102 mole) in 50 m~l of water in a round bottom
flash fitted with a condenser and nm~netic stirrer wasn stirred and

i-.liuxed for 24 hr.6.
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I ~ ~3~~OIs olatiof ofDia±3,oi=r iitetrazole And Its Con-iersion To

ho,%rsan? tle eira ed -eleah solid was cklected on a filter,1:washe4 with cold wte~r, and dried at 110% The yield of .the salt was,
0.59 g. (7.0%). in another r=n twing~half the quantities, the yield

aftsar 4d8 hours of ref lucing "as 0.0,0 S. (21,20,). Crystaflization
f'rta vater rgave white needles whicb did not inlet up to 300"

tArr~l. Calcd. for C2H N10: C, 13.*95; Hp 4.65; N, 81.4o. I

Tediarmni~m bitetrazole was dissolved in an excess of
hot 10" hydrochloric acid (1 S. of salt in 10 ml. of acid). The
solution was filtered hot and -the filtrate cooled to 5" causinG bi-
tetrazcte to precipitate as a white, cr.-stalline solid. The product
was h1~hly acidic in aqueous solution. For anal;ysis, a suile was
'recr.-stallized twice from water arid dried at 1100; m.p. 255.0-255.5,
-& C. (lit.1 7 , ra.p. 254i-255., dec.).

Anal. Calcd. for C2 %)11 8 : C, 17.38; H, 1.415; N, 81.16;
meute eq=90. round: C, 17.33,. 17.36; u, 1.t46, 1.51; x, 82.40,

.!.;neut. e.60.1.

Isolation of 5-Dinitromethyltetrazole-. - The pH of the
, Ammonium bitetrazole filtrae was adjusted to less than one (ueaswred

Thiha pHi meter) with conic. hydrochloric acid. Hydrazoic acid and
wYater were removed under water asi iration on the steaza bath. The

.Z remainin& solidb were extracted with boilinv; ace-tone and the insolu-
4$bIe salts mere removed b;- filtration and discarded. The acetone was

evporated under reduced presaure, the rezzaininG dry solid was ex-

txacted severe' times with eth, l ether totalling several, hundred
Nk-aililiterep aze the insoluble solids reserved for recove.r.- of

p', roduct. Cr.-stallization from methyi. alcohol rave 1.39 a- (8.o05) of,
white,. cr-yatalline product ivhich produced intensely Zyellow, hig~hly
'Kic.dcaquetous solutions.* The yield after 48 hours of refluxing

A Ing half th-- (uantitles was 0.77 [,. (S.P8p). F~or analysis a sample
wn&s rerstallized fro4 aeth.-l alcohol.
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Anal. Calod. for C21He0: C, 13.80; HD , l.6; N, 48.28;
neut. 14.W. Found: C, 14.01, 14.01; H, 1.50, 1.24 N 48.10,
48.20; neut. eq. 87.7; X[1., 1.65, iC2 - 3.60 (water/25").1.

The free aciA, on heating fairly rapidly in a capillavy tube I
produced nitrogen dioxide fumes at about 100, gradually darkened
above 150, and went abruptlv from dark brown to black, vithout

mliting, at about 180.

18
Recovery of Ammnium Dinitroacetonitrile . - The ether in-

soluble solids were extracted several times with small quantities of
hot ethyl acetate leavinz 5.3 9. of ammonium dinitroacetonitrile
which was collected on a filter. The filtrate was evaporated to a
small volume (approx. 25 ml.), cooled to 50, and an additional 3.9 8.
of ammonium dinitroacetonitrile was collected. Evaporation of the
final filtrate left 2.1 g. of ammonium dinitroacetonitrile containing
a omall amount of the sodium salt. The total recovered salt was 11.3 9.
(76.4%). Total recovered salt from the reaction mixture refluxed 48
hours using half quantcities was 5.2 g. (70.7%). The ammonium salt
was recrystallized twice from alcohol riving white crystals whose
infrared spectrum was identical to that of a known sample prepared
as described above.

Preparation Of Monoanmonium 5-Dinitroethyltetrazole. -

5-Dinitromethyltetrazole was dissolved in sufficient l0, aqueous
armnonia to Cive a solution having a pH Greater than 9. The water and
excese ammonia were evaporated and the product was crystallized from
ethyl alcohol. The monoaenonium salt darkens above 195, and abruptly
decomposes without melting at 2140. Several attempts to prepare the
diammonium salt gave monoamnmonium salt.

Anal. Calcd. for CoH;N704: C, 12.56; H, 2.62; N, 51.36
Found: C, 12.69; H, 2.70; 11, 1.55.

Preparation of Monosodium and Disodium 5-Dinitromethyl-
tetrazole. - 5-Dinitrometh:'ltetrazole was titrated electrometricall:-
to either the first or second end points with 0.1N sodium hydroxide.
The water was removed and the dry salts were washed with alcohol,
then with acetone, and then dried. The disodium salt appeared to be
unchanged up to 3100, and the monosodium salt exploded violently at
approximately 1600.

29
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Anal. Caled. f or C2 I60.4 : C, 12.21; H, 0.76; N, 42.73;
V, l.715.-round: C, 12.24; Hj, 0.51; N, 42.86; R, 11.73.

Anal. Calcd. for C2 460-4 2 : C, 11.13; N*, 38.39; N, 21.30
F;Amd: c- 01; H, 0.00; , 38.53; M, 21.10.

Preparation of The Monoguanidine Salt of 5-Dinitromethyl-
tetrazole. - 5-Dinitromethyltetrazole (0.075 g.) a g guanidine car-

bonate (0.098 u.) were dissolved in two ml. of water. The pH of the
solution was adjusted to about 3 with concentrated hydrochloric acid.
The light yellow, crstalline precipitate was filtered, after cooling
to 5, and recrystal'ized twice from water. It decomposed without
melting at 164.0-16t.5.

Anal. Calcd. for C-HN 904 : C, 15.52; H, 2.61; N, 54.30.
Found: C, 15.56, 15.26; H, 3.57, 3.37; N, 54.41, 54.20.

eaction of Aonim finitroaceton trili WIh SnAim AZ4a.
And Ammonium Chlorid . - Ammonium dinitroacetonitrile (7.40 g., 0.050
=ole), sodium azide (3.33 g., 0.051 mole), and ammonium chloride
(2.75 go, 0.051 mole) in 25 ml. of water were refluxed 24 and 48 hr.
Both reaction mixtures then were treated as described for the re-
actions with sodium dinitroacetonitrile except that the ether-insoluble

solids were not extracted with ethyl acetate. Yields are suamwrized
-below:

Recovered Amonium
Reflux Tim Bitetrazole 5-DinitromethyJtetrazole Dinitroacetonitrile

24 0.68 (8.0) 1.07 (12.3) 5.37 (71.8)
from 2.1 g. crude

48 1.80 (21.9) 0.80 (0.2) 2.64 (35.2)
from 2.7 C. crude

A reaction using 0.05 mole of ammonium dinitroacetonitrile,

D.051 mole of sodium azide and 0.0051 mole of anioniuw' chloride
(10 mole 5 of the sodium azide) in 25 ml. of water ref"iwed 24 hours
Cave 0.34 E. (4..0e,) of bitetrazole and 0.2 ,. (2.35) of crude
5-dinitromethk-Itetrazole.

After 24 hr. of reflu:inG, the reaction min:ture cave a oosi- j
tIve test for the presence in irse concentration, of cyanide ion
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EIDER

NODAL ANALYSIS OF TRANSIENT VIBRATION PROBLEIMS
IN LINEARLY VISCOELASTIC SOLIDS

ALEXANDER S. EDER
USA BALLISTIC RESEARCH LABORATORIES
ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND., MARYLAND

INTROD JCTION

Spurred by the urgent need for analyzing the stresses in
solid propellant rocket motors, in order to provide a more rational
basis for design, various investigators have developed general methods
of analysis based on the similarities exhibited by the basic equations
in linear elasticity and viscoelasticity. E. H. Tee and J. R. M.
Radok (1) developed a correspondence principle for quasi-static
problems. A more general approach based on the classical stress
functions for an elastic solid has been suggested by the author (2),
and also by Gurtin and Sternberg (3). A new correspondence principle
established by D. S. Berry (4) provides a general method for solving
steady state vibration problems.

Formal solutions of transient vibration problems may be
obtained by means of the Laplace transform, but inversion of the
resulting transform by analytical methods has not been possible in the
general case (5). D. R. Bland has given solutions in terms of one-
sided Fourier transforms. Evaluation of these transforms by numerical
methods is difficult because the integrand is highly oscillatory. E.
Volterra used separation of variables in an early and important
paper (6), but his treatment of initial and boundary conditions is not
entirely satisfactory. In this paper, it is shown that his method is
valid only if the boundary conditions can be reduced to a form that
does not involve the viscoelastic properties of the material. If this
condition is satisfied, the boundary conditions will generally deter-
mine a sequence of real characteristic numbers, and Sturm-Liouville
methods may be used to obtain the complete solution. Cauchy contour
integrals provide a more general type of solution when the Sturm-
Liouville theory does not apply.
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THIMN

Thebl~ lastins.The basic equations are expressed in
spherical cortas ,Q,0 This coordtnate system Is upod as theI vehicle for developing. the theory because a variety of displacemnt
fields my be exyzesed In tern of Bessel functions of hialf-Integral
orAr. Computtion of these functions for both real and comp~lex
arguments my be carried out in termw of elementary functions. The

eVltion5 of notion are (7) 2 .

r 1 )ID IZI rO 2a -cX-0 +Trco 0 ut
V +r sinQ r

o'rra 1 Ica ()too + trC + 2r~ cotO 2 P

27'' 2 i )

rusin r~

fth Oki.placesents and btrains are related by the equations

()U

61 +v ~ c otQ0
r rsin 0 r r

(2)-

Il2u v 6
-- +

_Vlbehavior of an isotropic, lieryviscoelastic solid. Let G(t)

'bI_ epnet ntse unto fsr#i ple tt0



provided the stresses and strains are zero prior to t = 0 (8). The
term 7(t) 0(0+) represents the purely el&Atic response; the hereditary
integral represents the delayed response. A funtional notation of
V. Volterra vill be used to abbreviate the right-hand side of Eq. (3). It

0 17(t)] - 7(tj 0(0+) + So y(tl) G'(t - tl)dt1 ()

The stress-strain laws Involving the shear modulus are

-r M a [Yv"(t)] ar - aQ- 20 [a (t) - C .(t)1
oo- G [vf(M)- - 20 [ct) - a(t)l

TQ a a G [ y, (t)] a . - a -r . [, (t) ,- t)1

The bulk modulus (t) is a measure of the hydrostatic pressure pro-
duced by an infiniteslimL change in volume.

e - 3K [e(t)]

where e -a r + 00 + O(XY • - r + 40 +

Applications of the Sturm-Liouville Theory. Consider 4 rod
bounded by the conical surface 0 = C6 and the spherical surfaces r - a
and r = b, where b >a. We assume the rod is fixed at r - a. At r -b
it is attached to a rotating disc, as shown in Fig. 1. The motion of
the system produced by a step function of torque anlpied at the disc
is required. The solution is based on H. Iab's analysis of free
torsional vibrations of a solid elastic spheie (9). In the solution
considered here, concentric spherical surfaces rotate about the axis0 - 0 without distortion. We assume that

u=o, v=O, w -(r sin Q) #(r, t) (6)

where *(r, t) is the angle of rotation. Then

7rc 1(snQ~ r (r sin 0) G[r4 (7)

The remaining stresses and strains are zero. The first and third
equations of motion are satisfied identically; the second equation
reduces to
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Separable solutions suitable for analyzing standing waves are obtained I
by assuming that

*(r, t) = R(r) T(t) (9)

Then

T"(t) + 02G CT(t)] = 0, rR"(r) + 4R' + X2rR = 0 (10a), (lOb)

where I

2 = P2

The twisting moment M(r, t) is required in the analysis of
the boundary ccndition at r = b. We have

hr (r, t) = (r sin 9)(T r tS)

where r sin Q is the moment arm and t S is an element of surface area.
We also have

AiS = (r 2 sin ) AG , nU = (r sin ) G[,

We obtain the formula

M(r, t) - f(Q )r 4 GL i (1)

where
f( ) (2 - 3 cos o + c s3 g)

We consider free vibrations first. The boundary conditions

at the stress-free conical surface Q = Q0 are satisfied since 'IQ

S = 0. The bar is fixed at r =a, so that

= at r = a (12)

The boundary condition at r = b may be regarded as the equation of
motion of the disc.

2!

n + M(r, t) 0 at r = b (13)
d 2

In Eq. (9), we set j
R(X, r) = C1(Xr) Sl(Xa) - S1 (Xr) C,(Xb),

where the functions S (x) and C (x) are given by (li). I
SnX = (-1i d n (sin x, C(1 d) n cos x (14)

xdx04

I
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On coining these results, we otain the characteristic equation

AM = 0 (

where

A(k) - 5X2R(Xj, b) - $ d p b lf(Qo)

This characteristic equation involves only the Inertial and geometric

properties of the system, and not the viscoelastic properties of the
rod.

Eq. (15) is satisfied by a sequence of real characteristic
roots XI, X2 " x" Xn The functions ? R(i, r) form an orthogonal set.
We can prove that

b

.ra r R(kn, r) F(m, r)dr + 1b R(k , b) R(X , b) = 0, n m (16)

According to the Sturm-Liouville theory '(11,12), a suitably restricted
function may be represented by a generalized Fourier series of the

form E Cn (Xn, r). The coefficients are calculated by a generaliza-
n-l

tion of Fourier's rule. Consider, for instance, the function

R0 (r) - (i - ), which is a particular solution of Eq. (8). We

assume that

Ro(r) - I CI(XN, r) (17)

where

a r Ro(r) R(Xn, r)dr + 1b Fo (t'7i (Xn, b)C n b 4 -2 4- (18)
Cn f. rR2 (X, r)dr + Ab4 P (k np b) (8

The numerator may be evaluated by multiplying Eq. (lOb) by Ro(r) and
integrating; a limiting process described by Ford (13) is used for the
denoainator. The results are further simplified by using the boundary
conditions satisfied by Ro(r) and R(An, We obtain finally

2a 3  1 (19)
on -3

n
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SThe norml coordinates T,(t) are obtained frm Sq. (10) by

Isam or the Laplace transform. We asev that T(O+) = 1, T'(O+) - 0;
I.; then

TOO (go)
snf i(s)

The forced vibrations produced by a torque which is pro-
portlonal to O(t) may be expressed in ters of the normal modes and
normal coordinates derived above. The response to a step function of
torque Is then obtained by solving a Volterra Integral equation.I inal'y, the response to an arbitrary torque my be calculated by
using Duhamel's integral, since the mechanical system under consid-
eration Is linear. Consider the series

#(r, t) Re0 (r) - n; I(n. r) T(t) (21)

Iwhich formally satisfies Eq. (8) and the Initial conditions

r t)whenta+* ar b

'The torque is obtained from Eq. (11). We find after some reduction
that

i 1(b, t) - M (t) - a~f(Qo,) G(t) (22)

Let O(r, t) be the response to a step function of torque. Then the
response to the torque Mo(t) is given by Dubamel's integral:

#(r, t)- M (t) 0(r, 0+) + f (t) 0(t - t)dt (23)

As the function # is known and 0 is unknown, this equation will. be
regarded as a Volterra integral equation for 0. To solve, write

-#(r, t) in the alternate form

*(r, t) - C n( n. r) {1 - T (t)}, (24)
n-l

calculate the larlace transform of the last four equations, and then
solve these transformed equations for P(r, a). We obtain

2 c (s) -R(, r)
n' n~( n n2 (25)
1 0

If a spring-dashpot model is used to represent the visco-
elastic properties of the rod, the stress-strain laws may be

3o6
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repreented in difTerential opera -w form, and each term of the above
series will be a rational function In the transform variable e. We
b eve 

d vd
P Z (26)0jtjdtj

The ApLlace transform -) of(t) is q(s)/sp(s) vhere

P(G) - P q(s) um
ps m E 1 m 3

3=J0 3=0

Consequently

- Uds) 02)
sp(a) + Cqs

If q > 0, the roots of p(s) - 0 and q(s) = 0 are negative,
real, and simple and are interlaced along the negative real axis. If
go r 0, then q(s5 has a simple root at the origin. The poles and zeros
of the transfer function h(s) - p(s)/q(s) alternate along the negative
real axis, as shown in Fig. 2. The equation

s2P(s) + 0 2q(s).- 0 (28)

has m + 2 roots since the polynomils p(s) and q(s) are of degree m.
This equatlon may be written in the form

h(s) - -a2/a2

A total of m real, simple roots are obtained at the intersections of
the curves y - h(s) and y = -l/sa; the remaining two roots are
complex. We can prove that the real part of these complex roots is
negative, as would be expectel on physical grounds. The response
0(r, t) is obtained by means of the Heaviside inversion formula. We
find that

0(r, t) E R( 1(1 r) Fn(t)
1 L

where
it  D~~t m+2 e~t

Fn(t) = Do + Dt + D2e cos WI t + e sin wi t + E D1+2e (29)i=2

If qo = 0, T(s) has a double pole at the origin, and DI > 0; if
q0 >0, this pole is simple, and D1 -.

The response to an arbitrary torque may now be found by a
direct application of Eq. (23), since 0 is now known.
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The Sturm-Liouville theory my be app iled to any dynanmc
problem in whicn all the characteristic numbers are real and the

characteristic functions form a complete orthogonal set. Consider
for instan. the vibrations in a hol -11 clca,^. sphere l which
the outer surface is bonded to a rigid came and the inner surface is
subjected to an arbitrary radial displacement. We assume that v
and w vanish, and u is independent of Q and a. Then

r 7V rn~ rQ VQ lCOG7rczU (s
The equation of motion in terms of the radial displacement is

4 ()2u 26u 21 2u

C~rr I (btg

We asrume a separable solution of the form

u(r, t) - U(r) T(t)

Then

r_" + 2rU' + X2r2 - 2)U O, T" + (K + 1 0)[T(t) i - 0 2a)

The first equation has the general solution U(Xp r) = rR(X, r). We

assume that U(r, t) = 0 when r a and r -.. Then

uVx, r) - C(Xb) rS (Xr) S(Xb) rC (kr) (53)

Let

I(X) = U(X, a); then n,(X) 0

is the characteristic equation for these boundary conditions. The
functions rU(Xn, r) form a complete orthogonal set if the Xn are roots

of this characteristic equation,

The transient vibrations produced by the radial displace-
ment of a boundary can be expressed in terms of these normal modes
and the function U (r) defined below. Arou that

u(r, t) -0, -6fr t) OP t < 0, a i• r : b

u(r, t) = 1, t > O, r - a

The function Uo(r) -a 2 (b3 - r3 )/r2 (b3 - a3 ) is a particular solution
of Eq. (31) and satisfies the boundary conditions Uo(b) O, Uo(a) - 1.
It may be expanded in series

U0 (r) = i nU(xn, r)
n=0
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where

Ja r-U 0 (r) U(Xn , r)d-r 2U oa )=C -m --

f.'b ". X A'

after evaluation by the limiting process described previocsly. The
displacement u(r, t) is given by either of the series

u(r, t) U0 (r) - Z cnU(Xn, r) T(t) cU(Xn, r Fn(t)
11=1n=1 (34)

where

Fn(t) I - T (t), 7(, )  T,. (a)  (35)
nn n -n

The function F n(t) is obtained by means of the laplace transform. We
find

a + f? f (s) + ()] aP,() q
where"(s q"(q)s("(

where q"(s)/sp"(s) is the Iaplace transform of K(t) + G(t). On

combining the preceding results, we find
2 .n q 1(s)

n~s 2 q 2s 6
6 n

The function F(t) may be evaluated by Heaviside's expansion formula.
The pole at the origin is simple, so that the linear term is absent.

Application of Contour Integration. The Sturm-Liouville
method used in the preceding analysis is effective only if separation
of variables In the boundary conditions leads to a characteristic
equation with real roots only. The characteristic equation must not
involve the normal coordinate T (t) or the transform variable a. If
the boundary conditions are homBgeneous and linear, but do not satisfy
the above conditions, we assume separable solutions with exp (at) as
the time-dependent factor. A frequency equation for real and complex
values of a is obtained. In generrl, the associated modes of dis-
placement do not form an orthogonal set, so that coefficients in the
expansion of an arbitrary function cannot be calculated by Fourier's
rule. A formal expansion based on conto,'r integration is suggested.
Fcwnmal solution of two dynamic problems are obtained by this method.

If we add a torsional spring to the torsional pendulump as
indicated in Fig. 1, the equation of motion of the disc becomen
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Jd+ * + 4(r. t)-oatr-b (37)

We as5mu that f(r, t) - Ii(, r) T(t). We find after some reduction
that

A(k) T'(t) + 1X2R(X., b) T(t) - 0 (38)

where 0 - ik/J.. Clearly we cannot separate variables in this equa-

tion if T(t) is arbitrary and 0 0. We obtain a cooplex frequenc."
Sequation by assuming that T(t) - exp (st); then

2 -- X 2 (X b)/A() (39)

The right-hand side of this equation is an even function of A. The
variables X and a are also connected by the relation

2

4?6-

The real roots satisfying these equation nay be located by finding
the intersection of curves defined by Eqs. (39) and (40), plotted in
the , s plane.

As the functions r 2R(X, r) no longer form an orthogonal set,

* step function of torque. Assume that

Jd + k + M(r, t) - i, t> 0, r-b

- OP t < 0, r- b

Then

Jdso + + R(b, (42)

Assume that 7 - (s) R [X(s), r), and solve for z(s). Then evaluate
0(r, t) formally by the inversion integral. We obtain

td) - [ c+i- R(X(s), r) eet do (43)
c-- ()f)(s, b))i This tL'pression may be reduced to a Fourier 1.ategtal by a change of

variable. and evaluated numerically for various values of r and t.
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However, this form of the solution does not exhibit the damped harmo-

nic nature of the solution. A formal solution of the forw

St
(r, t) . F(r) + E cAR W(s ), r) e (44)

may be obtained from the Heaviside expansion formula, provided the
roots satisfying both Eqs. (39) and (40) can be located. The practi- I
cal difficulty of locating these roots may limit the usefulne4s of
this method,

The occurrence of two distinct time-dependent moduli in the
boundary conditions also prevents separation of veriables Por arbi-
trary T(t). Consider the radial vibrations of a sphere subject to the
boundary cotditions

u(r, t) - 0, r - b; or(r, t) - O, r a (I4)

We assume u(r, t.) - U(X, r) T(t), where U(X, r) is given by Eq. (33).
* The radial stress is calculated from Eqs. (2), (6), and (7). We

obtain

3[~) +a ftUL~J + KIT(t)] (146)

We cannot satisfy the boundary condition a 0 at r ra for all

values of t unless K(t)/G(t) is constant. E. Volterra apparently over-
looks this point in his analysis of a related problem. In formulating
the characteristic equation,* he neglects the hereditary portions of
G(t) and K(t) in calculatinga r I so that the results are exact only

t 0+. In genercil, if a viscoelastic material is in the rubbry
otats, G(t) decreases more rapidly than K(t) as t increases, and
consequently G(t)/K(t) G(O+)/K(O+) when t is large.

The response to a step function of pressure may be expressed
as an inversion integral. Assume that

u(r, t) o, r b (47)

0(rt)-o, (4 r-a8)

t >O, r =a

Then

at(s, r) whenr -a.

1 see Eq. (2-) of his paper and the unnumbered equation which precedes
it.
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We find after some manipulation that

2rrici (r, t) -{ e'1 do (49)sc-iO z( .
where

( = ) - Aq~r _ U(X.r)} -d(,) + . {~j1Xr). + 2uXC )}1( (0

Eq. (40) shcws that X2 is a single-valued function of a. The radial
stress may be expressed as a bilinear series of the type given in
Eq. (44); however, the calculation of the coefficientF and character.
istic frequencies would be difficult.

Status of the Calculations. Calculations are in progress
for the two problems solved formally by the Sturm-Liouville theory.
The calculations are based on the dimensions given in Fig. 1. W.B.S.
polyisobutylene is used as a representative viscoelastic material.
Viscoplastic model constants were calculated by Capt. W. Goldberg by
the method indicated in Ref. (14). These model constants are given
in Ref. (15). The real and complex roots of Eq. (28) have been
calculated by the method given in Ref. (16). The functions F (t) are
being calculated by means of the Heaviside expansion formula.n

Conclusions. Transient vibration problems in linjear visco-
elasticity may be solved by means of the Sturm-Liouville theory
provided the homogeneous boundary conditions for the free vibrations
can be combined to give a characteristic equation with real roots.
This characteristic equation will depend only on th,' geometric and
inertial characteristics of the system, and not on the viscoelastic
proplerties of the solid.

If all the conditions of the preceding paragraph are not
satisfied, it is still generally possible to reduce the homuogeneous
boundary conditions to a cozplex freuency77 equation by assuming sepa-
rable solutions with exp (at) as the time dependent factor. The
associated modes of deflection will generally be non-orthogonal.
Transient vibration problems of this type may be solved by contour
integrals, which my be evaluated by residue theory or reduced to a
Fourier inte&ral by a change of variable.
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Sturin-LIouville Systems

WJd= 3'4x 1lQ3 a
dcm-gm-sec2

k .34 x103 a r(a, t) 10 t>o0

a ~2 A b. t)+
Jd 2

System Solved by Contou~r Integrals

FiLgure 1. )WchanicaJ. System Considered in Text
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FRANKEL

THE RRCOVKRY OF THE ULTRASONIC ATTENUATION
IN COPPER SINGIE CRYSTALS

FOLLMING SMALL PLASTIC DEFOGAMATION

JULIUS FRANKEL
WATERMVLTAT ARSENAL

WAmVLTAT, NEW YORK

When a metal undergoes small plastic deformation, there is
a change in its apparent Young's Modulus and internal friction. Both
of these quantities recover following the deformation.(102)

It is the ain of thts experiment to study the decrease of
ultrasonic attenuation in copper single crystals following small
plastic deformation.

THEORY:
Ultrasonic attenuation in metals is stron ly affected by

dislocation density and di slocation loop leugth.( 3 ) Cranato and
Lucke(') deveopeL a h.sory based on a model by Koehler, which pre-
dicts that the strain independent decrement of an ultrasonic wave in
a single crystal due to Vslocations is:
1. (a) / 1 B

and the change in modulus;

(b)

E is Young's Modulus,
Ar is a K (.711/.) , where ae is the attenuation, £2 is tht

orientation factor, which takes into account that the shear stress on
the slip plane is less than the applied longitudinal stress, A is
the dislocation detsity, /. is the average loop length, 8 is a damp-
ing constant, & is the frequency, and C is the dislocation line
tension.

L , the loop length, is the average length of the edge com-
ponent of a dislocation nattwork which lies oetvean two pinning points.

The behavior of this length L towards an elastic wave of
small soplitude traveling in the metal is that of the string vibrat-
ing in a viscous medium. The conditions imposed on such a string are:

ja it n points are fixed-
it can only vibrate in slip planes.

Preceding Page Blank



Th. equation for much a dislocation is:

AW. -+6 o

DISLOCATOU Lin UEStNCION9

More the plane of the paper is the slip plae$ A is the effective
mass per unit length of the string. & is the spacing betwom lattice
points &.mig dislocation, and C is the force per unit lengtb exerted
to the slip plane on the dislocation by the external stresses.

small plastLc deformation of a metal is associated wiLt die-
location formation and dislocation uotiou(5- 7 ). This notion of die-
locations ad their interaction during plastic deformation, cause
point defects in the sla e crysta. The point defect met prodowl-
notely formod in f.c.c, metals is the vacency.

It is assumed that those vacancies we the only mobile point
defects tn the lattice at the temperature considered.

A dislocation in the metal acts as a sink for vacancies and
other impurities In the lattice. These ipurities or point defects
are said to pie the dislocation.
Lot ? a number of pins on a dislocation ef length

S- £Z vacncy pins + L impurity pins
a nd . netwk leeth number of
and 14* concentration of the iA type pin oan dislocation a pins

lattice
sites at

tm for k7 pins L aZ dislocation

for t types of pins.

so that
3.-

for only two types of pins in addition to netrk pins.
The recovery of the ultrasonic attenuation is based on the

above equation sinc "e, is a time dependent qumtity. e, is the
concentration of vacancies wbich have diffused to dislocations on the
dislocations after plastic deformations md I& io the impwiity coa-tcastration at dislocation.
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t, is giye by the Cottrell-Btlby straIS 4910 1w wittou

in teva of coacentratiofe for f..ce metals.

where 'Co to the concentration of dofrttou produced vacacies in
lattice, c is a constant with value of about 3, A is a paramter

meamaring the strengtb of the Cottrell attraction, and 4) is beemqfa
the diffusion coeficieat where U is the activation onergy for misre-
tion of the defecto

The equilibrium concentration of those point defects on the
dislocation@s I give by the Cottrell relatiom.
5. c, . C.

for vaca cies, Cm io the vaancy noncentratiom in lattice (total),
C, Is the vacacy conmentration on dislocation ad Q Is the later-

action energy between the vacancy sod dislocation.
Substituting equations 4 ad 3 Into equation 1 wll obtain

the following results:

6. A(. A4
aid is the impuurty concetration in lattice. A~ T

Equatin 0 (c) predicts tht a grqh ef le A 1A b/.

giyes a Straight hOC dwhen 5109'.s4 aUal- I. .e U4 OqUala the
activation eer y of aipration of the defoumation omead point defect.
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FRANKEL

T &I t4 to .the time required for the

_attenuation to decrease by a
373 10- 14 TT .6 factor of two
333 14. 3K 0- 4 3  16.3O3 ,8 5 Acele from 1q. 6c for smles

0 99.9% pure, deaord ut
323 5.9L910O3 8-2Xl0- 180 i.4 ,l0 10 *
320 3.08xl03 404X0' 3  500 A 0 "

Do U l0-2 M/.ec
U - l46v,- 1.hiz0" rg.
values were assumed.

Smith - Values listed in ef. "2,
obtained by curve fittuq

from Sith's data, taken
at KC frequencies (reso-
neat bar method) for
specLImes of sm purity
as ,alculeted above.

VPCUSILON A ACKG o3
In cOPPe the only recovery measurements available in which

the teperature was varied Systematically are from a paper by
A.D.N. SiLth(S). Smith meamred the modulus after deformation as
function of time ed tapereture, for specimens of two purities and
two different deforimtinme, using the resonant bar i tbod.

Table I aows the values of 3 obtained in the Granato,
liketa md Lcke paper from Smith's expert, t, for the 99.98 purity
specisms deformed 1%. These values were plotted on a vs.
plot to give an activation energy of 1 e.v. for the migration of the
deformation caused defect. The calculated values are in all cap-us
greater than the listed ones by a factor of approximately 1.5. .00
was calculated so that the time requ'red for a substantial recovery
in the attenuation m be estimated at various temperatures.

Two Iotioris wer found In the literature whore the recovery

of the attenuation or modulus was seeon in an experiment using ultra-
sonics; one is by Ting and Truell and is given as private conica-
tions in referance 2. It is mentioned there that the change in the
ultrasonic attenuation following extremely mall plastic deformation
has a finite slope at f a 0, but the authors did not expect that my
point defects we produced during this mall deformation.

The other antion vs in Reference 1, where Alers and
Thomson note but do not measure the reco ery of the Young's Mdulus
ead attenuation following a 1% permanent deformation.
BXUMT a DISCOSIoo:

1. alectronici
Th. ultr;nic pulse method is used in this experiment

(11g. 6), A pals modulated R. signal is applied to a pieuoeloctric
crystal mounted an a test speclme to set up sowmd pulses which re-
flect back a d forth inside the specimen. Te mpltuda ef these
eov pulses is converted back into electrical energy by the crystal
mad applied to the isput of sp 1.1. amplifise for eboervation of time
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and plitudo. The insertion loe cm be take vsually as the dif-
fao* in the radiM gAving equal heights of Me _dAe0 ed ad
direct signals ethe C..O. T pulse oscillator woed here has a
0-600 voit peak to peak output and covers .5 to 11O N.C.

There are many difficulties involved with masurements at
this type. The major m&& areo nomlinear mplification in receiver;
attenuation wtcb Is R.F. pulse aplitude sensitive; sod overloading
the receiver by 3.. pulse so that its circuits will not recover
during the early pert of the echo train.

Tbe mlioer amplfication of the receiver Is oide-stepped
by monitori one echo of th echo train continuously in tLme. am a
strip chart recorder. This pulse is calibrated in terus of db. losses
every minute so that not only a continuous reading Is available on a
chart but also a cmplete calibration. This puls is monitored by
mem of a phantastron type circuit, consisting of two one-shot ulti-
vibrators (o.s.m.v.). The pulsed oscillators which trigger the
oscilloscope a1,o triggers the first o.ou.v, which provides a pulse
which then can trigger the secoad o.sen.v. after a time which is
adjustable. The second o.e.m.v. provides a 7 volt Sate which cm be
superpoed on may one of the echoes of the echo train. This super-
posed echo is now passed through the last stage. which becomes cn-
ducting d charges a cepacitor resistor network. The average charge
i them displayed an a strip chart recorder.

Attenuation which is R.F. pulse amplitude sensitive Is not
really understoodi but in order to avoid these effects, the expert-
mewnt is conducted d. th & I.F. input to tranducer which gives an
unchmSing attenuation of the echo train while the energy fed into
the transducer is varied by + 10 db.

The receiver overloding has been eliminated by use of a
balancing network in the form of a complex impedance Wheatstone
Bridge. The transducer is part of one of the arms of the bridge.
The object is to balance the bridge with respect to the R,.F pulses
coming from the pulsed oscillator. This pulse however energizes a
transducer and the tramedu11 output is fed from the bridge to the
promplifier and amplifier').

2. $msle rs2psration
Copper single crystals of approximately 2"xJ"x4" with the

nor=al to a 2'sk" side coinciding within 2 with the (111) or (100)
axes end having the faces in these planes parallel mud flat to
.0001 inch/inch are prepared from cylindrically shaped copper single
crystals 4%" ong and 3/4" in dimeter. The separate operations
iswlv d in the ample prepatation are: a. iounting specimen in a
frame which would hold it on the goniometr; b. adjusting goniometer
so as to maintain its aligSomnt with respect to x-ray machine ad
milling machine; c. x-raing; d. flycutting; a. electropolishiaS;
f. etching; g a. lapping.

The typical sequence for specimen preparation will be give*
here:

1. Hount speim in frame using a litharge and glycerine
mixture ihich hardens after oam time.

2. Screw fr m on to gouiometer, having specimen vertical.
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3. Take as x-ray picture of #Ip* for orientatim~determinations.

4. Pice ouiumeter with ample in place am milling machine.
3. Adjust omlonter so that desired major axle points aloes

axis of flycUtter.
~~6. cut a Wmall f lot an amsple.

7. Take the single crystal out of fron ad roet it with
small flat on a flet surface sod put frame on the om wf rface. then
pour in the litharge and glycerine mixture.

4. Reso-mt fre am gomlamtea agein keeping specimeIvertical.
9. Cut the crystal vith flycutter, until deIrod dimnsimon

of face Is reached.
10. Take another x-ray picture to check erias, la
11. Cut the other three sides, by remoutg arytL.
12. Xtch crystal with a M nitric acid Aeluticm to remove

cold work.
12. Lap eack speclim an gromd. cost ien #Late to acklev

parallelLm of feces ad .0001 liuc/ich.An appe I-able suount of material was rammed b7 alomcsv-

polishing In a UM pheeric scid soluttem. bo frma we made of
copper 4" xhick m4 ware round paalel.

A. )Sacklmiua of crystal
The crystal uas machlned by me s of & fyctter. ls *mmiof material removed vaid ft .00 Amhoa at hw bamin to

- .005 labes/cut near cbw fie surface. is wdlor to decrease the

mnmt of dmas dame by thA uc r. ae, feed ued ws very slow ad
the cutter speed ht&, and ae lad-slyerlai licant was sow. ?be
eateer was 414K shorpoed sevral tims for one faes. The wasot of
cold wrked surface that had to be sois v to etabim me between
.00 to .01 Lncbes.

Vat aq ts k6 place an a srfacet sroma cost ices Plato.
C190 lar k mad grinding cmpowd Aa s "ad. itk 5t porti-
¢cle &Los.l4 'Finlla 1pping wasP done with 3 particle also diamad

posts an a piece of newspaper. The liabricat was cwbom tetrachloride
IM momoaper gives the ample a nice scratch-free finish. Leppln84and eitade was 40" intertutenttly.

C. Parallelism

lTb. aple is placed am a surface plate idich is flat to
.00004 Inches over 1l x 14 feet ad chocked by mmu o of a dial indi-
cetar with .0001 Inch per divieion. Paralleliws me i~uced by
pressing lightly em hIh points during lapping.i 3.

tandard x-ra methods Involving the Wulff net and the
Grmiger abort wore used to deteruine crystallographic orientatiom.
the samples are within 2 of desired orientation. back reflection
Lame pboteqrhs were also taken of specimen after preparation and
anealing to determine thaLt sngle crystal structure was maintained.

R. Tension Iyetom
The tension system has to meet the following
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requrmts: tA. Teasion' met be perf ormed li tomeraturn baths; and
m . the anty comse of 41oft-sation ihul h a twiform axial stress.

(X. To avoid any undue deformation due to clam type grips
generally used the grips were glued to the copper by sme of high
temerature cured epoxy. The grips are tharn l inked to the tension
system by mans of a dowel a- universal on -0 aide ad a dowel I
ad ball -a socbket type joint on the other, This is .mt to avoi.d

any beading mad ay twist on specimen. This system wasn tested at
roam temerature aid lets tha 4% beading was @am by means of *trin
&ga attached to tbe sides of adumy specim.

F, Record!8
The attenuaion ecording Wes done by mie of an oscillo-

record c a. Pictures can be taen at a maxim rate of 3 a second.
its film is then read on asoicillograp analyer and teader. A
pulse uiaich may be 5r-&. high on C .1.0. screw becomes over 6 inches
high an the oscilloxph analyer and reader. Relative heigbts ca
be read om It as accurately as the attenuation calibration an the
scope. The major recording system Is now that described under L -o
electronic section.
JSC IPT10 OF UXISIWAL IROCVOR:

The trnsducer is mounted on (100) face of the specimen with
a Moneq vwcum baud. The specim ad transducer are then muted
Inside a water-tight metal container wiaicbh is placed in a temerature
controlled oil both. This whole device is built so that the specimen
(Fig. 7) can be stressed in tension in as mastron tensile machine.
The specimen is then stressed to about .4% strain mad, the stress
released quickly. The change in ultrasnic attenuation of a given
echo is then monitored continuously at the so temperature at %ick
the specimen was stressed.
RESULS AMW DISCUSSION: 0 *

_The nousied, attenuation , ML A

ee so is the t lug at whaich stress is rmwd fro the specimen.
If one assums that the attenuation due to dislocation after

completo pinning takes place is alI gible than mea can show that

Loi*- 1) *
A plot then Of( Oil -1 VS ~willhenaslpe, ofA.
From liquation 7 it can be *eem that a plot of lOSA vs. i/sr1wiii yam
a slope equal to - 36Umere Ul to the activation energy of migration
of the defect vAicb coaes the pinning of dislocations-

Two runs are reported here.* The recoery masurw t &L
$0 C., Fig. 1, wan recorded by moans of film. IbD*4& this run. a
cntiuous calibration wen not made, 1%the scatter wan onsiderable,
It isg therefore* difficult to assign a specificyvalms, All e
cm 887 Is that A could be WUtSrn.ed.2 1" to p~UW213

(Fig. 2). From T$1 1, one can see that at 60oC. (3539K.) the cal-
culated, vIao under the assumptions set forth twe, is

.027 m 11. Ru 2 at 95% was made with difter~t reording equiP.
wnt. There a strip ckart recorder wan used, sad it was catlomomaly
calibrated. From, fig. 3, am. sees tkh.t the normallsed attmationm v
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dfss set 46087 smoothly, A plot to Linde B. Fig. 40 reveal, thatthe date am best be fitted by tw straight IINW. This woold inI-cate that there a" reeovery processes taking place. Bt Innmah as the l (Impl7in a bl or activatiom mgy) oetcofirst 41d the his; Imlying a low activation ofiry) occursmoods It WO1d see. dtan Interpretation, of the twos A metait futher 4uperltmsg. if me Vents to somalder theU am.emly for runs 2 and 3 (Fig 2 and Fig 4) Go the recovery parmtermost cleoly moew8ed, Fig. 5 cm give an idieatim of the slop.

A furtber wthuhile observatmn cm be ude fro Fix. 3.One me that the attamuatim lncreases at 75 minates after dereasingprevifaly. This indoiets that nother process takes place ukchLacroases the eerapS loop length L of the dtslocatim i thecrystal. Th acceray to ukich the attmuation Gm be read is betterthen me teat of the Incresse Iavolved.

Te chage Ia he attesmatime of m ultraseic wave In astressed siagle crystal does not take place Smoothly. ThW.s Workindicates that more than one recoer process is Involvods and thatthe mot clearly measred process has en astivatim eu ry of 1.5ev.
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II

LABORATORY INVESTIGATION OF THE
MOBILITY OF PNEUMATIC TIRES IN

COESIONLESS SOIL

D. R. FREITAG, and C. J. POWELL
U. S. ARMY ENGINEER

WATERWAYS EXPERIMENT STATION
VICKSBURG, MISSISSIPPI

1. In an age when supersonic flights are commnplace, and
man's first explorations into space are receiving much attention in
the headlines, it is difficult to accept the fact that ground vehicles
still cannot strike out cross-country toward an objective with any
assurance of being able to reach it. The vehicle may bog down be-
cause of insufficient bearing capacity of the soil; it my spin its
wheels because of loss of traction; or it my be unable to pass over
or around a wide variety of surface obstacles because of limitations
imposed by its own geometry. Solutions for each component of the
total ground mobility problem are being sought by various Department
of Defense agencies. The study discussed in this paper is designed
to shed light on Just one area of the problem. SpeciLically, it is
part of an investigational program intended to discover l&ws that
govern the interaction between pneumatic tires and certain represen-
tative homogeneous soils.

j BACKGROUND
2. In 1959, the Chief of Research and Development, Depart-

went of the Army, (now Army Materiel Comand) directed the Army
Mobility Research Center,* Soils Division, U. S. Army Engineer Water-
ways Experiment Station, through the Chief of Engineers, to undertake
a study of selected pneumatic tires operating on homogeneous soils.
The study, entitled "Performance of Soils Under Tire Loads," wvs be-
gun in June 1960. The work has been guided by a plan of tests agreed
upon by representatives of the then-existing technical services--Ord-
nance, Transportation, and Engineers. Briefly, it provided for test-
ing a range of tire sizes, under various conditions of load and in-
flation pressure, on three representative types of soil. All testing
was to be accomplished with treadless tires so that geometry effects
could be evaluated independently of tread effects. The study of tire

* Now the Army Mobility Research Branch, Mobility and Enviromental
Division.
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treads and of track configuratons was to be deferred until a later
date.

PURPOSE OF STUDY
3. The purpose of the portion of the study described in

this paper was to define the relations that exist between the phys-
ical properties of a typical dry desert sand, the geometric charac-
teristics of pneumatic tirs of various sizes and shapes, and the
performance of these tires under various loa^s.

DEFINITIONS
4. The followina terms and symbols used in this paper are

defined here as briefly as is possible without risk of misunderstand-

ing.

Carcass diamer Outride diameter of tire, exclu-
sive of tread, with a sprcified
inflation pressure but with no

load applied.

Section width~b Outside width of the cross sec-
tion of the tire with a specified
inflation pressure but no load

applied.

Deflgction (6) Change in height of the cross
section of the tire, measured
from the rim to the supporting

__ surface, when the load is ap-~plied.

Measured hard-surface Forward advance per revolution
rolling circumferenca of the loaded tire when towed on

a flat, level, unyielding sur-
face.

Cone index (CI) An index of soil strength. It is
the unit load required to main-
tain movement of a cone-shaped
probe into a soil. It has the
dimensions pounds per square

inch, and is usually given as an
average value for a specified

layer of soil several inches

thick.

Torque QM Torque input at the axle.
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F RdP O EL L PT h e c o n p o n e n t , a c t i n g p a r a l l e l
to the direction ot travel, of
the resultant of all soil forces
acting or, the wheel. It is con-
sidered positive when the wheel

is performing useful work and
negative when tne component rep-
resents the force that must be
applied to maintain motion.

Maximum Pull fP) Maximum net horizontal force
developed by the powered wheel.
It is usually in a positive force.

Towed force (P ) Horizontal force required to tow

the wheel when no torque is ap-

plied. It is always a negativeforce. I

Load (W) Vertical force applied to the
wheel.

Sinkage (z) Maximum depth to which the wheel
penetrates into the soLl relative

to the original soil surface.

slip Lost motion computed as follows:
theoretical wheel advance (based

on measured hard-surfsce rolling
circumference) minus actual wheel I
avance al . by theoreti-

cal wheel advance, usually ex-
pressed as a percentage.

TEST CARRIAGE
5. The primary research instrument used in determinin the

performance of soils under tire loads is the test carriage built e6-
pecially for testinj with an assortment of pneumatic tires. The test
carriage is supported by solid rubber-tired rollers on a pair of accu-
rately aligned and graded overhead rails that are, in turn, suspended
from cantilever columns and cross-arms. The carriage is towed by anI endless steel cable that is fastened fore and aft to the carriage,

4i passes up over pulleys at the ends of the track system, and is driven
by sheaves mounted on & platform above the overhead rails. Fig. I
shows a section of the test lane with soil cars in place and the car-

riage positioned directly under the towing-cable drive mechanism.
The speed of the towing cable can be varied continuously from zero to
about 30 ft per sec, and the cable and pulleys can be shifted trans-
versely across the width of the soil cars, along with the test car-
riage, so that the traffic lane can be established at any transverse
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position in the cars.

6. The rest wheel is mounted in the lower frame assembly,
which consists of an inner and an outer frame. The entire assembly
is fastened to the upper frame by coluume and roller assemblies so
that frec vertical movement of the wheel is possible. Both the wheel
and the transmission are suspended from the inner frame. The inner
frame is fastened to the outer frame at all four corners by specially
built load cells that are mounted vertically and also serve as hinges,
allowing relative movement of the two frames longitudinally. These
four load cells measure the vertical load on the wheel and are con-
nected in a bridge circuit so that torque effects will be canceled.
The relative longitudinal movement is opposed by a load cell mounted
horizontally between the two frames so that the reading from this
cell is a measure of the pull on the test wheel.

7. Load can be applied to the wheel by the addition of dead
weights or by "Bellofram' pneumatic cylinders mounted between the
upper and lower frames. The Bellofram assembly consists of an outer

cylinder and loose-fitting piston joined together and sealed against
air leakaje. As the piston moves through the length of the cylinder,
the Bellofram or membrane turns inside out, thus eliuinating wall
friction as experienced in an ordinary piston-and-cylinder arrange-
ment. The travel of the piston is fairly long, but the rystem is
single acting so that two cylinders are required, one for upward
force and one for downward. The test carriage utilizes a pair of
cylinders at the front and a pair at the rear. The air-storage tanks,
which are visible on both sides of the upper frame in fig. 1, provide
a reserve air supply to compensate for movement of the loading cylin-
ders caused by increasing sinkage of the wheel as it progresses down
th' test lane.

INSTRLUMENTAT TON
8. The carriage is instrumented to measure torque input

to the wheel, vertical movement of the axle, dynamic tire deflection,
wheel revolutions, and carriage position, in addition to the horizon-
tal and vertical forces. Provision also is made for recording the
profile of the soil surface before traffic is applied. Torque input
for most of the tests is provided through a mechanical transmission
mounted on the a-:le of the whieel and a hydraulic motor. A trans-
mission driven directly by an electric motor has also been used, and
for special applications a chain-driven auxiliary reduction gear can
be mounted. The transmission is restrained from rotating about the
axle by a lever arm of known length attached to a load cell that is

anchored to the inner frame; consequently, the load cell output signal
can be calibrated to indicate the reactive torque directly. Axle
movement is measured by circular potentiometers mounted on the outer
frame and geared to rack gears mounted on supports from the upper
carriage. There is an assembly for this purpose at both the front
and rear of the lower carriage. Tire deflection is measured by two
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ltnear potentiometers that are mounted through the rim and are spaced
180 degrees apart radlally around the wheel. The signals are trans-
mitted through a slip ring mounted on the axle. Wheel revolutions
are recorded by a stationary photoelectric cell and e perforated
circula: disc that rotates with the axle, and carriAge position is
indicated by a photoelectric cell on the upper frame, which Is actu-
ated by tabs spaced 1 ft apart on the overhead rails.

9. The operation of the test carriage during a test run is
controlled by a specially constructed programer. This unit causes
the forward speed of the carriage to conform to a preselected value
or to vary through a predetermined pattern° Another unit has been
constructed to sense the actual speeds of the carriage and the wheel
and to convert these values into the slip ratio.

TI&ES
10. A variety of tire sizes has been used in this study, as

shown in the following list. The sizes were chosen to cover a range
of diameters, widths, ply ratings, and types of construction. Some
of the tires -re supplied without tread, and the rest were buffed
smooth after delivery. All were operated tubeless with the exception
of the 1.75-26 bicycle tire and the 6.00-1,6 solid rubber tire. The
deflection values used throughout this paper were measured on a level,
unyielding surface unless otherwise specified.

TIRES USED IN PROPM1,i

1.75-26, bicycle tire, buffed smooth

4.00-18, 2-PR* buffed smooth (originally motorcycle tire tread)

4.50-18, 4-PR, buffed smooth (originally motorcycle tire tread)

6.00-16, 2-PR, buffed smooth (originally highway tread)

6.00-16, radial ply, buffed smooth (originally directional bar tread)

6.00-16, solid rubber tire, buffed smooth (originally nondirectional
bar tread)

9.30-14, 2 PR, supplied without tread

9.00-14, 4-PR, buffed smooth (originally highway tread)

9.00-14, 8-PR, supplied without tread

5.00-12, 2-PR, buffed smooth (originally directional bar tread)

PR indicates the ply ratirg specified by the manufacturer.
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4.50-7, 2-'R, buffed swoth

4.50-18, 4-PR, buffed smooth, ounted in dual configuration

16-15-6R, 2-PR Terra tire, supplied without tread

TET SOIL
Soil properties

11. The desert sand used in these tests was dug from the
top 12 in. of sand dunes near Grey's Wells, California (17 miles west
of Yuma, Arizona), by personnel of the Engineer Detachment at the
Corps of Engineers Yum Test: Branch and was sent to the idterays
Experiment Station. The sand classified "s SP-SM under the Unified
Soil Classification System. Values of angle of internal friction, as
determined by direct shear tests, averaged about 36 degrees. Specif-
ic gravity was determined to be 2.66. Average maximm dry density
was determined in the laboratory to be about 104 lb per cu ft, and
minimm density was about 87 lb per cu ft.

Pre2aration of test section

12. All the tests were performed with air-dried sand in
which the actual moisture content was usually about 0.5 percent of
dry weight. Different degrees of soil strength were achieved by vary-
in& the density of the sand. Depending upon strength conditions de-
sired, the sand was placed in the cars either in uniform layers, the
last of which was screeded and surface-vibrated, or in individual
layers which were screeded and vibrated as the filling progressed.
Uniform deposition of each layer was achieved by placing a large
1/4-in.-mesh screen on the top& of the cars and depositing the sand

uniformly over the area of the screen with a tractor-mounted shovel.
Cpmpaction was accomplished by an electric vibrator mounted on a steel
baseplate that was long enough to span the width of the soil car. It
was propelled back and forth over the length of the car at a constant

speed by an electrical towing unit built especially for this purpose.

Soil measurements

13. There is a wide difference of opinion on what consti-

tutes a valid measurement of soil strength for use in a study such as

this one. To insure that the performnce data would be useful to the
amximm number of researchers, soil strength data were obtained with a
variety of instrume,,ts. Penetration tests were run with circular flat
plates of at least three different sizes and with the standard traf-
ficability cone penetrometer. In-situ shear tests were made with a
ring shear device and a four-bladed vane-shear apparatus. Triaxial
and direct shear tests were run in the laboratory on samples obtained
from the test sections.
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14. The soil-tire perforce tests were conducted by uni-
foruly increasing the tire's slip throughout a pass down the test
lanes. lover wae applied to the axle of the wheel and the desired
rotational speed of the wheel was attained almost Instantaneously and
held essentially constant throughout the pass. At the e tie,
power was applied to the towing cable so that the carriage was accel-
erated through he length of two approach cars and entered the actual
test cars traveling faster than the wheel was propelling itself.
This resulted in a skidding or negative-slip condition. At this
point a photoelectric cell enSaged the carriage-speed program unit,
and the speed of the towing cable was reduced linearly with time un-
til the carriage was brought to a standstill near the end of the test
cars. This produced slip that varied linearly with time and ranged
from some negative value at the beginning of the test cars through a
range that included the towed point and the meximae pull point and
then on to some large positive slip near the end of the cars.

OP YSIS

15. Three major classes of independent variables are in-
volved in the passage of a wheel through soil. They are: (a) wheel
geometry, (b) load, and (c) soil strength. Time is not considered
in this study because all tests were run at, or near, the same for-
ward speed. The dependent variables that are measures of the per-
formance of the tire include towed force, pull, torque input, sinkage,
and slip. The independent variables constitute the "cause" and the
dependent variables the "effect."

16. The simplest and moat direct method of studying the
relations between dependent and independent variables is through the
medium of basic plots in which a single performance variable is
plotted against a single test condition, with all other independent
variables held constant. The introduction of one additional pertinent
independent variable will roramlly produce a family of curves separat-
ed by that additional variable. In the analysis, the basic plots
were examined first to establish clearly the trend of data in response
to the several variables. Fig. 2 shows the interrelations between
the dependent variables slip, sinkage, and pull at the towed point as
these factors change in response to changes in the independent vari-
able soil strength (here expressed in terms of cone index). It
should be noted that the data represent only one tire at one percent-
age of deflection and one load. The sand strength range shown, from
a low of about 25 to a high of about 70 CI, represents closely the
total range coomnly encountered in nature for dry sand.

17. In the upper left plot of fig. 2, it can be seen that
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the slip experienced by the towed wheel is alvays negative. On the
firmest sands the slip Is ae6l, but in soft sand the wheel slips or
skids the equivalent of about a third of a revolution per revolution.
Slip is related both to the sinkage, z, and to soil strength. Large
sinkage and great slip occur in very soft soils. In the lower right
plot the data show the strong relation between the force required to
pull the wheel and the amount of sinkage it experiences. Finally, in
the upper right plot the relation between pull at the towed point
and slip is shown. This figure when viewed as a whole shows the com-
plex interrelation of the pertinent variables as dependent upon soil
strength for a particular case.

18. Fig. 3 is a continuation of the examination of basic
data relations that are included in the test results. The left plots
show the effect of load and strength on the performance of one tire
at one deflection. The upper plot refers to the force required to
tow the wheel while the lower part refers to the maximim pull the
wheel was able to exert. It is of interest to note that the towed
force is a large negative value and the mmximw pull is a small posi-
tive (sometimes actually small negative) value in the softest soil.
In the high strength soil the towed force is a small negative value
while the maximum pull is a relatively large positive value. The
curve families shown on the right side of fig. 3 reveal the effect of
tire deflection on performance. Increased tire deflection, which for
a constant load requires a decrease in inflation pressure, causes the
towed force to be of a lesser absolute value and the maxiuim pull to
be of a greater absolute value, other factors being equal. Figs. 2
and 3 together describe for one tire how the variables load, strength,
and tire deflection (a tire shape feccor) influence the dependent
variables pull, slip, and sinkage. To complete the examination of
basic relations it would now be desirable to view the effects of dif-
ferences in tire diameter, width, construction, etc. Howcver, the
addition of these relations to the basic plots would make it unduly
complex; also space does not permit this elaboration.

19. The obvious alternative to plotting individual vari-
ables against each other is to combine all of the pertinent independ-
ent variables into a single sigr.ficant dimensionless term (or numer-
ic) and plot each of the dependent variables, expressed as dimension-
less numerics, against the independent numeric. The ideal dimension-
less independent numeric must contain all of the significant vari-
ables in the proper proportions and cause the performance curves for
all the tires, under all test conditions, to collapse into a single
curve within the band of experimental scatter of the data. Dimen-
sional analysis has proved to be a useful tool in developing the form
of the dimn sionless independent numeric. It must be recognized,
however, that dimensional analysis has its limitations and usually
serves only as an intermediate step in the process of producing a
dimensionless numeric in its final form. Numerical coefficients, for
instance, cannot be determined by dimensional analysis, but must be
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obtained through experimentation and experience. Also. it is often
necessary to perform mathematical manipulations on the several numer-
ics resulting from a dimensional analysis in order to produce an opti-
mw independent dimensionless numeric. Dimensional analysis, then, is
a powerful aid in the study of physical relation., but is limited in
itself to the produntion of qualitative rather than quantitative re-
sults. Several numerics will emerge from the dimensional analysis,
and it is necessary to choose the dominant one. The numeric which
appears to be dominant in the mobility field is of the gereral form:

W

where

W - load, lb

- soil strength, psi

- a characteristic linear dimension 'such as wheel diameter),
in.

20. The form of the general dimensionless numeric, W/%2 ,
obtained through dimensional analysis, may be modified extensively so
long as the dimensionless quality is not destroyed. Several varia-
tions of the numeric have been investijated, each utilizing cone 2
index for the soil strength term. The linear dimension squared (4)
has been modified to bd (tire width times diameter), and 6d (deflect-
ion times diameter). In the former case, there is no term to describe
the deflected shape of the tire, and in the latter, there is no tire-
width term. Since both deflection and widih are known to influence
results, it is not likely that numerics that fail to include them
will provide a basis for correlation of the performance of all tire
sizes and test conditions.

21. Several combinations of the three linear factors,
diameter, width, and deflection, have been tried without acheiving a
satisfactory degree of data collapse for all tire sizes and shape*.
Some of the difficulty obviously was due to the data scatter that is
evident ia figs. 2 and 3, but visual examination of the locations and
relative positions of the data from some of the tires suggested that
the numeric was influenced by tire size. At this point in the analy-
sis adherence to the true dimensionless relation was relaxed and the
best combination of the linear factors was sought by an empirical
analysis. One of the best relations developed by this procedure is
shown in fig. 4. It will be noted that the expression used is not
dimensionless. Each line represents a visual average relation for all
the data for one tire. The final relation shows a fair grouping of
the data and similar trends for most of the tires, but it obviously
still leaves much to be desired. This study is continuing,
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particularly along lines that will explain the aparent need to In-

clude "'extra" linar dimensions. One theory has been advanced that in
a frictional soil such as the ery sand used, the strength term used
mst itself be scaled to dimensions that are consonant with the size
of the tire. At this point it can be stated only that the idea has
prom~se.

prois *22. There is another aspect of the study that mast be re-
solved if the data are to be useful in a practical way. It must be
shown that the results ok tests conducted with a single wheel suspend-
ed in the special test rig with controlled input are in some way com-
parable to the behavior of ai actual vehicle. To date, a few tests
of this nature have been run. A test vehicle was made from a sal-
vased commercial 4x4 station wagon. The vehicle was stripped of all
nonessentials to result in the mimimum dead weight feasible. Mechanic-
ally, the major modification required was the elimination of differ-
*n. il action in both axles so that all wheels would rotate at the
same speed. However, the spring system also was blocked out to min-
imie any dynamic oscillations or weight shifting. The vehicle was
tested with all wheel@ driving at a constant slip rate. The amount of
force the vehicle exerted was measured for several different levels of
*oil strength and tire deflection, but so far with only one load.

fl For couparison data were extracted from the results of
" heel tests with the test carriage in the following manner.

It was assumed that the first pass of the single wheel in the test
lane represented the passage of the front wheel of the vehicle and the
second pass In the same path represented the passage of a rear wheel.
Then the p,, values at the appropriate slip for the first and second
passes of -no single whel were added together and multiplied by two
(for the two sets of vehicle wheels). This total pull was then com-
pared with the results obtained with the actual 4x4 vehicle under
*similar conditions.

24. It was found that the combined single wheel results
agreed quite closely with the vehicle test results. There was a ten-
tency for the combined single-wheel pull to be a little higher than
the vehicle pull, and it may be that this difference arose from ro'.l-
ing resistance losses of the vehicle. However, the agreement between
the two tets of data was considered satisfactory. Many more corre-
lation tests of this type will be made using other combinations of
tires and loadings.

SUAKY

25. From the experience to date it can be stated that the
test equipment, particularly the single-wheel test carriage, has made
it possible to conduct rapidly a large number of soil-tire tests
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under A broad variety of controlled conditions. Some special tsthave Shown that the single-whel data can be related readil to theperformance ot an actual 4x4 vehicle. The results of thee testsshow s that a tires perorm.nce varies in a regular and syutectc wayn response to the three primary independent variables of soilstrength, tire load, and tire deflection. In a particular test con-dition, the amount that a tire sinks and slips is related to theother teat variables, However, except in a very ieneral sense of theword, it has not been possible to correlate the performance data forall tire sizes and shapes by means of a single general expression.
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ACCURACY AND INFORMATION
RATE STUDIES ON TARGET

CROSS SECTIONS UTILIZING THE
NIKE HERCULES RADARS

GABRIEL E. GAIIS
WHITE SANDS ISSILE RANGE,

NEW 14EXICO

I. INTRODUCTION

The characterization of the radar cross section of target

missiles is essential in the development of anti-ballistic missile
defenses and also to the enhancement of the penetration capabilities
of the offensive ballistic missiles.

The gathering of the radar cross section information is
accomplished by measurements on static model ranges and by actual in-
flight measurements utilizing instrumentation radars such as the FPS-
16. Since the tactical Nike Hercules target tracking radar (TTR) is a
precision tracking radar it can be used .o gather radar cross section
data on short range ballistic missiles in flight. This paper dis-
cusses the accuracy and data rates available from the tactical Nike
Hercules TTR.

The Nike Hercules T T9 is a monopulse X-Band tracking radar.
The basic characteristics of the Nike Hercules TTR are classified and
are not given in this report. They are readily available to persons
having a need to know.

The Nike system'b event recorder could be used to gather the
data required for a radar cross section measurement program. Gener-
ally it is more convenient to add instrumentation recorders in order
to get higher resolution and higher data rates. The addition of these
recorders does not interfere with the normal tactical operation of the
radar.

A block diagram of the elements of the Nike TTR and the
xvcording equipment is given in Figure 1. The recording can be
performed on analog strip charts, cathode ray tube (CRT) oscillographs
and digital magnetic tape. All three methods of recording were used
in the study program discussed in this report. Automatic gain control
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(AOC) voltase of the Intermediate frequency (IF) amplifier was
recor4d on the -trip chi"t, the CRT oscillograph and the digital
manetic tape. The pulse output of the logaritaic I amplifier was
recorded on the CRT oscillograph and the digital mapetic tape. The
video pulse output of the automtic pmin- controlled IF amplifier was
recorded on the CRT oscillograph. This video pulse is a measure of
tbe error signal of the AGC servo. Target position wi ecorded on
digital tape.

The data rates of the digital agetic tape and the CRT
recordings were 500 per second. This is the pulse repetition rate of
the Nike Hercules TM. The analog recorders had a nominal frequency
response in e=ces of 100 cycles.

The study discussed in this paper was performed at WSM on
tactical systems. Targets discussed in this paper are the 6-inch
sphere, a sheet of tin foil and an Areas eteorological rocket.
Actual data recorded on targets of the short range tactical ballistic
missile category are not included in this report due to the hisher
security classification of this data. The results of the accuracy
and Information rates study presented in this report apply directly to
All cross section masurement programs utilizing the tactical Nike
Hercules TTR.

II. THEORETICAL ACCURACY OF CROSS SECTION NEASURWGNT

The basic equation used to solve for radar cross section is
the radar range equation given below:

• L4_1V) 3  1 (S/N) (.F.) n Eq 1

Where: z Radar cross section In square meters
11 0 Range in meters
SI/N : Si&al to noise ratio
k a Boltzman's constant
T z ,Absolute temperature of receiver

N.F. = Noise figure of receiver
B a Bsndvidth of receiver

F z Propegation losses
L x System losses
PT a Peak transmitted p-nvr in watts

r Antenns ain

A a Transmited avelength
7he accuracy with which a' can be determined is dependent on the

accuracy of measurement of each of the variables in the range
equation and the degrees to vhich they arn Invariant during the time
interval over which the measurements are made. Most of the variables
Involved are deterministic in the sense that they can be measured
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I it sfic-int *@enur%'Ay and that they axe b-si cally invariant overI
the tim involved in any given test. There sre however, some of the
variables which are stochastic in nature such as S/N and F. It is
therefore desirable to calibrate the radar In terms of a known cross
section (t.g. a 6-inch sphere) ratber than resolve the individual
system parameters. The method used in this study was to calibrate
all the variables in the radar range equation which are not rag
dependent. If these quantities are grouped together *ad called K we
get:

e tR4 (S/N)F Eq 2

The value of K can oe obtained by a aphere track. K is given in

Equation 3 K EK -~ a S!Ss
119 S/N8  F

Where the subscripts S are referenced to the sphere. InBert-
ing the value of K in Equation 2 we get:

T T Eq 4A S

Where the subscripts T and S refer to the target and sphere
respectively. The validity of Equation 4 is dependent on the quanti-
ties PT, Gl, >., KT (N.F.) B and L not changing between the time
that the sphere track was run and the time the target w*., tracked.
Equation 4 can be written in logritbmic form to simplify error
analysis. Equation 4 becomes: I

log qT & 4 log RT - 4 logRS + log S/NT -log SISS

+ loFT g- F l+o Io S q 5

In terms of decibels (db) Equation 5 becomes:

T 4o109 T - 40 109 S/ST (db) - S/S(db)

+ FT (db) - FS(db) + '7S (dbum) Eq 6

Th e symbol dbsm references the cross section to 1 square meter. It
follows from differential calculus that the midmuim db error in 0 T
is the sum of the moximam db errors in all the parameters listed.
Assuming the errors to be randomly distributed and independent, then
the mean and variance of O'T is the sum of the means and variancezi
of the individual variables. Since some of the errors are range
dependent the moat silpificant result will be that obtained by
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sm___g t €ontriam at each rauge incremnt. Plots of the
standard deviation (S) of errors (in db) for all variables and the
resulting total error are given as functions of range in Figure 2.

Values for the standard deviation of the variables listed in

Figure 2 were obtained from consideration of the following error
sources:

1) Errors in RT and HS are essentially determined by the
N.H. TITR range accuracy. This is essentially independent of range as
long as the S/N > 15 db. Then the variance (error) increases until
the radar breaks track (generally in angle first). In this sense
range errors are dependent on both range and target size.

2) Errors in target S/N are essentially reading errors. By
calibrating the S/NT recording in 5 db increments the standard devia-
tion in reading strip charts (analog records and CRT recordings) has
been rihown to be of the order of 1.0 db with S/N > 10 db. This
readiah error increases with range due to the decreased S/N. For
digital recordings this error is somewhat smaller especially in the
region where S/N > 10 db. This reading error uBst not be confused
with the actual variations in S/N due to changes in target cross
section. This factor will be discussed later.

3) Errors in sphere track S/N are also reading errors.
Several factors result in a lower overall error contribution. First,
the sphere track is smoother and this results in a lower variance in
readings. Secondly, the target cross section is assumed constant and
hence an average of S/N readings over a one second interval (or
longer) can be used.

4) Of all the error contributions those due to propatation
(F) are probably the most difficult to establish. Propagation effects
are dependent on atmospheric conditions. In the basic calculation of
cross section a correction is made for attenuation by the dry atmos-
phere. The errors .ntroduced by moisture can be quite large, e.g.,
2 db per 100 Kyd for light rain. In general, the moisture content of
the air is low at WSMR and target cross section measurements are made
on clear dry days For this reason an estimate of error is given as
0.5 db + 0.5 db/100 eyds,

5) Similar propagation errors could exist in determining
the sphere characteristics. But here the measurements generally are
made at ranges under 30 Km. The estimate of total FS errors is
0.5 db.

6) The estimate of error in determining 01 is less than 0.1
db since a 6-inch sphere is used for calibration. The 6-inch sphere
has a circumference to wavelength ratio of about 15. Under these
conditions the radar cross section is within 0.1 db of the Weometric
cross section. Oeneral radar theory and the results of the studies
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0rror given above.

II
I descIbd in the next section are the bases for Ow - tiateo of

III. IME ~ lMACION RATS

The Nike Hercules has a basic informtion rate of 500 per
second. This is set by the pulse repetition frequency (EIE) of tht:
system. It e one of the objectives of tkis study to devrmine the
information rate required to detenzne all significant parwters
associated with target cross section,

Information rates in sampling and reduction will determine
not cnl the granularity of the discrete data but also the presence
of significant target igmature characteristics. Methods of record-
ing are either analog or digital. Generally all data will be reduced
to digital form in the process of analysis. The Nihe Hercules in its
tactical configuration has only analog outputs which can easily be
recorded on strip chart records. The information readily available
that is of interest in target signature determination is: AOCC S/N,
target position in X, Y, H and slant range. In addition the video
pulse heigit from the AG/IF and the log IF (in the improved Nike
Hercules) is available for recording on video tape or by CRT photo-
graphy. The analog strip charts can be recorded with galvanometer
recorders whiah have frequency response characteristics in excess of
the 500 pulse per second repetition rate of the radar. With the
expanded scales of the order of 2 inches per second, the records can

per second) are available but rarely used for loug runs. Practical
reading rates for the normal strip chart data are 10 or 20 points per
second. The pulse height information vas recorded and read at rates
up to 500 pulses per second. The reading of the film is time consum-
ing and hence this type of data often is not recorded.

When the higher information rates are required it is more
expedient to digitize and record on a magnetic tape in a format that
can be fed directly into a standard digital computer such as the 1M
7094*. In the case of the Nike Hercules this is done at the pulse
repetition frequency of the radar. The analog voltageo for AGC and
position (X, YO H and slant range) are converted in a standard
analog-to-digital conve: ter and recorded in IBM format. The pulse
heights are converted to pulse widths and used to gate a counter.
The resultant data is converted to IBM format and recorded on the
same digital tape as the digital voltages. Reference timing is also
recorded on the tape* The spheric calibration is recorded on the
tape. This one tape cantains all of the data required to establish
the cross section of the target a a function of tim range and
aspect angle of the velocity vector to radar line of eight. The
Information rate of this data is 5W00 per second. The data is pro-
cessed by the computer.
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IV. RES=T OF THE STUDIES

1) Accuracy of calibratton

Tke purpos. of calibration is to establish the calibre-
tion curve for the AGC and pulse he1$t an fhatione of power imPut
or changes in power input.* The Ubhe Beronle boas a built-in oalibra-
tion device In the foXU of an IF tst set. MA. calibriti o IsPw-
ford in 5 db steps. The attnofr used to step the a1gm1 Jeftl
has a nom nal accuracy of t 1 db. isted in Table .I ame the Standard
deviation on a typical set of point by point readbnW of AWCM
pulse height (los am) "s P,81=60 Ca the MW recrdig.

TbAW I

R~esing Ac-curacy of IF Tet Set (20ato ( ed~ per BOWAN)
StaU40rd DevistIon Standard Deviation

8/ft NJ Puls Dait (tag Amp)

59 0.62 db 0.82 db
49 0.89 06
39 0.64 0.55
29 0.72 0.67
19 0.52 0.4(
9 o.69 1.33
0 )1.5 >1.7

It can be semthat reading error can be kept sma.1 and that the
overall calibration accuracy would be set byr the inhernt accuracy of
the IF emtur

Mmi the Nfibe Hercules there is also an HF test set vhich can
be used to calibrate the system. Calibration vith the IF test set was
compard with the RF test set. It wea found that the incrountal
changes were essmtilly the am but that there wa a shift In
relative value of the AOC and the logarithmic pulse height by 3 or 4

db wban the UF test set or a, real target waes used. This can be

used only to scale the power levels.* The actual reference level for

2) Acurcy f th SpereTrack

The purpose of the sphere track isa to establish the
system constants In the radar rane equation. Ideally,, the sphere
miuld be tracked at rances close to the rane at which the actual

target missile meaurements axe to be ade * Often this is difficult
to achieve and It is necessary to extrapolate from ranges of 10-30

JC~vda to ranges up to 100 Wye. 2Pxtrapolated data is corrected forI5
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plots of the msued a gwal returned frm 6-inch spheres end the
theoretical curv ewhoh is used to ex aite the data. rane 13UyIthe standard deviation of points around this curve is of the order of

1 db.

In the determination of the sigaal power returned from the
sphere, various records were anaysed and coqpard for ata, rate ..
mtod of reading. The maw (M) and standard deviations (8) of
relative received power were deterained for each sample. These ae
presented In Tables II and I1.

Table I
AOC Recordings of Spheremrck (Balloon Lofted)

SrpChart Cathode Rayr Tube nigitl Tspe
F=Vs (o/s -40 Points) (70/see-1o Pt,) (i25/...20 Pts)

2000y ds xu 44.7 db X a 40.8 db x 42.8 db
a a 1.4 db a a 0.97 db S 1.6 db

O0oyd,, Mx 27.9 Jb X a 30.2db X z31.5 db
a 1.4 db sa 1.05 db a a 1.3db

8000 yds x - 18.2 db N - 19.75 db M a29.2 db
s- 0.82 db a" 1.1 db s 1.03 db

Table III
Coulaxison of AOC (with and Without Video Correction) and Puls

Height from the Loprithc Amplifier for Sphere Track I
Log Amp AO Plus

Rang Pulse Height AOC Only Video CorrectLo ItTteiht

2000yda M,, 37.3db M, 4o.8db M 41.1db 140/ec
*= 1.76 db S a 0.97 a 1.55 db

4000 yds M 24.6 db X - 30.2 db 1 a 29.9 db 140/sec
s - 1.2 db 9 a 105 db a a 1.94 db

8M yds M a 15 db X a 19.75 db N 8 18.6db 140/sec
a a 1.25 db s a 1.1 db st 1.16 db

-1.r db a - 1.06 db a : 2.1db

t results indicate that there is no advmnta4 in a hig
data rate, in fact if only 25 pulses at 500 per second are used, the
resulting standard devitim of the data can be as high as 2 db
while for the longer dats samWes the standard deviation is close to
1 db. It is also eppacet that the standard deviatica of the AaCdata is lower than the standard deviation of the actual puje bewtdata fo the lopr itbc aqlifer. This is attributed to the
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amothLg &e to te response tim of the AGC servo loop. When the
AOC voltage w coreted by the video pulse bheiit (error si al of
the Ae servo) the standard deviation was cungarable to that of the

IT me alu of Lach piece of data i Lve n Table M /
eos with the standard Thedat a
pnera1y sveral db below the AOC. Thiis I ttributed to clbre-
Uto techniques and is of no consequence in the use of the sphere
data #Loce the man value of the sphere return is used as a reference
for each mthod of recording.

O nly# sphere track calibration is performed with a
6-in h sphere lofted by a weather balloon. The balloon affects the
sphere return. The m4pitude of this error was evaluated by co.paring
the standard deviation of the balloon end sphere with a sphere dropd
from a B-47. It was found that the sphere drop data had a slightly
lover standard deviation (0.78 db vs 1 db). The effect is considered
mond order. It was Lqpossible to determine any bLs since the data

-ma not run on the sam day. Data rn on different days coevezr
*ithin I db. This is shown on the plot n FLgre 3.

The overall accuracy with which the return power from a
-phere track as a function of renge is estimated as 1.0 db when 10
or more range saxples are used to determine the 40 db/decade spbere
curve Mown in Figure 3. Standard deviations of I to 2 db are repre-
sentative of the spread of the range saqilas from the 40 db per
decade sphere curve.

As a final note it may be stated that on a specific radar
be siwnal returned frm the 6-inch sphere does not vary by more

than 2 or 3 db from the theoretical value calculated from the basic
radar range equation when the measured values of transmitter power.,
.iitenna pin, wavelength and receiver sensitivity are used.

3) Accuracy of Rapidly Scintillating Targets

In order to evaluate a rapidly scintillating target, a

viece of tin foil was beLoon lofted to serve as a target for the
zadar* The information was recorded as mentioned above. The data
ur.s analyzed using different samuping rates and different informton

periods.

The analysis showed that in order to adequately cherac-
terise the cross sectio the informtion rates and periods m st be
-ot to record the changes of sialg&, Analysis of the foil tracks
indicates tat the sial level can change by k 20 db in /500 sec.,
that is# at the pulse rate of the radar. Figure 4 gives plots of the
aigmal returned from the foil at the prf of t'e radar. The data
.lotted indicates clearly that the AOC vithout vLdeo pulse correction
16joeo error correction) has greater excrsi(me than the pulse height
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as recorded by the log amplfler. When video correction is added,
the two curves are In reasonable agreemt. The dynamic range of the
video error sigsl is not sufficient to make corrections in excess of
t I0 db. When the 25 readings used in the sample shown n Figure 4
were analyzed the following statistics resulted:

mea Standard Devititon

AOC Only 29db 58d
Log Pulse Heigt 32.6 db 4 db
AC + Video Correction 31 db 4.0o8 db

It is evident that the mean and standard deviation of the
AOC when corrected by the video error are in reasonable agreement - -

with the log pulse height. The implications are that the A0C alone
should not be used to develop short term (fine resolution) inform-
tion on rapidly scintillAting targets.

The Arcas missile, vhtch is a meteorological sounding rocketj,
was used as an example of missile targets. The signal return fluctua-
tions were sitilar to those of the foil. The resulting statistics on
the comparison of the AnC alone, AGO with video correction and log
pulse height were similar to those on the foil.

In order to determine the sigaificance of the data rate and
data interval a section of the Areas track was analyzed by reading
at different rates and for different time intervals. The following
statistics were developed:

a) With 20 readings at 10 per second the mean was 23.4 dband the standard deviation wa 6.2 db.

b) With 20 readings at 100 per second the means on consecu-
tive samples in the same 2 second time interval covered in (a) above
varied from 18.7 db to 27.7 db. The standard deviations varied from f

2.4 to 5.6 db. Obviously, the long term statistics do not adequately
describe the target cross section.

V. CONCISIONS

The above studies indicate that log pulse height informtion
at the repetition rate of the radar must be used in order to deter-
mine the detailed statistical characteristics of missile targets. On
the other band long term (order of 1 second) average characteristics
can be determined by use oi AOC data alone. For slowly fluctuating a
targets, the AMO data is quite adequate. The ovorall accuracy of the

determination of radar cross section is dependent on renge and S/N.Figure 2 gives the best estimates of errors for a radar cross section
measurement proam utilizing the Nim Hercules target track radar.
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1. INMIJDflOff
A superconductor is completely free of obuc losses for a

direct current amd nearly free of such losses for alternating
currents with frequencies vW to Nc/sec and higher, depending on the
circmgtses. Circuits with superconducting inductors and
capacitors, an saeronducting interference shields for such
circuits tbus appear as a natural choice where a adini of loss,
noise, and interference from the envronnt is desired,, as for
eamle in the first stage of a ccozdcationa receiver. Super-
coduting resonant circuits with very high Q values (106 and higher)
have indeed been successfully operated in the N4c/sec range (1),()
but the tuning of such circuits proved -to be difficult. It was
recognived at UM~i (3) that remtely controlled switches would
solve the tuning problem providad the switches would introduce no
loss Into the circuit. The "crybtron.," a superconducting computer
elesnt (h), has often been called a superconducting "switch,, ut
it is really only a current gate with zero r-sistance in the "closed
position and a finite resistance--& few hundred ohas at most--in the
" open " position. A superconducting switch with a true "open"
position (virtually infinite resistance) was, however, deem-.
necessary for tuning and., in fact, for most purposes. It was
predicted (5) that a novel combination of superconducting solenoids
with superconducting contacts would constitute a remotely controlled
superconducting switch with the desired Properties. kpeeamwetal
work was begun in fall 1963 which soon resulted in the constructionIof an actuating mechanisa capable of giving contact forces up to

100g (Section 2). The search for a suitable superconductingIcontact mterial and a suitable contact configuration proved nlch
more ditficult, but contacts which would reproduciblyv control super-
currents of 16 A had been developed in sP'"Ing 196& (8'ection 3).
This surprisingly high current value perud-WO the use of the new
relay switch not only for the low power applications smw ioned in
the beginning but also for high power applications, especially in
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easectioe with the e widely used wporeraomting solenoldm for the
gezeratloa of high ngwrtic fields. Using the an&la betve" a
]'potatlcal lessless cepacitor ad a supercoaducting inductor or

U-U0M"%; %AceMLvP fur t h ad -dLJcbargi n of a
speronducting soleoid were developed (6) sad som of thin tested
(Section 4).

Melo operatla toeratures of the presently used super-
coadncters sftem prevent the eiplicatiea ef supercem6wtng deveces
sad circuits in Upte of their obvious advantages. Recent progress
In this wtOB s a result of simplified cooling methods sad of 1.-
proved materials is outlined In Section 5.

2. RMA 1 a41M VuiIMi So~ WUOUMZ 003LB

fhe mutusl attraction sad repulsion of two similar sqper-
conducting coils were used to actuate the first experimntal relay
switch built by the autbors, shaow in Fig. 1. Other possible inpet
configurations have been discussed elsewhere (5). No soft iron
retur path was used for the imnletic flux, becam this would in-
crease the cooling requirements for the relay, and also because the
hi& pageetic fields genertoed by superconduftiAg coils tend to
magnetica.ly saturate the Iron, thus king it useless.

Bach mavet coil. was mad* by winding avproximtey 1300
turns of Muobdoam-rhanium wire on a xylon bobbin with 1.6 ca outer
dimer. n3ybyaenum-rbaniu is a 'hard" umperconductar, that is,
a material rmining superconducting in a strong maiolic field and
whe carrying a large current.

statiowar and one movable, each carrying one coil and one contc%

(rig. 1). ie agnetic force, magnified by lever act.on, acts an the
two ceatacts. To easure the contact force, an a function of coil
current, a nylon string ws attaebad to the vmper contact a3'.
counected to a balance on top of the cryostat in which the relay was
kept at the taeerature of 4.2*1. 5 of the results are given in
tble II, Section 3. The force increases stronsly with the coil
current and reaches " 1000 g for the mazinm current carrying
c aoity of the cols ( . .4 A). A conventional coper wire of equal
thickness (0.25 M) in place of the No-Re wire would sustain no more
than m 0.1 A. It is this difference in operating current for a given
wizjing which mkes upercondacting coils so superior to conventional
ones in producing mecbanical forces for the operation of contacts sand
otbr purposes.

Lr 1914t Kamsrlngh-Owae, the discover of suprcoaductivi-
ty, e Iae first sqprcofctn4g *switch" *bn he pressed tO
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Pieces of svrcnductixig lead to..ther and found suprconiativity
across the contact (T). Later workers found that as oxide 1aqer and
even a iaa'zlting layer of M~d#MAOta4h4C-XS 11W. to 1ii cz)
bqirwe the contact surfaces does not prevent supercoadu tivity ecrorm
the contact (U)L(8. fits surprisimg effect was explained theoreti-
cally only recently by Josephson (,9)T-Josepbsoa-Tun 14m").

Vwhe the curreut tbroO a svaercond~wting switch is raised,
acritical current Msiue, Cr', :is fiall reached at which the NWe-

coafttivity across the contacts vanishes. fthis becom evident as
a voltage across the contacts. 1., can be determined by observing
this voltage with separate voltage leads, as &)xovn in Fig. 1. All
the switches reported in the literature bed wi&Af 1c valusl 'suallY
mach less than 1 A. Various contact pairs used in the initial pbas
of thit work were found ru~ezvciducting, but with disappointingly
smll Icr. Results for three -typical contact pairs aire listed In
Table I.-

TAM. I

contact I contact 2 rtontact force 1

itifinger Nb - ehet 650 2 - 0*

of Nb wire (0.4 no) T50 2 * 0-

Pb-sn allcA' Nb - sheet 350 :2 -l0-3
(4.0/60), baU thajed 4 1-1-

550 T3 -lj-3

Pb-Sa allay Pb-S&Uolly (1.0/60) 550 3.18 -3
(1.0/60), UaLU shaped ball shLped851.5-o3

it was deduced fix= these data that (a) increasIng the cant ict, forme
beond1 ft 500 g gives little Improvemnt, end that (b) at least am of
the contacts should be of a soft material, such as the lead-tin Allxw
used iz two of the -- ermets It Is knovan, bwver,, that even this
alloy becoms rather bard when cooled to l.iquid haliui tsepraturo.
Pur. lead was chosen therefore for the next experimawts. Lead re-
ta, a plasticity at 11"K comarable to that of copper at roam
temerature. The plasticity of a comt~act material. appears to secure
the formation of an "effective* coatact area larger than that
obtainable with a hard mterial (7). So. coatacts finally used In
this *3ork were of lead galvanically coated with a very thin layer of
tin. Ie contacts were knpt undr ba~a pS &=rIng the cooling
do=n period. ftese measures were almd at preventing the formation
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of layers of azt4, Ice, or frozem air on the contact surfaces. 2be
re wlt h with tin coated load me exzceflmt ad vastly mpqarior to

- - -- -, - win ~ 4.1 JJ WLJ

the contact force s a function of coil crrent.
TAMA n

coil current (A) contact folce (g) Je (A)

1.5 350 < 1

2.3 475 2.3

3 600 13

4 8oo 13.5

2hse results wre quite reprodcible. In am run to cr value of
16 A was attained. TChnical a fi ts of the crdde eaeimntal
set UV shomn In Fig. 1, will Im rove the performace of
the ma;prctcwting relay switch further.

4. XPPICJ'xON
be successful operation of radio frequnawy and of mderoave

circuits mda, of wipconducting cqoments has been reported by other
grts (x), (2), (io). The now suerconducting relay switch described
In the previmw section now makes possible the tuning of such circuits
bY rMot. control. Several switches could *erve, for e le, to add
cqacitors or inductors to a spercocductia, high Q resona t circuit.
ES...o th- ---- v -r In U.- Ocl and Vztu-

ally Infinite reslstance in their "open' position, the switches will
not introduce ay losses Into the circuit (3). A older switching
device, the *crotrc,N could not bo used for this purpose, because
it bas no true woai position, " discussed In Section 1.

2 first stop toward, high alications of the new
simarcoaducting switch was tsa by the athors when they connected
the new switch to the teronaas of a hiA field (42 kOe) sqpercondnct-
Ing soleaoid, ad used It to control the solenoid cizi-ent. The
solenoid is of **Utu size (1.25 ca bore) and has so inductance of
m 5 lnry. 2be highest supercurrent which cov3A be controlled so far
vss 32 A. One purpos of these a3Werimonts is to explore the storange
of electrical enarv with the solenoid. fte storage of electrical
enargy In low loss caacitors has been used in electronics for jy
yarws for the opetion of pulsed traamtters, of pulsed light
sources, and also In plaan rese ch. A nqerconducting sol id can
be co sidered as an inftct~r which is lossless in low frequency
qlIcatiocs. the prioerti e of such rm anductor re set in &mlow
to those of a hypothetlcal lase fxies capcitor in Fig. 2. The
quamnta of charie for t capacitor is of couse e, the electronic
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Gi.ar&,z Ito equivaln for the indutor Is the nwl.y discovered (3.)
quatua of gnetic flux, bc/2. (h: Planck's constat, c: velocity t
of Likt). since both "charge quanta" are ver IfLU, tbY are not
observed exceyt undesr vuxry apoc a3. cesnditic0- WOUL Wh cAS g
processes can be tresad as comtinuous in the foLlowing. OC rg
the caitor Is accow Iahe4 through the tansfter bf electric chars*
betwom the cq pitor plates, resulting in a voltage between the
plates. "Cha-ging" the inductor is acco libod by builAing v a
current tbroug the winding, resulting In a mnstic flux threading
the hole of the Indutor. The charged state of the c acitor is
charitered b7 an open circult, the analogous state of the intor
by a aort circuit (produced by the closing of a mpercondncting
switch). The main= charge. of the capacitor is lUited by dielectric
breakdown, the maxim mogpetic flux of the indnctor Is halted b7 the
field inbuced breakdown of the sv'ercondct.vyity of the winding.
1!chnicallUy attainable walms for either kind of breakdown are used
in FIS. 2 to demstrate that the energy, v, which M be stored per
uuit voltm of the device Is roch geater in the case of the solemoid.
7Wzuls for the total amts of enerc, V, storable in either case
are also givn In i . 2. The largest --e--tng solenoids
which are now cmmrcially available bave bores geater than 15 ca
and i nd, tances % to 1000 E.0=7. CArrying a typical curren I o 20 A.
such a solenoid stores W o 2 105 Joule. e ccesponding vali for
a capacitor of carable size and weight would be roch smller.

Se bottom part of Fg. 2 illustrates the tremofer of the
stored energy into an outside load R' AJr the cpacitor, this Is
accoallsbea by closing a switch, for the Inctor by opmAng a
superconducting switch. Thtil um n ly thermaly activated cryotons
wer, used In conection Vi.th mercoafteng sola . Te
resistance of .a "t b..wnJe#-. rtran ca be G.zled coly -. "L-i- m

" 20 see) irom zero to the maitium value of a few ohm. Moot of the
stored enear is thnms consmd by the cryaotron Itself and transfer
to an outside loadI s ineffective. fhe discharge process preswntedo
in the right bottom part of Fig. 2 is possible only with a aser-
condcting switch wLch b ems frot "zero" to "infinite" roil tanc
Imdiate4., such as the relay switch built =n used by the authors.

rigwe 3 shows the two analogus basic charging circuits for
alternating current. The ttuLng for the periods of charging Is In-
dicated. Se sercuductiag switch across the inducto- Is opm =V
durLng the charging period. When It is closed, so voltage is qspteA
to the Inductor and its current not influnced by the por sce.
The charging is ccmleted vw the supercurrent tbrooo the Intor
equals the peak currmt of the power source.

jigure 4 describes two circuits m)lc47ing curt trans-
foarms. One winding of & currnt M is outside of the
cryestat. oe ener t=fer is tbrvsgb the wall of the cryostat by
induction. =a Is sw~wrior to the direc tr UVsfer of OraW thouh
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hewv c.. A u ich ae difficult to cool. Jbcept for the
current tUe armsr, the first circuit in Fig. 4 operates like that
in Fig. 3. The second circuit in FIg. 4 Is analosous to a vibrator
circuit with capcwitars. it cot #urts the uod direct current into
alternating current by u5±Ua A reversal witch 6, and by Inter-
mediately storlng energ in the squprcaducting transfomr winding
W2 combind with the closed merconducting switch 83. The t'im
of the switches for discharge is Indicated. With different t1ming,
the .me circuit its used for charin.

Figure 5 indicates the staorge of ener in a maarcondueting
combiation 3 ad L as before, but a awltchA$ transistor T I outuide
,of the cryostat Is connected parkllal to S. In the "st&dW position,
8 is opened &M the solenoid current is forced to flow through T 1.
f: storase Is than of course no lonar loss free, but the loss during
a short standby period is tolerable. For operation, the uritchin
transistors TL and 2 are alteratingly opened azd closed with the
rescuece frequency of the traamttng circuit, thus conmrting the
stored arg into a very poverfl radio frquency sgnal.

fe equations at the bottom. of Vi. 2 indicate that a
"dicargi" Inductor behaves essentially like a coastant current

generator. Wi feature, toget er with others listed aboveo mkes
a smparconducting solenoid combined with a auperconducting switch
particu.arly attractive for the operation of pulsed light sources.
At the onset of t. pulse tht resistance of such a device is usaly
hAh; the solenoid then applies a high "Igniting" voltage. Later on,
wben the resistance of the device drops, the voltag drops according-
ly, and the Initial current is sever exceeded. 2his is in contrast
to the action of capacitor--essentially a constant voltage genera-
tor-uhich tends to apply too n-~ voltage after is= Loa:" so that
==b of the pulse energy nast be destroyed In a stabillzing resistor
or the like. Superconducting aolenoids and relay switches capable
of delivering palmes of several hundred volts and many thousands of
joules should be obtainable. Fig. 6 shovs a siaple circuit for
pulsed ight sources, based on principles similar to those of Fig. 5.

ia the usual laboratory operation of a superconducting
circuit the circuit Is housed in a cryostat which is cooled by
transferring liquid nitrogen &&A liquid helium into appropriate
caartmosts of the cryostat. The transfer of a cryogenic liquid Is
a difficult and time consuing manipulation which is necessary be-
cause the coamer of the cooling energ, the circuit, is separated
frca the source of the cooling energy navely the liquefier for the
helium or nitrogen. In this fashion several cryostats can be served
frc me liquefier., permitting aimltaneous work on several ezperi-
muts. fte laboratory methol of coolio, owever, Is neither
necessary nor even suitable In the tecbAcal plication of
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through a cobinatiou of the cryostat with tLfei-er (or another

source of cooling .aerp'), ouih that fully automtic operatio with-

efrirators of this a&dnced kind, called "closed cycle refrigm.ra
tars" are now cnmrcima available In various sizs, even rather
sal ones. A closed cycle refrigerator has several "cooling statiows
essentially cooled metal plates. Jhe superconducting circit Is
munted of course Lt the station with the lowest temperature.
Xlectrical leads. coaxial cables, ad waveguides ceanected to the
supercondncting cimcut are eao therwlly linked to the stations
with Intermdiate tmeratures. In this fashion, the heat flvwing
Into tha cryortat is "Iatercelted" at a relatively high temeture
level. The thern4yumIcal efficiency of a closed cycle refrigerator
Is therefore excellent even wben heavy cables or waveguides or the
like are used.

Progress would be still gprater, of course, if it were
possible to operate the s Vercoaducting circuit Itself at a higher
temerature. Although ma sperconductors with transition
temperatures, Te, between 15*K and 18g we known (3,2), lt A
(Tc - 7.2*1) and sile- metals are proda iantly used now in
electronic circuits. As discussed in Secti'n j., lead s l &.mo the
best contact terial known. If a search for materials with sstia-
factory high frequency and contact properties sng the supercon-
ductors with Tc - 15'K proves successful, the operating taratur
could be raised accordingly. This would in turn permit at least a
tenfold reduction in refrigerator Input power.

6. cox~xauo
The low power as well as the hlh power applications of

superconductivity are increasing. Both ae expected to benefit from
the hMgh current relW switch developed by the authors. In contrast
to previous "switching" devices, the new switch ba a true "open"
positie., and is thus lose free in eitber position. A novel method
for the storage of electrical energ is given by connecting the nev
sitcih with a high current, high inductance superconducting solenoid.
On basic cimits are derived from analogous capacitor circuits. The
ln ctive energy storage Is superior to the capcitive cme in the
operation of pulsed light sources, for example. A shar distinction
should be mde between the cooling methods suitable for the labora-
t r7 a those for technical applications. For the latter, gm~r
use ahould be m e of the nov available closed cycle refrigerators.
2 e operating teaeratures for sperconducting circuits are
sought thraug Ipproved mterials. The devlopnt of special low
loss dielectric mterials for these circuits is also suggested.
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Fig. 1

Experimental superconduceting relay switch. Coils bsve approxiLteJ
1.6 ca diater and 1300 turns of Xb-Re wire, 0.25 Mthick.
Critical current of contacts, IC P- 14 A. Voltage leads on contacts
are used to determine Ic..
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rig.- 2
Analogies betvaen the storage or ele,:rical charge in a kAypotbetical
leakage free capaiter (center) aad the storage of maguetic flux in
a wqperconducting izia utor (right).t 0oEE$PONDitto E141I1IES LIAKA0E FEIIl CAPACIT OR I VISI CO0N 0U CTIN 0 INDUCTOR
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Fig. 3
Correspoziding ac. charging circuits, as in Fig. 2.
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Fig- 5 ?1,le of potential future *Wplicationi of eneray storage in
supercondtcting solenoid. Lossless storage is given with super-
conducting switch S. Maergy is lost only during the standby and
operative periods, when solenoid curr-ent is coptrolled by wvitching
transistors T 1 aad T 2.
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operat ion of pulsd lit source frcm iniprconucting solenoid;
sliiAr to pig. ii. Xa contrast to a copacitor bank, a svper-
conducting solonoid ii& essentially a constant currant source whiich
is more suitable for amn pulsed Light sources.
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RUBY LASER WITH VIBRATING REFLECTOR

E. A. GERBER and E. R. AHLSTROM*
U. S. ARMY ELECTRONICS RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES

FORT MONMOUTH, NEW JERSEY

INTRODUC TION

It is well known that conventional solid state lasers exhibit
a temporal behavior of the output power which is completely random
Figure 1 shows a typical trace of a ruby laser where the time scale
on the abscissa is 50 fsec/cm. It is thought that this type of laser
output is caused by the many electromagnetic modes existing in the
laser cavity. According to Tang, Statz, and de Mars (1), multi-
moding in solid state lasers can be explained as due to slow spatial
cross-relaxation. Figure 2 illustrates this thought. Assume that
just one axial mode is excited with nodal planes half a wavelength
apart parallel to the mirrors. The induced emission produced by
this standing wave is zero at the nodal planes and maximum in
between. Under the assumption that no excitation can diffuse
spatially, one obtains an inverted population that has a maximum
at the nodal planes and minima in between. This inverted population
distribution is not favorable for the first oscillating mode since in
such places where the electric field is maximum there is a minimum
density of inverted states. If the second oscillating mode is con-
sidered which has one half-wavelength more between the mirrors,
it is easily recognized that the distribution of excited states is more
favorable to this mode. In the middle of the crystal in particular,
the maximum of the electric field and the maximum in the density
of excited states coincide. This mode will thus have more gain
than the one already oscillating and, therefore, will also go into
oscillation. The above arguments can be continued for a third,

fourth, etc., mode and thus multi-moding in solid state lasers can

be explained.
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Tans, Stats, and de Mars have further shown that multi-
moding caused by the described nonuniform spatial distribution in
the inverted population can be avoided by using a traveling wave
laser. Traveling waves de-excite the chromium ions in a spatially
uniform manner precluding the simultaneous existerce of many
oxial modes. In addition, single mode operation is expected to
result in a regular spike pattern with exponential decay, a fact
which has becn experimentally verified by Tang, Statz, anid
de Mars (I).

PURPOSE OF INVESTIGATION AND INSTRUMEN TATION

It was thought that an effect similar to that caused by the
traveling wave laser may be obtained if at least one reflector of
the Fabry-Perot cavity is vibrated with sufficient amplitude and
frequency. This measure could at least partially smear out a
nonuniform distribution of excited states. To prove this out,
experiments have been performed with a ruby laser with detached
reflectors. Figure 3 shows the arrangement of the entire apparatus.
The ruby rod was held between two brass sleeves and was pumped
by a Ganeral Electric FT 524 helical flash lamp. One reflector
was a stationary dielectric mirror with a reflectivity of 0. 99, the
other reflector providied the frequency sweeping mechanism: it
consisted of an X-cut quartz vibrator. It was held at its circum-
ference at three points and its silver coating served as electrode
and mirror, with a reflectivity of 0. 95. Vibrators with a resonance
frequency of i, 2, or 3 mc were used. They had a diameter of
38 mm and were driven in a thickness extensional mode of vibration.
A solar cell with a parallel resistor to increase its frequency ranges
in combination with an oscilloscope, was used to record the power
output of the las. r. The total energy output of the laser was meas-
ured by observing the loss of charge of a capacitor through a photo-
tube illuminated by the laser beam, as described by Schiel (2)

FIRST RESULTS, DETERMINATION OF VIBRATOR
AMPLITUDE

Figure 4 dsplays a recording of the laser output with the
mirror stationary, lower trace, and the mirror vibrating, upper
trace. It can be seen that a regular spike pattern with expc. nential
decay appears when the mirror is vibrating. These results are
typical for many measurements of the spike structure which were
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made as f function of frequency and amplitud, of the vibrating
mirror, pumping power, and misalignment of the dielectric mlrro-
The amplitude of vibration was determined from the known propei
ties of the vibrator and the applied HF current. Since the crysta]
was always driven at its series rem nance frequency, a simple
relationship between the amplitude and the current ( through
the crystal holds (3). (4):

where: is the dielectric permittivity at constant strain,
e the piezoelectric stress constant,
CO the static capacitance, and

the current through the crystal.

For the X-cut used, the value forfs is 4.5. 8.854. 10lZ farad nt "

and o is 0. 173 coulomb meter" Z. The factor accounts for a

sinusoidal distribution of the amplitude over the surface of the
crystal which can be assumed to be present due to the boundary
conditions employed (5).

EXPLANATION OF REGULAR SPIKING

Regular spiking was observable with an amplitude as
small as . 08 microns equal approximately to 1/10 of the ruby
%wavelength. Since this vYry small displacement will probably not
be suficient to cause any change in the axial distribution of excited
states, unlike the experiment with a moving ruby rod recontly
reported (6), the following explanation for the reported observation
in sugoested. The quarts crystal represents, during one period of
vibratioa, a plane, convex and concave mirror and thus, accordinj
to detailed theoretical calculations by Fox and Li, changes the
losses foz the oscillating modes in fast sequence (7). Since the
losses are connected with the sput size on the mirrors, it is con-
cluded that a rapid change of the spot size and with it the diameter
of the oscillating modes is the cause for a smoothing-out process
of nonuniform spatial distributions in the inverted population of
the off-axis modes mainly. Cbviously, if the amplitude of vibra-
tion attains greater values, axial rodes will also be affected.
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Pure optical effects due to the curvature of the vibrating
mirrors are not sufficient to explain the regular spiking. The use
of bimorph ceramic bender which did not vibrate but permitted the
change of the radius of curvature of the mirror under static con-
ditions from 20 m to infinity did not effect any change in the irregu-
ir spike output.

PROPERTIES OF SPIKE PATTERN AS FUNCTION OF
PUMP POWER

Figure 5 shows a plot of the decay time T and the spike
distance T5 of the regular spike pattern of a vibrating mirror laser
as a function of the normalized pump power. The solid curves are
obtained from a modified (to account for the ruby three-level systen
Stats-de Mars theory pertaining to single axial mode operation (8).
This theory is contained in two differential equations which connect
the time derivatives of the population inversion and of the number
of stim~ulated emission photons with physical and geometrical prop-

erties of the laser. The linearized solution of the two equations
results in an expression for the number of stimulated emission
photons which in turn leads to the equations represented by the two
curves for Td and T., taking into account the difference in the
volume of cavity and active medium:

Td =Zt Z kl c [NoLr(W/Wt.l)j -1 (Z)

NoL r  1/2
T = 2V (W/Wt-l) (3)

where: k = 4.X ZAdo /C 3

dV = width of fluorescent line - 300 GC
F T' = lifetime of metastable state = 3l O- 3 sec

f= loss rate per pass = 0.03
(reflectivity of the mirrors 0.95 and 0.99, respectively)

N o = No. of active ions per cc = 2. 5.1019
Lr = length of ruby = 3. 3 cm
Lc = length of cavity = 51 cm

W/W t = Pump power/Threshold pump power

Considering the various uncertaintieb in the experiments
such as the influence of the imperfections of the ruby crystals, the
time variation of the pump light, or the active volume of the cavity,
the agreement between theory and experiment must be considered
very 'ooa.
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INFLUENCE OF MISALIGNMENT AN.) PUMP ENERGY
ON ENERGY OUTPUT

All the previous mefamurements were performed with the
two mirrors aligned for parallelism (without the ruby inserted). F
Sirce optical inhomogeneities of the ruby may offset the parallel
alignment of the mirrors, measurements of the spike pattern and
the output energy were performed witl- deliberate misalignment
of the dielectric mirror within an arbitrarily chosen plane.
Figure 6 shows the result. The optimum energy output occurs at
+101 misalignment. The spike structure was always irregular in
the case of the stationary mirror. In the case of the mirror
vibrating, the decay was not completely exponential from approxi-
mately 0 to +20 minutes of arc. Outside of this region, completely
exponential decay of the spike train was obtained. However, eqtui-
distance of the spikes was always observed in the case of the
vibrating mirror. It is to be noted that an energy increase of 37%
was obtained by vibrating the mirror.

Figure 7 which displays the output energy and the output
energy increase as a function of the pump energy, reveals an even
higher energy increase almost up to 100% due to the vibrating
mirror. Again, in the case of the stationary mirror, the spiking
remains completely irregular from threshold to the highest pump
energy applied. In the case of the vibrating mirror, the spiking is
regular up to a pump energy of 2200 Joules. Above this value, the
decay shows bome irregularities which, however, are not compa-
rable with the completely random spiking obtained with the statiorury
mirror. The dependence of the character of the spike train and of
the output energy from the amplitude of vibration of the mirror is
less pronounced: At a certain threshold displacement (approxi-
mately .08 microns as mentioned previously in the paper) regular
spiking occurs and the character of the spiking and the energy outpt
is not influenced much more by the vibrational amplitude.

CONCLUSIONS

Considering all the observations of the character of the
temporal output of the ruby laser and of the erergy output influenced
by the vibrating mirror, the following conclusions can possibly be
drawn: The Statz-de Mars theory quoted previously is based on the
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assumption of the existence of a single mode in the cavity and
predicts equally spaced spikes with exponential decay. It would
seem therefore, that the vibrating mirror provides a neans for
obtaining siagle mode operat.on in a solid state laser. Recent
results, however, show that regular spike patterns do not neces-
sarily indicate single-mode operation (9). But in the referenced
case, the spiking is completely random at lower pumping levels
and attains regularity at high pumping levels, whereas in this case
the opposite is true. As described in the discussion of the results
shown in Figure 7, spiking is completely regular at lower pumping
levels and loses some of its rehalarity at higher levels. This fits
very well into the single-mode picture, since higher pumping energy
causes the appearance of more modes in the cavity, a fact which
distorts the clean exponential decay of the spike train. In line with
this picture, the following explanation for the surprising energy
increase caused by the vibrating mirror is proposed: As is
known (7), the dominant axial mode has the lowest losses in the
Fabry-Perot cavity, and higher order longitudinal and transverse
modes have increasing losses. If, therefore, higher order modes
are suppressed by the vibrating mirror, more energy will be dumped
into the low-loss dominant mode and, consequently, the efficiency
of the laser will increase.

The authors wish to thank Drs. G. J. Goubau and KJacobs,
and Mr. F. A. Brand of these Laboratories for helpful discussions
and also Mr. E. Elder for his assistance in taking miasurements.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure I Temporal behavior of the output of a ruby laser.

The time scale on the abscissa is 50 Psec/cm.
The ordinate shows the power in arbitrary units.

t
Figure 2 Diagram showing the field distribution for the first

and second unstable longitudinal modes and "inverted
population density for the case in which only the first
mode oscillates. (Courtesy of Dr. H. Statz).

I Figure 3 Experimental apparatus. The distance Lc of the
mirrors was variable between 400 and 550 mm; --ne

i length Lr of the two ruby crystals employed 33 and
70 mm, their optical axis was parallel to the axis ofI the rod

Figure 4 Temporal output of a ruby laser. Lower trace:
mirror stationary. Upper trace: mirror vibrating
with 0. 135 micron amplitude. Frequency: 3 mc.I Abscissa: 20isec/cm. Ordinate: power in arbitrary
units. Pump energy; 1.5 times threshold. Lc = 446mrn
Lr = 70 mm.

Figure 5 Spike distance and decay of spike envelope as a function
of the ratio pump power/threshold pump power. Ampli-
tude of vibrating mirror: 0. 25 micron. Frequency:
1mc. L = 510 mm, L = 33 mn.

c r

Figure 6 Output energy as a function of misalignment of
dielectric mirror for stationary and vibrating quartz
mirror. Pump energy: 2450 Joules equal to 1. 35
times threshold. Amplitude of vibrating mirror:
0.17 microns. Frequency: I mc. L c = 446 mm,
Lr = 70 nmm.

Figure 7 Output energy and output energy increase as a function
of pump energy for stationary and vibrating mirror.
Amplitude of vibrating mirror: 0.145 microns.I Frequency: 3 mc. Misalignments of dielectric mirror:
+6'. Lc 4 446 mm, Lr = 70 mm.
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Fig. 1
Temporal behavior of the output of a ruby laserhe tim scale on the abscissa is 50 £sec/a.

The ordnte- shows tri power in arbitrary units.
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ri 4
|

Tempral output of a rubY laser. Lower trace:
mirror stationary. Upper trace: atirror vibrating

~with 0.135 mic'ron amplitude. Frequecys 3 c.
~Abscissas 20 Asec/cm. Ordinstel power in

arbitrary units, Pump energy: 1.5 times threshold.
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EVAPORATION OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
FRCM METIL SURFACES AT HIGH VACUUM

H. GISSER AND S. SADM-JAN

FRANKFORD ARSENAL

PHI'ADELPHIA, PA.

The extensive space research now in progress has led to con-
siderable activity in materials areas required for successful space
operation. Ambient pressures encountered in space range from approx-
imately 10-6 Torr at 125 miles to 10 - 12 Torr at 1400 miles, pressures
at higher altitudes being considerably lower (1). There is a dearth
of data on lubrication in high vacuum and consequently considerable
work is being done in this area. In the interaction of high vacuum
with lubrication, two factors must be considered (for fluids or
semi-fluids lubricants). First, a lubricant film may evaporate
from the metal surface at the low pressure and second, the absence
of atmospheric gases may make unavailable those chemical reactions
on which surface active additives depend in order to reduce friction
or support heavy loads. Several investigators measured evaporation
rates of oils and greases of low volatility in vacuum as a guide to
establishing relative merit for space use (2,3). Empirical studies
were conduc ed on the lubrication of high speed ball bearings at
10-5 to 10 Torr with petroleum base, silicone base, and ester base
oils and greases of low volatility and successful opera.tion was ob-
tained for several thousand hours (2,4).

It is apparent that vapor pressure alone is an inadequate
index of availability of a ccmpound for lubrication at extreme low
pressures. It has been established by a number of investigators
that the coefficient of friction in the presence of a single mole-
cular layer is the same as that of many layers (5,6,7,8). (of course,
the availability of a reservoir of material provides for continued
availability of monolayers during continuous rubbing). It is to be
expected that evaporation of the last monolaryer would not be subject
to the same physical laws that evaporation of the bulk of a ccmpound
is subject to. Considerable work has been done on the adsorption
of monolayers of polar organic cmpoun4s on metal surfaces, and
there is considerable evidence for comp ound formation (9,10), in
some instances and in general where adsorption energy is in the
neighborhood of the chemisorption range. Lubrication, i.e., friction
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reduction and load etarrying capacity, is presumed to be provided by
the chemisorbed layers or ccpounds formed. It has also been shown
that a single monolayer may have considerable durability (8,11). It
follows that the effects of evaporation of lubricants on lubrication
=at be considered in the light of evaporation of the last monolayer.
This is further borne out by a number of empirical studies in which
it was shown that the performance of lubricants in high vacuum was
considerably better than that expected from the bulk evaporation rate
(12).

Friction reduction by monolayers applies to non-polar com-
pounds (hydrocarbons of sufficient chain length) as well as to polar
compounds. FUrther, although the adsorption energies of non-polar
compounds on metal surfaces are not in the chemisorption range, it is
to be expected that non-polar compounds would be adsorbed on metal
surfaces by van der Whals forces and here too one would expect that
vapor pressure would not reflect removal of the last monolayer. Thus
even with petroleum lubricants better behavior in high vacuum lubri-
cation is to be expected than that predicted from volatility alone.
Indeed the empirical work published and unpublished in this area indi-
cates that in general with both polar and non-polar lubricants, better
lubrication is being achieved in high vacuum than is to be expected
on the basis of evaporation rate data alone.

The foregoing consideration led to our investigation of the
evaporation of the last monolayers of hydrocarbons from metal sur-
faces. Study of the adsorption of non-polar compounds on mz+oal sur-
faces has been essentially limited to gases. Similarly, litL. t work
has been done on the coefficient of friction of metal surfaces 4- vted
with less than a close packed monomolecular layer. (Recent work on
the adsorption of low molecular weight compounds in the vapor phase
showed that coefficient of friction decreased to a minimum with in-
creasing amount adsorbed as the monmolecular layer was reached (13)
We therefore decided to study the removal of the last monolayer of
non-polar hydrocarbon on metal surfaces, using coefficient of friction
measurement as an inaication of amount of material remaining. This
paper is a preliminary report of the finding in this work and is con-
cerned primarily with the experimental techniques, establishment of
data on coefficient of friction of surfaces that are incompletely
covered with friction reducne films, and relationship of pressure to
fraction of monolayer remaining on metal surfaces. Data were obtained
on both polar and non-polar compounds and bear out the conclusions
that are to be expected :fom earlier work.

Materials. n-Dodecane, n-hexadecane (AST4 grade), and n-octadecane
were bumphrey Wilkinson, high purity grade. n-Dodecylamine and
dodecanol-i were Eastman Kodak White Iabel. These compounds were
fractionated under reduced pressure through a 36 in. column filled
with glass helices with a 4:1 reflux ratio. The compounds were col-
lected at the following temperatures and pressures: n-octadecane,
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150-150.5"C. 3.3 mm.; n-hexadecane, 120.40C., 2.3 nm.; n-dodecane,
73-74°C., 3.6 mm.; n-dodecylamine, 93.50., 1.8 m.; dodecanol-l,

k 105.5"C., 1.5 m. To remove surface active impurities, the y-dro-
oarbons were passed through a 12 in. adsorption column filled with
4 in. sections of activated Florisil, alumina, and Fuller's earth
(top to bottam). Octadecanol-1, Eastman White Iabel., was used with-
out fu4rther purification. Benzene was ACS grade and was passed
through the Florisil, alumina, and Fuller's earth column to remove
surface active impurities.

cFriction Measurements. Friction measurements were run with 52100
steel riders on 1020 steel. Steel disks (1-1/8 in. dis. x 1/4 in.
thick) were ground to a su-face finish of 8-10 microinches rmo. A
final surface finish of 3-5 microinches rms (Profilometer measurements)
were obtained by hand polishing with progressively finer emery cloth
(2/0, 310, 4/0). Disks were degreased in hot benzene immediately
after abrasion and again degreased in a Soxhlet extractor with ben-
zene. Disks were then stored in a desiccator at 250 ± lC., 20% R.H.
for 24 hours prior to use. The riders used were 52100 steel balls
(1/8 in. radius). The balls were washed in ],ot benzene and again de-
greased in a Soxhlet extractor prior to use.

Friction measurements were made at roam temperature using a
modified Bowden-Leben type apparatus(14). Noimal and friction forces
betwen the rider and disk were measured by 2 sets of four strain
gages mounted on a 24ST aluminum ring. All measurements were made on
new areas (disk and rider). Measurements were made with a 100g load
at a sliding speed of 2.4 cm/mn. Each result reported was the aver-
age of at least 3 separate traverses.

Deposition of Material. The hydrocarbons we ., deposited on the metal
surface as a thick layer (excess) or as a monomolecular layer from
benzene. When deposited as a thick layer, 0.05 ml of the material
was pipetted onto the surface of the disk and allowed to spread until
the surface was campletely covered. Excess material was allowed to
drain off for 5 minutes. When a moncolecular layer was deposited
from benzene, the concentration of the solution was such that a mono-
molecular layer of the compound remained when 0.5 ml of the solution
was pipetted onto the surface of the disk and the solvent permitted
to evaporate.

Polar compounds were deposited as a condensed monolayer ad-
sorbed on the steel disk by the retraction method using a melt of the
compound (15).
Evaporation. The evaporation chamber was a 3 in. diameter glass tube
approximately 7 in. long attached to a hot cathode ionization gage.
A glass tube (end closed) of approximately I in. square section, 3 in.
long was mounted inside the evaporation chamber and attached to a
small Dewar mounted outside and on top of the evaporation chamber.
A sheet of oxygen-free high conductivity copper was shaped into a
square section tube and placed around the glass tube with a close fit.
By filling the glass tube with liquid nitrogen through the externally
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mounted Dewar, a cold copper surface was maintained parallel to and
approximately 1 cm above the test surface. New (out gassed) copper

A__ shetts were used for each dete-minstion. The pur-pose of the liquid

tnitrogen cooled surface was to prevent redeposition of organic com-
pounds on the test surface after evaporetion (and to condense any oil

twhich back migrated from the diffusion pump). At a suitable level
pbelow the liquid nitrogen well was placed a copper latform (on which

the test disks were placed). A cylindrica] heater 100 watt, con-
nected through a variable transformer) was close fitted into the thick
section of the copper platform. A section of the evaporation chamber
is shown in figure 1. A hole for use as a thermocoqple well was
machined in a disk parallel to and approximately 1/16 in. (surface to
edge) below the surface. A disk so prepared was used uncoated (see
later) in each experiment. Heater and thermocouple leads were brought
out through the wall of the vacuum chamber in a conventional way.
Two pumping systems were attached to the evaporation chamber. A
rough system which cons ted of a mechanical pump and liquid nitrogen
trap and valve was used to evaporate excess material (where this was
present) from the test surface. Wher this was completed, the rough
vacuum system was valved off. The other pumping system consisted of
a 2 in. oil diffusion pump, mechanical fore pump, liquid nitrogen
trap, valve and variable leak. The latter was fed with dry nitrogen
and used to maintain the pressure at a desired level.

The coefficient of friction (Pk) of a conditioned uncoated
disk was measured and the organic compound under study was deposited
onto the surface of the disk either in an excess or as a monolayer
and Pk was again measured. The coated specimen and an uncoated speci-
men (with measured &k, referred to later as the standard) were
placed in the test chamber, a thermocouple being placed in the well
of the uncoated disk. The rough system was tarned on and the reser-

r voir of the condensing surface was filled with liquid nitrogen. Dur-
ing this time the "clean" vacuum system was being evacuated. After
I hour (visible evidence of excess material disappeared within 5-10
minutes) the rough system was valved off and the clean system en-
gaged. Test specimens were kept in the evaporation chamber for a
period of 2 hours at the designated pressure and temperature. Temp-
erature at the test surface during the test for room temperature runs
was 250 ± 1C. For experiments at elevated temperatures heating was
started when the pressure reached approximately 1 x i0"2 Torr (clean
vacuum system on). Temperature was maintained to ± 1VC. Specimens
were then removed from the test chamber, kept in a desiccator over
anhydrous calcium sulfate for one hour and Lk measured on both disks.
The coefficient of friction of the uncoated disk was always within
0.01 of its original value, in runs at room temperature with hydro-
carbons indicating that there was no deposition of organic material
originating from the pumping system or othe: source onto the steel
surface during an experiment. In runs with the polar compounds,
there was always some decrease in coefficient of friction of the
Ancoated disk (values are in the data tables). In experiments in
which uncoated disks were heated in the vacuum chamber without a
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coated disk being present, the coefficient of friction did not change
more than 0.01, indicating that during the evaporatlon experiments,
some contamination of the uncoated disk occurred. The extent of con-
taaination was low and estimates (using the surface calibration data) it
will be given later.

RESUI/TS AND DISCUSSION

The coefficient of fricton data obtained on the hydro-I
carbons in evaporftiin experiments at 5C. are showin Thble I
together with vapor pressures (fron the literature). Evidently the
bulk of mterial is removed at relatively high pressures. While re-
moval of the last monolayer starts at relatively high pressures, the
hydrocarbon is still present on the surface at relatively low pres-
sures. Thus, the coefficients of friction of these surfaces lie in
between that of the uncoated surface and that of the surface coated
with a complete mmolayer. To determine the significance of these
values disks were coated with fractional monolayers of hexadecane
and octadecane and coefficient of friction determined as a function
of a mmvolayer present. The quantities of material used were based
on the assumption that the surface was perfectly flat and the ex-
pression "fraction of a monolayer" used means fraction of amount of
material required for one monomlecular layer assuming a perfectly
flat surface. The quantities of material required for the theoreti-
cal amolayers were calculated from data in the literature (16). The
material was deposited on the conditioned surface from benzene solu-
tion. The data are shown in figure 2. (Plots relating coefficient
of friction to fraction of surface covered with organic compound will
be referred to as surface calibration curves). These data were used
to calculate the fraction of a monolayer remaining in the evaporation
studies and the results are shown in figure 3. It is evident that the
last layer of dodecane is removed at 7 x 10-3 Torr or higher, while
with hexadecane and octademane, the last layers have not been com-
pletely removed at 5 x lOZ-Torr.

Evaporation experiments on dodecanol-l, n-dodecylamine and
octadecanol-1 at 25*0. Indicated that substantially none of t e last
monolayer was removed at pressures in the neighborhood of 10"' Tor.
Experiments on dodecanol-i and n-dodecylamine were therefore run t
elevated temperatures. It was found (Table II) that at 2-5 x 10
Torr, the last monolayer was progressively removrd as the temperature
increased. Reacval is not complete at 800 C., however. Surface cali-
bration curves were prepared (Figure 4) for fractional monolayers of
dodecanol-l and n-dodecylamine using a procedure similar to that
described earlier for the hydrocarbons. The data were used to cal-
culate the fraction of a monolayer of the polar compound remaining
in the evaporation experiments and the results are in figure 5.
Changes in coefficient of friction on the standard disks (Table I3
indicate minor contamination. Frai the surface calibration data of
figure 4 it my be estimated that the contamination of the standard
surfaces was approximately 1/100 monolayer, except with dodecanol at
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ILE 1. Evaporation of itydroarbones at 26"C.
Coefficient of Friction on 1020 Steel

with 52100 Steel Rider

Ikk Before Pk After

"k Vacuum Pressure Vacuum
ydrocarbon Uncoated Exposure (Torr) RKPoure

n-Octadecane 4
(v.p. - 9.4 x 10 0.31 o.16 6 x l0"3  0.18
Torr at 25C0.) 0.31 o.16 5.5 x 10-6  0.23

0.32 0.16 1.6 x 10 0.26

n-Hexadecane 0. 31 o.16 1 x 10 - 2  0.25(Vep. -9.9 X 10 IO" .13  x1-
Torr at 25CC.) 0.30 0216 7 x 0.25

0.3a o.16 3.3 x 10 5  0.27

0.29 0.13 5 x 10-6 0.28

n-Dodecane 0.30 0.17 7 x 10 - 3  0.3.1
(v.p. - 0.27 Torr
at 250C.)

80 in -which case the standard was contaminated with approximately
1160 monoLa-er.

!he ease of removal of the hydrocarbon layers in contrast
to the alcohols and the amine reflects the difference in energy of
adsorption. Evidently in the case of the non-polar compounds, the
adsorption energies, probably in van der Waals range., are such that
the last layer does not persist completely in the pressure range of
these experlments, but the amount remaining is a function of the
pressure. To ascertain whether a time dependent phenomenon was in-
volved, data were obtained after one, two and three hours at theglow
pressures, and no differences in the coefficient of friction were
observed. The retention by the surface of partial monolayers is of
significance even with polar compounds. Although it has been shown
that only one complete monolayer is chemsorbed, further layers my
be adsorbed with van der Whals energies (17). Thus if a polar com-
pound is deposited in excess one would expect one monolayer to be
chemisorbed and further material to be physically adsorbed. Whether
the material above the first monolayer, after exposure to high vacuum
would be a fraction of a single layer or several layers would depend
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cc the magnitude of the adsorption energies involved in addition to
the exprimental conditions. There are insufficient data available
at present to calculate quantities of polar compounds that may remain
at specific pressures. It vwud appear however, that this would
depend on molecular weight of the comnd (or its chain length) and

| pressure in addition to degree of polarity. The polar compoundsp an
i beating In vacuov yield fractional monolayers on steel surfaces. This

could indicate that at the temperatures in question, the forces hold-
~ing the polar molecules to the surfaces are approximately the smee
i asthese holding the non-polar compuds at lower temperatures. It
~does not follow, hm~ever, that the configuration of the polar com-
~pounds in loe than a monoleaver on the metal surf'ace is similar to

that of the non-polar comons, sinee selective adsorption at the
tpolar group Is still to be expe-ted.

i The distribution of compunds in less than a single mocno-

1syer is of interest. In depositing such fractional monolayers from

solventp there exists a possibility of non-uniform deposition because
evpration of tile solvent may leave islands of material. The proba-
~blity is not too r~mote that the entire fractional layer may consist

~of a series of islands of complete monolayero on a surface free from
the compound in question. In this case, the term fraction of a mono-

i layer my7 well mean fraction of the surface coated with islands of
~complete monolayer. Tlo some extent the experimental data indicate
~the limit of size of these isluds if they do exist. The coefficient
~of friction measurements were run ct a rubbing speed of approximately

0,04 cm/sec, and apparatus response time was probably less than 0.01
sec. so that the length of travel to which the instrument responds,
assuming point contact, is 0.0004 cm. However, the calculated dia-
meter of the contact area was 0.003 cme., from which it follows that
an island greter than 0.003 cm. dia. w-ould be reflected in the fric-tion measurements (assuming a flat surface or average over many

asperities). The variation in coefficient of friction measurements
with fractionul monolayers deposited from solvent was 1 0.015 for
the non-polar cccxx and 1 0.02 for the polar compounds within a
single trace, which would indicate the absence of microscopic islands
within the limits indicated. However, in general, a greater variation
of .eoults was observed with surfaces coated with fractional mono-
isayers fro solvent than those observed after evaporation at low
pressure. It Is reasonable to conclude that the observed coefficient
of friction is the result of averaging by the apparatus over the non-
uniformities of surface concentration of compourA and also that there
is a degree of non-uniformity greater when material is deposited from
solvent than that obtained when the material is evaporated from a
surface at low pressure. The non-unlformities may indeed be islands
of condensed monolayer in a sea of uncoated surface, however, this
does not influence the use of the data for estimating surface coverage
by coefficient of friction measurewt because of the averaging prop-
erty of the apptratuh. In mertureaents n the partial layers re-
dinoe g after evporaton, the friction v iation within a si-le

p~dsinles hn mnoayr nth mta srfc i 39i8rt
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trace was somewhat greater than that obtained with either complete
monoayers., xcess material, or clean surfaes. The precise reson&for this is obscure. Although it may be related to the uniformity

of material remaining on the surface, no information is available
which indicates that this may be the case. An the amount of material
on the metal surface is progressively reduced below a complete mono-
layer, it is to be expected that the molecule would become progres-
sively more parallel to the metal surface and for this reason signi-
ficant reduction of coefficient of friction from that of an uncoated
surface would pertain even at very small fractions of a monolayer.
For this reason one would not expect a linear relation between frac-
tion of monolayer remaining and change in coefficient of friction and
indeed no such linear relation was found. Further work is necessary
however tc detennine the distribution and configuration of molecules
of fairly long chain length on metal surfaces. It has been observed
earlier (18) that static coefficient of friction decreases with In-
creasing number of carbon atoms. and that this reaches a minimum at
approximately 17-18 oarbon atoms. The data on fractional molecular
layers supplements the earlier observation in that it shows that
there is a distinct decrease in kinetic coefficient of friction from
hexadecane to octadecane for corresponding fraction of the surface
covered (fig. 2). Fuirther study of fractional layers of organic
compounds on metal surfaces may help to clarify the mechanism of
fri ction reduction.

Finally a discussion of the nature of the surface on which
measurements were made is in order. The metal surfaces before coat-
ing with the organic compound contained atmospheric gases, water
vapor, and metal oxide. Conditioning of the surface before use
served primarily to equilibrate the water vapor in the surface. What
is significant here is that these variables had no effect on the
capability of using coefficient of friction measurements to determine
amount of organic material remaining on the surface. The cleaned
steel surface after conditioning has Pk 0.31-0.32. After evaporation
of benzene (from a previously conditioned surface) ok was 0.31. These
data indicate that there was no contribution of any of these variables
in reducing the coefficient of friction of the metal surface below
that of the conditioned metal surface on which no oraanic compcunds
were deposited. The major effect of conditioning was to increase
uniformity in measurements from disk to disk. This uniformity
probably resulted both from the more uniform and reproducible oxide

* layer on which measurements were made, than would have been the case
had the surfaces not been conditioned.
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THE EFFECT OF HYPEIRTHERMIA
ON PROTEIN TURNOVER IN INFECTION

IRVING GRAY, COLONEL, MSC
and PAUL V. HILDEBRANDT, CAITAIN, VC

U. S. ARMY MEDICAL UNIT, FORT DETRICK, MARYLAND

The general interrelationship between infection and
nutrition has been well established and recent reviews have
summarized our present knowledge (1-4). The effect of infection on
nitrogen metabolism has been investigated (5,6) and has been shown
(7) to cause a shift toward negative nitrogen balance in virus
infections (8). However, lespite the fact that fever normally
accompanies infections, little has been done to determine the rela-

tive contribution of the hyperthermia and the microorganism to the
altered protein metabolism. The hypermetabolic state of individuals
during febrile periods has long been recognized (9). It has been
shown that for each *F rise in body temperature, the metabolic rate
increases about 7% above basal (9). In addition, there are marked
changes in electrolyte and carbohydrate metabolism. Protein metab-
olism is likewise affected primarily toward an increased breakdown
of body protein (10,11). In our laboratories preliminary experi-
ments have shown that rabbits infected with Pasteurella tularensis
have an increased uptake of methionine-S- 35 during the early course
of this febrile disease (12). Furthermore, we have observed and
reported a marked increase in protein synthesis in a cell-free
system derived from the brains of mice infected with the virus of
Venezuelan equine encephalomyelitis (VEE) (13). In the studies to
be reported here, we have tried to delineate the contribution of
the hyperthermia and of the microorganism to the observed changes.
To this end, we have studied protein turnover during controlled
fever alone as well as during virus infection plus controlled fever.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Three young chimpanzees, weighing approximately 17 kilo-
grams, were used. Food was withheld for 24 hours prior to anes-
thesia. Each chimpanzee was placed under light surgical anesthesia
with pentobarbital sodium. A superficial vein of an arm or leg was
catheterized with polyethylene tubing for the administration of
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fluids, anesthemic agents, or the taking of blood specimens. A

catheter was inserted to collect urine samples and measure urine
output.

When the animal had been prepared, it was placed between
plastic mats through which thermostatizally controlled water
circulated. A rectal thermister attached to the water-regulating
apparatus (Gorman-Rupp Co. K-Thermia)automatically controlled the
temperature. The temperature of the chimpanzee was held at 98-99"F
as control; 105-106"F as hyperthermic. The experimental period
lasted 24 hours from the time the temperature of the animal reached
and stabilized at the selected temperature. Normal physiological
saline in 5% glucose was administered as a slow drip via the
intravenous catheter. Approximately 800 ml were administered during
periods of euthermia and 1,000 ml during perioda of hyperthermia.

Following zeV9 time blood and urine samples, 14 mg of
L-methionine-S3 5 (Ne-S"), containing 500 Vc, dissolved in 2 ml
isotonic NaC1 werc injected intravenously into the femoral vein
opposite the catheterized limb. Blood samples (5 ml) were collected
in vials containing potassium oxalate at 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and 24 hours
after the administratior of the methionine. Each time a blood
sample was drawn, the urine volume excreted subsequent to the pre-
vious sample was noted and a portion saved for ridioactivity assay
and routine analysis.

The plasma was removed from the blood and 1 ml was
fractionated into globulin and albumin fractions by the method of
Pillimer-Hutchison (14). The soluble albumin was precipitated with
trichloracetic acid (TCA). Each fraction was washed with 5% TCA
and dissolved in 1 ml of 0.5N NaOR. 100 pl of each fraction were
analyzed for nitrogen content by the Biuret method (15).

All planChets were counted in a gas flow counter to an
error of less than 37. The appropriate standard of the injected
Ne-S35 was counted and data reported as a fraction of the injected
dose.

Protein turnover was followed under 3 different conditions
in each animal. The first was at 98-99"F (control). The second
was identical to the first except that the rectal temperature was
raised to 106 0F (fever). The third was identical to the second
except the chimpanzee had been inoculated with 108 HIPLD50's
(mouse intraperitoneal lethal dose 50) of VEE virus 24 hours prior
to protein turnover studies. In chimpanzees, the virus of VIE
produced its initial febrile response approximately 12 to 24 hours
post inoculation. An additional 1 ml of blood was drawn at each
sampling time for viremia determinations.
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RESULTS

In the infected animals, the concentration of virus in
the blood was 103.75 IPLD50s' per al when protein turnover studies
were initiated. Baseline serology indicated that nor of the
chimpanzees had hod previous experience with this virus, and in the
infected animals, serology following the experiment indicated
hemagglutintion inhibition (HI) and complement fixation (CF) titers
as summarized in Table I.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __. • _ _ __ , __,_.

HIMP NO. HI CF

1 5,120 128

2 <10,240 512

3 <10,210 256

TABLE I. Hemagglutination Inhibition (HI) and Complement
Fixation (CF) Titers in the Serum of Chimpanzees
Challenged with VEE.

In Figures la, b, c we see the marked effect on protein
turnover resulting from fever. The decrease in the uptake of the
labeled methionine into the plasma globulin is quite definite in
two of the chimpanzees (Sam, Denise) but still apparent in the
third (Ralph). No data are reported concerning the albumin
fraction inasmuch as there was no observable change under the con-
ditions of the experiment. However, when the aome degree of
hyperthermia is maintained in the presence of the virus, there is
en obvious increase in protein turnover. In all 3 experimental
situations, control, hyperthermic, hyperthermic with virus, the
significant uptake of the Ne-S 35 has occurred in the first 4 hours
following the administration of the tracer. If we plot the ratio
of each of the experimental curves to its own control from the

4-hour point on, we obtain the curves in Figure 2. It appears that
in each of these experimental situations, the rate of loss of the
S35, the measure of the rate of protein breakdown, is the same but
increased over the control rate. The increased rate of breakdown
in the presence of a virus infection or fever could, if continued,
contribute toward an increased nitrogen excretion. That virus
infection does cause increased 3iirogen excretion has recently been
clearly demonstrated (7,8). This effect, related specifically to
amino acids in bacterial infections, has been demonstrated in these
laboratories (16). Furthermore, fever itself has been shown to
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have a similar effect on the breakdown of protein and nitrogen
excretion (10,11). Thus, it is not unreasonable to conclude that
a principal cause of increased nitro-en loss during acute iniectious
disease results from the fever rather than the microorganism.

Finally, if we consider that the breakdown rate of the
globuli,, Juring fever alone is the same as fever with virus, then
the increased uptake of the Ne-S 35 in the presence of the virus
must be due to an increased synthetic or uptake rate resulting from
the direct effect of the microorganism. Our recent report (13)
demonstrating the stimulation of protein synthesis by microsomes
obtained from animals infected with VI lends further support to
this latter conclusion.

SUMM4ARY

Protein metabolism has been followed in control, hyper-
thermia and hyperthermia plus virus.

Breakdown is increased in both experimental groups over
that in the control group. It is concluded that this incr6ase,
caused primarily by the fever, contributed to the previously
observed increased nitrogen excretion.I Evidence is presented to support the concept that protein
synthesis is stimulated by the presence of virus at a time sitnul-
taneous with that of the observed protein breakdown.
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MOLECULAR MECHANISMS OF ANTIMICROBIAL ACTION

FRED E. HAHN
WALTER REED ARMY INSTITUTE OF RESEARCH

WASHINGTON, D.C.

Introduction. Infectious and other comxnunicable diseases
have at all times played an important and often decisive part in the
outcome of military operations. The loss of efficiency or actual
loss of life owing to communicable diseases has frequently rivaled or
even surpassed losses from enemy action.

Napoleon went into the Russian campaign with an army of more
than 500,000; when he began to retreat from Moscow, there were only
80,000 men left who were fit for duty. Most of the missing 420,000
had succumbed to disease. Of the other army of 500,000 which he as-
sembled after the Russian disaster and led into the decisive battle
of Leipzig, 220,000 had been lost for service by disease before the
battle was joined. In the Civil War, 93,000 Federal soldiers died
from enemy action but 186,000, exactly twice as many, from diseases.
In World War I, the typhus epidemic in Serbia in 1915 killed over
150,000 and rendered Serbia an area virtually forbidden to military
operations. In the Russian Civil War, 1917-1921, there were more
than 25,000,000 cases of typhus with three million dead. In World
War II, some 500,000 American servicemen acquired malaria with a
total of 6.6 millions of days lost, and in the Korean War, 1950-1953,
the total number of cases of coimnunicable diseases was 85,000 with a
loss of 2 millions of days.

Military Medicine must, therefore, recognize comnunicable
diseases as a continuing and most formidable menace to the efficiency
of the Army, particularly during special operations and in war and is
dealing with these problems through the application of preventive and
curative measures. In this canmunication I shall be concerned with
scientific aspects of curative medicine.

The specific curative treatment of communicable diseases is
known as chemotherapy. The scientific possibility of chemotherapy,
f!.rst envisaged by Paul Ehrlich around the turn of the Century, was
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developed by his and his associates into a medical actuality through
the discovery of salvarsan in 1912. Since that time, massive efforts I
have continued at synthesitinS or discovering chemical compounds which
possess selective toxicity for disesae-producing microorsanisms and,
hence, curative properties in communicable diseases. Contrary to the

Vpublic belief in the universal efficacy of "wonder drugs," however,~Important categories of coemmnicable diseases, for example the virus

diseases, have remained refractory to chemotherapy. Furthermore,
drug resistance is progressively emerging in diseases that were no
longer considered to be serious threats to military health. For these
reasons, continued and intensive research in chemotherapy is necessary

From the molecular nature of chemotherapeutic drugs it fol
lows logically that chemotherapy has a molecular basis. Not only are
the chemical structures of all such drugs well known but in most in-
stances they have been laboriously developed or modified in order to
achieve optimal curative effects with minimal toxicity to patients.
Theoretical efforts to establish relationships between chemical struc-
ture and chemotherapeutic potency are as old as the science of chemo-

• therapy.

That the molecular nature of chemotherapeutic drugs must
have correlates in the molecular organixation of susceptible micro-
organisms was intuitively recognised by Ehrlich end expressed in his
chmoreceptor hypothesis. Only during the past 25 years, however,
has microbiological chemistry advanced to resolve the biochemical
basis of drug action, and only during the past decade has the mole-
-cular biology of drug action begun to merge as a field of research

I that elucidates the mechanisms of action of drugs at the primary,
i.e., molecular, level of orSanization and promises to recognize prin-
ciples that can perhaps 'e applied to a logical and premeditated de-
sign of now drugs, The long-range objective of this research is,
therefore, to develop chemotherapy from an eirical into a predic-
tive science. The present paper is concerned with perspectives and
experimental studies in the molecular biology of drug action.

1. Inhibitors of Cell-Wall Synthesis. Bacteria, as well as
most other microorganisms are inclosed by cell-walls which provide
mechanical support and protection. The contents of the cell exert a
significant internal pressure upon the walls, and damage to the wall
or its deterioration will result in rupture and lysis of the cells un-
less special experimental precautions are taken. The classical exam-
pie of a drug, active upon cell-walls, is penicillin.

When penicillin was added to cultures of Zecherichi colI,

growing exponentially in defined liquid media, and the turbidity of
such cultures was measured at time intervals, the density of the
cultures decreased precipitously after a certain lag (Fig. 1), owing
to lysis of the organisms. Without mechanical agitation and upon
adding sucrose for osmotic protection, lysis could be prevented (1).
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Under the phas-contrast microscope a sequence of events yes
observed in these sucrose-containing cultures which is depicted in
Fig. 2. The bacterial rods produced central or terminal globular
extrusions that increoased in size while the bacterial cell-walls be-
came progressively empty of cytoplasm. Later the globes either
separated from the cell-vail. or retained parts of the walls attach-
ed. Finally the globular structures underwent partial vacuolisation,
releasing their entire content, and the only structural elements re-
maining were circular "ghost." that represented the empty cytoplasmic
membranes (1,2).

Independent biochemical evidence (summarized in 3) proves
that penicillin leads to an accumulation of building blocks for cell-
wll synthesis by nterfering with the polymorization of this materi-
al into a basal co,tituent of the wail. Thus, penicillir interferes
with the growth and maintenance of the intact cell-wll. Under con-
ditions where the cytoplasmic content, particularly the proteins of
the cell, continue to be synthesized, the wall finally ruptures and
the cell content, inclosed in a cytoplasmic membrane extrudes(fig. 2).

Exmination of the chemical structures of penicillin and of
the antibiotic, cycloserine (oxamycin), suggested to us a certainI imilarity between the two compounds (Fig. 3) and, hence, the possi-
bility that they night have similar modes of action. This turned
out, indeed, to be the case (4). CycloserLne also caused lysis of
bacteria, it produced the same structural changes of bacterial cells
as does penicillin, and it led to the accumulation of similar bio-
chemical intermediates of cell-wail synthesis (4). When we referred
our basic findings to Strominger for detailed enzymological study,
he demonstrated that cycloserine blocks the formation of low-mlecu-
lar building blocks for cell-wall synthesis at two well-defined and
successive ensymtic steps (3).

Additional antibiotics which have beeu found co inhibit the
biosynthesis of cell-walls in a manner similar to that of penicillin
are bacitracin and novobiovin (3). In sm. it can be stated, there-
fore, that there exists one category of antimicrobial drugs which
produce their effect by interfering with the growth and maintenance
of cell-walls. The prototype of this category of drugs is penicillin
which is perhaps the most Important chemotherapeutic drug in current
medical use. Since the constituent cells of mmmalian tissues and
organs do not possess the anatomical and biochemical equivalents of
bacterial cell-walls, penicillin is generally non-toxic for man while
highly toxic for bacteria.

2. Inhibitors of Protein Synthesis. anzymes are of vital
importance because either singly, or organized into cooperatively
functioning systems, they catalyze the chemical reactions of the cell
and thus constitute the metabolic msahinery which is responsible for
growth and multiplication. Any general inhibition of protein syntho-
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*is amounts specifically to a condition in whieh microorganisims are
rendered unable to synthesiz. enzymes. General inhibition of pro-
tein synthesis Is produced by several Sq"ortant antibiotic drugs, for
exale, chloramhonicol, the tetracyclines, stropta In, erythro-

myc in, and the loe iniportant antibiotics, puramyc in, streptogrmin,
and lincomycin.

A convenient way of studying proteini synthesis uncomplicated
by cellular gprowth and mltiplication is afforded by the phenomenon
of Induced enzyme synthesis. Bac teria poassetathe Inherited capacity
of synthesizing anerous emsyms that are not normally constituents
of these cells but wbose formation can be induced by supplying their
respective substrates to the organisms.

For examle, when lactose, maltose, arabinose, or acetate
was added to suspensions of R. col in media that did not support
growth, the cells failed at first to metabolize these varktus sub-
strates, Novever, after 30 minutes, oxygen consumption began slowly
and increased gxponeatially, indicating the progressive synthesis of
induced enzymes, necessary for the metabolism of the initially added
induc era (Jig. 4).* In contrast, when chiormphenicol or chlortetra-
cycline were present in such bacterial suspensions, no induced enzym

.-synthesis was observed (5). In bacteria which bad synthejised the
enzymes prior to the addition of the drugs, high enzyme activity was
Isediately evident and was not influenced by chloraw~hanicol (5).
-11e drug, thus Inhibited the Induced synthesis of enzymes but not the
catalytic activity of the enzymes once they had been synthesized.
Similar results have been obtained with other antimicrobial drugs,
and In all Instances, such findings are indicative of an inhibition
of protein synthesis.

An observed inhibition of protein synthesis can either be a
-,-specific effect, or it can result from a blockade of any of a xuumber
vof esslotial supportive processes. We have devoted much effort to
distinguishing inong these possibilities (6,7) and conclude that the
effects of chemotheapeutic drugs upon protein synthesis are specific

A8)

Fig. 5 illustrates the specificity of inhibition of protein
synthesis for streptomycin as an example (9). When this drug was
supplied to a culture of R. cOli, growing exponentially, bacterial
density estimated spectroptametrically at 420 q& ceased to Inctesse.
Thus, streptomycin inhibited strongly an increase in bacterial mass
and, hence, In protein. This was borne out in detail by chemical
analysis (9). Synthesis of the other essential bacterial polyme,,
doxyribonucleic acid (DNA.) and riboucleic acid (R3M) continued as
is shown by the continued Increase in light absorption at 260 up.
Ivan cell, division, i.e., the actual formation of new cells, inclosed
in nmw call-walls, continued to some extent; thkis increase was mas-
ured in an automatic cell counter 0 verified by microscopic observatioq
and is Indicated in Fig. 5 as an increase with tlbe in "total count."
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Similar dirams have been obtaind for chlor~mphoncol,
tetracycllnes, erythromycin, and puromycin (sumarized in 10). They
indite that the essential energy-generating and anergy-transferrin8

reactions, the vast majority of reactions of the intermediary metab-
olism, and many biosynthetic processes are not primarily influenced
by the drugs and that the effects on protein synthesis are, indeed,
highly $Peeif ic.

,Thus, a nmber of antimicrobial drugs which possess differ-
ent and unrelated chemical structures exhibit in term of microbial
physiology the same mode of action, v i.., inhibition of protein syn-
thesis. This seeming paradox is being resolved by investigation of
the different primary mchanisms of action of the different drugs at
the molecular level.

In nOusidering inhibitions of protein biosynthesis, the can-
ter of our attention (Fig. 6) is occupied by the terminal mechanism
through which amino acids for protein synthesis are assembled correct-
ly into their genetically determined sequences and condensed through
the establishment of peptide bonds. These processes are mediated
through ad hoc assemblages made up of ribosomal particles and work
copies of the genetic code, known as messenger-RA. As the macha-
nistic details of the final events are still uncertain, the protein
synthesizing system is symbolized in Fig. 6 as a "black box" for which
only the input and output of material are indicated in detail.

The individual cistrons ("genes") in 'l A contain the original
information for the establisheent of the correct linear amino acid
sequences in the corresponding proteins to be synthesized. This in-
formation is laid down in the form of specific sequences of trinucle-
otides; each such triplet is a coding group for one amino acid, and
the sequence of these "codons" is thought to determint the sequence of
amino acids that must be established in protein synthesis (summaried,
for example, in 11).

DNA is transcribed into a category of RNA which in base
composition and, by inference, in the sequence of coding signals cor-
responds to the cistron from which it is copied. It is assumed that
each RNA transcript of individual cistrons serves as a genetic messen-
ger which informs and assembles a ribosomal system for protein synthe-
sis (sumarized in 12). In Fig. 6, this idea is summarized by the
arrow which indicates the input of messenger-RPA into the "black box."

The lower right of Fig. 6 shows how mino acids and adenosine
triphosphate (ATP) enter into the synthetic system. These amino acids
arw enymatically ac.ivated and in one iutegrated reaction esterified
with the terminal adenosin. residue of a second class of RNA, known
as "transfer-IA." Each transfer-RNA molecule represents an adaptor
for the correct placement of its attached amino acid alongside the
messenger-RHA molecule in such a manner that complementary coding
groups in the two types of RNA form specific hydrogen bonds. The
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pr~ces of combining amino acids and traafer-5L is, therefore,
susmarisd n Fig. 6 by the term "adaptAtion" and constitutes *ssen-
tially the oncoding of amino acids in preparation for protein syn-
thesis.

The encoded mino acyl-transfer-NL units do not reach the

a manner that protein synthesis results. There are nterposed mo

these reactions I& indicated by a question mark behsind the term

"transfer" (Fig. 6). Irrespective of this uncertainty the mino acid
code is read by the synthetic system in a etepeio progressing linear
fashion by which the amino acids are tesombled and condensed, be-
Sinning at the -terxnal mber of the chain.

The individual transfer-Ilto are being recycled and re-used
as the synthetic process progresses. Once the protein chain is coam-
pleted, it is released from the site of its assalage. 1U mossen-
ger-MA serves several time over in individual acts of protein syn-
thesis but Is eventually degraded; its buLlding blocks are recycled
Into a new transcription process as suggested bmy the tern "turnover'"
(Fio. 6).

our own work has been mxh coaermed with the action of the
antibiotic, chlormphen.col. Ividesce has been smaraed pr-eously
(13) that thLs drug does not act upon the activatiomad adaptation
steps (VUg. 6). We have found, however, that chlormqpbicol causes
an a ulation of ummsed massoveer-IRA.

e 3. colt was exposed to te drug for several duplicat;on
tbse amd chlorashemcol was the reeed, mch of the M that had
accmulated during the inhibition of protein synthesis was enymat-

ically degraded by the organsm (14). 9nch metabolic instability i
characteristic for masee*r-IRA (12).

Th met characteristic property of messeaer-RUn, however,
is its base composition. This UA, as stated above, is derived from
BNW by a direct transcription process and. hence, possesses a base
composition which corresponds to that of the DEL from which it is
copied. If it could be shown that the labile portion of chioram-
phenicol-RVA had a DEA-like base compeition it would suggest that
the material were messenger-3M. This hypothesis was tested with
lcillus cereus as a test organism (15) because the base compositions
of its WM, 'and its global IM differ markedly, a circumstance which
should lend signifi a*ce to any analytical fndings on chloraqlheni-

The left half of Fig. 7 shows the accusulation of M in
3. cereus during 90 minutes of exposure to chloramphenicol. The
bacteria were than freed from chlormsphenicol, and the right side of
rL. 7 abovs the stubsequent loss from the organism of a large portion
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of the =A which had accumulated during Inhibition of protein syn-
thesis by chdormhiqoel. This lost material appeared In the form
of free. purinean d pyrtimidino bass in the suspending =*dium; hypox-
anthine was derived from adenine and uracil from cytosine. The bases
resulting from degradation of chloramphenicol-A were separated by I
ion-excbange chromatography and quantitated spectrophotometric ally;the results of those analyses are tabulated in Table 1,

Table I

base Composition of Nucleic Acids of Bacillus cereus in Hole per Cent

(+Hypoxanthine) Urcil Pyrimidines

DFA 17.8 32.2 17.5 32.6 50.1

Chlorampheni. 20.8 29.8 5 44 49.3
col-th Frag
monte

RM 31.0 25.5 20.1 23.4 43.5

Exaination of the date in Table 1 shows that the relative
abundance of guanine, adenine (+4ypoxanthine), and of the sm of the
pyrimidine bases in the degradation products of chloramphenicol-MUA
was quite similar to the base composition of the DIN of B. ,cerus but
markedly different from the composition of the global 0A of the or-
ganism. These findings (15) are in accord with the hypothesis that
the RUA which breakd down after removal of chloramphenicol ts season-
ger-RUl which originally accumulates because it can not be utilized
for protein synthesis in the presence of the drug. Some preliminary __|
information exists to the effect that labile, DMA-like IM wbich ac- =

cumulates under such conditions possesses messenger-EA. activity wn
tested in cell-free model systems of protein biosynthesis.

Such a cell-free system (16), containing ribosomes, som
form of messenger, radioactive amino acids, essential eanymes, trans-
far-It, and sources of energy has been used widely during the past
two years in studies on protein syntbesis. All drus cited above In-
hibit the Incorporation of radioactive min acids in this systm
(reviewed in 10). We have specifically established this fact for the
antibiotic, erythromycin (17). Results of this study are listed Ln
Table 2.
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Inhibition by Irythromycin of ?olyphenylalanins Synthesis in a
Cell-free System

Composition of the System Counts per mn per total ppt,

osplats system 33,649

fnerSy Source (AM?) emitted 21,762

loly U (messenger) omitted 764

Xrythrmycin (1.0 Poles) added 14,815

Erythrouycin (1.5 mols) added 6,765

The availability of cell-free model systms of protein syn-
thesis which are inhibited by chemotherapeutic drugs affords experi-
mental approaches to the solution of problems of mechanisms of action
at the molecular level. One set of such mechanisms under current con-
sideration would require that the drug molecules interact directly
with the ribosomal particles that mediate protein synthesis. We have
shown such a direct interaction of 1. celi ribosomes and radioactive
c hlormphanicol.

To graded apouuts of ribosomal suspensions were added iden-
tical quantities of chloramphenicol alone or in mixture vith erythro-
mycin. After collecting the ribosomes by high-speed centrifugation
they were quantitated by chemical analysis for their ribose moiety
and counted for radioactive chloramphenicol. The diagram, Fig. 8,
shows that the mount of chlormphen€col bound to ribosomal particles
was proportional to the quantities of these particles and that a given
concentration of arythromycin inhibited the interaction between ribo-

mINes and chlormphanicol by a constant percentage, irrespective of
the mounts of ribosomal material present. Such a situation is indic-
ative of reversible inhibition and suggests that two inhibitors of
protein synth. ",, chloramphnicol and erythromycin, competed for the
sm site of attachment on the ribosomes. Since streptomycin and the
tetracyclines did not interfere with the interaction between ribc-
sos and chlornphnicol, it is interred that they possess differ-
out mechanisms of action.

3. Inhibitorsuif ,M Synthesis. The vital importance of
massenger-RUL ha become apparent during the preceding discussion of
genetically controlled protein synthesis. Data in Table 2, for exam-
ple, show that a %ell-free system was virtually non-active with re-
spect to amino acid incorporation when the messenger was withheld.
As messouger-MA must be continuously reassembled in microorganisms
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(12) any substance tht inhibits R synthsis sheuld be a very eft-

fective antimicrobial compound. \

So far, only one feamily of antibiotics, exaplifid by the
prototype, actin mycin D, is known to have this mchanism of action
(18). Actinmycfn D combines with DFA; the imediat consequence is
a blockade of the transcription of all R5A, including messenger-RMA.
Soon thereafter, when the last molecule of pre-existing ussenser-
M has bean consamed, protein synthesis comes to a standstill* and
later DNA formation also ceases.

Actinomycin itself is not of practical clinical importance.
However, in terms of g*nral principles of action, the drug suggests
that a search for substances that inhibit M5* synthesis at the level~of the genom by interfering with the transcription mchanis would
bold the promise of yielding useful drugs.

4. 'Inhibitors of DPA Synthesis. It is self-evident that an
inhibition of DA formation, 1.e., in biological term. an induced in-
ability of a microorganism to duplicate its genetic material, will
lead to radical antimicrobial effects. The antibiotic, mitimycin C
is a natural substance which has this effect (19). The compound in-
hibits DNA synthesisl RNA and protein synthesis remain relaLively un-
affected for a time but the viability of test bacteria is markedly
decreased. The mechanism of action of mitomycin C is still unknown.
Current hypotheses assume that the antibiotic produces in vivo cross-
links between the two companion helices of DNA; such a mchanim of
action, once proved, would tend to characterise mitomycin C as a nat-
ural radiomimetic compound.

As an anticancer agent, the antibiotic has disappointed.
However, uitomycin C oxemplifies a principle of action, viz., in-
hibition of gene replication, that may conceivably be exploited in
chemotherapy research. There exists, owever, an element of doubt
whether any agent acting in that manner could be rendered sufficient-
ly specific for microbial DKA so as to eliminate ontimitotic or
other cytotoxic effects in man.

Sm . Antibiotics have been found ro inhibit (1) cell-
wall syntheis (penicillin), (2) protein synthesis (chloramphnicol,
tetracyclines, strptoaycin, erythromycin), (3) RA synthesis$, and
(4) DR& synthesis. Mechanisms by which these effects are produced
have been studied and typical results of this research are reported.
Chloramphenicol and erythromycin appear to inhibit protein biosyn-
thesis by direct interaction with ribosomes. In all instances, the
antimicrobial actions occurred in the general area of ascromolecular
bLosynthesis and assemblage.
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Intravascular hemolysis has in general been considered
to be detrimental. emlytic transfusion reaction, hamolytic
crises, old bank blood, etc., have all been associated with high
morbidity and mortality. During investigations attepting to

ssess the vole of trama in irreversible bemorrhagic shock in
dogs, it became apparent that hemolysis was a prominent feature of
trauma. If dogs (under Nemutal anesthesia) were subjected to 100
blows on one thigh with a padded mallet, it %as noted that while
heSoglobinesia was not prominent immdiately, it was very prominent
after two days (Fig. IA). This amount of hemoglobinemia was
roughly equivalent to that produced by the injection of 20 al. of
hemolyzed autogenous blood (Fig. IA). Because traumatized dogs
were much more suceptible to hemorrhagic shock than non-
traumatized dogs, it was thought that perhaps mortality was cor-
related with heolysis. A series of experiments was therefore set
up to assess the role of hemolysis in hemorrhagic shock. The
present paper reports the resuit of these experiments.

Materials and Methods

The principles of laboratory animal care as promulgated
by the National Society for Medical Research were observed. One
hundred twenty-three mongrel dogs of either sex weighing between
12 and 18 kg. were sedated with morphine. Under local anesthesia
and with sterile conditions a polyethylene catheter was inserted
into a femoral artery and used to record blood pressure on a
Sanborn recorder. Another polyethylene catheter was inserted into
a femoral vein and used to administer electrolyte solutions,
medication ad blood. The second femoral artery was exposed but

* These experiments will be reported elsewhere.
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not catheterized. When blood was to be drawn for sampling or for
hemorrhcgig, a short polyethylene catheter was inserted into the
artery and imnediately withdrawn and discarded after use. Artery
and tubing were allowed to flush before a sample was collected.
The animals were divided into 10 groups as follows:

Group 1. Fifteen dogs were bled through a short poly-
ethylene catheter directly into a clinical type of blood donor bag
(Fenwal) containing ACD solution. Blood was allowed to flow into
the bag until it contained 400 ml., care being taken to mix the
blood well. The tube was withdrawn and tied close to the bag. A
second clinical donor bag (Fenwal), this time containing heparin
as an anticoagulant, was then used in a similar manner, blood
being withdrawn until the mean aortic pressure was 40 -. Hg. The
animal was allowed to stabilize for 30 minutes during which time
the aortic pressure usually rose somewhat. At this time additional
blood was withdrawn using a new short length of polyethylene
tubing to bring the pressure again to 40 mn. Hg. This blood was
used for tests or discarded after measurement. For the next 3
hours the mean arterial pressure was kept at 40 m. Hg. either by
withdrawing small avaunts of blood through a new segment of plastic
tubing or by administering small amounts of ACD blood intra-
venously. No heparinized blood was given. At the end of the 4-
hour shock period, a blood sample was again taken through a new
short plastic tube after allowing the artery to flush itself.
Neanwhile all bled blood had been measured, recorded and discarded.
After the final sample, all blood remaining in the ACD bag and all
blood in the heparin bag was returned to the animal intravenously
through a recipient set filter. The central venous pressure was
measured during and after the retransfusion using the intra-
venous catheter. The blood used for samples or discarded during
the shock period was replaced with normal saline. After the re-
transfusion, the catheters were withdrawn and the wounds sutured
under sterile conditions. The animals were returned to their
cages where food and water were available but no other treatiment
given. All animals were observed for 48 hours or until death.
Animals alive at 48 hours were considered survivors. Blood
samples were obtained before start of hemorrhage, 30 minutes after
hemorrhage, and just before the retransfusion after four hours of
shock. Samples were tested as follows: 1) Lee White clotting
tim, using siliconized tubes kept in a constant temperature water
bath; 2) hematocrit by the microtechnique; 3) prothrombin time;
4) fibrinogen level; (14) 5) total protein; 6) platelet count;
7) endogenous heparin level using azure-A dye precipitation with
coloriaetry. (19,20)

Group 2. Thirty-four dogs were treated in the same man-
ner as in Group I except that before bleeding, 20 ml. of blood
was withdrawn, frozen in a dry ice bath, thawed, and imediately
returned t. the animal.
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Group 2. Thirteen dogs were treated in the same manner
as in Group 2 except that 100,000 units of fibrinolysin (Thrombo-
lysin, Merck, Sharpe and Dohme) was given intravenously according
to the following schedule:

12,500 units after initial blood sample.
12,500 units after administration of hemolyzed

blood.
6,250 units every 30 minutes during shock period.

TbP remainder of the total dose was added to the retransfusion at
the end or the shock period.

All of these animals were paired with 13 animals of
Group 2 and done on the same table at the same time. Selection
as to which animal was in Group 2 or Group 3 was accomplished just
before the procedure by the toss of a coin.

Group 4. Thirteen dogs were placed on the operating
table and, after preparation, 100 ml. of blood was withdrawn,
frozen by dry ice, and reinjected into the animal. Samples were
taken as in the other groups but no hemorrhagic shock was induced.

Group 5. Two dogs were treated as in Group 4 except
that only 50 ml. of blood was hemolyzed.

Group 6 Two dogs were treated as in Group 4 except that
only 20 ml. of blood was hemolyzed.

Group 7. Thirteen dogs were treated as in Group 2
(hemorrhagic shock and 20 ml. of hemolyzed blood) except that in-
stead of 20 ml. of hemolyzed blood, an equivdlent Amount of hemo-
globin was given. An attempt was made to purify this hemoglobin
by extracting hemolyzed cells with chloroform and using the re-
maining hemoglobin after filtration.

Group 8. Fourteen dogs were given fibrinolysin in the

sam dosage and schedule as those dogs in Group 3 but were nct
subjected to hemorrhagic shock nor injected with hemolyzed blood.

Group 9. Eight dogs were subjected to hemorrhagic
shock and 20 ml. of hemlyzed blood as in Group 2 but in addition
were given heparin according to the following dose schedule:
1,000 units or 10 mg. per kg., 80% of which was given before
hemorrhage and 20% one hour later. This probably is an inadequate
dosage to prevent DIC in view of the hypercoagulability of dog
blood, particularly as influenced by shock and hemolyzed blood.

Group 10. Nine dogs were given fibrinolysin as in
Group 8, (no hemorrhagic shock) but in addition were giveu 100 al.
of hemolysed blood after the first dose of fibrinolysin.
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. orality.

No. of e Dd 7.Mortality

Group 1 Shock alone 15 2 13

Shock and beaclyzed 34 31 91

blood (20 ml.)

3 Shock, hemolyzed blood 13 5 38

(20 ml.) and fibrinolysin

4 Hemolyzed blood alone 13 0 0
(100 mi.)

5 Hemolyzed blood alone 2 0 0
(50 al.)

6 Hemolyzed blood alone 2 0 0
(20 ml.)

7 Shock and purified 13 11 84
hemoglobin

8 Fibrinolysin alone 14 0 0

9 Shock, hemolysed blood 8 8 100
(20 ml.) and heparin

10 Hemolyzed blood (100 ml.) 9 0 0
and fibrinolysin

Hypotension. alone at 40 m. Hg. mean aortic pressure for four
hours resulted in a mortality of 13%. However, the addition of
20 al. of hemolyzed autogenous blood ix~creased this to 91%. This
is highly significant (F.001). When fibrinolysin is administered
to animals with an otherwise 91% fatal shock, however, the mortal-
ity is reduced to 387. This was done in paired experiments making
possible the method of sequential sampling (Fig. 2). By following
the chart, (see Fig. 2) it was possible to stop the experiment
when statistical validity was attained (P<.05). This is
6tatistically valid evidence that fibrinolysin is effective in
treatment of this type of shock in the dog. Groups 4, 5, and 6
had only hemolyzed blood given without any shock procedure. It is

evident that even 100 ml. of hemolyged blood (compared with 20 ml.
adnistered 4n Groups 2 and 3) is innocuous by itsel.
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In Group 7 an attempt to purify the hemoglobin from the
hemolyzed bload was not helpful In reducing mrtality. it was
somewhat helpful in other parameters (see below) (Fig. 5). This

may indicate that the toxic agent is not hemoglobin but in closely I
associated with it. W

In Group 8 it is shoin that fibrinolysin in the dosage
used produces no mortality. In Group 9 an attempt to protect the
animals with heparin was unsuccessful although as seen below, it
was quite successful in preventing the fibrinogen fall. The reason
for this is unknown but may possibly be due to a specific toxic
combination of heparin with hemolyzed blood or possibly to an in-
appropriate heparin dosage. Fibrinolysin in combination with
hemolyzed blood is innocuous (Group 10).

Central Venous Pressure. In no case was there any ele-
vation of central venous pressure in any group at any time during
the experiment including readings taken after the retransfusion.

Silicone Clotting Times. A prolonged silicone clotting
time after shock (above 60 minutes) has previously been shown to be
associated with irreversible hemorrhagic shock. (9) The present
experiments confirm this. In Group 1, shock alone causes a 14
lengthening of clotting time but only into the border zone of 55
minutes. This shock is usually not fatal (13%). However, Group 2
with a mortality of 91 shows a clotting time at the end of the
shock period of 141 minutes. liemolyzed blood alone will cause a
transient but marked prolongation (in fact may never clot) but this
rapidly returns to normal within four hours and is not associated
with mortality. This happens only if large amounts (100 ml.) are
given. Small amounts (20 ml.) as were given to shocked animals
have no effect. The cause for this prolonged silicone clotting
time is obscure. It correlates to some extent with endogenous
heparin (see below) but this is not the only factor. Silicone
clotting times show little correlation with glass clotting times;

in fact the glass time is frequently normal when the blood will
never.clot in silicone. The blood can be made to clot with the ad-
dition of almost anything (calcium, particulate matter, glass).

Prothrombin Tises. These roughly parallel the silicone
clotting times in that those groups with greatly prolonged silicone
clotting times also show significantly (P <.01) prolonged pro-
thrombin times. There is a significant (P< .01) difference between
the shocked animals given hemolyzed blood (Group 2) and those given
a purified hemoglobin (Group 7). In this parameter the purification
process seemed to attenuate the effect of hewolysed blood sepa-
rating the toxic substance from hemoglobin whereas it was not sig-
nificant in mortality (see above). A significant (P .0l) eleva-
tion in prothrombin time occurs 30 minutes after 100 ml. of hemo-
lyzed blood alone but this returns to normal within four hours.
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This parallels similar changes in the silicone clotting time and
the heparin level.

Hemat2crit. The hematocrit levl fell in all shocked ani-
mals and can be used as a raeasure of hemodilution. However, it is
felt that total protein is a better index of dilution.

Total Protein. The protein level fell in all shocked
animals, denoting, at least in large part, a hetaodilution. The
figures are not listed here but were used, for lack of a better
method, for correcting the values of fibrinogen and platelets
after shock (see below).

Fibrinogen. (Fig. 3) Fibrinogen levels were corrected
for changes in dilution of the blood by using the changes in total
protein as an Index of dilution. The hematocrit and total protein
both fall precipitously during hemorrhage and then rise slightly
during the shock period. This is due no doubt at least in part to
dilution of the blood by extravascular fluid. Fibrinogen values are
corrected by the following formula:

in. total protein before hemorrhage x mg7 fibrinogen after shock *

Sm. total protein after shock

mg2 fibrinogen after shock corrected value.

Fibrinogen decreases only moderately (5%) but signifi-
cantly (P (.05) in shock alone, (Fig. 3) but decreases much more
(172) (P (.0l) when 20 ml. of hemolyzed blood is injected. This

points toward the activation of the clotting process by hemolyzed
blood which is easily counteracted when shock is not present. Fib-
rinogen decreases markedly (P <.01) and afibrinogenemia frequently
results if ftbrinolysin is given during either shock or after hemo-
lyzed blood or both, whereas the same dosage of fibrinolysin alone
has significanaLly less effect. This may be explained as follows:
Disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC) causes a moderate fall
in fibrinogen but never afibrinogenemia. However, some fibrinogen
is converted to fibrin which is acted on by fibrinolysin. This
keeps clearing one side of the fibrinogen-fibrin reection en-

abling the reaction to go to completion. Fibrinolysin in moderate
concentration has no effect on fibrinogen. (11) Fibrinogen actually
rises in the presence of shock with hemolyzed blood if heparin is
added to prevent intravascular clotting (Fig. 4). This is likely
due to the rapid mobilization or manufacture of fibrinogen under
the influence of the stress of shock. (12) The fall in fibrinogen
(which takes place without heparin) takes place in the face of this
mobilization or manufacture. In the present case this manufacture
probably exceeds 100 mg. (25 mg% per hour) during the shock period

if ita prevention by heparin is taken as a base line (Fig. 4). In
some cases it may be as great as 50 mg% per hour. (13) Other ex-
periments (18) have shown that after shock, dogs elevate their
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fiorlnogen at the rate of 9 ag% per hour on the average for 24 hourst

It keeps rising for 48 to 36 hours or longer. (12,13)

Semolyzed blood alone has only a transient effect even
in doses of 100 ml. (Tig. 3). Fibrinogen falls transiently but is
essentially normal within the 4-hour period. Purified hemoglobin,

while still toxic in the present experiments, seems less so than
whole hemolyzed blood. In fact, the purified product as produced
for these experiments produced only a slight fall in fibrinogen
(Fig. 5).

Fibrinogen values may fall due to one or more of the fol-
lowing mechanism&:

1) Blood dilution. This is corrected as above.
2) Failure of fibrinogen manufacture due to liver damage.

This does not start to occur for six hours even in hepatectonized

dogs. (15)
3) Destruction of fibrinogen by fibrinolysin. This oc-

curs only in high levels of fibrinolysin which were not present in
these experiments except in those groups in which it was adminis-
tered. Even this high dosage is relatively ineffective under normal
circumstances when there Is no intravascular coagulation.

4) Consumption of fibrinogen in an episode of dissemin-
ated intravascular coagulation (DIC). This apparently occurs in
irreversible shock. (3-7)

Endogenous Hegarin. (Fig. 6)- The appearance of endogen-
ous heparin is quite definite and significant in the fatal shock of
Group 2. It is almost completely absent in controls which are not
shocked (Group 8). It appears transiently after large doses of
hemolyzed blood alone but quickly disappears. It seems to appear
as a response to DIC and probably as a protective mechanism to pre-
vent DIC. Endogenous heparin appears synchronously with prolonged
silicone clotting times and prothrombin times (see above). However,
it does not account for the changes in these determinations except
in part.

Platelets. (Fig. 7). All groups showed a decrease in
platelets. This was particularly significant in groups 2, 3 and 4.
The group to show the least fall was Group 8, the only group to
bay, neither hemolyzed blood nor shock. Thus it would appear that
both hemolysed blood and shock cause a decrease in platelets.
Nearly all of the past shock sanples showed marked clumping of the
platalets probably refletting an increased platelet stickiness.
This is possibly a stage in the formation of platelet thrombi which
occurs in DIC. Platelet thrombi are seen after Incompatible blood
transfusion. (16) Platelets completely disappear after adminis-
tration of eadocoxin. (17). A decrease in platelets is a hallmark
of KC. (3)

DISCUSSION
Dad cells contain an aent which incites blood
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coagulation (I)i Hoever, rther largs scale msmlygis is harmless
under otherwise normal conditions. The intravemous injection of

distilled water is harmless to Lormal human@. (2) The only eoffects
are a transient hemoglobinamis and hemolobinuria. As woo dom===
estrat*4 ira the present experiments 100 al. of auto$ems hemolyxed

blood produced no harmful results other than a tronsient, but dra-static, prolonation In silicone clotting time, a transient endozeu-

os rise in haparin. &ad a mild and transient fall in fibrinogen.
Hoever, in the presence ef otherwise nonfatal hemorrhagic shock.

even 20 al. of autogenous hemolysed blood is fatal in over 90Z of
eni,.als. This fel effect is correlated with the production of an
epi ode of disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC). (3) It is
postulated that the stagnant capillary circulation of hemorrhagic
shock (4-6) plus an increase in coagulability of the blood (7,8)
causes clotting of the blood in the Licrocirculatiou. Bamolysis
markedly assists this coagulation due to the clotting factor in red
cells. If these clots persist long enough, microscopic focal tis-
sue necrosis due to infarction results in such vital organs as the
liver, kidneys, pancreas, heart and other organs. (9) The evidence
for the DIC episode is typical. (3) This includes the coagulation
changes described in the present experimints, namely, a greatly pro-
longed silicone clotting time, the appearance of an endogenous anti-
coagulant (heparin) and the decrease of all clotting elemnts.
Those measured in the present experiments include fibrinogen, pro-
thrombin, and platelets. Other experiments have also shown do-
creases in factors V and VII. (17) Fall of fibrinogen level is due
to its being consumed in a process of DIC and in the face of a tre-
mendous production of fibrinogen which occurs as a result of the
stress of hemorrhage and shock, which may exceed the rate of 50 qa
of fibrinogen an hour. (12,13) A significant fibrinogen drop (in
the absence of large concentrations of fibrinolysin) is associated
with irreversibility and death. These results are explained as fol-
lows: Coagulation uses up the clotting elements and stimulates the
production of an anticoagulant in an attempt to stop the process.
That the toxic effects of henolysed blood are due to its stimula-
tion of DIC, is supported by the protective effect that treatment
with fibrinolysin has on these animals as shown in the present ex-
periments. Heparin appeared not to be effective in protecting the
animals from death but was very effective in preventing the using
up of fibrinogen. The reason for this is not known but may be due
to some specific reaction of heparin and the hemolysed blood or due
to inappropriate heparin dosaSe. Fibrinolysin in large doses
destroys fibrinogen but in small dosages does not. (10,11) However
fibrinolysin, even in small dosages, causes the almost complete
destruction of fibrinogen in the presence of shock. (11) This
occurred in the present experiments and is evident when one compares
the levels of even a fairly large fibrinolysin dosage by itself
with the results of the same dosage in the presence of shock. This
indicates that while low levels of fibrinolysin will not attack
fibrinogen, that in shock there is the conversion of fibrinogen all
or cart of the way to fibrin (possibly only to monomer fibrin) in
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an episode of DIC and that the fibrinolysin then attacks the fibrin
S enabling the fibrinogen-->fibrin equation to go to completion with

the almost complete destruction of fibrinogen. This fall in fib-
rinosen to no r@ dr~tic and for a different reason than without the

fibrinolysin. It is coordinated with survival of the animal whereas
a lesser tat significant tall in fibrinogen without fibrinolysin is
coordinated with death in irreversible shock.

An attempt was made to isolate the toxic factor in homo-
lysed blood. It is believed not to be hemoglobin. Administration
of an equivalent quantity of autogenous hemoglobin (to 20 cc. of
hemolysed blood) was much less effective in producing the changes
in the blood clotting mechanism and also was less lethal. The toxic
factor seemed to be located in the chloroform extracted f:action and
is probably a lipoprotein. This problem ts being worked on further
in this laboratory.

SaoM OCL ,Sos

1) A small amount (20 al.) of endogenous hemolyzed blood
causes an increase in mortality of dogs in hemorrhagic shock from
13% to 91%.

2) This lethal effect is due to the stimulation by hemo-
lyzed blood of disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC), (3)
which is also stimulated by hemorrhage and shock. The lethal factor
is a clotting factor in the red cell.

3) Large amounts (100 al.) of hemolyzed blood alone is
harmless, but even * small amount (20 ml.) is lethal in the presence
of shock.

4) Hemolyzed blood causes the conversion of fibrinogen
to fibrin.

5) Fibrinolysin will prevent death in irreversible hemor-
rhagic shock both as produced by hemorrhage alone (10) or as in-
fluenced by hemolyzed blood.

6) Endogenous heparin is stimulated by DIC which is pro-
duced either by hemorrhage alone, hemolyzed blood alone, or by A
combination of both. It is probably a protective mechanism.

7) A markedly prolonged silicone clotting time occurring
during hemorrhagic shock is an accurate prognostication of
irreversibility.

8) Irreversibility is correleted with a fibrinogen fall,
when the fibrinogen fall is due to consumption in DIC.

9) Central venous pressure is not elevated even though

the shock is proven to be irreversible.
10) Irreversibility is due to an episode of DIC. (3)
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Fig. IA. On the left are three blood samples taken from a dog sub-
jected to 100 blows of a padded mallet on one thigh. The first tube
was drawn before the trauma, the second tube 30 minutes following
the trauma, and the third tube 48 hours after the trauma. Note that
hemolysis which was only mild right after the trauma had increased
markedly by the end of two days, This is thought to be due to ab-
sorption of hematoma and ecchymosis probatly via lymphatic3. If no
hemolyzed blood had been absorbed, the mii'r hemolysis shown in the
second tube would have completely disappeared by 48 hours. On the
right are two tubes drawn btfore and after the administration of 20
ml. of autogenous blood which had been frozen and thawed. Note that
the amount of hemolysis 48 hours after trauma and immediately after
the administration of 20 ml. of hemolyzed blood is approximately the
same.

Fig. lB. Three specimens of blood taken from a Group 4 dog given
hemolyzed blood alone without any shock procedure. The first tube
was drawn before administration of hemolyzed blood, the second tube
was drawn 30 minutes after administration of hemolyzed blood, and
the third tube four hours after admfnistration of hemolyzed blood.
Note that there is dramatic clearing of the hemoglobinemia during
the 4-hour period. This clearing corresponds to the recovery towards
normal of the corresponding changes in fibrinogen, clotting time and

endogenous heparin.
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IiSRINOLYSIN PROTECTION Fi. 2. Statistical
SIGNIFICANCE CHART FOR V% ADANTAGE treatment of survival of

paired Gp. 2 and Gp. 3

dogs. One of each pair
-- (Op. 3) was given fibrino-_wd" to Now..lysin whereas its mate

(p. 2) had none, A line
7,. ,.1 ~is started at the left of

w,.-* the heavy horizontal line.
0.010 If there was a difference

in the outcome between the
two dogs a Line was drawn

one square to the right
and either up or down according to the results. If the treated dog
survived and the untreated one died, the line was up and to the
right one square. If the reverse happened the line was drawn to the
right and down one square. If both dogs had the same outcome no
entry was made. if the line thus produced crosses the 5% signifi-
cance line, the result is significant at the 5% level. The numbers
adjacent to the 'ndividual entries refer to the numbers of pairs of
dogs required to attain that position. The omitted numbers were
those shuvwing no difference in their outcome.

- - - -- Fig. 3.
% fib:inogen change. All

"2 values have been corrected
03 skw , for blood dilution using

-. the total protein method as

-, ,described in the text.
-4 C," There is a mild but sig-
- nificant falL in fibrinogen

j "* in the group subjected to

?- shock alone (Gp. I). This
O- , shock is in most cases

reversible. However, there
is a much more dramatic

fall in fibrinogen in those
dogs given hemolyzed blood
and subjected to shock (Gp.

-,.1#h t.. 2), an~d which procedure
%IF% "resulted in death in most

cases. There is a sig-
I,~t,4OC. nificant difference in this

fall between groups 1 and 2.
100 ml. of hemolyzed blood alone without any shock procedure (Gp. 4)
resulted in an immediate significant decrease in fibrinogen but this
had returned to normal levels by the end of a 4-hour period. This
reflects an i--mediate conversion of fibrinogen to fibrin by the
hemolyzed blood but the deficiency is quickly made up because no
further intravascular clotting was taking place.
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FIRINOGEN CHiANGE. (CO'ftcled tv alitOd Do-itt§r fig._ 4~ Fibrinogen levelts of
some of the groups. Dogs sub-

+ Jected to hemorrhagic #hock I
after administration of 20 ml,

f 10/ . SAO( N_ ,.. of hemolysed blood (Gp. 2) I
show a moderate and signifi-
cant decrease in fibrinogen
at the end of the shock

$ period. If haparin is ad-
ministered to dogs subjected

-------------------- " "" to this same procedure (Cp. 9)
there is an actual inercase in

4, ' fibrinogen over the period of
shock. If one assues that

-' the heparin prevents in part
".10! the conversion of fibrinogen
.,1 to fibrin, then by subtrac-

tion one can say that approxi-
., .l -,-, - mately 114 mg% of fibrinogen

4 .4shock,..., were converted to fibrin in

0 the nonheparinized group. The
_ _ _ _ _increase in fibrinogen in the

.k.,. AF!4 ".oU. heparinized group is accounted |
AFTLASMCKfor by the manufacture or

mobilization of new fibrino- I
gen. I!

% FIBRINOCGEN CHANGE (rvoled fooD OtlutOln

I PFis 5. Fibrinogen levels of
o --------------------------------- some of the groups. IUeaor-
SL.rhagic shock after the admin-

- W.o.I.' istration of 20 ml. of hemo-

3. lyzed (Gp. 2) blood causes a
-4 moderate but significant fall

in fibrinogen. However, if
instead of whole hemolyzed
blood, an equivalent quantity
of hemoglobin purified from
autogenous blood is adminis-

1 -, tered there is only a slight
\ and nonsignificant decrease in

fibrinogen as a result of|
hemorrhagic shock. I

-'4

~Qs: I
I % -IF4439 439 141 ¢lt I ~~~ li
qNI~t dd Y Il IH , I
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INANsWoS F LA.ar6. Endogenous hop-
arin. Rndogenous heparin j
appeared in all groups
subjected to hemorrhagic
shock. There was a sig-

q nificant level of endogen-
,... ,. , -us hepartn pt, -ced

particularly in those dogs
subjected to hemorrhagic

S shock after administration
of 20 cc. of hemolyzed

'blood (Op. 2). Dogs
given fibrinolysin alone
( p. 8) showed no endogen-
pus heparin. The adminis-
ratiun of 100 ml. of

Oemolyzed blood alone (Gp.

o 4) without shock caused
-on" the imueditte development

mount of significant quantities
of endogenous heparin at

30 minutes but this had disappeared by the end of four hours. This
parallels the changes in fibrinogen and silicone clotting time in
this same group.

PLATELETS *1g. 7. Plate-

let changes.
0 ------- ------------------ All groups

shoved some
decrease in
platelets. The

,. group subjected

Go .r o,, r..? io to fibrinolysin
alone (Op. A)

s0 showed only a
slight and in-

00 - significant

fall. However,,,0o the group sub-

,0 NV 20-W°@I*"+ jected to ir-
0,+4 reversible

hemorrhagic
a 3 a.oums shock (Gp. 2)

showed a marked
and significant decrease. All dogs subjected to hemorrhagic shock if
shoved marked clumping of the platelets at the end of the shock
period possibly reflecting an increased platelet stickiness.
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BACKGROUND

Mobility has been a key factor in many historic victories
and defeats throughcut the history of warfare. The defeat of France
in 1940 can be attributed primarily to the rapid employment of
German armored and mechanized forces that spearheaded the attack and
achieved surprise. The excellent roadnets of Western Europe and
favorable terrain ennbled these units to move rapidly to their ob-
jectives and maintain an eft ctive supply line. However, similarly
equipped units were defeated decisively in Russia, where deep mud
hindered tactical movement and adequate roads were either nonexistent
or overloaded. Even the brilliant penetrations of General Patton's
Third Army were dependent principally on the existence of good road-
nets, and at the end of World War II, the mobility of armored and
mechanized units still depended to a great extent on the availability
and the condition of roads. During the post-war period, greater
emphasis was placed on the achievement of a higher degree of ground
mobility. This objective is particularly important when it is con-
sidered that there are vast land areas of the world where few roads
exist and destruction resulting from the use of nuclear weapons may
make the use of existing roads impossiole.

Military requirements generated by the combat arms generally
reflect the need for tactical vehicles that are capable of achieving
good cross-country speeds over all types of terrain, as well as other
mobility criteria such as swimming, deep-water fording, and air trans-
portability. The U. S. Army Tank Automotive Center, through its re-
search and engineering facilities, and in coordination with other
research and development agencies, is working toward the solution of
many technical problems which must he overcome in order to equip com-
bat forces with vehicles which will provide a high degree of mobility
under a wide variety of terrain conditions.
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One vehicle component that significantly limits the achieve-

ment of good cross-country speeds is the suspension system. Even to-
day, with the many technological advances that have been made in the
design of automotive components, the speed of a tank generally does
not exceed 5-7 miles per hour over extremely rough terrain because

wof undsiroble vehicle vibration characteristics at higher speed*.

Under the direction of th. -omponents Research and
Development Laboratories, U. S. Army Tank Automotive Center, an ex-
tensive engineering investigation of suspension systems was initiated
in order to more clearly define the dynamic relationships between a
vehicle &nd the terrain over which it must travel, and to establish
parameters which can be applied directly to vehicle design toward
achieving a significant improvement in vehicle cross-country
mobility.

DESIGN PARAM4ETERS

Current research in the field of vehicle dynamics indicates
that the ability of a vehicle to traverse rough terrain rapidly Is
dependent primarily on vehicle vibration characteristics which, in
turn, are related to spring rate, damping, vertical wheel travel,
and contour cf the ground wave. There are other parameters such as
angle of approach, angle of departure, weight distribution and track
configuration which influence obstacle and soft-soil performance.

Effective operation of a tank is limited significantly by
oscillation about the transverse axis (pitch axis) located directly
below the center of gravity of the vehicle at the level of the wheel
hub. Vehicle pitching, induced by terrain irregularities, imposes
severe limitations on the ability of the crew to perform their
duties effectively, and particularly limits the use of optical In-

struments for observation and target acquisition. Also, vehicle
pitching interferes with efficient performance of other operations
such as driving, and gun loading, and may result in personnel in-
juries and premature failure of vehicle components. Cross-country
speeds, therefore, have been limited generally to 10 miles per hour
or less in order to retain a reasonable degree of combat effective-
nass. To remove or significantly diminish these limitations, it is
necessary to obtain, through proper design and selection of com-
ponents, better vehicle vibration characteristics where the pitch
-q'gle decreases as speed increaises, and a level of vertical and

angular acceleration is maintained as low as possible when tra-
versing a given piece of terrain. This can be accomplished to some
extent by decreasing the vehicle natural frequency, thereby de-
creasing the resonance speed over a given ground wave.

Because the natural frequency of pitch (f@) is directly
proportional to the spring rate (k) (Figure Ia), it is apparent that
a reduction in the spring rate will result in a corresponding
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reduction in the natural pitch frequency. Since a similar relation-
ship exists between the netural fr quency of bounce (f ) and the
spring rate (k) (Figure lb), the natural frequency of L;unce will be
reduced also, if the spring rate is reduced. The selection of a
soft spring has some limitations, however, and these Ifaitatforts
must be taken into account, or the advantages gained by lowering the
naturel frequency will be counteracted by the creation of conditions
which are undesirable.

4.

e--4" -L, b."tLL

fe SWAM FUNM 0F

SI, -wma mmim asKi go K,( ( ) (I

FIGURE I - SIMPLE VIBRATION SYSTEM

If a low spring rate is used without proper damping, a single im-
pact, such as firing the main armament or passing a single obstacle,
may cause prolonged oscillation. Although a soft spring will allow
the wheels to move freely over minor surface irregularities without
disturbing the vehicle hull significantly, it may not be capable of
absorbing the kinetic energy transmitted by high-impact loads with-
out bumpout. In order to achieve a significant measure of improve-
ment in vibration characteristics, it is necessary to determine the
optimum combination of springing and damping characteristics for
maximum performance. Either a variable spring rate, variable
damping, or both appear to be desirable in order to provide a sus-
pension system sufficiently versatile so that its vibration
characteristics can be optimized to suit a particular vehicle appli-
cation and operational environment.

Analysis of vehicle ride dynamics indicated that a suspen-
sion system incorporating a low spring rate and a vert:cal wheel
travel of approximately 16 inches would enable a 4O-45 ton tank to
traverue rough terrain at speeds of 24-27 miles per hour. Initial
investigations were limited to the use of metallic springs which,
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when designed to provide the necessary characteristics, required an
excessive amount of critical hull space. The use of external shock
absorbers created additional hull drag which would degrade vehicle
performance In deep mud.

The aim of ATAC's current development program was to pro-
vide an integrated, multiple function, compact, light-weight suspen-
sion system. The resulting design characteristics included internal
camping, a low spring rate, variable ground clearance, suspension
lockout and a 14-18 inch wheel travel. In order to accomplish these
objectives, non-metallic springs were included in the analysis. As
a result, the hydropneumatic spring emerged as the media which
offered the greatest potential within the present state of the art
because of its inherent high-energy storage capacity and nonlinear
spring rate.

Since the hydropneumatic spring adheres to the Gas Laws
and closely approximates an adiabatic process (PVY = Constant), gas
pressure increases exponentially as Increasing wheel forces are
transmitted to the spring:

() P, P,

Wheel deflection can be related directly to a change in gas volume, by use of a linkage between the suspension arm and the spring;
therefore, the spring rate (k) is proportional to the static
pressure (P1 ) and the change in gas volume (t/).

(2) k Ps OR k pI

I" order to transmit wheel forces to the spring and pro-
vide a means of damping, a three-vaned hydraulic rotary actuator
offered several advantages. The torque capacity of a vane-type
rotary actuator is proportional to the total vane area, the mean
radius of the vanes, the number of vanes and the hydraulic pressure.

(3) T-PA N

A three-vaned actuator provides high torque capacity in a compact
unit without developing excessive hydraulic pressures. Further in-
crease in the number of vanes would not provide sufficient angular
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deflection, and consequently would limit vertical wh-4el travel.
The use of a hydraulic rotary actuator enabies the spring character-
istics to be varied by rotating the roadarms, thereby varying the
vehicle ground clearance and the static pressure in the spring.

i DEVELOPMENT

The development of a tank suspension systrr based upon the
rotary hydropneumatic machinery was initiated in 1960. The design
began with an 8100 pound static wheel load and dynamic loads of over
100,000 pounds. Four automatically controlled operating heights
were to be provided, and a vertical wheel travel of 14-18 inches was
required, using a 16-inch roadarm and 33-inch diameter roadwheels.

Allowing the necessary space for porting and for the
physical size of the vanes, it was determined that 730 of rotation
could be obtained from a three-vaned hydraulic rotary actuator with-
out physical contact between movable and fixed vanes. An angular
displacement of 730 resulted in a total vertical wheel travel of
18.4 inches (Figure 2). Four operating positions were selected
within the 730 limit in order to provide some variation of wheel
travel and vehicle ground clearance. Neglecting friction, and

4.1"

1.54

RU

FIGURE 2 - VERTICAL WHEEL TRAVEL I
using a rotary actuator 9 inches in diameter, calculations revealed
that a torque of 64,000 lb.-in./psi. could be developed, and that a
total of 81.5 cu. in. of oil would be displaced if the total angular
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displacement of 730 were used. Assuming a 95% mechanical efficiency
for the rotary actuator, the maximum torque required to lift the
vehicle occurs in position number I (Figure 2) where the roadarm is
almost horizontal and creates the longest lever arm. In this posi-
tion 135,800 lb.-in. are required to lift the vehicle, resulting in
a requirement for a 2110 psi hydraulic pressure. Position number 1
can be maintained with only 1915 psi, since friction helps to support
the vehicle. A 3000 psi pressure-compensated hydraulic pump with a
maximum flow of 28.5 gallons per minute at full flow was selected to
supply the system. Since the maximum oil capacity of a single
actuator is 81.5 cu. in., and the maximum lift pressure is 2110 psi,
the pump is capable of raising the vehicle rapidly. To raise the
vehicle from the upstop to position number 4 (690) requires 77 cu.
in. of oil per actuator. The necessary oil can be supplied by the
pump in less than 7 seconds, with the pump running at 2700 rpm.

Design of the hydropneumatic spring was governed by several

considerations:

1. The oil capacity required is 81.5 cu. in.

2. The initial gas precharge should be a minimum.

3. Maximum dynamic pressure should be limited to
about 6000 psi.

I
4. The free piston type accumulator should, if

possible, fit inside the arm shaft in order that the complete sus-
pension unit might be constructed as a package.

5. Adiabatic gas compression would be assumed.

Calculations were made for all wheel positions using the following
relationships and using a maximum gas volume of 132 cu. in. and
assumed precharges (Figure 3):

,ooVHC s DERIVED p,(4) pt? PoVoPI A p. -
(4) U j FRON THE RELATION:P

By calculation, computer simulation and laboratory test it was de-
termined that a gas precharge of 1350 psi would be suitable, since
it resulted in a maximum pressure of 6620 psi, which is close to the
specifications established. Lower peak pressures can be obtained
but higher precharges would be required. Using the data already
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established, the spring rate curves for each operating position were
calculated and plotted (Figure 4).

Damping in rebound is achieved by passing oil through a

fixed orifice damping valve. The valve chosen was selected primarily
from experience gained in other hydraulic applications, and its
adequacy is to be determined through tests of the complete system.
Calculated spring rates in the vicinity of the static position were
on the order of 350-900 lb/in, depending upon the position of the j
roadarm, and calculated vehicle natural frequencies were on the order
of 39-62 cycles per minute.

The components described above were fabricated, subjected
to laboratory tests and installed in a test vehicle. Early proto-
types used external accumulators, but redesign in early stages of
development resulted in the configuration shown in Figure 5. The
need for a stable firing platform for the main armament and a means
of preventing immobilization of the vehicle due to hydraulic failure
precipitated the development of a friction brake system. This
system provides an additional capacity for absorbing great dynamic
loads imposed on front and rear wheels when traversing rough terrain
at high speeds.

The first redesign resulted in the addition of friction disc
brake units to front and rear suspension units as shown in Figure 6.
During the final 70 of upward travel of the roadarm, a cam on the
arm shaft causes the brake piston to displace approximately 3 cu. cm.
of oil into an annular cavity behind a ring-type piston, thereby
raising the oil pressure to approximately 1400 psi and engaging the
friction discs. The brake unit is capable of absorbing 700,000 lb-In
of torque, thereby reducing the kinetic energy transmitted to the
hull. Approximately one half of the bumpout energy is absorbed in
the brake unit, and the remainder is divided between the hydro-
pneumatic spring and the solid metal bump stop. An important func-
tion of the brake unit is to provide a means of locking the suspen-
sion in a selected position to provide a rigid firing platform for
the vehicle weapons system. Actuation in this mode is accomplished
by applying oil pressure directly to the brake piston by means of an
external control valve. Pressure is maintained by an accumulator
during periods in which the hydraulic pump is inoperative.

Oil entering or leaving the hydropneumatic spring passes
through a fixed orifice damping valve which is designed to provide
damping in rebound only. Wheel movement induced by terrain rough-
ness results in the transfer of oil from the actuator to the hydro-
pneumatic spring (through the damping valve in which the poppet is
unseated) allowing relatively unrestricted flow. In rebound, the
poppet is seated and oil returning to the actuator is forced through
a series of small orifices to provide the necessary damping.

TT
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EVALUATION AND TESTING

Computer sinulations conducted at the U. S. Army Tank
Automotive Center enabled a preliminary technical evaluation to be

made prior to actual on-vehicle tests. Using an analog computer and
terrain traces of the Perryman Cross-country Course at Aberdeen
Proving Ground, a constant-speed evaluation was made of two equally-
weighted vehicles. One vehicle was equipped with the Friction Hydro
Pneumatic Suspension and the other with the current production tor-
sion bar suspension. The results confirm the fact that a signifi-
cant reduction in pitch and bounce vibration can ba expected at
speeds of 25 miles per hour using the Friction Hydro Pneumatic
Suspension. A sample of tho results is snown in Figure 7. Since
it was necessary to make numerous assumptions in order to program
the computer, it was considered essential to determine the suspen-
sion chardcteristics by on-vehicle testing.

In order that test conditions could be repeated, a test
course was constructed using a prepared roadway and rigid obstacles
which varied in height from 6 inches to 12 inches. Obstacles were
spaced 20 feet apart, since this was considered to be the worst con-
dition for the vehicles being evaluated. Two tanks sprung with tor-
sion bars and one tank sprung with the Friction Hydro Pneumatic
Suspension were used. The objective of the evaluation aas to deter-
mine the maximum speed that each vehicle could achieve over a series
of 10 obstacles of a given height, spaced 20 feet apart. Instrumen-
tation was installed in order to record vertical and pitch acceler-
ations, pitch angles and vehicle speed. Only experienced drivers
were used and the limit of each vehicle was determined by the
ability of the driver to maintain control of the vehicle. The three
test vehicles were run over courses consisting of 6-inch, 8-inch and
12-inch obstacles in speed increments of 5 miles per hour.

In order to provide some criteria against which the vibra-
tion characteristics could be measured, it was necessary to esta-
blish a level of pitch amplitude and vertical acceleration which
would be considered acceptable for effective operation of the vehi-
cle. A review of the res a ch in the field of vehicle dynamics con-
ducted by Lehr in Germany 1 ) revealed that vertical acceleration in
excess of 0.4g (12.9 ft/sec2 ) would interfere with efficient use of
optical instruments of the tank's fire control system and that pitch
amplitude should be reduced to approximately !20 using the proper
arrangement of springing and damping. The criteria of 0.4 (.
ft/sec 2 ) falls within the "discomfort zone" (10-14 ft/sec).(2)

The criteria established for this suspension evaluation was
established as 10 ft/sec2 or less for effective tank operation since
it coincides very closely to the criteria established by Lehr and is
also the lower limit of discomfort. A total pitch angle of 40 was
arbitrarily selected as an acceptable limit, however, it is an-
ticipated that this criteria will be more accurately determined by
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a more detailed analysis of the human fact? s involved, as well as
the physical capabilities ot the optical instruments used in the
tank.

Although evaluation of the Friction Hydro Pneumatic
Suspension System has not been completed, the results achieved to
date are significant. Maximum speed of the control vehicles sprung
by standard production torsion bars was found to be limited to
approximately 11 miles per hour over a course consisting of 10 six-
inch obstacles, spaced 20 feet apart. At this speed pftchitg was so
violent that drivers were unable to maintain control of the vehicles
and experienced difficulty in remaining seated even with the aid of
seat belts. The vehicle sprung with the Friction Hydro Pneumatic
Suspension System negotiated the course at the maximum speed that
could be achieved by its power plant, 22 miles per hour, without
causing the driver to experience difficulty in steering or control.
Testing was repeated using 8-inch and 12-inch obstacles. Although
maximum speeds were reduced as the obstacle size was increased, the
differential in speed capability remained approximately the same
(Figure 8), even though the gross power-to-weight ratio of one of
the control vehicles was 50% greater than the Friction Hydro
Pneumatic test vehicle. The second control vehicle had an equal
power-to-weight ratio. An advantage in pear-to-weight ratio did
not seem to affect the results significantly.

Analysis of the data recorded revealed that over the six-
inch obstacles, pitch angles remained at a low level (43o) on the
Hydro Pneumatic test vehicle throughout the speed range (0-22 miles
per hour). Pitch acceleration also remained at a low level (k5
rad/sec 2 ). The best performance achieved by the control vehicles
resulted in pitch angles and pitch accelerations so high (16.60 and
11 rad/sec 2) that the driver was unable to pass the resonance speed
(Figure 9). Vertical accelerations recorded show the same general
characteristic (Figure 10). If the criteria for effective operation
of the vehicle is established at 12.9 ft/sec2 , as suggested by Lehr,
the Friction Hydro Pneumatic test vehicle remains effective through-
out the speed range (0-22 mph) while the -ontrol vehicles become
increasingly ineffective at approximately 10 miles per hour.

It is difficult to measure a vehicle's total effectiveness,
however, because of the many human and mechanical variables involved.
In order to present an objective evaluation, no definite cutoff is
shown in Figure 10 and only a gradual decrease in effectiveness is
shown for accelerations above 10 ft/sec2 . Vibrations increased in
magnitude as the size of ihe obstacles was increased, but in all
cases the Friction Hydro Pneumatic test vehic!e was capable of ne-
gotiating the course at higher speeds than the control vehicles.

The evaluation is continuing in order to determine the per-
formance limits when wave length and amplitude of the ground wave
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are not constant. Date collected during this evaluation will he
applied to the development of other vehicle suspension systems where
high cress-country speed is a required characteristic.

CONCLUSIONS

I. It is possible to design a suspension system which pro-
rides a 41-ton tank with approximately 100% Increase in cross-
country speed without increasing the power-to-weight ratio of the
vehicle.

2. A suspension system incorporating a low spring rate and
adequate damping will provide a significant reduction in pitch and
bmmoe vibrations, thereby increasing vehicle cross-country speed
capability without degrading the effectivenss of the crew or the
vehicle weapons tystem.

3. It is feasible to design cross-country vehicles with a
speed capability of 30-35 miles per hour within the present state of
the art.

4. A major advancimnt in mability machinery has been
achieved by mans of a theoretical analysis of suspension design
characteristics and performance parmeters.

An extensive amount of research and engineering work
j must still be accomplished in order to develop suspension systems

capable of providing efficient operation at high speed& over all
types of terrain, particularly in the fields of springing and damping

L media, suspension geometry, terrain characteristics and terrain
sensing devices.

tThe promising results achieved to date have already

Ihad a significant impact on the design of suspension systems for
military vehicles. Perhaps even more important is the impetus given
to the initiation of ccmpanion research and development programs
which will contribute toward improving the effectiveness of future

Imilitary vehicles under a wide variety of terrain conditions.

E. 4
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HAYES and CABELLI

THE INFLUENCE OF STORAGE, AEROSOLIZATION, AND RERYDRATION
ON TEE PERMABILITT OF PASTEURELLA TUILARENSIS

DORA K. HATES and VICTOR J. CABELLI
DUGWAY PROVING GROUND

WOGWAY, UTAH

During the development of a collecting fluid for aero-
solized Pasteurella tularensis, Cabelli (1962) observed that the
number of culturable cells recovered was greatly increased by the
presence of the ckrbohydrates, melezitose, trehalose, and sucrose in
the collecting solution. The polyhydric alcohol, inositol, also
improved these recoveries. Table 1 summarizes these findings. All
recovaries are related to that obtained in O.075M sucrose solution
which also contained the additive and which has been arbitrarily set
at 1.00. Since it in advantageous to hold collected samples for an
eighteen to twenty-four hour period before assay, recoveries both
before and after holding are shown.

TABLE 1
Solution Composition Initial Recovery 24-Hour Recovery

Relative to 0-075M Relative to 24-Hour
Sucrose-0.075M Recovery in Sucrose-
Inositol Inositol

Inositol 0.075M.
Melezitose 0.07N) 2.93 1.48
Iositol o.075_)
Trehalose 1O.075M) 1.65 1 .52

Cabelli (1962) also observed that the presence of ortho-
phosphate in the collecting solution improved recoveries. He sug-
gested that the phosphate present outside the cell provided a
concentration gradient more favorable to retention of this ion by
the stressed cell. The carbohydrate additives probably prevent
diffusion of other essential metabolites outward after desiccation
and collection. These additives ma also inhibit the entry of
leleterious molecules by means of solvent drag during rehydration.

The complete collecting fluid developed by Cabelli (1962)
contained phosphate, sucrose, inositol, 1-cysteine.IICJ. thiourea and
spermidine phosphate. The incorporation of cysteine is dictated by

Preceding Page Blank
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the relatively high requirement for oysteine in grovth media of this
organism, The findings of Mager (1955) suggest that the polyamines,
such as1 upe=ine and spermidine, stabilize. osmotically fragile
organisms. Melesitose and trehalose were not incorporated in the
collecting fluid, since neither sugar is readily available in large
quantities at a reasonable price.

The analytical method for phosphate ion is relatively
simply and rapid. By examining the behavior of this ion under a
variety of situations on which the bacterial cell was stressedp we
hoped to Increase our understanding on the processes which occur
within the bacterial cell and at the interfaces between cell and
environment during collection. If the reasons for phosphate re-
quirement were elucidated, a sound basis could be provided for
preventing deleterious effects of collection and of holding.

A number of workers have observed that phosphate metabo-
lism is altered by stress and during aging. Throughout the aging
process, phosphatase activity in animal cells may show an increase.
Often there is uncoupling of oxidation from phosphorylation (Bourne,
1962). Acidosis caused by oarbon dioxide intoxication can result in
altered body fluid phosphate levels in invertebrates and maals
(Brown, 1957; Eayes, 1962). Phosphate metabolism in bacterial cells
my be affected by stresses in one or more of the following wayse

(1) The ability of the call to take up phesphate my be
decreased because ensymes on or near the surface of
the cell which are necessary for phosphate transport
have been destroyed.

(2) A speoific phosphate transport site may be blocked,
deformed or destroyed.

( ) Cell-environment interphases may be "stretched" to
permit leaching of phosphate ion.

(4) Available intracellular space may be increased by
injury.

(5) Nxterases which hydrolyse organic phosphates ay be
activated. An increase in intracellular phosphate
concentration will enhance passive diffusion outward,
especially under conditions which are unfavorable for
phosphate retention.

Materials and Methods: In all of the experiments, the
organism studied was P. tularensis. To study movements of materials
in or out of cells, suspensions of the bacteria wore washed in
sucrose (5%)- iaositol (2.7%) solution and then resuspended in the
test solutions. Dynamic aerosols were produced using a University
of Chicago Technical Laboratory atomiser. Collections were made for
ten minuteo, using the all glass impinger with a fill of 18.5 al and
an air flow rate of 6 liters per minute.

Collected cells wore concentrated as shown in Figure 1.
Results are expressed either as micrograms of phosphate per equiv-
alent volume of impinger fluid or an micrograms of phosphate per mg.
of bacterial nitrogen.

Trickloroacetio aid soluble phosphorus was determined by
the method of Fiske and Subarrow (1925) and total phosphorus was
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deverined by asaW of sulfuric aid digests of material containing
organic phosphates. Nucleic acids we"e extracted and fract ionated

if according to the erbi Canet yprocedure, using the tech-
nique of Scmidt-Thaanhaumer as described by Schmidt (1957). The
nmber of washing@ with organic solvents were decreased# since a very
sall amount of cellular material w available. Ultraviolet absorp-

tions of cell extracts were determined using a Beckman D1-2A re-
oordirg spectrophotometer.

Reults and Discussion' The efficacy of the wash solution
used was determined by washing in 62 day old o*l! suspension with
sucrose-inositol (5-2.7%) and resuspending the cells in solutions
which contained inositol (2.7%) and either sucrose at various con-
centrations or all the components of the synthetic collection fluid
of Cabelli (1962). The slls ware stressed by holding aliquots at
46g 27*, and 370 C for tw.mty-fcur hours. Table II smmarises the

results of this study. I
DFRCT 01P COMPOITI105OF SUSPKDI WID AND

TUIFVIATURE 01 SU 'VIVAL OF PASTUILLIA TULAR IS

Solution * Per Cent Recovery
Comosition 40C 27*C 37"C
Surese () 95 58 0.4

972 50 0.7922 56 6 0.16
ctet fluid , 75 as 8 19.0

*All solutions contained inositol (2.7)

The increased sucrose concentrations did not improve the
recovery of orgnims held at 37"C. Novever, it is evident that
the complex syntetic fluid was far superior at room temperature or
at 37*C.

The phosphate concentrations of the cells and of the
supernatant medium are sum irised Ju Tabl. III,

TABLE III

..F.CT OF C(M]O"ITIOK OF SUSPUDING FMID Al)
TUPATURU ON I3ORGANIC P WSPf AT OF PASTNELLIA TULAREISIS

Solution Intracellular inorganic Extracellular inorganic
Composition* phosphate-microg. P In pbesphte-,lorog. P.

sells from one ml of per &l supernant
suspension

Sucrose 40 27* 37*C 4*C 270C 37;C
5 51 37 7 17 35

Ii :: 1855 i 9 24 59(5 45 14 a 20 51
Synthetic fluid 55 55 53 950 900 900*All solutionsyontained inositol (2.76). Initial concentration of

cells 1.1 x 10 calls per al.
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At low temperatures, a solution consisting of sucrose and
Iiositol in fairly 1iuiw oofloentrations maintains the cello adequately.
An the temperature Is increased, the requirement for & solution
which contains phosphate, as veil as a number of other components, is
required. It can be observed from Table III that the syn~thetic
fluid is conducive both to maintenanc, of oulturability and to
retention of intracellular phosphate. It may also be observed from
Table III that the intra- and extracellular phosphate concentration
added together totals more at 370 C than at V C. This suggests
that the cell organic phosphate is probably breaking down to In-
organic phosphate, which is then liberated to the supernatant
solution,

That the inorganic phosphate does break down to liberate
tricbloroacetic acid soluble phosphate is indicated in Table rV. In
this experiment, both inorganic phosphate and total phosphate were
determined. It will be observed that both the inorganic phosphate
and the total phosphate in the cells decrease. The inorganic phos-
phate and total phosphate concentrations are almost identical.
This Azdicates that under the conditions of this experiment, almost
all of the phosphate lost by the cells is found as inorganic phos-
phate in the supernAnt. The quantity of total phosphate lost is
indicative of the action of one or more intra- or extracellular
phosphateas.

TABLE IT
EFFECT OF TUIPERATUE OW CELLAR PROSMfAIM IN

PASTEWRELLA TULLRNSIS
Temperature Nicrog. Microg. Nicrog. Nicrog.

OC inorganic P total P inorganic P total P
in cells from in cells from per al per al.
1 al of 1 a1 of supernant* supernant

suspension suspens ion

27 55381771
37 25 205 31 32.0

*Initial concentration of cells per ml suspension - 8 X 1010

Cells stressed and prepared as outlined in Figure 1 were
examined in order to determine the effects of such treatment. Three
collecting fluids, the synthetic fluid (SU), sucrose-inosito.
(5, 2.7 %) and gelatin-saline (0.1, 0.8516) were chosen. Recoveries
in sucrose-inositol both immediately and after holding were close to
those obtained In MT. Gelatin-salinte Is a poor holding solution
for P. tujarensIs. Typical recoveries are illustrated in Figure 2.
It ma~y be observed that after 24 hours of holding, culturable cells
recovered from gelatin-saline collecting solution are considerably
deoceased. Cells which are not stressed, but are merely held at
refrigerator temperature for 24 hours do not show decreased re-
coveries as illustrated in Figure 3.
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The phosphate content of cello collacted at two relative
Aumiditie& and at different Mem in illustrated in the next ser ei
of tables. The results are expressed as micrograms of inorganic
phosphate found in the cells from 35 ml. of collecting solution.
In a spray suspension that vas 19 days old, there is a 'ignificant
difference in the phosphate content of cells collected and held in
SYN as coipared to those collected and held in gelatin-saline.
This differesee beomes more pronounced at 32 day suspension after
holding 18 hours. Suorose-inovitol appears to a&f'ord some pro.
tection to cells collected from the 32 day old spray suspension,
but this protection appears to disappear at 47 days. Since the
absolute amounts of cells collected during each run was diff3rent,
it became noososr to compare results between collecting fluids
used on a certain day, but not to compe absolute &mounts of
phosphate amng days.

Table V contains results obtained at 50 per cent relative
humidity and Table VI contains similar data obtained at 0 per cent
relative humidity.

TABLE V

INORGAXIC PHOSPHATE CONTET* 0F AEROSOLIZED F. TULAR SIS**
CONCEITRATED FROM 35 ML OF COLLECTION FLID

Call Age Holding Kicrog. inorganic phosphorus of cells
Time collected in Sucrose-

days hours SIR Gel-saline imositol

19 1 3.7 0.43 1.9 . 0.28 3.8 0.04
18 2.6 .251.0 .00 -

32 1 3.1 .69 2.5 .48 2.2 .17
18 3.3 .63 0.7 .17 1.8 .07

47 1 1.8 .64 1.6 .18 1.5 .20
18 3-01 .39 1.8 .09 1.9 A .27

CixpresedE standard erros.
**Relative humidity - 50%, Temerature - 50OC 10 win. collecti on.

TABLE VI
INORGANIC PHOSPHATE COUET W OF AMIOSOLIZD P. TtJLARDIS**

COICETRATED FROI 35 ML OF COLLECCTION FLUID

Cell Aga Holding Nicrog. inorganic phosphorus of 0ells
Tim collected in Sucrose-

days hours STE o1-ealins inositol

20 1 2.4 A0.52 2.9 00 1.3 0.23
18 9 .2 0 .4 .05

34 1 3.6 .24 2.7 .36 2.0 .08is 1:.6 17 3...10
4a 12 2 ,.9 1,5 .11 .27

is 185 .14 1.9 .16 _. _ .06

telative h-umidity - 50%, Temperature - 50*Co 10 min, collection.
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A problem raised by this series of experiments was the
observation that althouxh the nuahai of viable cells doeresed0 by at
least a factor of 10 in the gelatin saline, as Illustrated In Figure
2, the inorgahnic phosphate did not decrease in the same fashion. Our
expectatioa had been that a non-reproducing cell placed in environ-
ments low in phosphate would lose inorganic phosphate. Possibly
there was a source for the inorganic phosphate in the cell. Table
V11 indicates that there was a greater decrease in total phosphate
than in inorganic phosphate. imo trials were conducted at 50 per
cent relative huidity sod on* trial was conducted at 80 per cent
relative humidity. There is a suggestion that at the more favorable
relative humidity, loe phosphate is lost. There is even an in-
dication of increase of total phosphate in SYN fluid.

Several lines of inquiry are suggested by these data. The
first is the determination of the compounds which are broken down
during stress. The second is the Identification of the responsible
enzyme(s). This identification might dictate the incorporation of
an inhibitor in the collecting fluid. The third in the determination
of the type of process occurring durxing the period of tim in which
phosphate is being lont to the fluid.

TABLE VII
CELLULAR INORGANIC AND TOTAL1 PROSPHATE IN

AUROSOLIZZD PASIUTRILLA TULARUSIS AFTER BIGITEEN
NOURS OLDIN IN IMINGXR FLUID

Collecting Fer cent Per cent change total phosphate
Fluid chage Trail I Truil II Trail III

inorgania
phosphate 520%RH 5O RN _22 R

SYI -17 -10 , 4.3 /23
Gel-saline -29 -63 -64 55
Sucrose- -15 -30 -/2.5

inositol

The third process was examined in cells stressed by heating
to 370 C. Vigiare 4 Illustrates the type of' data obtained in the two
collecting fluids which did not contain phosphate. The shape of the
curve sugg.sts that it a kinetic mnalys2.s of the data were performed,
at least two processes would be found to contribute to the total pro-
coe of phosphate loss. At low temperatures, the metabolic component
is probably not contributing significantly to the total process. At
37*C9 however,, probably a sum of metabolic processes result in a
greater organic phosphate breakdown and loss from the cell.

Attempts were made to utilise phosphorus-32 in kinetic
studies of this process. N1owever, the studies that wgre, performed
were those in which attempts were mde to exchange P504 in super-
inatant solutions with inert phosphate in the cell. Conditions under
which these exchanges occur in significant amounts are difficult to
obtain with small numbers of stressed cells. Preliminary resuits
Indicate that the space available to phosphate increases in the
stressed cell but such work remains to be done in this area in order
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to obtain maximum uptake. Phosphate which is taken up 1by these
cello under resting conditions is readily lost mp- washing with
pbosphate-free solutions, Binding or retention by the membrane io
not a prime factor in retaining the radioisotope, if, indeed it has
been taken up withi~n the cell.

No work has been don* toward identirloation of specific
5enzymes responuible for the hydrolysis of organic phosphate.

Bacterial ribonuaoeae and one or more phomphowso- and diesterse
are likely cadidates.

Identification of the phosphate compounds which are lostI by the stressed cell has begun. Cells wore treated as outlined in
Figure 1. Control cells were treated similarly except that aoro-
solization was omitted. Absorption in the ultraviolet of compounds
extracted by the triobloroaaetic acid was determined. Ultraviolet
absorbing aaeials are found both In the extract fiom stressed and
unstrfosed cells. The relative amount@ of material absorbing at
2600 A and at 2800 Ad iffer* in the two groups of cel*, A greater
percentage of material absorbing at 260011in found in the extract
from unstressed cells. This can be interpreted to indicate that
during stroes mono- and di-nuaoeotides which would normally be
found in the trichloroaoeti aid extract are lost.

Table VIII summaiies the results obtained by examination
of total nucleic aid phosphate and ribose-nucleic acid (RNA) phos-
phate of stressed sa unstressed cells. These assays were performed
a n the triabloaoetic acid residue after lipid phosphates had been
removed.

TAB LE VIII
DTECT OF SVSPUfDII FLUID ON NUCLEIC ACID PHOSPHORUSI IN AFZOSOLIZED AWD UNAEROSOLIZID CNI LS* AFTER A

TVDTY-FOUR HOUR BOLD330 PERIOD
Collecti gPer cent decrease Per cent decrease
Fluid total nueleid acid RNA phosphorus

phosphorus
Aerosol Control Aerosol Control

STE 24 0 40 0
0.1-saline 67 36 69 42
Sucrose- 31 11 50 a
inositol

*Cell suspension - age 18 d..y*.
SYN fluid appears to protect the stressed cell against loss

of total nucleic acid phosphate and RNA phosphate during the holding
period * Greatest lose of these phosphates is apparent In gelatin

mediate between the other two collecting fluids. Control samples
held in gelatin saline lose a greater proportion of the nucleic acid
fraction of orgaophosphorus comouzids than do samples held in the
other two fluids. Assay of the phosphates extracted with the lipid
fraction of the cell did not reveal any striking differences among
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any of the collecting fluids.
It is postulated that the phosphate present in the oomplex

collecting fluid, SYN, prevents breakdown of organic phosphates in
stressed cells. Partial protection is also obtained with sucrose-
inositol solutions. The ability to protect the cell from phosphate
loss is not so apparent wtiei the ao., to be protected has been
aerosolised. Figure 5 suarises the theoretical equilibria existing
between the phosphate compounds of the baoterial cell and Its envi-
renment. Further experimentation may eveal that the postulated
"stable fraotion" Is subject to hydrolysis under suitable conditione
of stress.

Sonclusions

1. Aerosolisod cells collected in phosphate-free solu-
tions lose the ability to maintain phosphates against a concen-
tratien gradient. Factors which are age dependent are involved in
this ability. Other stresses also result in a loss of intracellular
phosphate, and the rate of loss appears to be temperature dependent.

2. Organic phosphate of the cell appears to be the source
of inorganic phosphate lost by the cell. A fraction of cell protein
isolated a the sucleoprotein fraction appears to be a source of
this phosphate.

3. Nucleotides or breakdown products of nuolootides and
proteins can be observed in supernatants and extraction solutions.
The amounts of both nucleotides and proteins lost appear to increase
as a function of temperature.
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PRPARATION AND USES OF SatIE
Nhl OGANOLFAD CHE1CALS

Mi&I.out c. rU, x(a)
U. S. AR4Y AICK LABORATORIES

NATICK, MASSACHUSETTS

We have been interested for some period of time In the
properties of organolead compounds as they may be applied to micro-
biological control, as biological toxicants, for rodent repellency,
polymer stabilizers, lubricant additives, soil treating agents,
herbicides and marine and anti-fouling paints. Although organolead
compounds have been known for many years, only tetraethyllead and
more recently tetramethyllead, have found commercial use. As an
antiknock agent in internal comburition engines, tetraethyllead has
an estimated output of 500 milJion pounds per year and in in fact
the top commercial metal-organic. The demand, however. has not
kept pace with increasing gasoline consumption in recent years owing
to octane improvement techniques and to the increased use of compact
cars which do not require pi-amium grade gasoline. The effect of
turbine engines in automobiles could have a disastrous effect on the
consumption of tetraethyllead. Lecause of these problems in the
lead Industry, The International load Zinc Research Organization
(IZRO) was formed from a world-wide group of lead and zinc pro-
ducers to find new applications for lead and zinc chemicals and to
thus offset the possible decline in the use of tetraethyllead in
automotive and aviation motor fuels.

In a cooperative venture involving mutual interests,
(ILZRO) and the U. S. Army Natick Laboratories have been investi-
gating new syntheses and nw applications of organolead chemicals.
New chemicals are prepared and characterized at the Natick Labora-
tories, They are then screened and tested for possible applications,
both internally and by external elements. The results have been

(a)Substantial contribution by Dr. Kenneth Hills, Research Fellow
at the U. S. Army, Natick Laboratories and sponsored by the
International Lead Zinc Research Organization is herewith
gratefully acknowledged.
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zu.,t encouraging. In cooperation with the Organic Chemical
Institute, Utrecht, Holland, pilot plant quantities of nmuerous
organolead chemicals t'e now bein& produced and distributed free of
charge to interested industrial, government and academic institutions.

This paper will deal with the significant developments of
three phases of this program, namely, syntheses, screening and test-
iri, and the production of organolead chemicals on a large scale.

L. SrHESES

Chemical compounds containing metallic atoms bonded directly
to carbon, traditionally called organometallic compounds, have widely
different properties than those compounds containing only carbon-
carbon bonds. Consideration of the properties of homologous com-
pounds where carbon atoms are replaced by Group IV.B elements,
Silicon, Germanium, Tin and Lead, has intrigued organic synthetic
chemists for a number of years. Compounds containing lead-carbon
bonds, known classically as organolead compounds are of particular
interest because they represent the extreme case compared to carbon-
carbon type molecules (1).

Initial synthetic efforts dealt with a stuidy of some re-
actions of hexaphenyldilead, (C6R5)3PbFb(C6Hs)3, (2) as well as the
discovery of a new class of organolead chemicals called organolead
arsonates (3), organic analogues of lead arsonate the common in-
organic insecticide.

More recently, interest has been directed towards synthe-
sizing organolead compounds whid contain, in addition to lead-
carbon bonds, at least one and sometimes two, lead-sulfur-carbon
bonds. A number of routes were attempted in order to obtain these
compounds (Slide #1). As a result of these experiments, it was dis-
covered that organolead halides when reacted with mercaptans in the
presence of an organic base such as triethylamine, gave an excellent
general method for synthesizing this type of organclead compound (j).

(Slide 02) - describes some of the interesting types of
compounds that have been made usins this preparative techniqae. In
contrast to the parent mercaptans, these compounds are odorless,
white and sometimes yellow, low melting organic compounds., soluble
in typical organic solvents Lnd showing properties typical of
organic molecules. They have low melting points.and may be re-
crystallized from common organic solvents.

11. SCRNIG AI TEST3hG Pr0CRAO

Preliminary screening of the newly synthesized organolead
chemicals was carried out at several different laboratories. The
results of this phase of the program have resulted in the discovery
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of several interesting properties that suggest a number of useful
applications. f

The Worcester Foundation for Experimental Biology in I
Shrewsbury, Massachusetts is a nonprofit educational and research i
institution dealing basically with physiological processes. These
laboratories have been interested in organolead compounds as they
affect or disturb otherwise normal physiological processes. !

In screening organolead compounds it wac found that thio-
benzyl triphenyllead, (C6H5)3PbSCH2C6Hs, and thiophenyl tripheryl- I
lead, (C6 )3FbSC6H., showed excellent anti-inflammatory properties,
Compounds with this type of activity are rather rare and are usually
valuable in treatments of rheumatoid arthritis, allergies and
asthmaI

Another compound, thioacetyl triphenyllead
(C6 H5)3PbSC(O)CH showed sufficient anti-androgenic activity to make I
it a possible candidate for the treatment of acne, baldness or
affecting beard growth inhibition in man.

The ramifications, screening methods and evaluation of these
experiments are described in a new book edited by R. I. Dorfman (5).

(Slide #3) - illustrates the molecular configurations of
these compounds and the possible uses assigned as a result of the
screening experiments.

The Tropical Research Medical Laboratory in Puerto Rico,
has also received samples of organolead compounds for screening.
This laboratory, a member of the World Health Organization dealing
with zom-nunicable diseases has been particularly concerned with the
tropical disease bilharzia (schistomiasis). This serious infection
which attacks the urinary tract of man is carried 1;y fresh water
snails and is particulerly prevalent in the Middle and Far East as
well as in Africa.

Several organolead compounds have been effective in con-
trollinZ these fresh water snails under controlled conditions. This
work is continuing enthusiastically.

At the Organic Chemistry Institute, T11O, Utrecht, Holland,
a number of organolead compounds were tested as possible fungicides,
asainst a representative series of fungi.

(Slide A1) - shows how effective these compounds are as
potential fungicides. With concentrations of as low as one part per
million complete inhibition of botrytis allii was noted.
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The United States Department of Interior, Fish and Wildlife
Service, have shown by their screening proram that certain type of
organolead compounds have excellent rodent repelling properties.

(Slide #5) - shows the kind of results Uich have been
obtained for a variety of organolead compounds including the organo-
lead-sulfur compounds. These results make these compounds potential
candidates for impregnating agents of paper, fabric and other
materials subject to attack by rodents.

As lubricant additives, organolead-sulfur compounds also

show prcwise. Studies carried out at the Ethyl Corporation
Laboratories in Detroit, Michigan, with a standard L ball wear test-
ing machine showed several organolead-sulfur compounds to be the best
lubricant additives tested in those laboratories to-date. A patent
application has been filed for the use of these compounds in this
particular application.

Other suggested uses for these compounds have included
applicatians in marine and anti-fouling paints, pesticides, stabiliz-
ers for chlorinated polymers, catalysts for polyurethane foams and
radical producers in esterifications.

III. ORGALNOLEAD CM-1IICAL PKODUCTION

Under ILZRO sponsorship, the Organic Chemistry Institute,
TNO, has instituted scaled-up syntheses of specific organolead
compounds. These compounds are now available, free of charge to the
world-wide scientific community as a further inducement to develop
new uses for organolead chemicals (6).

Organolead-sulfur compounds have been included in this
program because of their interesting properties and applications.

The future for organolead chemicals in general and orpano-
lead-sulfur compounds in particular see .s assured as better syn-
thetic routes become available. As adequate quantities of these
chemicals become distributed, now uses and applications will
assuredly follow.

The United States Army Laboratories, by effectively con-
tributing to this pioneering area of chemistry make it possible
to take advantage of the latest 6evelopments In research and to
accomplish the military mission more effectively.
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PIWEPATIM~ OF Co~AiOLEAD SULFUR O~UIMrS

I* Load Here&pideMOt

2Pb 3Pbc2 + Ii(SR) 2 -4 2T 3 bM *b1

2. DyrJirm Method

(a) PA9bC1.+ C5H5) * Fi-- h3 bI. +c5H~do1H

(b) %PbC22.2C95N + 2It8JI- ii 2Ib(SR) 2 + 2CSfl5N.HI~

3. Trie.t1L1amine Method

Ph3 PbCO. (C2)ON# iW--, Ph 3  , (c2 1 )O.HCI

SCME, KKAMOMi OF OflGAJJLLLD SULFUR C=20UIDS PWEAW~

PbSR(Ra malkyl or aryl)
Q3Ki~ 3PbS-'H2CH2X (x - -OH or N2I 2Pb(8Q C) 2

S.e6

017- *thiotestoaterone" derivative
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SLIDS NU24M FO~LM
0- a

FUNUICZAL PROPERtTIES OF 0JGAN0LEAJ 0COUND5

B - Lcotrytis illiij ? - Pencil~iuu niger; A - Aspergillux niger;

R Rhizopus rzlricans Activity indicated -minimal concentrationI
in paztm, jx~r million causing complete inhibition of visible growth.

riH0 C64i5

Th1 4  50 500 500 500

PIh3PbM* 200 500 500 500

Ph3 PbG1 0.21 0.5 0.5 1

(Ph3 Pb)2S 100 100 50 100

Ph3PbM1 2 2 2 £

FhPSr1 2 2 2

h30H1h1 5 2 2

FhpbsoOft 5 2 5

SLIDE N U-2H FIVE

RODENT R3LE=MCY TEST

LAboratorys U. S. Fish , Wildlife Service, Denver, Go2.oriado

Candidate Repellent Repellency to House Nioa
Yo, repelled/No. tested

lad benzyJmeroaptide 10/10
Tr1#MVs2*1ad chloride 10/10
Trphe1mthyllead 10/10
Thiomethyl triphenyllead 10/10
Thiophexy1 triphorzylleal 10/10
Vijtenyllead dichlorIies 7/10

Bntriphenyliead sulfide 7/10
J{.xaphentyldilead 2/10
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The fact that the imedance level of a semiconductor diode
can be varied by the application of a bias voltage has led to the
use of seiconductor diodes in R switching and limitin applica-
tions. The use of semiconductor diodes to control the level of 1-6,
sicrowave lower transmission ham been detailed in the littrature.9-13, 15-15e

Insertion of a diode in a vaveguide or other transmission
line results in attenuation and transmission of RF power incident
upon the diode. Attenuation of the power incident upon the diode is
achieved by reflection or abso ption, or both. When RF paver is
transmitted past the diode with little loss, the ratio of power inci-
dent upon the diode to power transmitted past the diode is termed
insertion loss. Siallarly, Vhen RY power is attenuated by the diode
with little tran mission, the same ratio is termd isolation.

The level of R? power transmission is controlled thro,1igh the
application of forward and reverse bias potentials to the diode
terminals. For a particular diode, the bias requirements will depend
upon the semiconductor mterial (i.e., silizon, germnium, or gal-
lim arsenide), the frequency of operation, and the trnmission line
envirm nt. For example, a semiconductor aiode shuntea s&U13
across the center of a vaveguide at 9000 Me/s is usually biased in
the forward direction to obtain a high impedance, a&ovig trans-
mission past the diode with little loss, and biased in the reverse
directiop jo obtain a low ipedance, preventing transaission prst the
diode.3," , 6 ,l3 At 1000 M/s this is not necessarily the case. With
the sam diode nov shunted across a transmission line of lover char-
acteristic impedance (coaxial or stripline), a forward bias results
in a low imedance and a reverse bias results in a high imedance.
The bias requirewnts for transmission and attenuation of incident
RF pover are nov the oppcoite of the X-band case. This is primri
due to *hanges in the frequency dependent parasitic reactance
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attributed to diode lead induatance and package capacitance and to
cive re.ctace changes in the transition region or barrier

2.er osmpacitance.

At frequencies in the X-band region (8.2 - 12.4 kc/*),
particularly 9300 3K/s, the simplest form of the semiconductor switch
consist@ Of a diode shunted across a vaveguidebalong the guide
axis. 39b,10,13 The operation of the diode in this simle form of
switch can be explained qualitatively by referring to the assu ed di-
ode equivalent circuits or Fig. 1.

In the equivalent circuit the nonlinear capacitance of the
diode, in this cae a varactor, is attributed to transition region or
barrier layer capacitance. This capacitance is predomnant over any
diffusion oapacitance arising from minority carrier storge. 2 , 9,19
fTe barrier layej capacitance as a function of voltage Is definedi apprc~te.y as"

vbere C is the sero bias carrier capacitance, 0 is the contact or
"built-?n" voltage of the barrier and is a function of semiconductor
doping with Ipurity atos. For abrupt Junctions, e.g., alloy Junc-
tlns, point contact diodes, n is tvo; for graded Junctions, e.g.,
diffused msa types as in most varactors, n is three.

The application of a forward bias voltage greater than the
contact or barrier potential f will effectively short the barrier.
For this bias condition, the diode equivalent circuit Is an R-L
circuit shunted by the package capacitance. In the absence of con-
ductivity modulation, R is simply the spreading resistance Ps. and
I% is the lead inductance. The diode ipedeaace is then:

ID Z4 (2)

If the paramters ad S are such that antiresonance occurs, that
i - /a the diode Imedance Z is singy

(3)

For an antiresonant frequency of 9300 Mb/, the rutio ./C. is 30
kilohns squared and the diode Ieda ce is very large for smll
values of SB. Thus, transmission of incident microwave power is
achieved with little loss, for If the diode impedance is much larger
than the characteristic imedance of the standard X-band vaveguide,
power division between the atched vaveguide load and the diode is

Cosider now the sesicoaductor diode biased In the reverse
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whih i shate bythecapacitive reactance, of~ the barrier layer.
Tediode equivalent circuit is now a series R-L-C circuit shunted

by the package capacitance. % Is the sprea41in resistance, 1~is
the leaby tnucan e reuCAts thae barrir resiscpac tance h

If the negative bias is such that the load Inductance I resonates
with the barrier capacitance CB(-v), that in, .i4 = I/cZ.,-b')the ex-
press ion for diode impedance (Z1, ), reduces to:

Z~b lei
~,2

For a serie resonant frequency of 9300 Ms and a lead in-
ductance of 3 nandhenries., the zero bias capacitance of the diode
must be of the order of 0.2 t~o 0.4~ picotsarede. Then froa Eruiation
(1), it is evident that a proper value of negative bias will reduce
the zero bias capacitance to a value where series resonance occurs.
In this resonant cordition the diode impedance Z4 0 Equatioa (5) is
very small. Thus., microwave power incident upon the negatively
biased diode is mostly reflected with little absorption, and high
isolation is achieved.

It nost be pointed out that while the simple theory of opera-
tion outlined above gives correlation between experimental. and pre-
dicted results, the correlation is unique to diodes, such "s the
silver-boaded germni vaructors,, whose-parameters satisfy the res-
onant conditions specified (Table I). Other diodes, such as, silicon
dif' used Junctien varactors, (Table fi, whose parameters do not satis-
fy the resonance requiremients, have been used In this simple switch
Ing mode and have given good experimental results. However, an ex-
tension of the saw analysis for nonresonant conditions In the pack-
age and junction fails to predict with anyr reasonable degree of
accuracy the experimental, results obtained. The reason for this dis-
crepancy is as yet unknown, but it is believed due to a difference
between the "ms~led azA actul diode equivalent circuits as seet by
the incident microwave energy.

The simle model of a diode shunted across a vtveguide in an
example of shunt mode switching one of the c.vo basic modes of seai-
conductor switching operation; the other being appropriately the
series mode. In the simple mode, as described, a diode is inserted
across a transmission line of characteristic impedance Z in parallel
with matched load and generator impedances. In the a!l si~,erci es
mode, the diode is inserted in the same transmission line in series
with inatched, load and generator impedances (Fig. 2).
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The following vill descrite a three-element limitinS and
switching configuration, operating in a series mode at a center
frequency of 9375 No/s.

THE WME SWTCH

A photograph of the three-element neries switch is shown in
Fig. 3. The switch consists basically of three series arm (tees),
each arm containing a crystal mount terminated by a shorting plate
exactly one-quarter of a guide wavelength behind the crystal seat.
Rach series arm is separated by quarter Side wavelengths along the
main guide. This antiresonant spacing makes the isolation of each
of the three diodes almost additive. For this particular configura-
ticn, the separation between each series arm, along the main guide,
is 5-/4 where Aj is 4.48 a - or a frequency of 9375 Mc/s. In
each series ar, the crystal seat is a distance of - -I/z , where
7 is any integer, from the junction of the main guide and series arm.

If It were possible to move the shorting plate to the crys-
tal seat, a nominal balfwavelength from the waveguide junction, the
plate would be translated to the vil of the main guide effectively
shorting out the series arm. This would be almost as if no series
arm existed and microwave enerM7 would propagate down the main guide
with little insertion los.20

Siilarly, a perfect open circuit across the guide at the
crystal seat would be translated to the wall of the main guide as an
infinite iedance. This would have the effect of cutting off all
the main guide lying to the right of the vaveguide junction, pro-
viding almost infinitw isolation. (This assues incident power prop-
agates left to ri&ht. ) If at the crystal seat, an instantaneous
change between open and short circuits were obtainable, an ideal
switch would be realized.

The use of semiconductor diodes readily lends itself to the
microwave circuit described above. It has been shown how the im-
ped&nce level of a semiconductor diode in a waveguide environment at
a frequency in the 9 kWl/s range will change with sudden changes in
the applied bias. It has been reported that the time required fr a
diode to switch between high and low imedanee states, as the bias
is suddenly cbged, is a few nanoseconds. 5,-16

The operation of the three-element series switch is the
reverse of the simple shunt mode operation. in the series sitch,
diodes are inserted in each series arm and biased negatively to ob-
tain transmission, and biased positively to prevent transmission.

Silver-bonded germanium varactors of Japanese manufacture,
and silicon diffused junction varactors of the M1450-type wre
tested for switching action. The character..-tic of theme diodes
are listed in Table I. In this particular series configuration, the
better switching performance was obtained iming the silver-bonded
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gei-nim varantor diodes. -T m paramsts of the silver-boded
diodes fully satisfy the resonant condition described in the iimle
shunt mode operation, based on the assumed diode equivalert circuit.
When forward biased, the diode equivalent circuit bec-we an R-L
circuit shunted by the package capacitance. Since tul a 1/W C,, the
diode is essentially a loaded tank circuit of high ipedance vbich
will, to a great dgre., prevent transmission of microwave por.
When reverse blsed., the diode equivalent circuit is an R-L-C series
circuit shunted by the package capacitance. The diode is usually
biased negatively to the point where 1/W CB(-V) - w I-. Then the
diode equivalent circuit In this resonant conditi on is si~ly Rs, the
spreading resistance, shunted by %, the package capacitance. The net
reoult in a low impedance circuit ihich allows transmission of micro-
wave power with little loss.

Figures 4 and 5 show isolation and insertion loss an a
function of frequency for the diode series switch. The data of Fig.
4 illustrates typical switching performance obtained using OBB silver-
bonded germanium varactors. Insertion lose lower than that of Fig.
14, of the order of 0.25 db, is obtainable at the expense of a decrease
in isolation of a few db, and with a narrowing of 10 to 15 Nc/s of
the 20 db and 30 db isolation bandwidths.

Figure 5 shovs the series switching performance using
selected silicon Junction veametors. These units were selected by
testing each diode individually for switching ratio, i.e., ratio of
Isolation to insertion loss. In the shunt case for best svitchiug
performance, diodes vith low Junction capacitance and high cutoff
frequency were found to have best switching ratios. Any smtilar
basis for choosing silicon units for acceptable owitching action in
the three-element configuration was unsuccessful and the nirical
approach described above had to be used.

In Fig-. 5, the peak isolation occurs at a frequency of 9450
Nc/&, 75 Mc/s greater than the design frequency of the three-element
configuration. This shift is attributed to a suseptance introduced
by the back plate in each series arm vich, at the design frequency,
is exactly a quarter of a guide vavelength behind the crystal axis.
This susceptance varies rapidly with frequency. It is believed that
this eusceptance interacts vith the diode admittance sumh that for
the silicon units, with their higher package capacitance, peak isola-
tion is attained at 9450 Nc/s rather than at the design frequency of
9375 Nc/s. This my also explain the narrower bandwidths obtained
with the silicon vawctors.

In the measurement of isolation and insertion loss versus
frequency, the incident power level me 500 - CW using the GSB2
diodes. The 0M is rated as capable of dissipating 500 w. Ebw-
ever, VS meaosurements indioated that in this particular mode of
operation, 50 to 60 percent of incident power is absorbed so that
as a safety factor, the incident power levels were restricted to
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VWPe levels Of 500 W CW.

Tbht silicon units with 6-volt breakdown voltage* are rated
asopable or dissipating 250 w anii vuro testem at 250 or CV inci-
at power levels.

The three-diode series switch has been successfully operated
aa passive micra.ve power limiter for CW input up to 650 xv. The

us *ad operation of the three-elaeut switch *arrespond with
Garver' a criteria "..that wV diode switch providing high Isola-
tin with diode cadwtiin will function paseively as a limiter.
Iov BF paver do@* not cause significant diode conductiog, while high
AT power rsualts In eonduct ion which changes the diode Imemw in-
Vming the sttumtian, "15

By shot-circuiting the Wdd biasing terminals of the
three,-elmuet sitab, a relatively flat limitin characteristic has
bee. obtained. 90m three silver-bonded diodes.. the output powr is
limited to 1.8 w flor an Incident pavr of 500 W CW, as Illvstmated,
in Fng. 6. no output chxrt'eristic of Fig. 6 while not perfectly
flat, Ahove an increase of 0el2Y 0.7 mr in output for an increase in
Input paver fr2 0 to 500 . For the am three diodes, Fig. 7
depicts the frqun 41 deedane of the limiter s5oIft a pea Isola-
tion of 24&.6 Lb with a 20 4b isolation bandwidth of 20T Ul/s. Mw.
low-level Lawertion 2xm. at 250 micwortts Is ls" than 0.6 db ta
9.1 to 9.Z45 ft/s rising to .1.2 lb at .9.6 Oc/s. Other =uits bare
been tested which give a low-level insertion los of less thap 1.05
db over the whole bon for loss of I Lb In isolation., and a slight
narrowing of the 20 4b bandwidth.

A techniqLue, giving limited omtput pow at levels lower
than cam be obtained with the three-diode limiter Jut described,. is
available. This technique utilizes the rectificat ion properties of
the silver-banded diode which is reported to have a rectification
ratio of 10 b.19

The diode first seow byr the incident microwave energy,
diode A in Fig. 8 is Inserted in its mt in a direction opyosite
to the direction of insertion of diodes B wan C. The diode termi-
aalis ame then connected to each other. )hmAxwents indicate that
mst of the Incident microwave energy is absorbed in diode A. giving

rise to s, substantia rectified current which at 500 mv of input
power Is as high as 10 m. Since diodes B and C have been inserted
in their respective mounts in a direction of "easy current flow," the
Cuarrentfo diode A biases diodes B and C into forward conduction.
In this state, each diode represents a high isidance and if driven
deep *sough into conduction to a point where resonance occurs, the
diode loiedance can be very larWe. Thus, at Increased input power
levels (200-600 n) the large diode ispedance tends to mintain a
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Figure 9 depicts the output chrceritic for this type or
limiter with the output power liited to 1.1 w for 650 mv of iqt

power. The freuenc dependence of the limiter is illustrated in
Fig. 10. A peak isolation of 30 db with a 20 db isolation bandwidth
of 245 Ne/4 is shown. The low-level insertion Io is less than 1.0
db from 9.1 to 9.45 Gk/s, rising to 1.4 db at 9.6 Ge/s. Tie form
of the three-diode limtter gives higer peak isolation enA broader
20 db bandwidths at the expense of an increased insertion losm.

Beoamne of the power limitations of the diodem and the
pfaItoal dimensions of the thre element uve uide structure, direct
aplication of this particular limiter to military syste is
liited. However, application of techniques derived from Inetla-

tions of microwave semiconductor switching ichanism of which the
three element stch and limiter is only one result, is not limited.
These investigations delmstrated the feasibility of using semicon-
ductor limiters and switches as replacemet for gas disch rge type
dplexers and receiver protectors in certain ArmW radars. This led
to WASAIL sponsorship and siupervision of several progrm to devel-
op semiconductor receiver protectors for the myacked personel
radars AN/ PS-, 5, and 6,

A technique first used and developed in the three diode
Limiter us sIpoyed by the EAEIRDL contractor in order to imet the
technical requirement and delivery date. This was the technique,
described previously, of using the rectified current of one diode to
bias other diodes with all diodes mounted in the sam psical con-
figuration. Figure 1 is a cross sectional view of a 500 watt peak
diode limiter for use a receiver protector in the AN/PPS-6 radar

* and is also the prototype for a 1 Ed peek semiconductor duplexer
for the AN/PPS-4. In this limiter a high power detector diode is
recessed in the wall of the waveguide a short distance preceding the
limiting diodes and Is decoupled sufficiently from the main tran-
mission line. Incoming RF power is sampled and detected by the recti-
fying diode and its output fed into the limiting diodes through in-
sulated bias chokes. This effectively switches the diodes lwering
the threshold of limiting, i.e., providing high Isolation at low r
power levels, as was the case with the three diode limiter when the
rectified output of the first diode biased the other diodes. Fig.
12 Is a photograph of the three diode limiter shown with a 1 XV X-
band duplexer for the A/PPS-4 (lower left) and a 500 watt X-band
crystal protector for the AN/PPS-6 (lower right). In the left wau
of each of the lower units in Fig. 12 the recessed rectifying crystal
is visible.
BUKUM AMD CONCLIICI

The purpose of this report was to describe a 4 .ehnique for

achieving series mode switching and limiting at X-band, uh.ng
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seaicowductor diodes in a vaveguide structure. Ovitching was
achieved by the application of forward and reverse bias potentials
to the diode terminals. When operated as a switch, the three-element
configuration provided high isolation a"d low insertion loss, using
either silver-bonded germanium varactors or silicon junction varac-
tors. The better switching performance, i.e., higher isolation and
lover insertion lose over wider bandvidths was obtained using the
silver-bonded germanium diodes.

The three-element series configuration has also functioned
passively as a microwave power limiter. Good limiting action was
attained only when silver-bonded germanium units were used. This can
be attributed primarily to the low voltae at which these diodes
enter conduction (approximately 0.3 volt) and the diode parameters
which allow resonant operation, The silicon units enter conduction
at approximately 0.8 volt and have higher package capacitance, 0.4

precluding resonant operation in the '7 to 10 Gc/s region.

One of the principal disadvantages of this series mode of
operation is power absorption. Most of the incident microwave power
is absorbed within the diodes. Thus, for reliable operation, inci-
dent power levels must be restricted to levels lover than the dissi-
pation ratings of the particular type diode being used to prevent
diode burnout.

The effect of harmonic generation has not been inrestigated.
It is believed that this effect would only become serious in the
case of the limiter at the higher power levels. Thus, if the har-
monics were removed by a filter, the isolation at the fundamental
frequency would be enhanced.

Because of size and power absorption the three-diode series
limiter and switch has little direct system application. A two-
diode series limiter and switch has been made which will reduce the
size more than half and provide adequate receiver protection in
moderate power (50 to 100 watts peak) radar system. More important,
however, are the techniques and information gleaned from investiga-
tions associated with the development of the three-diode series
switch and limiter. This investigation determined the feasibility of.
further engineering effort and together with techniques incorporated
in the diode series limiter made possible the successful development
of semiconductor receiver protectors and duplexers, thereby in-
creasing the capability and reliability of military radars.

The author is grateful to the following personnel of USAELDL:
Mr. G. E. Yaableton for guidance and mn helpful discussions;
Messrs. F. A. Brand and W. G. Matthei for theii suggestions and
interest; and to Mr. T. Sadd and Sage Iaboratories for construction
of t - three-element configuration.
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M(KOCYCLE POSITION MODULATION

WILLIAM A. HUBER
USAEJRDL

Foir MONMOUTH, NEW JERSEX

INTRODUCTION

Information that has been encoded into a binary digital sig-
nal stream constitutes a large part of the traffic that must be trans-
mitted over both military and comercial communication systems. It is
therefore important to be able to transmit this M e of signal in an
efficient manner. Monocycle Position Modulation (MPM) provides
such a facility by furnishing a means for increasing the rate of trans-
mission of binary digital data without extending the bandwidth. Mono-
cycle Position Modulation is a particular form of time position modu-
lation that features a signal bit structure that is easy to generate
and simple to modulate. The MPM signal stream inherently contains
synchronizing information and possesses a power spectrum amenable to
efficient transmission, and a signal wave shape convenient for corre-
lation detection. An analyrts of the power spectrum is given in the
Appendix.

This paper will describe the basic MPM concepts and how they
are applied to encode a binary digital signal stream at the trans-
mitter, and decode the resulting MPM signal stream at the receiver.
Because the MPM system is synchronous and depends on phase identifica-
tion for decoding at the receiver, a special synchronizing system has
been developed. This system possesses unique characteristics in that
it has both short time response under dynamic conditions and infinite-
ly long time memory under static conditions. The design and operation
of this synchronizing system will be discussed. An experimental model
of the MPM system operating directly from a binary digital signal
stream at 3000 bits/second has been built and the results of operation-
al tests performed in the laboratory on this system will be given.

M CONC&FT

A salient feature of the conventional binary digital signal
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as its step-f-unction transition between adjacent mark/spaoe and space
/mark data. This stop-function characteristic affects the signaling
rate, channel bandwidth, error rate and implementation necessary for
its utilisation as an information conveyor. The PPH system- replaces
the step-function with one of the form

(I - coo 4Yt/T)if 0<t(T/2 (1)
(0 otherwise

The binary and corresponding MPH signal bits are illustrated in Fig.l.

Binary digital data is encoded into a mark/space or on/off
signal format; the signals being established along a time scale at a
periodic rate. This is illustrated in Fig. 2a. The corresponding
MPM signal, Fig. 2b, consists of a serial stream of time quantised
(1 - cos 4itt./T) signals. The time quantising is exactly specified
to aV one of 8 distinct time locations once every T period. Each of
these time positions within period T specified a 3-bit code such as
arbitrarily assigned in Table I. By using MPM techniques it is pos-
sible to transmit a 3-bit code in the same time required to transmit
a 2-bit conventional binary digital code. Hence 50% more information
is transmitted during equal time periods by using MPM.

The MPH system is designed to operate directly on a binary
digital signal stream such as shown in Fig. 2a. In practice, the
binary digital information is read synchronously out of store, such
as a magnetic or punched paper tapi, and converted into the MPH sig-
nal format, Fig. 2b. The MPM encoding is accomplished by reading
simultaneously 3-bit binary digital code groups and converting these
to the corresponding MP time position code in accordance with Table
I. Referring to Fig. 2 and Table I, the first 5-bit binary digital
code group is (010) and the corresponding, MPH code requires that the
signal bit be placed in the 2nd time slot as indicated in Fig. 2b.
The 2nd 3-bit binary digital code is (011) indicating that the corres-
ponding MPM signal bit be placed in the 3rl time -slot. The binary
digital to MPM encoding proceeds continuously in like fashion where
3-bit binary digital code groups are converted to the equivalent M
code. Referring to Fig. 2b, it will be noted that the MPM signal
stream contains one signal bit for each time period T. This charac-
teristic gives positive identification when the system is operating
regardless of the code being transmitted. More important, this

aasi-periodic characteristic of the MPM signal stream can be used to
convoy synchronising information without the expenditure of addition-
al power or transmission time.

It is convenient to consider each of the 8 time quantized
positions within period T to be represented by a single stationary
phasor. The angular positions that these phasors can occupy are
shown in Fig. 3a, where dashed lines are used to indicate the 8 pos-
sible locations. As only one MPH signal bit is transmitted in any
single time interval T, only one phasor location is occupied during
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~ w-vs. *~. MJILUa.i SO &M %W-A b- 0"----fixed and qwaly "ceod If/4 radians apart- This qul Spacing be-

tween phasor locations allows the use of an 8 harmonic count of the
basic MP bit frequency f = 0/ to accurately establish the 8 time

quant sed positions within each tim interval.

The WM signal stream Fig. 2b, can be expressed as a func-
tion of time as follows:

0 9 O T ! T - ' _ k n T ) U f t - L - M + ( 2 )
fTi 16 16 16 162

where k= O, 1, 2,3,4,5,6 or 7 u(t) [0 t CO

As can be seen from (2) the specific value of k determines the time
quantized position occupied by the signal bit in the corresponding
time period T. The factor k therefore contains the message content.

Decoding the MPH signal stream at the receiver consists of
regenerating the original bint.ry digital signal streaum froM the
transaittei MPH signals. A prerequisite for accomplishing this is
that the frequency f = 2/? and its zero phase position be known. This
is illustrated in Fi.. 4 where (a) is the W signal stream corres-
ponding to the transmission of periodic binary (000) and (b) is the
required receiver generated reference signal. The reference signal
is obtained from the local clock, which in turn is synchronized from
the incoming signal stream.

From the reference signal Fig. 4b, it is possible to estab-
lish the four quadrature phase relationships represented by phasor
diagram Fig. 3b. Here the four orthogonal phasors are shown as solid
lines to indicate that all four signals are continuously available at
the receiver. Decoding is accomplished by performing periodic corre-
lations between the incoming WM signal stream and the four quadra-
ture reference signals; identification of the quantized time position
occuqied by the transmitted signal being established in relationt
the reference phasor providing uaximm correlation. Correlation(''
techniques can be readily applied for signal decoding because of the
orthogonal relationships between various time quantized positions
used for enccding, the fixed duration and cosinusoidal nature of the
MH signal bit, and the availability of 4 quadrature reference sig-
nals. The decoding procedure continuously identifies the time slot
occupied by the MPH signal bit during each period T. When the time
position is established simple logic transforms this information into
the oorrespondtxi binary digital code in accordance with Table I.

SCHRO I ZTION

While no special provision is made for the transmission of
snchronising dat.a such information is inherently contained in the
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XPA atimmA st-m nata" of tne encoding techiqwi s man

that the system does not require additional tsi e or pover to transmit
synchronising data. To extract quohronising data frm the trana-
mitted signal requires a mmory aharacteristic at tho receiver. For
Ooavetional operation a abort tim memory suh as supplied by a
"fly-wheel" tpe of oscillator Is sufficient. Nawevr, the system
operation an be considerably ebelled by the use of a easter clock
that Is frequeany oontrolled by a special analog memory that will be
described.

To visuslise how bynohroising information is oonveyed by
the )flN signal stream it will be remembered that higal bit am
coau,7 only one of 8 equally displaced time slots within the synohrom-
ous period T. Zach successive tim slot being displaod T/16 eoond.
Nov if each of the (1 - con 4Vt/T) signal bits is emsed to generate
a rectangular s4nal of duration such less than T/16 it would be poe-
alble to compare this plse stream with a locally generated sine wave
of period approximtely T/16. Any frequency or phase difference be-
tween pulse train and sine wae can be used to gonerate an error
voltage that in turn is applied to a voltage controlled oscillator
thereby effecting a frequency change in the sine wave until it isIlooked with the pulse train. This technique of frequency and phase
look is an old one that is widely used. The only difference here is
that the pulse train is not strictly periodic but does have a quasi-
periodlc character, in that sumcsive pulses have r man spacings
that are intA Cer mltiplos of T/16. This means that when these pulses
ary superimposed on a locally generated sine wave of the sow period.
coincidence will always occur at the same phase angle. This can be
son by reference to Fig. 5 where coincidence is shown at sero cross-
over of the sine wave.

A simp'lfiod block diagram of the synchronising system is
shown in Fig. 6. T.s function of the phase o rer is to effect the
superimposiLn of the waves shown in Fig. 5 and produce an output sig-
nal proportional to any phase angle change. This signal is then
stored In the memory circuit for subsequent application to the voltage
controlled oscillator used as the master clock. The onventional
approach to the design of a store is to use an RC integrater for the
memory that has a time constant uch greater than the rate of data
readin. The disadvantage of the RC and similar types of intogratore
is that when the tranmitted signal is lost the memory discharges be-
cause of its finite time constant. Such a condition produces an undo-
siable ohn in the local clock frequency. What is desird is that
when the tranmitted signal Is lost, the memory retains its last cor-
rected value and therefore holds the local clock frequency accordingly
as this is the best bit of synchronising Information that is available.
This will assure minima drift of the local clock improving the prob-
ability that synchronisation will not be lost on abort ter signal
fades.

An analog memory circuit has bon developed which meets the
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above requiremoto, in that it possesses a memory with the ability for
rapid change under 47namic conditions and infinite mesory under static
conditions. This memory uses a pair of tape-wound magnetic cores (3)
made of square-loop magnetic material. Cores of this type bays their
domains oriented along the direction of the tape in either of two op-
posing directions with their flux density being osaetially constant.
The remanet state of the core can be defined by the net flux, which
is simply the difference between the fluxes in the oppositely directed
domino. It is the magnitude of the remnent flux that I umd to
store frequency and phase error information. To use the tape-wound
magnetic core as a mamory for frequency and phase control the value of
the remanent flux is changed in accordance with the error signal de-
veloped as a result of frequency or phase differences between the com-
paring signals. A nondestructive readout of the flux state is provid-
ed by menso of an rf carrier induced in the cores.

COLUSIOS

The WK system is designed for the purpose of increasing the
efficiency in transmission of binary digital data. To determine bow
successful the ?]W technique is in accomplishing this, an experimental
model of the system operating at 3000 bits/second, has been built and
tested under laboratory conditions. Tho results of these tests indi-
cate that the system is feasible, operates reliably and performs as
predicted. The system was operated over a short wire line with a
channel bandwidth of approximately 300 to 3500 cycles/second. A con-
trollable source of Gaussian noise was added at the input to the line.
With the transmission of random bits the system produued on an averag
of 1 error in 10 bits with a signal-to-noise Tatio of 20 db. At 18
db sial-to-noise, the error rate was I in 10 bits. The operation
of the synchronous phase lock system, Fig. 6, tas been extremely
stable. By using the tape-wound magnetic core nemry as the source of
control for the master clock no degradation in its frequency stability
was noted.

The increase in the information density contained in the HPM
signal over that of the original binary digital signal is the direct
result of the encoding technique. The price that must be paid for
this speed increase is a moderate increase in terminal equipment and
a possible increase in the error rate for threshold signal-to-noise
conditions. No additional bandwidth is required to handle the in-
creased transmission speed. To substantiate this last statement, ref-
erence is made to the power spectrum analysis of the two signaling
conditions, random WX and binary digital, given in the Appendix.

The first part of the analysis is general and shows how tha
signal power is distributed as a function of frequency for a signal
composed of a sequence of pulses whose positions, relative to their
unmodulated positions, vary according to the modulation. This modula-
tion is treated statistically, the position of any pulse being assumed
to be statistically inlependent of any of the other pulses. The gen-
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oral expression derived for the spectral pover distribution is given n
(23). Zquation (2)) discloses that the power poctrum consists of two
parts, a continous term and a discrete term. In the ab&noe of mod-

ulation, K(f) a 1 and the continuous tern vanishes. This Is the dis-
crete spectrum. The continuous term in (23) is the result of random
modulation, which modifies the discrete speotrum by a factor K(f) and
introduces a power term with a oont4auoua spectrum.

When the general results are applied to the MPH signal the
resulting power spectrum is given by (27 where as before the firsttern specifies the continuous spoctrw~and the seond ter=, the dis-

crete spectrum. A graphical plot of (f), (27) is shown in Fig. 7
where the continuous tem is represmted by the shaded area indicat-
ing a "smearing" of the pever as compared to the periodic condition
where the power is concentrated in discrete spectral lines. The ver-
tical arrows indicate the frequency location of the discrete power in
the randomly modulated MW signal. Referring to Fig. 7 it can be
seen that most of the power is below frequency 3/T. If the dc term
is neglected, as is permissible in the MN system, approximately 82%
of the ao power is located in the frequency band between 1/4T and 3/T.
This is a favorable distribution with respect to channel utilization.
Referring to Fig. 2b It will be noted that the MPH signaling frequency
is 1/? and each signal is encoded with 3 bits. Hence a rate slightly
better than a bit per cycle is being transmitted in the 1/4T to 3/r
frequency band.

Equation (28) expresses the ac power distribution as a funo-
tion of frequency for the binary digital signal as shown in Fig. 2s.
This power function is plotted as a dashed line in Fig. 7. The power
distributiou of the binary digital signal being represented by the
area under this curve. It can be seen that this power distribution is
concentrated at the lower frequencies. Only approximately 50% of the
ac power is located in the 1/4T to 3/T frequency band. When this is
compared with approximately 8Zt of the total ac power being located
in the same frequency band for the MPH system its superiority with
respect to channel utilization is clearly indicated. It should also
be noted that power spectral coarison is made for an MPM system
transmitting 50% more information than the oomparing binary digital
system. )

The author gratefully acknowledges the support and encour-
agement of Dr. Hans 1. Ziegler, Chief Scientist, USAW) and Mr.
Robert S. Boykin, Director, COMunications Department, USAERDL. In-
debtedness is also acknowledged to Mr. Richard I. Lbiselle for systm
iAplemntation and operation, and to Mr. Aliis J. Mattes for his con-
tributions to circuit design and logic. The author would like to
thank Dr. Richard 0. Duda, Stanford Research Institute for his helpful
discussion and withematical analysis of randomly modulated MPM con-
tainoed in the Apendix.
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The following is a general analyeis of a signal composed of a

sequence of pulses whope positionsa, relative to tbeir unmodulated
positions, vary according to the modulation. This modulation is
treated statistically, the position of any pulse being assumed to be

*statistically independent of any of the other pulses. The results of
* the general analysis are applied to the MPM signal where the starting

times tn can be assumed any one of eight possible values with eqAal
probability.

The method of analysis proceeds as follows: The M signal f( t)
Fig 2b is replaced by a signal fN(t) which is identical with f(t) for
-NT - t -- (N+l)T and is zero els ,whae. The Fourier transform FN(f)
is found, and the average energy IpN(tA 2  is determined. This is
divided by (2M+l)T to obtain the average power and the power spectrum
of f(t) is found as the limit.

I rn ZFN(t)12-
N-o0(2N+I) T

Let g(t) Fig 1 be the pulse signal and let f(t) Fig 2b be the MPH
signal. The

f (t) E g (t- nT--,n,) (4)

N n= -Nn

FN (f) e j() e d ()
:,=nN 00 g(J t- nT-tn e - j 2 1 f t dt

, /if1g N e-j21.ftnT e-j2rftng (t)e - J 2  'rf t .

0n=-N
o r N n j 2 'f ,F (f)=Gf) Nzn e  (7)

N n

where

f d t (8)

z - (9)
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Then N N2 ' 1 fu"n J2rt
IF f) 121 f)13j N 7 z" eJ2 rtn eJzftm A-

N NjM G f 2E : m eJI-fff t e j~rYtm (

n=-N m:-N

Where we use a bar to denote ensemble (statistical) averages. Assum-
ing that tn and tm are statistically independent, n m anti assuming
that the probability densities p (tn ) are the same for all n, we have

I ,n M
e -j2l"'tn ,:jEiTftm  -j21ftn201

je7irrn if nI*m

'Let K(f) =~ Tf (12)
if rn-m

and 6 ,Mn (13)
Then 0

e-J?"r t1 n eJ2Vftrn 6 n(i- 6 n) K(f)=(InI-K(M)+ K(f) (14)n m m
Substituting (14) in (10) we obtain

Nh-N m=-N nm nz-N mz-N
N

Z- n12] (15)

Thus we obtain the following approximation to the power spectrum:

_NG1)2 IKf')+Kf)n- (16,)(2N + ) )T

N 
N2

_ N_ (7)
Nn=-N
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Evalhitlng th'.0 series we obtain

j (f ) = COS NZfrrT+ Sin NP2I1f T cotrr-n- (19)
N

We are primarily interested in the limiting behavior of IJN(f'/
(24tI) as N-4-00. For N large and C small

I• 2 Sin jN2111T cot 2 rffT df i (20)

2N + N+1

Where the approximation becomes exact (for --' 0) as N-"bo. Thua
i jN (f)r 2/(2Nt3j approaches an impulse train, the periol being 1/T.

V
-rn _ 0 k

N-0O N+ I T T..

Using this result in connection with (17) ani (19) 1

(22)

- - Z 6(f- (23)

T T E T

For the periodic conlition wl,ere t nj is not random, K( ')=I

~fT. T , -. n

The general results (23) are now applie] to KIM signalb (1) where
starting times assume one of the values k T/16, k--O, I, 2, ... 7,
then

Tfhe quantity K(f) is founi from the probability density function

I 7
)=o- z - - ) (25)
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La',

,, - -(26)

..... ,n, (23) (24). and (26) we v'Van the power spectrum for
randomly modulate3 MFM 8ignal.

/ Sn in T

+ a~r 2 j( - y- (27)

O ( . i _ Z E €T ) 2 i _

2 16

By the same general approach it c~n be shown that the power apec~i-uw

for the randomly moiu~ateJ blrnary digital signal is
2 kTfT

T (28)

1. Uth A A, Patent applction Docket tho, 125rs.

2. T. 4. L 2, et al, 'Application:i of Correl~tion Analysis to
the Drtection of Periodic Signels in Nole", Prod IRit Vol.
35, 1950.

3. HAROLD S. CRAFTS, Depatin o a k getic Vriable Component

for Adaptive Network", 1963 WE'3COIF convention, 6an Francisco,
Cali fornia.
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T0-OTHERWISE

0 T

2
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FIG. I (a) BINARY DIGITAL SIGNAL BIT

(b) MPM SIGNAL BIT
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/
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MPM/

0 b b

FIG. 2 COMPARISON OF BINARY AND MPM SIGNAL STREAMS
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FIG.?7 POWER DISTRISUTION FOR RANDOMLY MODULATED SIGNALS

TABLE I

MPM BINARY

0 000
1 001
2 010
3 O1 1
4 1OO
5 101
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Picatinny Arsenal
Dover, New Jersey

Conuanding Officer 2
Rock Iuland Arsenal
Rock hvland, Illinoia

Commanding Officer 2
Springfield Armory
Springfield, Masjachusetts

Commanding Officer 2
Watervliet Arsenal
Watervliet, New York

Co nding Officer 1
U. S. Army Biological laboratories
Fort Detrick, Maryland

Comnding Officer 1
U. S. ArmLy Chemical Research & Development laboratories
Edgevood Arsenal, Maryland
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AM~ Fhteriel Comad (continued)6:ommaning offioer
U. S. Bleotroncs Research & Development Laboratory

P. 0. Bo 205
Nountein View, California

Commnding Offoer
U. S. Ar;l Engin er Research & Development Laboratories
Fort Dlvoir, Virginiam

Comnding Officer
U. S. Army Transportation Researoh Comand
Fort Zmtis, Virginia

Offioe of the Project Pbuager, CCIS-?O
Armyr Jtwriol Comwmd
Fort lvoir, Virginia

efftos. ebief of !Wwers

bef of ]simer
Depa~aof Army

Atta: Chle Scientifi Advivor
Comemuag General

V. S. AmW logjmer Mvtsion
QO. . BiULr Divsio laboratorles
CtmiumI 27T Ohio

Director 2
U. S. ArmW Vmterziy hpwrlmat Station
P. 0. Box 631V~iolkb-g, Rtsrteetppi

Dima~tor
U. S. ArmW Ngineer Geodesy Intelligence
and Y pping R& Agency
Fort Belvoir, Virginia

Office or The Surgeon General

The Surgeon General
United States Army
Washington 25, D. C.

Comamlinmg Gonral 1
U. S. Army Ybdical R&D Command
Washington 25, D. C.

Commanding Officer
U. S. Anr Research Institute of Envirommntal Yedicin"
Notick, Pbsesohu& tte
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-Te uron General (continued)

Office of (o,,hed SF

Conmanding Officer-

U.S. Aray P ldical Research Laboratory~Fort I.-io, Kentucky

Coamanding Officer 1
D. S. Arm Mhdical Research & Nutrition Imboratory
FCtsanisons Ar y HoUpital
Denver 30, ColoradoComanding Officer-
U. S. Ara Sutrgical Reearch Unit

Brooke Arxg )dical Center
Fort Sam Houston, Texas

Cowanding Officer 1
b)dical Equipesnt Dove lopmnt Laboratory

Fort Totten, Jby York
Director 1

Walter Rood AMy Institute of Research
Wolter Reed Army Medical CenterWashingtonr 12, D. C.

'Other Arn Asenci s

Army War College, Library-B-205 1
Carlisle Barracks
Carlisle, Pnnsylvania

Comand and Ooneral Staff College 1
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas
Attn: Library

, Coanding GeOneral 1
U. S. Continental Army Comand

* Fort ?bnroe, Virginia
U. S. Continental Aray Comand

*U. S. Combat Developnnt Lperiaentation Center
Fort Or d, California

Office of Special Weapons Development 1
* Fort Bliss, Texa

Comat Operations Research (houp 1
Headquarters, Continental Army Cend
Fort Mnros, Virginia: Presidont
U. S. Arz Air Defense Boa rd

Fort Bliss, Texas
SCombt Developmnts Office

U. S. Ara Infantry School
Fort Benniog, (borgis

Superintendent
United Stites Mlitry Aedo

West Point, ]by York
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DRPARMlT CS UZ NAVY

Chief of Naval Operations 1
Washington 25, D. C.

Chief of Naval bsearch
Office of Novel Research (Code h07)
Washington 25, D. C.

Director 1
U. S. 1bval Raserch Lobaretories
Wauhington 25, P. C.

Diretor 1
Weapons System Analysis Division
Bureau of Nval Weapons
Washington 25, D. C.

SPARMEWT Or I= AIR FORCL

Headquarters U. S. Air Force (AFCOA) 1
Washington 25, D. C.

Comander 1
Air Force Systems Comand
Andrew* Air Force Base
Washington 25, D. C.

Comander 1
Office of Aero Space Research
Building T-D
Waskington 25, D. C.

Director 1
Air University Library
Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama
Attn; AUL-8641

Commanding Officer 1
Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio

OM 00VER AGELIES

Atomic Energy Commission 1
1901 Constitution Avenue, N. W.
Washington 25, D. C.

Notional Aeronattics and Space Agency 1
Washington 25, D. C.

Ntional Duzeau of Standards 1
Connecticut Avenue & Van lbas Streets, N. W.
Washington 25, D. C.

Human Performance Requirements 1
NASA, Ames Research Center
Moffett Field, California

Director 1
Science Information Exchange
Smithsonian Institution
Washington 25, D. C.

National Bureau of Standards
Boulder, Colorado



OTHER OM,, ,GEM _  (continued

National Institutes of Health
Bethesda, Maryland
Attni Director

Notional Science Foundation
Washington 25, D. C.

The Library of CongreseWashingtvn 25, D. C.

O'IMM AGENCIES

British Joint Services Mission
Thru: Foroign Liaison Office
Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligenoe
Department of the Army
Washington 25, D. C.

Canadian Join,. Staff
Thru: Foreign Liaison Office
Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence
Departatent of tho Army
Washington 25, D. C.

Human Resoureos Research Office
The Georc Wahington University

52013 O Stree , t. W.
Washington 7. D. C.
tionl Academy of Sciences1

Washington, D. C.~Reearch Analysis Corporation
I 6935 Arlington Road
~Bethesda., Maryland

Specia~l Operations Research Office
Awrican University
4501 Maeschusetts Avenue, N. W.Wahntn16, D. C.

Matbexotics ]Research Center, U. S. Ara1

University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wiseconsin
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